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Preface

ADBIS 2001 continued the series of Eastern European Conferences on Advances
in Databases and Information Systems. It took place in Vilnius, the capital of
Lithuania.

The ADBIS series already has established some reputation as a scientific
event of high quality serving as an internationally highly visible showcase for
research achievements in the field of databases and information systems in the
Eastern and Central European region as well as a forum for communication
and exchange with and among researchers from this very area. The topics of
the conference were related to the European Commission’s initiative “eEurope –
Information Society for All”. They represent research areas that will greatly in-
fluence the functionality, usability, and acceptability of future information prod-
ucts and services. The conference sought to bring together all major players
(experienced researchers, young researchers, representatives from industry), to
discuss the state of the art and practical solutions, and to initiate promising fu-
ture research. In order to ensure the active participation of representatives from
industry the conference provided special industrial sessions.

The theme of ADBIS 2001 was set with invited talks given by renowned
scientists covering important aspects of this wide field of research: Web access,
processes and services in e-commerce, and content management.

The call for papers attracted 82 submissions from 30 countries. In a rigorous
reviewing process the international program committee selected 25 papers for
long presentation and inclusion in these proceedings. All these papers have been
reviewed by at least three reviewers who evaluated their originality, significance,
relevance, and presentation and found their quality suitable for international
publication.

Topically, the accepted papers span a wide spectrum of the database and
information systems field: from query optimization and transaction processing
via design methods to application oriented topics like XML and data on the web.

Furthermore, the program featured two tutorials, presentations of short pa-
pers with challenging novel ideas at an early stage, experience reports, and in-
dustrial papers on the application of databases and information systems.

We would like to express our thanks and acknowledgement to all the people
who contributed to ADBIS 2001:

– the authors, who submitted papers to the conference,
– the reviewers and the international program committee who made this con-

ference possible by voluntarily giving of their time and expertise fto ensure
the quality of the scientific program

– the sponsors of ADBIS 2001 who supported the organization of the confer-
ence and permitted the participation in particular of young scientists from
Eastern countries

– all the good spirits and helpful hands of the local organization committee
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– Mr. Günter Millahn (Brandenburg University of Technology at Cottbus) for
maintaining the conference server

– the Springer-Verlag for publishing these proceedings and Mr. Alfred Hof-
mann for the effective support in producing these proceedings

– and last but not least we thank the steering committee and, in particular,
its chairman, Leonid Kalinichenko, for their advice and guidance.

Finally, we hope that all who contributed to this event see this volume as a
reward and as representation of scientific spirit and technical progress commu-
nicating exciting ideas and achievements.

June 2001 Albertas Caplinskas and Johann Eder
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Ubiquitous Web Applications

Franca Garzotto

HOC- Hypermedia Open Center
Department of Electronics and Information

Politecnico di Milano, Italy
garzotto@elet.polimi.it

Abstract. Web sites are progressively evolving from browsable, read-
only information repositories that exploit the web to interact with their
users, to web-based applications, combining navigation and search capa-
bilities with operations and transactions typical of information systems.
In parallel, the possibility of accessing web-based contents and services
through a number of different devices, ranging from full-fledged desktop
computers, to Personal Digital Assistants (PDA’s), to mobile phones, to
set-top boxes connected to TV’s, makes web applications ubiquitous, i.e.,
accessible anywhere at any time.
Ubiquitous Web Applications (UWA’s for short) reveal a number of as-
pects which make them different with respect to a conventional data-
intensive applications, and must be taken into account throughout the
whole application lifecycle, from requirements to implementation. UWA’s
are executed in a Web-based environment, where the paradigm for pre-
senting and accessing information is hypermedia-like. Thus UWA’s have
a mixed nature - hypermedia and transactional, where hypertext struc-
tures and operation capabilities are strongly intertwined. In addition, the
ubiquitous nature of a UWA implies that the application has to take into
account the different constraints of different devices, comprising display
size, local storage size, method of input and computing speed as well as
network capacity. At the same time, ubiquity introduces new require-
ments on how the application tunes itself to the end user: each user
may wish to get information, navigation patterns, lay-out, and services,
that are tailored not only to his/her specific profile but also to the cur-
rent situation of use, in its temporal and environmental aspects. Thus
Ubiquitous Web Applications must be at the same time device-aware,
user-aware, and context-of-use-aware, and require sophisticate forms of
customization.
After an analysis of the novel requirements of UWA’s, this talk will focus
on their impact on the design process, and will discuss problems and
challenges related to modeling information and navigation structures,
operations and transactions, and customization mechanisms for this class
of applications.

A. Caplinskas and J. Eder (Eds.): ADBIS 2001, LNCS 2151, p. 1, 2001.
c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2001



From Workflows to Service Composition in
Virtual Enterprises

Marek Rusinkiewicz

Information and Computer Science Research Laboratory
Telcordia Technologies

Austin, TX, USA
marek@research.telcordia.com

Abstract. Workflow technologies have been used extensively to support
process-based integration of activities within enterprises and are at the
core of emerging Enterprise Integration Platform (EIP) technologies. Re-
cently, a new abstraction of electronic services has begun to receive a lot
of attention among researchers and in the vendor community. Electronic
services provide the basis for creation of virtual enterprises (VE), which
combine services from multiple providers. In this talk, we will discuss the
advances that are needed to provide support for VEs. These include the
ability to advertise, broker, synchronize and optimize the services. We
will discuss the infrastructure needed to support VE application, show
a prototype demo, and list important research problems that need to be
solved.

A. Caplinskas and J. Eder (Eds.): ADBIS 2001, LNCS 2151, p. 2, 2001.
c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2001
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Subject-Oriented Work: Lessons Learned from an
Interdisciplinary Content Management Project

Joachim W. Schmidt, Hans-Werner Sehring, Michael Skusa, and Axel Wienberg

Technical University TUHH Hamburg, Software Systems Institute,
Harburger Schloßstraße 20, D-21073 Hamburg, Germany

{j.w.schmidt,hw.sehring,skusa,ax.wienberg}@tuhh.de

Abstract. The two broad cases, data- and content-based applications, differ
substantially in the fact that data case applications are abstracted first before
they cross any system boundary while for content cases it is the system itself
which has to map application content into some data-based technology.
Through application analysis and software design we are aware of the difficul-
ties of such mappings. In an interdisciplinary project with our Art History col-
leagues who are working in the subject area of “Political Iconography” we are
gaining substantial insight into their Subject-Oriented Working (SOWing)
needs and into initial requirements for a SOWing environment. In this paper we
outline the project, its basic models, their generalization as well as our initial
experiences with prototypical SOWing implementations. We emphasizes the
conceptual and terminological aspects of our approach, sketch some of the
technical requirements of a generic SOWing software platform and relate our
work to various XML-based activities.

1 Introduction

As a result of advanced and extensible database technology now being available as
off-the-shelf products, a substantial part of database research and development work
has generalized into work on models and systems for multimedia content management.
R&D in content management includes a range of models and systems concentrating on
services for the following three lines of work:
- content production and publication work using multimedia documents;
- classification and retrieval work based on document content;
- management and control of such work for communities of users differentiated by

their roles and rights, interests and profiles, etc.
The work reported in this paper is based on an interdisciplinary project with a partner
from the humanities with strong semantic and weak formal commitment. Our project
partner specializes on work in icon- and text-based content from the subject area of
“Political Iconography”. This content is organized as a paper- and drawer-based sub-
ject index (PI-“Bildindex”, BPI, see Fig. 1) and is used for Art History research and
education [33].

Iconographic work has a long tradition in Art History, dating back to 19th century
“Christian Iconography”, and is based on integrated experience from three sources:
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- Art: multimedia content;
- Art History: process knowledge;
- Library Sciences: subject-oriented content classification and retrieval.
In our context we use the notion of subject-orientation very much in the sense of li-
brary science, as, for example, stated by Elaine Svenonius: “In a subject language the
extension of a term is the class of all documents about what the term denotes, such as
all documents about butterflies.” This understanding differs substantially from natural
language where “the extension, or extensional meaning, of a word is the class of enti-
ties denoted by that word, such as the class consisting of all butterflies” [30]. And
both understandings are in clear contrast to the semantics of terms in programming
languages and database models.

The interdisciplinary project “Warburg Electronic Library (WEL)” models and
computerizes BPI content and services [3], [19], and the WEL prototype allows inter-
disciplinary experiments and insights into multimedia content management and appli-
cations.

The overall goal of the WEL project is
- the generalization of our subject-oriented working experience,
- a work plan for R&D in subject-oriented content management, and
- a generic Subject-Oriented Working environment (SOWing environment).
Currently, many contributions to such R&D are based on XML as a syntactic frame-
work which provides a structural basis as well as some form of implementation plat-
form. The main reasons for XML’s powerful position are its strong structural com-
mitment and its semantic neutrality.

Successful content management requires that the three lines of work
- content production and publication work by multimedia documents;
- classification and retrieval work based on document content;
- management and control of such work for communities of users differentiated by

their roles an rights, profiles and interests, etc. [21]
are not supported in isolation but in a coherent and cooperative working environment
covering the entire space spanned by all three dimensions.

The main reason why XML-based work on content management often falls short
can be stated as a corollary of XML’s strength (see above): its weak semantic and
exclusively structural commitment. Much of the XML-based R&D contributes to the
above three lines of work only individually. Examples include [7], [31].

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces the two projects involved,
the “Bildindex für Politische Ikonographie (BPI)” and the “Warburg Electronic Li-
brary (WEL)”. In Sect. 3 the WEL model is generalized towards a generic “Work
Explication Language”. A system’s view of the WEL prototype is described in Sect. 4
and the first contours of a generic Subject-Oriented Working environment (SOWing
platform) are outlined. Related work, in particular work in the XML context, is dis-
cussed in Sect. 5. The paper concludes with a short summary and a reference to future
work in our long-term SOWing project.
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2 Warburg Electronic Library: An Interdisciplinary Content
Management Project

The development of the currently predominant data management models was heavily
influenced by application requirements from the business and banking world and their
bookkeeping experience: the concepts of record, tabular view, transaction etc. are
obvious examples. Data model development had to go through several generations –
record-based file management, hierarchical databases and network models – until the
relational data model reached a widely accepted level of abstraction for database
structuring and content-based data operation.

For traditional relational data management we basically assume that content is
“values of quantified variables” from business domains operated by transactions and
laid out as tables with rows and columns. The questions arise:

- How can we generalize from data management to the area of content management
where content domains are not “just dates and dollars”, content operation goes be-
yond “debit-credit transactions” and content layout means multimedia documents?

- What are key application areas beyond bookkeeping which help us understand,
conceptualize and finally implement the core set of requirements for multimedia
content management in terms of domain modelling, content-oriented work support
as well as content (re-) presentation?

Fig. 1. Working with the Index for Political Iconography in the Warburg-Haus, Hamburg

The work presented here is based on an interdisciplinary R&D-project between
Computer Science and Art History, the “Warburg Electronic Library” project. The
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application area was chosen because of Art History’s long-term working experience
with content of various media. The project itself is founded on extensive material and
user experience from the area of “Political Iconography”.

2.1 Subject-Oriented Work in Political Iconography

Political iconography basically intends to capture the semantics of key concepts of the
political realm under the assumption that political goals, roles, values, means etc.
requires mass communication which is implemented by the iconographic use of im-
ages. Our partner project in Art History, the “Bildindex zur Politischen Iconographie
(BPI)”, was initiated in 1982 by the Art Historian Martin Warnke [33] and consists of
roughly 1,500 named political concepts (subject terms, “Schlagworte”) and more than
300,000 records on iconographic works relevant to the BPI. In 1990 Warnke’s work
was awarded the Leibniz-Preis, one of the most prestigious research grants in Ger-
many.

Fig. 2. BPI “Bildkarte” St. Moritz (image card) describing art work by attribute aggregation

Starting with this experience, BPI work essentially relies on an Art Historian’s
knowledge of (documents refering to) political acts in which images play an active
role. Art Historians interpret “acts” as encompassing aspects of
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- “projects” (who initiated and contributed to an act? the when and where of an act?
etc.);

- “products” (what piece of art did the project produce? on what medium? place of
current residence etc.); and finally, the

- “concepts” behind the act (what political goals, roles, institutions etc. are ad-
dressed? what iconographic means are used by the artist? etc.).

On this knowledge level, BPI work identifies political concepts and names them
individually by subject terms – e.g., by “ruler”, “prince”, “pope”, “equestrian
statue”.

Subject term semantics is methodologically captured and systematically repre-
sented in the BPI by the following steps:

1. designing a conceptual, prototypical and representative (mostly mental) model for
each subject term, e.g., a prototypical equestrian statute; [29]

2. giving value to the relevant variables or facets of such prototypes by reference to
the Art Historian’s knowledge of “good cases”, i.e., political acts with an icono-
graphic dimension. Each such variable or facet is represented by a BPI entry
(“Bildkarte”, “Textkarte”, “Videokarte” – “media card” etc.) which holds a de-
scription of a “good case” for that facet, see for example, St. Moritz, see Fig. 2.

3. collecting all BPI entries on the same prototype into a single extent (“Bildkarten-
stapel”, …, “stack of media cards”, see Fig. 3) thus defining the semantics of a
subject term. Additional fine structure may be imposed on subject term extents
(order, “neighborhood”, named subextents, general association/navigation etc.);

4. maintaining a (“completion”) process aiming at a “best possible” definition of the
subject area at hand by

- “representative” subject terms covering the subject area at hand;
- “qualifying” prototypes for each subject term;
- “complete” sets of facets for prototype description;
- “good” cases for facet substantiation.

This makes it quite clear that the BPI is by no means just an index for accessing an
image repository. The BPI uses images only in their rather specific role as icons and
for the specific purpose of contributing to the description of cases and thus to the
semantics of subject terms [32]. In this sense, images represent the iconographic vo-
cabulary of BPI documents just as keywords contribute to the linguistic vocabulary of
text documents.
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Fig. 3. BPI subject term semantics (e.g. equestrian statue) by media card classification (image,
text, video cards etc.)

Art Historians with their long tradition of working with content represented by mul-
tiple media are far from restricting themselves to a mainly technical view on multime-
dia as most of the currently booming projects in Computer Science seem to do. Our
Art History colleagues are much closer to the message of people such as Marshall
McLuhan who understand media as “extensions of men [18]”.

The BPI has essentially two groups of users:
- a few highly experienced BPI editors for content maintenance and
- various broader user communities which access BPI content for research and edu-

cation purposes.
Being implemented on paper technology, the traditional BPI shows severe conceptual
and technical shortcomings:
- conceptually: the above attributes “representative”, “good”, “complete”, etc. are

highly subjective and, therefore, “completion semantics” is hard to meet even
within a “single-person-owned” subject index;

- technically: severe representational limitations are obvious and range from single
subsumption of BPI entries to a lack of online and networked BPI access.

In the subsequent section we outline two contributions of the “Warburg Electronic
Library” project which approaches the above conceptual and technical shortcomings
through an advanced Digital Library project which, as a prime application, is now
hosting the “Index for Political Iconography”.
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2.2 A Subject-Oriented Working Environment: Warburg Electronic Library

Viewed from our Computer Science perspective which shifted in recent years from
basic research in “persistent database programming” towards R&D in “software sys-
tems for content management (online, multimedia, …)”, the WEL project addresses a
range of highly relevant and interrelated content application issues:
- content representation by multiple media: images, texts, data, …;
- content structuring, navigation and querying; content presentation;
- content work exploiting subjects and ontologies: classification, indexing, …;
- utilization of different referencing mechanisms: icon, index, symbol;
- cooperative projects on multimedia content in research and education.
The WEL is an interdisciplinary project between the Art History department of Ham-
burg University (Research Group on Political Iconography, Warburg-Haus, Hamburg)
and the Software Systems Institute of the Technical University, TUHH, Hamburg. It
began in 1996 as a 5-year project and will be extended into an interdisciplinary R&D-
framework involving several Hamburg-based institutions.

For a short WEL overview we will concentrate on two project contributions:
- semantic modelling principles for WEL-design;
- personalized digital WEL libraries based on project-specific prototypes and their

use in Art History education.

WEL Semantic Modelling Principles. The WEL design is based – as is already the
BPI design – on the classical semantic data modelling principles [28], [6]:
aggregation, classification, generalization / specialization and association / navigation
(see figs. 2 and 3).

Fig. 4. Media card associated with (multiple) subject terms and with information on classifica-
tion work

However, it is important to note that the semantics of subject classes and their en-
tries originate from different semantic sources and, therefore, go beyond classical data
modelling (see also Sect. 4.2):
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- object semantics: seen from a data modelling point of view, subject class entries are
also entities of some object classes in the sense of object-oriented modelling. How-
ever, a subject class extent may be heterogeneous because its entries may describe
documents of different media – texts, images, videos etc. Therefore, subject class
entries viewed as objects may belong to different object classes – text, image, video
classes etc.

- content semantics: furthermore, all content described by the entries of the same
subject class shares some semantic key elements. All BPI documents referring, for
example, to the subject class “ruler” make use of graphical textual key icons such
as swords, crowns, scepters, horses etc.; similarly, the text documents associated
with a certain subject class contain overlapping sets of subject-related keywords.
Such sets of key icons capture essential parts of content and, thus, of subject term
semantics. Note that specialization of subject classes goes along with extension and
union of subject-related key icon sets while generalization relies on reduction and
intersection.

- completion semantics: in Sect. 2.1 we referred to the soft semantic constraint of
achieving best possible subject definition as “completion semantics”. Although this
may be considered more as an issue of class pragmatics than class semantics it im-
plies formal constraints on subject class extents. Since users of subject definitions
act under the assumption that the subject owner established a subject extent which
represents all relevant aspects of the owners subject prototype, any change of that
extent is primarily monotonic, i.e., extents of subject terms are only changed by
adding or replacing its entries. Therefore, references to subject class entries should
not become invalid.

Figure 4 shows a media card for St. Moritz together with the (multiple) subject terms
to which St. Moritz contributes. The example also links St. Moritz to details of the
classification process by which this card entered the WEL. This information is essen-
tial for the realization of project-oriented views on subject terms, or reference librar-
ies:
- thematic views (customization): projects usually concentrate on sub-areas of the all

encompassing “Index for the Political Iconography”;
- personalized views (personalization): they cope with the conceptual problems with

“completion semantics” mentioned above.
Initial experiences with both of these viewing mechanisms are outlined in the subse-
quent section.
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Subject-Oriented Work in Art History Education. A key experience of the WEL
project relates to the two dimensions of subject-oriented work: subject-orientation as a
thematic view (customization) and as an individualized view (personalization).
Speaking in terms of Digital Libraries both dimensions are approached by the WEL
concept of “reference libraries” (“Handbibliothek”), which are essentially SOWing
environments customized and personalized according to the requirements of
individual projects or persons [17].

Fig. 5. Thematic and personalized subject views for the “Mantua” seminar

Figure 5 outlines the use of customized and personalized SOWing environments in
an Art History seminar on “Mantua and the Gonzaga” [26]. The general BPI
(“Warnke-owned”) is first customized into a subject index for the “Mantua and the
Gonzaga” seminar project. The main objective of the individual student projects in
that seminar is to further personalize the seminar index, structurally and content-wise,
and to produce, for example, a project-specific subject index for topics such as “Stu-
diolo” or “Camera picta” [20]. Publicizing the final subject content in some form of
media document (see Fig. 6) - traditional print report or interactive website - consti-
tutes another seminar objective [34].
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Fig. 6. The “Studiolo” subject index publicized as a multimedia document

3 Towards a Generalized WEL-Model for Subject-Oriented Work

The prime experience gained from our interdisciplinary WEL project is a deeper in-
sight into the intertwining of SOWing entities and their working relationships. Con-
ceptually, the services of our SOWing platform are primarily based on four kinds of
entities which are straight-forward generalizations of the corresponding WEL entities:
- “work cases” as the basic abstraction of the acts and entities of interest in a domain;
- “case documents” which are abstract or physical entities reporting on such work;
- “case entries” which record the essence of work case documents;
- “subject terms” which, based on such case entries, structure the domain, define its

semantics, and give access to its documents and works.
Since all four notions are quite generic, there is ample space for generalizing in our
SOWing project the models and systems for subject-oriented work far beyond our
initial WEL approach.

In the subsequent sections we will outline an extended SOWing model and plat-
form and re-interpret the acronym WEL from “Warburg Electronic Library” to “Work
Explication Language”, very much in the sense of the definition of ontology as “a
theory regarding entities, especially abstract entities to be admitted into a language of
description” [35].

Subsequently, we discuss the four kinds of SOWing entities in more detail.
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3.1 On a Generic Notion of “Work”

Central to the content management support provided by our SOWing platform is a
generic notion of “work”. Our work concept is based on the WEL experience and is
characterized and modeled by three groups of properties (see also Fig. 2):
- work as a “project”, i.e., the circumstances under which work is performed;
- work as a “product”, i.e., a work’s result; and
- work as a “concept”, i.e., the conceptual idea behind a work.
Figure 7 relates these three work characteristics using a “work triangle” diagram. The
generalization of WEL work examples such as the one given by Fig. 2 is obvious.

The upper part of Fig. 8 depicts a second work case, similarly structured but rather
different in nature. Fig. 8.2 depicts a WEL work case done by a Mr. B. when produc-
ing a work document description of the Gonzaga-Mantegna-Minerva work case and
entering it into the WEL. While there may be only partial knowledge on the renais-
sance work case – essentially only Mantegna’s picture survived – the WEL work case
being supported and observed by the SOWing platform can receive an arbitrarily
extensive SOWing coverage.

This reflective capability is probably the most powerful and unique aspect of our
SOWing approach. Reflection provides the basis for a wide range of services for cus-
tomization and personalization, self-description and profiling and for all kinds of
guiding and tracing support [27].

Fig. 7. WEL work structure (work triangle)

Examples of WEL work are presented in Fig. 8. The lower part (Fig. 8.1) models a
specific work case by which a member of the Gonzaga family residing in Mantua
during the 15th century asked the artist Mantegna for a painting addressing the issue of
virtues and sins. Mantegna chose the goddess Minerva as the central motive and pre-
sented her expelling the sin out of the garden of virtue. This 15th century work case
may be reported by some publicized work document, most probably, however, the
case is just part of an Art Historian’s body of knowledge about the Italian renaissance.
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3.2 Work Case Documents

Work such as the Gonzaga-Mantegna-Minerva case of Fig. 8 is documented typically
in narrative form and presented by some multi-media documents – texts, images,
speech etc. and combinations thereof. In our SOWing approach such documents are
assumed to represent content in terms of the above three dimensions: work project,
work product and the concepts behind both (see also Fig. 7). This view on documents
is quite general and allows interpretation ranging from the rather informal but very
expressive documents of “Political Iconography” to partially formalized diagrams
such as flow charts and UML entities and to computer programs and operator instruc-
tions with a fully formalized semantics.

Fig. 8. WEL work graph: production work (Fig. 8.1) and description work (Fig. 8.2)

Work documents may also vary in terms of their completeness in the sense that the
work they report may be known only partially, for example, by its product. Many
examples can be found in Art History where most of the project knowledge is usually
lost and only the image survives (the opposite case also exists). Nevertheless, we
agree with our colleagues from Art History that products should never be considered
in isolation but always be recorded in the context of the project (persons, time, place,
tools, etc.) for which they were created. For documents produced within a computer-
ized environment this has partially become standard although there is no overall con-
cept of what to do with this information.

Note the dialectic character of our SOWing position in this point: on the one hand
side, work cases are assumed to be reported by documents, on the other hand all
documents – at least the ones produced by the SOWing environment and its tools –
are considered as work cases and, yet again, reported by work case documents and
entries.
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3.3 Work Case Entries

In the SOWing approach work case documents are described and recorded by work
case entries which establish the relationship between subject terms and their semantics
on one side and the work cases and their documentation on the other. Such case en-
tries generalize the media cards of the WEL system.

Conceptually there is a third relationship involved which associates a work case en-
try with a class of icons considered “representative” for the kind of work which is
described by the case. We use the term “icon” here in the sense of iconic signifier (as
opposed to indexical or symbolic signifiers, see, for example, [9]). For image docu-
ments icons specialize to iconographic signifiers, for text documents to keywords
(“Stichworte”) etc.

A case entry on an image and text document with content on the subject term
“ruler”, for example, will for its image part be described by characteristic icons from a
subject-specific icon set {crown, sword, scepter, ...}, for its textual part by a corre-
sponding set of keywords.

Seen from an object point of view, case entries are instances of media-specific ob-
ject classes (image, text, video classes etc.) while from a content perspective they
draw constraints from (hierarchies of) icon classes. Finally, from a subject-oriented
position, case entries become members of the extent of some subject classes (our old
WEL stack of media cards) thus contributing to the definition of their semantics.

In Sect. 4 we will relate and discuss these three perspectives in terms of class dia-
grams (Fig. 10).

3.4 Subject Definition Work

Subject term semantics is essentially defined extensionally by document descriptions.
Intentionally their semantics is captured in part by icon classes shared by such extents.
Both extensional and intensional semantics are related by the fact that each entry into
the subject term’s extent shows a characteristic profile over the icon class related to its
subject term. A specific image document contributing to the semantics of “ruler” will
not display the entire icon class for rulers, i.e., the set {crown, sword, scepter, ...} but
a characteristic subset of it, probably a crown and a sword in a prominent position
within the image.

Most of the production work on which the BPI is based typically took place outside
a computerized environment – usually the referenced iconographic work dates back
several centuries. Production work may, however, also mean the production of docu-
ments about the original iconographic work and such document work may well con-
tribute to or profit from a SOWing environment.

Description support being definitely a matter of the SOWing platform may, for ex-
ample, provide reference to other subject terms covered by the index [22]. For the
Gonzaga-Mantegna-Minerva case it may be quite enlightening to capture the reason
why Gonzaga ordered that picture by referring to some subject term “virtue” or its
generalization “political objectives” to which Machiavelli’s work “Il Principe”, a
successful handbook for renaissance rulers, contributed.
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Fig. 9. An overview of Subject-Oriented Work

Figure 9 gives an overview of the subject-oriented work and its support through a
SOWing platform. It relates production and description work to subject work.

As mentioned above, a major group of SOWing services is based on the fact that
“work is a first class citizen” in the SOWing world. This implies that work while being
supported by the system is automatically identified, described and associated with
work-related subject terms (project time and participants, product media and archives
etc.). Evaluating such terms provides the basis for substantially improved work sup-
port, e.g., work session management, work distribution, protection, personalization
etc.

4 The SOWing System

Our field studies provided us with a good basis for user requirements analysis of our
SOWing approach and our extensive prototyping experience allowed us us a deeper
insight into the architectural and functional alternatives of SOWing system design and
implementation.
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4.1 WEL Prototype Experience

The WEL prototypes developed so far are the major source of experience on which
the SOWing approach is based. The initial version was based on the Tycoon-2 persis-
tent programming environment, an object-oriented, higher-order programming lan-
guage with orthogonal persistence [16], [23]. Using a Tycoon-based acquisition and
cataloging tool the Computer Scientists, Art Historians and many students from both
departments digitized many thousands of images and transformed file cards from their
physical representation into a digital one. This work is still in progress. The descrip-
tive data in the card catalogue were entered and revised by Art Historians via a web-
based editor.

With the evolution of Java from a small object-oriented programming language for
embedded devices to a mainstream programming language for networked applications
the WEL system was moved to Java-related technology.

The current WEL version is based on an early version of a commercial Content
Management System (CMS) [5] which is entirely Java-based and resides on top of a
relational database management system.

For our current prototype we were particularly interested in understanding to what
extent features of commercial CMS technology meet the requirements of our SOWing
platform. It turned out that although the CMS provided several abstractions useful for
our SOWing data model important relationships between and inside the subject
classes could not be treated as first class objects. Furthermore, the modeling facilities
of commercial CMSs are not yet rich enough to meet the needs of our generic SOW-
ing approach. Commercial CMS technology concentrates on specific application do-
mains with editorial processes for more or less isolated units of work (e.g., news arti-
cles) with little association to other entities. SOWing requires, however, in addition to
storing and retrieving the document itself an extended functionality for the embedding
of documents into the SOWing context with all its relationships.

Commercial CMS and DBMS technology supports only the specific set of naviga-
tion methods predominant in their main application domain, and our prototype ran
into performance problems as soon as users left those default navigation paths. As a
consequence, we met the domain specific access requirements by introducing an addi-
tional application layer on top of the CMS.

Several graphical web-based user interfaces as well as GUI editors were developed
to enable various classes of users to browse through the subject index, create personal
indices and collect references to documents accessible via the global index.

In parallel to the Art History project the generic WEL system was adopted to main-
tain an index created for the management of concepts relevant in advertising. This was
and still is carried out in cooperation with a commercial agency from the advertising
industry.

4.2 Subject Classes, Object Classes, and Icon Classes

In Sect. 3 we introduced the four kinds of SOWing entities: work cases, case docu-
ments, case entries, and subject terms. While the former two (Sects. 3.1 and 3.2) are
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highly relevant for the conceptual foundation of our SOWing approach, the latter two
(Sects. 3.3 and 3.4) are also important for system implementation.

Case entries are related to subject terms by classification relationships. Subject
terms are structured in a hierarchy – the subject index – made up by subject term gen-
eralization and specialization.

As described in Sect. 2.1 the relationship between case entries and subject terms
has a double meaning:
- one the one hand, documents are classified by binding their case entries to subject

terms;
- on the other hand, each document contributes to the subject term’s definition.
The set of entries chosen to define a subject is supposed to be minimal; only entries
which introduce a new and relevant facet of the prototypical extent are added. In this
way subject indices reflect the domain knowledge from the perspective of the owner
of the subject index.

Subject indices are not only used to capture “primary knowledge” of domains but
also “secondary knowledge” as, for example,
- on the organizational and history of a community, including knowledge of users,

rights granted to them, etc. [8]
- on the layout and handling of documents, i.e., properties not directly related to their

content, e.g., (kind of ) origin, document types, quality, etc.
This leads to different types of subject indices some of which are used by the SOWing
system itself, e.g., user classification to handle project-specific access rights.

Since entries can contribute to more than one subject term definition they may be-
long to more than one subject extent maybe in different indices of the same or differ-
ent types. The semantics of multiple subsumption varies in each of the cases.

Several contributions define the semantics of the instantiation relationship:
- object semantics: technically, descriptions have a type (in the sense of a data type);
- content semantics: in addition to the attributes with object semantics, the use of

icons for content description determines a semantic type; the more special a subject
becomes the more icons the entries in its extent are expected to have;

- completion semantics: the extent of a subject term is supposed to fully describe its
semantics (at the current time, for the user who created it).

It is interesting to see how in our design of SOWing entities traditional elements of
object-oriented classes coexist with novel aspects of subject-oriented modelling. This
coexistence of object- and subject-oriented semantic elements is illustrated by the
diagram in Fig. 10 which is based on an extended UML notation.

The upper right third of the diagram shows a traditional class hierarchy of an ob-
ject-oriented model. On top is the class “Object” representing the root of the class
hierarchy. From this a class “Case Entry” is derived which has attributes for the fea-
tures which all kinds of case entries share. Subclasses of “Case Entry” are introduced
for each media type. These classes might introduce further features, e.g., painter for
images, author for texts. Instances (“entry” in the diagram) of such classes are con-
structed in the usual object-oriented manner: the object is created for a given class, so
that its structure is known for its whole lifetime.
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Case Entry

Subject

Object

Image Entry Text Entry

feature 1 : Type 1
...

feature n : Type n
icons : Icon Class

Ruler

Equestrian

napoleon : Equestrian Image Entry

...

painter : Artist author : User

Subject Index

... as Equestrian

icons={crown,...,horse,...}

Icon Class

icons : Set<Icon>

Ruler Icon Class

icons = {crown,...}

Saint

...

... as Saint

icons={crown,...,halo}

...

Fig. 10. Subject, object, and icon classes

Important for the SOWing model is the special attribute “icons” which is defined
by “Case Entry” and which represents references to an icon class. Icon classes de-
scribe sets of icons which relate to subject terms. Icons reflect the content of the de-
scribed document, e.g. keywords in a text or symbols in an image. As indicated in the
upper left of the diagram (Fig. 10), icon classes are ordered in a specialization rela-
tionship which is derived from the inclusion of the icon sets. We use the filled-in ar-
row head to visualize icon class specialization and a thick arrow head for icon class
“instantiation”.

Finally, the lower part of Fig. 10 shows a (UML-inspired) formulation of subject
classes. We use double-headed arrows for specialization and instantiation. Dual to the
(object) class “Object” we introduce a (subject) class “Subject” as the root of the
subject class hierarchy. Although subject terms and icon classes are only loosely re-
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lated, it is very likely that all the entries of the same subject class will have a similar
profile over the icons of the corresponding icon class.

The “Subject Index” to which a subject belongs defines the domain to which a sub-
ject term contributes. This models the perspectives under which the classification of a
description can be viewed. For any given application often only one index will be
considered at a time. However, personalization and customization will require the
SOWing system to cope internally with several indices simultaneously.

There are two fundamental uses of the structure shown in the diagram, Fig. 10:
- if a subject worker manually establishes the classification relationship between an

entry and a subject term (“entry” and “equestrian” in the example of Fig. 10), the
entry contributes to the subject term’s definition. For the related icon classes this
may mean that the icon class can be derived from or validated by the icons of the
entries in an extent;

- vice versa, icons assigned to a description can be matched against an icon class
which in return corresponds to a subject term. Using some distance function the
SOWing system can derive or propose the classification of an entry.

In this way the subject classification differs substantially from object classification: in
contrast to an object class a subject class does not define a uniform structure for all
members of its extent. In addition, subject class entries may be members in more than
one extent simultaneously and may change subject class membership during their
lifetime. In contrast, an entry in its role as object belongs to exactly one object class
and this membership is immutable over time.

4.3 Personalization Facilities

We substantiate some of the architectural decisions of the SOWing environment by
giving examples from the Warburg Electronic Library. First we look at a the personal-
ization [24] of a description work. Imagine the user downloads a case entry as the
following XML document:

<picture-card>
<title>Bonaparte Crossing ...</title>
<artist>David, Jacques-Louis</artist>

</picture-card>

Once a user has copied the description into his personal working environment he is
free to modify it at will and might end up with a document like the one shown below.

<picture-card>
<title>Napoleon Crossing ...</title>
<artist>/artistdb/artist4368.xml</artist>
<medium>Painting</medium>

</picture-card>

Clearly, three changes of a different nature were performed:
- a value change: from “Bonaparte” to “Napoleon”;
- a type change: “artist” now is a reference, no longer a value;
- an additional feature is added: “medium”.
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The latter two changes exemplify the semi-structured nature of the descriptions: part
of the personalized descriptions conforms to the schema the community chose for
descriptions. Another part was added by the user, freely choosing a tag name, the
elements content format, and the position where to integrate the new element. This is
the kind of liberty the subject workers expect to have in the SOWing environment.

When the community decides to accept and re-integrate the user’s contribution into
the community’s subject index it has to perform the data (eventually also the schema)
update [4]. The SOWing server discovers such type changes by tracking the descrip-
tion work [11].

4.4 Case Entry Generation from XML Documents

A SOWing user may submit a work case document in the form of the following XML
document:

<report>
In the <medium>Painting</medium>
<title>Napoleon Crossing ...</title> the artist
<artist>David, Jacques-Louis</artist> depicts
Napoleon riding ...

</report>

Then the SOWing system will start analyzing the above work document and generate
the following initial work case entry:

<picture-card>
<!-- according to the original conceptual model -->
<title>Napoleon Crossing ...</title>
<artist>David, Jacques-Louis</artist>
<!-- additional markup recognized -->
<medium>Painting</medium>

</picture-card>

This automatically generated version of a work case entry serves as the basis for the
description worker’s SOWing task.

4.5 SOWing Interfaces and External Tool Support

SOWing entities – work cases, documents, case entries, and subjects - may vary
widely by their degree of formalization ranging from rather informal entities (to be
mediated to humans) to fully formalized structures (to be read and processed by ma-
chines). Furthermore, SOWing entities may be consumed and produced by external
tools thus requiring a general interfacing technology to the world outside the SOWing
platform. A more detailed discussion in the context of XML can be found in Sect. 5.

Our vision of a SOWing system is to support a community of users in a long-term
process of sharing, evolving and partially formalizing their understanding of a com-
mon application domain – and not to force them to use a SOWing system. If such a
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system is to be used it must be possible to create a wide variety of external representa-
tions of the entities and relationships maintained by the system.

This is required for two reasons:
- Users want to import the content from such a system into their own working envi-

ronment (word processors, multimedia authoring tools, expert systems etc.). For
this purpose a portable external representation is needed which can be understood
by different software systems – at least in part.

- The second reason for a portable and even human readable format is the necessity
to facilitate the exchange of the data and the knowledge behind it between different
people. Especially those who do not possess an identical or compatible SOWing
system will need such an external representation. We consider the extensible
markup language as being useful in both scenarios.

On the other hand the SOWing system itself must also be able to process data from
various sources. Therefore, either converters between external data and the internal
SOWing data model have to be provided or well-defined interfaces to external repre-
sentations must be available.

5 XML for Subject-Oriented Work

In the previous sections we developed a scenario for a software environment which
supports and records subject-oriented work. As soon as the content maintained by
such a system is communicated to others or used cooperatively with different systems,
the question arises, how to represent content and knowledge about it in a system-
independent manner. The Extensible Markup Language and its standards [2], [15] are
intended to enhance content structure and coherence and, by doing so, to improve
content production and interchange.

Parallel to our work on the SOWing environment much work has been invested in
XML-based standards for various content-related services [1]. However, most of these
standardization efforts lack a common application scenario which could prove more
than the usefulness of isolated standards, e.g., by making two or more of them collabo-
rate. We regard our SOWing system as a cooperative platform for suites of XML-
based services.

5.1 XML and Documents

One application of XML in the scenarios mentioned above is its use as a platform-
independent notation for content exchange. XML can be read and processed by per-
sons as well as by machines. Processing in this context means that machines are able
to store XML documents and increase their coherence by performing certain consis-
tency checks, e.g., whether XML data are well-formed or valid according to a certain
document type definition. With pure XML, as stated in [10], only syntactical consis-
tency and interoperability can be achieved. If a target machine is supposed to go be-
yond that point reason about the content of an XML document, domain knowledge has
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to be hardwired into the processing machine and this knowledge has to be synchro-
nized with assumptions from the content author.

Under this assumption pure XML then could be used to facilitate communication
between partners who share a common understanding of the nature of the content
being exchanged.

5.2 XML and Semantics

Up to a certain degree XML can be used to represent subject terms and their relation-
ships. However, as [12] argues, important ontological relationships (e.g., “subclass-
of” or “instance-of”) can not be modeled directly by a XML document type definition.
Another problem arises because XML allows different ways to model the same rela-
tionship and no support for some notion of equivalence. Properties of a concept can be
modeled in at least two ways: as an XML element on its own or as an attribute of
another element. Supposing a document type description is used for some ontological
statement, the receiver of a document based on this statement has to “know” that this
document type represents an ontology and how it can be derived from the document
type definition. Currently several proposals for a common formalism for ontology
representation are being discussed [10], [12].

The Resource Description Framework (RDF, see, for example, [15]) provides
primitives which facilitate the representation of ontologies in a much more natural way
compared to (pure) XML. RDF can be implemented on top of XML and is suggested
to be used as a basic framework for the definition of common ontology interchange
languages, for example, OIL [7].

We expect that by working within the SOWing environment in combination with
the above standards we can substantially improve the re-use of publication work and
thus simplify the overall publication process. Furthermore, the understanding of
documents for readers outside the community for which a work was originally pub-
lished can be improved and machine reasoning about the works becomes feasible to
the extent to which as both, the SOWing system and the processing machine, share
subject index information.

5.3 XML and Activities

As mentioned earlier our notion of “work” refers not only to the result of a product
process, i.e., to documents on certain concepts or ideas, but to the entire process by
which the document is created. Through its reflective capabilities to observe the pro-
duction process the SOWing system can contribute to questions such as
- in which sequence were the production steps carried out ?
- how long did each production step take ?
- what are the influences leading to a concrete object production sequence ?
For works belonging to the past this information usually is not available or has to be
derived from other sources. For description work as carried out by the Art Historians
in the WEL project, however, information about the production process of such a
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description work can be collected almost automatically by the SOWing environment.
Work cases being “first class citizens” can themselves become subjects to later re-
search and one does not need to “guess” what the circumstances of a production may
have been but one knows what these circumstances were – at least to the extent the
SOWing environments model documents them.

In this sense the SOWing environment can document the process which led to a
certain document and enhance the understanding of the “work” behind the document.
On the other hand this process description can be used to derive recommendations for
future production processes in the sense of instructions that have to be carried out for
tasks similar to a successfully completed process [14]. Well-documented production
processes can serve as templates for future production and contribute to process stan-
dardization [25]. XML-based languages such as XRL (eXchangeable Routing Lan-
guage [31]) can be used to represent such processes.

In summary, we expect a twofold contribution when using XML as a common
SOWing interface: XML-based tools will substantially and rapidly enhance the SOW-
ing functionality and, in reverse, the SOWing model will give a semantic underpinning
and connectivity to XML services and thus significantly improve their usability.

6 Summary and Outlook

Our SOWing platform, experiments and the SOWing project as a whole aim at relat-
ing, organizing and defining subjects and documents as well as the work behind it. In
an interdisciplinary project with our Art History colleagues who are working in the
subject area of “Political Iconography” we gained substantial insight into their Sub-
ject-Oriented Working (SOWing) needs and into initial requirements for a generic
SOWing platform. In this paper we outlined the project, its basic models, their gener-
alization as well as our initial experiences with prototypical SOWing implementations
and compared our work with various XML-related activities.

On the modeling level we improved our understanding of
- the basic SOWing entities and their relationships;
- the notion of work, i.e., the production context of content;
- the role of key icons and key words for content-based subject definition.
On the system level SOWing project is currently investigating the requirements for
- a generator-based architecture for SOWing entities and relationships;
- reflective system technology and its use for advanced SOWing services;
- customized and personalized SOWing indices;
- XML-based tool interoperability.
Future large scale content-oriented project work will have to interact with a substantial
number of SOWing indices and, therefore, requires a technology for “plugable SOW-
ing arrays”. SOWing indices have to deliver their content through a wide variety of
document types ranging from media documents laid out for human interaction to struc-
tured (and typed) documents for machine consumption. Finally, SOWing support for
the modeling, management and enactment of content-oriented work has to be further
improved.
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Abstract. A dead subquery is a part of a query not contributing to the
final query result. Dead subqueries appear mostly due to querying views.
A method of detecting and eliminating dead subqueries is presented. It
assumes that views are processed by query modification, which macro-
substitutes a view invocation with the corresponding view definition.
The method is founded on a new semantic framework of object-oriented
query languages, referred to as the stack-based approach. Dead parts are
detected through static (compile-time) analysis of scoping and binding
properties for names occurring in a query. The method is explained by
a pseudo-code algorithm and illustrated by examples.

1 Introduction

A disadvantage of using virtual (non-materialized) database views is that a view
often calculates more than it is necessary in a particular view invocation. For
example, a view calculates, among others, average salaries in departments, but
in a particular query invoking the view these values are not used. Hence the
straightforward approach to view processing may result in a significant waste of
processing time. The problem has been partly solved for relational query lan-
guages through the technique known as query modification [8]: a view definition
is treated as a macro-definition, where each view invocation is textually substi-
tuted with the query from the body of the view definition. Then, the parts of
the view definition not used in a particular query are removed from the resulting
query. Such parts are called dead subqueries (parts), because they do not con-
tribute to the final result. (Dead subqueries may also appear in queries without
views; however, this is rather rare.)

Query modification has been adopted and generalized for object-oriented
query languages such as OQL [12]. This technique prepares a foundation for
our method of detecting and removing dead subqueries. Such optimization is
performed through rewriting a query into a semantically equivalent query having
no dead subqueries. After removing dead subqueries, the resulting query can be
further processed by other optimization methods, e.g. based on factoring out
independent subqueries, changing the order of operators, indices [4,5,6].

In a general case of object-oriented query languages and views, the problem
of removing dead subqueries is not easy. A query resulting from query modifica-
tion can be complex, nested, can involve inheritance and encapsulation, and can
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invoke methods or virtual attributes. It can also contain definitions of auxiliary
names (i.e., correlation variables, variables bound by quantifiers, etc) and can be
built upon various operators such as selection, dot (i.e., projection/navigation),
dependent join, quantifiers, arithmetic functions, aggregate functions, and oth-
ers. Moreover, views can be nested; i.e. a particular view can invoke other views.

As far as we have investigated the literature, there is no other paper consider-
ing the problem of removing dead subqueries for object-oriented query languages
and views. Probably this is caused by the fact that object views are not devel-
oped to a satisfactory degree, despite many papers (for a discussion see [9]).

Nonetheless, a related idea is discussed for the relational approach. For in-
stance, in [3] the authors consider a case when redundant joins of base relations
appear as a result of using views defined (directly or indirectly) against those
relations. A similarity between the method discussed in [3] and our solution is
that the general idea of both techniques is to avoid performing unnecessary op-
erations. The main difference is that [3] deals with joins, which are the most
expensive operations in relational databases, and is restricted to CPS-queries,
while our method concerns any (arbitrarily complex) subqueries whose results
are not used. Joins are not the case in the object approach, because foreign keys
are usually replaced with links. Our approach has potential to cover cases when
dead subqueries are not connected by joins.

Our (fairly general) approach assumes that object views are first-class stored
functional procedures [9]. To deal with scoping and binding rules for names
occurring in queries/programs, we follow the Stack-Based Approach (SBA) to
object-oriented query languages [5,10,11]. The approach assumes that some query
operators (where, dot, dependent/navigational join, quantifiers, etc) act on an
environment stack similarly to program blocks or procedures, that is, they open
a new section for binding names.

In our research we focus on static (i.e., compile-time) query optimization. In
order to gather all the information that is needed to determine whether a query
can be optimized, a special phase of query processing – so-called static analysis –
is performed [7]. During static analysis we simulate the behavior of the run-time
query result stack (QRES) and the environment stack (ES) through the corre-
sponding static stacks (i.e., compile-time versions of ES and QRES). They keep
signatures of values returned by queries and signatures of run-time environment
stack sections and subsections. Recursive analysis of these signatures and their
relationships with the syntax tree of the processed query makes it possible to
detect unused environment stack subsections, then to navigate from these sub-
sections to corresponding parts of the query syntax tree. These parts are cut off;
i.e. dead subqueries are removed.

The general query processing architecture is presented in Fig. 1. First, the
text of a query is parsed and its syntax tree is constructed. Then, the query
is optimized by rewriting. Static analysis (performed by a query optimizer) in-
volves a metabase (a special data structure obtained from a database schema), a
structure simulating the environment stack (static ES denoted by S ES), and a
structure simulating the query result stack (static QRES denoted by S QRES).
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Fig. 1. General architecture of query processing

After optimization the query is evaluated; the evaluation involves run time struc-
tures, that is, an object store, ES and QRES.

An important aspect of query optimization is a cost model. However, because
removing dead subqueries always improves performance, it should be applied
whenever possible. As a consequence, there is no need to assess performance
improvement during optimization, even for cost-based optimization. Therefore,
we do not consider a cost model in this paper.

The queries in the paper are defined for an example database whose schema
(the class diagram in a little modified UML) is shown in Fig. 2. The classes
Lecture, Student, Professor and Faculty model lectures attended by students
and given by professors working in faculties, respectively. Professor objects can
contain multiple complex prev job subobjects (previous jobs). The name of a
class, attribute, etc, is followed by its cardinality, unless it is 1. All the properties
are public.
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Fig. 2. The class diagram of the example database
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a few SBA
concepts important for the paper. Section 3 describes general properties of dead
subqueries. In Sect. 4 we discuss in detail our method of finding and removing
a dead subquery through rewriting. We also present an example of applying the
method to a query. In Sect. 5 we discuss how to take into account all dead sub-
queries in a query. In Sect. 6 we extend our discussion by considering other cases
when dead parts can appear. Section 7 concludes our discussion.

2 Essential Concepts

SBA is an attempt to build a uniform semantic foundation for integrated query
and programming languages. The approach is abstract and universal, which
makes it relevant to a general object model being an abstraction over e.g. ODMG
OQL [2] and XML models. SBA has its own query language - SBQL, which is
a syntactic variant of OQL with a fully formalized semantics. In this section
we explain a few SBA concepts essential for our method of removing dead sub-
queries. However, we assume that the reader is at least a little familiar with the
general idea of SBA.

2.1 Subsections

Normally, an ES section induced by a particular non-algebraic query operator
consists of all binders that are returned by the nested function for the currently
being processed row of a result table. Thus we cannot distinguish between binders
created for the results of different subqueries. To make such a distinction possible
we introduce the concept of subsection. It is a part of an ES section, which
contains binders constructed for one element of the row currently being processed
for which a non-algebraic operator has opened that section.

Subsections make it possible to assign each binder of a given section to the
appropriate subquery of a query being evaluated (represented as a syntax tree).
Each subsection contributes to partial results of further subqueries, which in
turn generate other subsections, etc., up to achieving the final result. Through
assigning each subsection the node of the corresponding syntax tree of the query,
we can propagate identifiers of tree nodes in order to obtain information which
subsections contribute to the result of an outer query. This process is performed
recursively. Because subsections are associated 1:1 with subqueries (i.e., the cor-
responding syntax subtrees), in this manner we detect dead subqueries (i.e.,
subqueries associated with unused subsections on ES).

This process is performed on S ES and S QRES. During static analysis we
deal with section signatures and table signatures, which model run-time ES sec-
tions and query results, respectively. To detect dead subqueries we use subsection
signatures, which model run-time subsections. This part of static analysis is dis-
cussed in detail in Sect. 4.
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2.2 Views and Query Modification

Views1 raise the level of abstraction and modularity while building an applica-
tion, but may result in poor performance due to overhead connected with eval-
uation of a view during each invocation. To deal with this problem, in relational
databases queries invoking views are optimized through query modification. It
combines a query containing view invocations with the definitions of the views
being invoked. The resulting query has no references to views and can be op-
timized at a textual level by rewriting rules. The advantage of this technique
is twofold. First, it makes it possible to avoid performance overhead related to
processing views. Second, it enables to use other optimization methods, e.g. in-
dices. For these qualities we have adopted the query modification technique to
object-oriented queries [12].

In SBA views are treated as first-class (i.e., stored in a database) functional
procedures that can return a collection [11]. They can be defined by a single query
or by a sequence of statements accomplishing a complex algorithm, possibly
with a local environment. Moreover, they enable the programmer to compose a
virtual object from several stored objects. Such views can be recursive, can have
parameters, and can be updateable. The idea of views in SBA supports a fairly
general object model including classes, methods, inheritance, etc.

Assuming some discipline concerning the functionality, syntax and seman-
tics of view definitions, the query modification is reduced to regular macro-
substitution. Such an approach to views is assumed in OQL [2] through the
”define” clause. Query languages and views for XML databases are currently
the subject of extensive research, but there is little agreement concerning this
issue, see e.g. [1].

In this section we discuss view processing in the context of query optimization
based on rewriting. In SBQL views are defined as follows (we omit typing):
view Freshmen
begin

return Student where year = 1
end;
Functions, like the one above, can be invoked in queries; an example (”get names
and ages of freshmen older than 30”) is presented below:
(Freshmen where age > 30).(name, age)
This query is evaluated as follows. First, the name Freshmen is bound in the
ES base section; then the function is invoked. It has no parameters and its local
environment is empty, so the ES section for this invocation will contain only
the return address. The body of Freshmen consists of a single query which is
evaluated in the standard way. The result of this query consists of references to
appropriate Student objects. Then, the function is terminated and the ES section
implied by that function is popped. Next, the result returned by Freshmen is
processed by the where operator: the result contains references to those Student

1 We deal only with virtual views. Materialized views present another subject, not
relevant to this paper.
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objects, for which the value of the age attribute is greater than forty. Then, this
result is processed by the dot. The final result consists of pairs of references to
the name and age subobjects for the selected Student objects.

The functions, introduced as views, possess the following properties:
• They do not introduce their own local environments.
• They have no parameters.
• They are dynamically bound.
• The only statement of their bodies is a single query.

Functions having these properties are semantically equivalent to macro-defi-
nitions. We have constructed the syntax and semantics of SBQL in such a way
that it is fully orthogonal with respect to combination of any queries, includ-
ing queries containing auxiliary names (e.g., names defined by the as operator,
variables bound by quantifiers, new names used in view definitions, etc.). For
example, after query modification the above query will have the form:
((Student where year = 1) where age > 30).(name, age)

Thus (in contrast to [8]) our query modification method is extremely simple:
we just textually macro-substitute a view invocation with the body of this view.
As will be shown in further examples, new names introduced in the view defini-
tion for attributes of virtual objects present for us no irregularity or difficulty.
For a more detailed discussion of the issue see [12].

3 Properties of Dead Subqueries

While searching for dead subqueries we have to exclude subqueries that create
directly or indirectly the result of a query. For instance, in the query
Professor �� (works in.Faculty)
the subqueries Professor and works in.Faculty are not dead because their results
are directly parts of the result of the whole query. Similarly, in the query
Professor.name
the subquery Professor is not dead because it indirectly contributes to the final
result. Subqueries that do not satisfy either of those two conditions are dead and
can be removed. For example, in the query
(Professor �� (works in.Faculty)).age
the subquery works in.Faculty does not contribute to the result of the query
either directly or indirectly and thus is dead.

In some (rare) cases subqueries that are apparently dead cannot be removed.
Due to space limit we do not discuss this degenerated case in the paper.

Before discussing our method for detecting dead subqueries we present a few
examples and discuss the general idea.

3.1 Examples of Dead Subqueries

The most frequent case when a query has dead subqueries is when it contains
a view invocation and performs navigation starting from the result returned
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by the view. Let us show this by an example. The view below gets for each
professor his/her name, salary, and calculates a bonus he/she should receive,
giving them auxiliary names n, s, and b, respectively. The view can be considered
the definition of virtual objects named ProfNameSalaryBonus having attributes
n, s, and b.
view ProfNameSalaryBonus
begin

return Professor.
(name as n, salary as s, ((0.5*salary + 10*age)*count(gives)) as b)

end;
To retrieve through this view the names of all professors stored in a database,
we have to ask the following query:
ProfNameSalaryBonus.n
After macro-substitution it has the form:
(Professor.

(name as n, salary as s, ((0.5*salary + 10*age)*count(gives)) as b)).n
Note that the final projection (i.e. ”.n”), which creates the final result of the

whole query, refers to the result of the subquery name as n but does not refer to
the results of the subqueries salary as s and ((0.5*salary + 10*age)*count(gives))
as b. Hence the latter two subqueries are dead and can be removed. After the
transformation the query has the form (Professor.(name as n)).n which can be
further rewritten to Professor.name by another optimization method (removing
unnecessary auxiliary names [4]).

Another non-algebraic operator that may cause a subquery to be dead is a
quantifier. The analogy with the case for the dot operator is especially well seen
if a query is written in the form reflecting the schema of its evaluation, that is,
if quantifiers are used as infix operators [4].

3.2 Summary

As we have discussed, a query may have dead subqueries if it contains dot
operators or quantifiers. The reason is that a dot and quantifiers have a special
property: it is possible for them to consume only a part of the result of their left
subquery, which makes the rest of that left operand not contribute to the result
of the entire query.

Other non-algebraic operators considered in SBA, like a selection or a de-
pendent join, do not have this property. For example, �� consumes the whole
result of its left subquery thus does not cause any subquery to be dead. The
where operator can use only a part of the result of its left operand, but the
whole of that left subquery determines the result of a query. This means that
the selection operator does not cause any subquery to be dead either (with some
exceptions; see Sect. 6). We illustrate this by the following query (”get professors
and lectures provided by them assuming that professors are older than fifty”):
(Professor �� (gives.Lecture)) where age > 50
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Obviously, it is impossible to find a query after where which will cause that
some subquery before where will be dead. A similar property holds for ��.

4 Detecting Dead Subqueries

In order to optimize a query with regard to dead parts, a modified static analysis
is required. In comparison to [7], a little modified versions of the static eval proce-
dure and the static nested function are used: ds static eval and ds static nested,
respectively. Moreover, the concept of signatures must be modified to keep the
following additional information:
• In a modified table signature (on S QRES), each element is augmented with
a pointer to the root of the appropriate syntax query subtree (representing a sub-
query which returns the result modeled by this element).
• Similarly, in a modified section signature (on S ES), each subsection signa-
ture is augmented with a pointer to the root of the appropriate syntax query
subtree. Bottom sections’ signatures (for which subdivision into subsections is
irrelevant) are augmented with NULL pointers.

Additionally, while binding a name in some subsection signature, the sub-
query in the syntax tree, for the result of which that signature was built, is
flagged as ”REFERRED TO”. This flag means that this particular query syn-
tax subtree has been used to evaluate its outer query (hence the corresponding
subquery is not dead). A part of the ds static eval procedure is presented below;
it covers only the case of non-algebraic operators after both q1 and q2 were
evaluated but before the final result is created. For details and other cases, e.g.,
algebraic operators, see [4].

Before applying ds static eval to a given query we can scan its definition
to check whether it can potentially have dead parts, that is, if it contains dots
and/or quantifiers. If it does not, then we know that it has no dead parts; we do
not have to use the ds static eval procedure to optimize it.

The auxiliary function Subquery(ss) returns the pointer to the subquery in
the syntax tree for the result of which (sub)section signature ss was built; for a
bottom section signature it returns NULL.

if (θ ∈ {dot, ∀, ∃}) then
for each subsection signature ss in new scope do
(*check if that (sub)result of q 1 is used*)
if (the subquery pointed to by Subquery (ss ) is not

REFERRED TO) then (*it’s dead*)
begin

if (the subquery pointed to by Subquery (ss ) is
the right operand of a dot operator) then

(*remove that dead part and a ’’future’’ dead part*)
remove that dot and its both subqueries;

else
(*remove only the dead part*)
remove the subquery pointed to by Subquery (ss );
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remove the operator connecting the eliminated
part to the rest of the whole query;
remove from q1result the element for which ss was
constructed;

end;

Note that because in queries of the form q1 θ q2 (where θ is a dot or quanti-
fier) only subquery q2 can make use of the result of q1 when evaluation of q1 θ
q2 ends, the result of q1 cannot be used by any subquery anymore. Therefore,
right after that evaluation we check whether the result of q1 was used: we do
it by checking in the syntax tree which parts of the scope opened for the result
of q1 were referred to. Those that were not referred to will not be referred to
afterward, thus the corresponding subqueries are dead and can be removed.

In the case when a dead part is the right operand of a dot operator, we remove
not only that dead part, but also the left operand of that dot operator, since after
removing its right operand its left operand would become dead. Additionally, we
remove from the S QRES table signature those elements that are the results of
those dead parts, because we do not need to analyze them any longer.

Note that since the algorithm is performed at compile time, its cost does not
influence the cost of run-time query processing.

Example

We will explain our method by a detailed example. The view
view LectProfManyCredits
begin

return (Lecture �� given by.Professor) where credits > 5
end;
returns lectures whose credits are greater than five together with the professors
giving them. To get only the subjects of those lectures via this view, we can ask
the query
LectProfManyCredits.subject
After macro-substitution it has the form
((Lecture �� given by.Professor) where credits > 5).subject (i)
Its syntax tree is shown in Fig. 3 (we omit non-terminal grammar symbol nodes
that appear in this tree).

Query (i) contains dot operators, so it may have dead parts. The states of
the static stacks during a modified static analysis of the query are presented in
figures from Fig. 4 to Fig. 7. For each name being bound we show a pair denoting
the stack size and the binding level, and for each non-algebraic operator being
evaluated we show the number of the section it opens. If the section signature in
which a name is bound consists of more than one subsection signature, we label
each subsection signature by augmenting the number of the section signature
with a, b, c, etc, where a denotes the leftmost one. Pointers to subqueries in the
syntax tree are designated by invocations of the Root(query) function, which
returns the pointer to the root of (sub)query query in its syntax tree.
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Fig. 3. The syntax tree for query (i)
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Fig. 4. The first part of the analysis
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Fig. 5. The second part of the analysis
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Fig. 6. The third part of the analysis
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Fig. 7. The fourth part of the analysis

In Figs. 5, 6, and 7 we present the section signature (at the top of S ES)
containing subsection signatures for subqueries (a) and (b). No bindings through
the entire analysis in the right subsection corresponding to the subquery (b)
means that the subquery given by.Professor is dead.

We optimize (i) by pruning its syntax tree: we cut off the subtree modeling
the dead part (along with ��). The new, optimized form of the syntax tree is
shown in Fig. 8. It models the query (Lecture where credits > 5).subject.
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Fig. 8. The form of the syntax tree for query (i) without the dead subquery

5 How to Rid a Query of All of Its Dead Parts

The method presented in the previous section makes it possible to find dead
parts of a query and remove them. As we will discuss in this section, removing
dead parts may cause other subqueries to become dead. That is, in some cases
some parts of a query may turn out to be dead after other dead parts of that
query have been removed. Let’s start with an example. Suppose that we have a
view, which returns lectures along with professors who give them, and faculties
in which those professors work:
view LectProfFaculty
begin

return Lecture �� given by.Professor �� works in.Faculty
end;
If we want to use this view to get the subjects of all lectures, we can ask the
query
LectProfFaculty.subject
After macro-substitution it has the form:
(Lecture �� given by.Professor �� works in.Faculty).subject

The only dead part is works in.Faculty (it’s the biggest dead part). The
subquery given by.Professor is not used by the subquery subject, but is not
dead since it is used by the dead subquery; thus it cannot be eliminated. After
removing the dead part the query has the form
(Lecture �� given by.Professor).subject

Note that now the part given by.Professor is dead. The reason is that the
subquery, which used its result, has been removed. Therefore the method should
be performed in a loop: in one iteration one modified static analysis of the
current form of a query would be rendered, during which all dead parts would
be detected and removed; the loop would end when no dead part were found.
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6 Other Cases

So far we have considered queries for which a dead subquery was a part of a join
subquery and the result of that dead subquery was used to constitute (a part
of) the top environment on ES. However, in a general case a dead subquery does
not have to satisfy those conditions. Let’s analyze an example. Suppose we have
the view
view NamesOfProfFaculty
begin

return Professor.(works in.(name as n, Faculty.fname as f ))
end;
which for each professor returns his/her name and the name of the faculty he/she
works in (those subresults are named n and f, respectively). If we want to get
professors’ names via this view, we can ask the following query:
NamesOfProfFaculty.n

After macro-substitution it has the form:
(Professor.(works in.(name as n, Faculty.fname as f ))).n (ii)
The subquery Faculty.fname as f is dead just like the dead subqueries considered
so far (it is the only dead part of query (ii)); we remove it:
(Professor.(works in.(name as n))).n (iii)
However, a subquery that was not dead in (ii) turns out to be dead in (iii): the
subquery works in died, because the only subquery that had used its result (i.e.,
Faculty) has been removed as a component of the dead subquery.

Note that the dead subquery neither forms a join subquery or its result is
used to build the top environment on ES, when the final dot operator (which
is the last operator whose right subquery could use the result of works in) is
being evaluated. Such cases require further research so that our method could
transform (iii) to
(Professor.(name as n)).n

A final remark: In some cases where can cause a subquery to be dead. An
example is the case when the left subquery of where is a union of queries:
(Q1 union Q2 ) where Q3
It may turn out that the final result of the whole query does not contain the
result of Q1 (or Q2 ) which makes the subquery dead. This also needs further
research.

7 Conclusions

In the paper we have discussed in detail a special query optimization technique
based on detecting and removing dead parts of queries through rewriting a query
into a semantically equivalent form without dead parts. The method is based
on static analysis of a given query in order to gather all the information that
we need to detect dead subqueries. The only internal form of a query being
optimized is a syntax tree.
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In our research we have used the formal stack-based model, which allows us to
describe precisely the semantics of query languages for a general object-oriented
database model. In this setting we have described our approach to views and we
have explained how we make use of the powerful technique of query modification
(macro-substitution).

As we have pointed there are special cases of dead subqueries that are not
covered by our method. They require further research.
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Abstract. In this paper, the most appropriate buffer structure, page
replacement policy and buffering scheme for closest pairs queries, where
both spatial datasets are stored in R-trees, are investigated. Three buffer
structures (i.e. single, hybrid and by levels) over two buffering schemes
(i.e. local to each R-tree, and global to the query) using several page
replacement algorithms (e.g. FIFO, LRU, 2Q, etc.) are studied. In order
to answer K closest pair queries (K-CPQs, with K ≥ 1) we employ re-
cursive and non-recursive (iterative) branch-and-bound algorithms. The
outcome of this study is the derivation of the outperforming configuration
(in terms of buffer structure, page replacement algorithm and buffering
scheme) for CPQs. In all cases, the savings in disk accesses is larger for
a recursive algorithm than for a non-recursive one, in the presence of
buffer space. Also, the global buffering scheme is more appropriate for
small or medium buffer sizes for recursive algorithms, whereas the lo-
cal scheme is the best choice for large buffers. If we use non-recursive
algorithms, the global buffering scheme is the best choice in all cases.
Moreover, LRU is the most appropriate page replacement algorithm for
small or medium buffer sizes for both types of branch-and-bound algo-
rithms. FIFO and LRU are the best choices for recursive algorithms and
2Q for the non-recursive ones, when the buffer is large enough.

1 Introduction

The use of buffers is very important in DBMSs, since it can improve the perfor-
mance substantially (reading data from the disk is significantly more expensive
than reading from a main memory buffer). There exist two basic research di-
rections that aim at reducing the disk I/O activity and enhancing the system
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throughput during query processing using buffers. The first one focuses on the
availability of buffer pages at runtime by adapting memory management tech-
niques for buffer managers used in operating systems to database systems [1,9,
13,15]. The second one focuses on query access patterns, where the query opti-
mizer dictates the query execution plan to the buffer manager, so that the latter
can allocate and manage its buffer accordingly [4,6,20].

The spatial selections, nearest neighbor searches and joins are considered
the most important queries in spatial databases that are based on R-trees.
R-trees [10] are multi-dimensional, height balanced tree structures for secondary
storage, that handle objects by means of their Minimum Bounding Rectangles
(MBRs). In [5] a new kind of spatial query, called K closest pairs query (K-CPQ),
is presented. It combines join and nearest neighbor queries for discovering the
K pairs (K ≥ 1) of spatial objects from two datasets that have the K smallest
distances between them (1-CPQ is treated as special case). Like a join query,
all pairs of objects are candidates for the result. Like a nearest neighbor query,
proximity metrics are the basis for pruning strategies and the final ordering.

The main objective of this work is to find the most appropriate buffer struc-
ture, page replacement policy and buffering scheme for CPQs, where both spatial
datasets are indexed with R-trees. Based on experimental results, we draw con-
clusions about the importance of using an appropriate buffer management for the
I/O performance of this kind of query. We present a comparative study, where
several parameters (such as the buffer structure, page replacement algorithms,
buffering schemes, buffer size in pages, number of pairs in the result K and the
nature of indexed datasets) and corresponding values are considered.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sect- 2, we review the liter-
ature (CPQs using R-trees and buffering) and motivate the research topic under
consideration. In Sect. 3, a brief description of the spatial access method (i.e.
R-tree) and the branch-and-bound algorithms (i.e. recursive and non-recursive)
for satisfying CPQs are presented. In Sect. 4, in order to study the effect of
buffering in the performance of this kind of query, we examine combinations
of buffer structures, page replacement algorithms and buffering schemes. More-
over, in Sect. 5, an extensive comparative performance study of CPQ algorithms
over these alternative combinations is presented. Finally, in the last section,
the conclusions on the contribution of this paper and future research plans are
summarized.

2 Related Work and Motivation

In DBMSs, the buffer manager is responsible for operations in the buffer pool,
including buffer space assignment to queries, replacement decisions and buffer
reads and writes in the event of page faults. When buffer space is available, the
manager decides about the number of pages that are allocated to an activated
query. This decision may depend on the availability of pages at runtime (page
replacement algorithms), or the access pattern of queries (nature of the query).
A number of studies focus on adapting memory management techniques used
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in operating systems to database systems, such as FIFO, LRU, LFU, Gclock,
etc. [1,9,13,15]. Other research efforts aim at determining the buffer requirements
of queries based on their access patterns (the nature of the query) without con-
sidering the availability of buffer pages at runtime [4,6,20].

Since this paper is related to the research directions based on the nature of the
query, we focus in the most representative papers about the buffer management
on indices. In [18], an LRU buffer structure for indices was presented (OLRU),
where the addressing space is logically partitioned into L independent regions,
each managed by a local LRU chain. In [6] an extensible and dynamic priority-
based hint mechanism was proposed to design an optimal replacement strategy
by exploiting the predictable access pattern of indexing methods. An application
on their hint mechanism was to design a hybrid replacement strategy, combining
the LRU and MRU page replacement policies. There are several studies on spatial
queries involving more than one R-tree, and most of them examine the use of
buffering to reduce the I/O activity [3,5,7,11,12,17].

All the previous papers involved more than one R-tree for the query and used
a buffer pool with LRU or FIFO replacement policy, but they did not justify the
use of these policies. In other words, they did not examine several alternatives for
the buffer structure, or for the page replacement strategies in order to reduce the
disk activity. In this paper, our objective is to find the most appropriate buffer
pool structure (i.e. single, hybrid and by levels) over two buffering schemes (i.e.
local and global) and the best page replacement policy (e.g. FIFO, LRU, Gclock,
etc.) for CPQs, where both spatial datasets are indexed by R-trees.

3 R-Trees and Algorithms for Closest Pairs Queries

3.1 R-Trees

R-trees [10] are hierarchical, height balanced data structures based on B+-trees,
used for the dynamic organization of k-dimensional geometric objects that are
represented by k-dimensional MBRs. R-trees obey the following rules. Leaves
reside on the same level and contain pairs of the form (R, O), where R is the
MBR containing the object determined by the identifier O, spatially. Internal
nodes contain pairs of the form (R, P), where P is a pointer to a child of the
node and R is the MBR containing (spatially) the rectangles stored in this child.
Also, internal nodes correspond to MBRs containing (spatially) the MBR of their
children. An R-tree of class (m, M) has the characteristic that every node, except
possibly for the root, contains between m and M pairs, where m ≤ �M/2�. If the
root is not a leaf, it contains at least two pairs. Figure 1 depicts some rectangles
on the right and the corresponding R-tree on the left. Dotted lines denote the
bounding rectangles of the subtrees that are rooted in inner nodes.

Many R-tree variants have appeared in the literature. One of the most popu-
lar variations is the R∗-tree [2], which follows a sophisticated node split technique
and is considered to be the most efficient variant of the R-tree family. In this
paper, we have chosen R∗-trees to perform our experimental study, although in
the sequel, the terms R-tree and R∗-tree will be used interchangeably.
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Fig. 1. An example of an R-tree

3.2 Algorithms for Closest Pairs Queries

A new spatial query was presented in [5], called K closest pairs query (K-CPQ).
It combines join and nearest neighbor queries for discovering the K pairs (K ≥ 1)
of spatial objects from two datasets that have the K smallest distances between
them. These queries are defines as follows.

1-CPQ. Assume two object datasets P and Q (where P 	= ∅, Q 	= ∅), stored
in two R-trees, RP and RQ, respectively. Find the pair of objects p, p ∈ P × Q,
such that: dist(p) ≤ dist(p′),∀p′ ∈ (P × Q − {p}), where dist is a Minkowski
distance of the pairs of P × Q.

K-CPQ. Assume two object datasets P and Q (where P 	= ∅, Q 	= ∅), stored
in two R-trees, RP and RQ, respectively. Find the K ordered pairs of objects
p1, p2, . . . , pK , pi ∈ P × Q, such that: dist(p1) ≤ dist(p2) ≤ . . . ≤ dist(pK) ≤
dist(p′),∀p′ ∈ (P × Q − {p1, p2, . . . , pK}).

Metrics (MINIMINDIST, MINMAXDIST and MAXMAXDIST) and prop-
erties between two MBRs in the k-dimensional Euclidean space were proposed
for the 1-CPQ and K-CPQ in [5] as bounds for the branch-and-bound (recursive
and non-recursive) algorithms. The recursive branch-and-bound algorithm (with
a synchronous traversal, following a depth-first search strategy) for processing
the 1-CPQ between two sets of points stored in two R-trees with the same height
can be described by the following steps:

CPQ1. Start from the roots of the two R-trees and set the minimum distance
found so far, T , to ∞.

CPQ2. If you access a pair of internal nodes, then calculate the minimum
of MINMAXDIST for all possible pairs of MBRs. If this minimum is smaller
than T , then update T . Calculate MINMINDIST for each possible pair of MBRs.
Propagate downwards recursively only for those pairs having MINMINDIST≤T .

CPQ3. If you access two leaves, then calculate the distance of each possible
pair of points. If this distance is smaller than T , then update T .

The non-recursive branch-and-bound algorithm (with a synchronous traver-
sal, following a best-first search strategy using a minimum heap) for processing
the 1-CPQ between two sets of points stored in two R-trees with the same height
can be described by the following steps:
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CPQ1. Start from the roots of the two R-trees, set T to ∞ and initialize
the minimum heap.

CPQ2. If you access a pair of internal nodes, then calculate the minimum of
MINMAXDIST for all possible pairs of MBRs. If this minimum is smaller than
T , then update T . Calculate MINMINDIST for each possible pair of MBRs.
Insert into the minimum heap those pairs having MINMINDIST≤T .

CPQ3. If you access two leaves, then calculate the distance of each possible
pair of points. If this distance is smaller that T , then update T .

CPQ4. If the minimum heap is empty, then stop.
CPQ5. Get the pair on top of the minimum heap. If this pair has MINMIN-

DIST>T , then stop. Else, repeat the algorithm from CPQ2 for this pair.

The pseudo-code of the recursive and non-recursive algorithms can be found
in the technical report [8]. Moreover, in order to process the K-CPQ, an extra
structure that holds the K closest pairs is necessary. More details can be found
in [5].

4 Buffer Management

DBMSs use indices to speed up query processing (e.g. various spatial databases
use R-trees). Indices may partly reside in main memory buffers. This reduces re-
sponse times. The buffering effect should be studied, since even a small number
of buffer pages can substantially improve the global database performance. Our
objective is to find the best structure of the buffer pool, the best page replace-
ment algorithm and the best buffering scheme for the buffer manager in order to
reduce the number of disk accesses for K-CPQs. We propose three structures of
the buffer pool (i.e. single, hybrid and by levels) managed by a variety of page
replacement algorithms (e.g. FIFO, LRU, etc.).

The buffer pool structure will be organized adopting two buffering schemes
as depicted in Fig. 2. In the first scheme, the buffer pool is split in two parts,
each one allocated locally to an R-tree (left part of Fig. 2). We call it, thus, a
Local buffering scheme. In the second one, the buffer pool is allocated globally
to the query (right part of Fig. 2), giving rise to a Global buffering scheme.

In [9] a systematic description of replacement algorithms was presented for a
single buffer structure. The FIFO (First-In First-Out) algorithm replaces the old-
est page, even if its reference frequency gives the priority to the youngest page.
The LFU schema (Least Frequently Used) replaces the page with the lowest
reference frequency. Gclock consists of a circular decrementing of the reference
counters until 0 is reached. When a buffer fault occurs, the first page having a
counter equal to 0 is replaced. The LRU (Least Recently Used) algorithm gives
the priority to the most recently used page, replacing the page that was the
least recently used. MRU (Most Recently Used) is the opposite of LRU and re-
places the page that was the most recently used. The LRU/2 is a particular case
of LRU/K, proposed in [15] for K = 2, replacing the page whose penultimate
(second-to-last) access is the least recent among all penultimate accesses. LRD
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(Least Reference Density) is not a page replacement algorithm based on page
ages, but on its reference density (reference probability) from the first time that a
page was accessed. The page replacement algorithm LRD rejects from the buffer
the page with the minimum reference density. Finally, in [16] a page replace-
ment algorithm for spatial databases, called LRD-Manhattan, was proposed as
a variation of LRD.
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Fig. 2. Local and Global buffering schemes

The most representative methods for the hybrid buffer structure are the
techniques called 2Q and FIFO LRU. The 2Q algorithm divides the buffer pool in
two areas: the hot area managed as an LRU queue and the cold area maintained
as a FIFO queue [13]. On the first reference of a page, 2Q places it in the cold
area (FIFO). If the page is re-referenced while in the cold area, then it is moved
to the hot area (LRU). Evidently, if a page is not re-referenced while in the cold
area, it is rejected from the buffer. In order to solve the “correlated references”
problem, 2Q divides the cold area in two parts, one for pages and another for
page identifiers. The FIFO LRU technique works in the same way as 2Q, but the
hot area is implemented as a FIFO replacement algorithm and the cold area is
managed with an LRU policy [1].

Here, we present a buffer structure linked to each R-tree based on its height,
h, for solving K-CPQs. This means that the buffer pool is split in h independent
areas. For each R-tree level we allocate a number of pages according to its min-
imum fan-out factor m and its height, with the exception of the root, for which
we allocate only one page. We create this buffer structure in a bottom-up way,
trying to set a distribution of pages per level as fair as possible (root level=level
h − 1 : m0, level h − 2 : m1, level h − 3 : m2, . . ., level 1 : mh−2, leaf level=level
0 : mh−1). In the case of K-CPQs, pages at lower levels are very important for
the branch-and-bound algorithms. Besides, we manage these h independent ar-
eas using a specific page replacement algorithm, for example LRU (LRU L=LRU
by levels), or FIFO (FIFO L=FIFO by levels).
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5 Experimentation

This section summarizes the results of an extensive experimentation that aims
at measuring and evaluating the behavior of the recursive and non-recursive
branch-and-bound algorithms for K-CPQs using different structures, schemes,
policies and buffer sizes. We ignore the effect of path-buffer [5], since it offers
more advantages to the recursive algorithms, regardless of the page replacement
policy.

For our experiments, we have built several R∗-trees [2] using the following
datasets: (a) a real dataset from the Sequoia project [19] consisting of 62.536
points that represent specific country sites of California (Real), (b) a point
dataset produced from the real one by moving randomly every point (Real′) and
(c) two datasets of cardinality 62.536 points, which completely overlap and follow
uniform and skewed distributions [5]. All experiments have run on a Linux work-
station with 128 Mb of main memory and several Gb of secondary storage, mak-
ing use of GNU C++ compiler. The page size was 1 Kb, resulting to a maximum
R∗-tree node capacity M = 21 (minimum capacity was set to m = M/3 = 7, a
reasonable choice according to [2]). The quantity counted in all experiments was
the number of disk accesses required to perform the K-CPQs.

5.1 K-CPQ Algorithms Using a Local Buffering Scheme

We now proceed to the performance comparison of the recursive and non-recur-
sive branch-and-bound algorithms for K-CPQs using a Local buffering scheme
in order to investigate the best page replacement policy and buffer structure.
We used a buffer pool, B, with varying size from 0 to 512 pages, dedicating
different portions of B to each R∗-tree. The datasets joined were Real/Real′ and
Uniform/Skewed. However, in the sequel we focus on Real/Real′ data sets, since
both cases gave very similar trends.

First of all, for the hybrid structure in the Local or Global buffering scheme,
we have performed several experiments with different B values (B/2 for each
R∗-tree) using recursive and non-recursive algorithms to derive the best page
distribution for the hot and cold regions in the buffer. If BP is the number of
pages in the local buffer of the R∗-tree RP , the best configuration was <Hot,
Cold> = < BP /2, BP /2 >. Moreover, for the Local buffering scheme, we have
assigned a varying number of pages to each R∗-tree, and the best distribution
of the buffer was to assign more pages to the largest R∗-tree, whatever the type
(recursive, or non-recursive) of algorithm used. Since in our experimentation
we have point datasets with identical cardinalities, (B/2, B/2) was the best
configuration [8].

We have run experiments using different page replacement policies over the
three buffer pool structures. The best policies for the recursive algorithms were
FIFO and LRU in case of small buffers (e.g. B ≤ 64), but in case of large buffers
(e.g. B ≥ 128) LRU L was slightly better than FIFO and LRU. FIFO and LRU
were better than LFU, Gclock, MRU, LRU/2 and LRD, because recursion favors
the youngest and most recently used pages in the backtracking phase and this
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behavior is slightly improved in case of large buffers organized by levels (FIFO L
and LRU L). On the other hand, for the non-recursive algorithms and small
buffers (e.g. B ≤ 64), FIFO and LRU were again the best policies, whereas for
large buffers (e.g. B ≥ 128) 2Q was slightly better than FIFO and LRU. In
this case, we did not use recursion and the organization of the buffer pool in two
regions (i.e. hot and cold) provided a good performance, when the search strategy
was best-first implemented through a heap of minimums and the buffer was large
enough. For instance, for the recursive 1-CPQ, using a single buffer structure,
MRU was 35% worse with respect to the LRU. Under these conditions, Gclock
was 4% worse with respect to LRU, LFU 35% worse than FIFO, LRU/2 20%
worse than LRU, and LRD 32% worse than FIFO. These behaviors are depicted
in Fig. 3, where different page replacement policies are compared, using the
recursive algorithm for 1-CPQ in a single buffer structure. Besides, if we include
a large buffer (e.g. B = 512) with the single structure and the LRU policy, the
savings in I/O operations were 73% for the recursive algorithm and 68% for the
non-recursive one with respect to the absence of buffer space (B = 0). For the
non-recursive algorithm the results were very similar.
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Fig. 3. The performance of the 1-CPQ recursive algorithm for various page replacement
policies and a single buffer structure, as a function of the buffer size

For the recursive and non-recursive algorithms, in Fig. 4 we illustrate the
performance of the 1-CPQ recursive (left) and non-recursive (right) algorithms
for various page replacement policies, as a function of the buffer size. It can be
seen that the two charts follow the same trend. When the buffer size is small
(e.g. B ≤ 64), the single structure with LRU policy is the best (with 6% and
5% savings for LRU in comparison with 2Q, for recursive and non-recursive
algorithms, respectively), the second is the hybrid and the third one is by levels.
However, in case of large buffers (e.g. B ≥ 128) the difference is almost negligible
for all page replacement policies, although LRU L and 2Q are slightly better that
the other for the recursive and non-recursive algorithms, respectively.

The results of the recursive K-CPQ algorithm for a given buffer size (e.g.
B = 512) showed that the best behavior was for LRU L with a 0.5% improvement
over LRU (for all K values), whereas the worst results appeared in the case of
the hybrid structure (2Q and FIFO LRU). For the non-recursive algorithm with
the same number of buffer pages (B = 512), the best behavior was for 2Q with a
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Fig. 4. The performance of the of 1-CPQ recursive (left) and non-recursive (right)
algorithms for various page replacement policies, as a function of the buffer size

0.6% improvement over LRU (for all K values), whereas the worst results were
for FIFO LRU [8].

In the case of 1-CPQ, the recursive algorithm presents 10% excess of I/O
activity in comparison to the non-recursive one with the same page replacement
policy (LRU), as can be noticed by the gap between the two lines in the left part
in the Fig. 5. The gap for K-CPQ is bigger when the K value is incremented; it
is 25% bigger for K ≤ 10000, but it reaches 45% when K = 100000 (see the right
part of Fig. 5). Besides, by increasing K values (1..100000), the performance of
the recursive algorithm is not significantly affected; with a buffer of 512 pages
and the best page replacement algorithm there is an extra cost of 2%. On the
other hand, this extra cost is about 39% for the non-recursive algorithm using
the same buffer characteristics. If we do not have any buffer space (B = 0),
then increasing K implies an additional cost of 33% for the recursive algorithm
and 16% for the non-recursive one. Moreover, the recursive variant demonstrates
savings in the range 73%-82%, when K increases (1..100000) and a buffer of 512
pages is used, in comparison to the no buffer case (B = 0). The non-recursive
algorithm under the same buffer setup results in savings from 68% to 57%.
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Fig. 5. The performance of the 1-CPQ (left) and the K-CPQ (right) recursive (REC)
and non-recursive (NREC) algorithms using the best page replacement policies and
B = 512, as a function of the buffer size

In Fig. 6, the percentage of I/O cost savings (induced by the use of buffer size
B > 0 in contrast to not using any buffer) of the K-CPQ recursive algorithm
with LRU L policy (left) and non-recursive algorithm with 2Q policy (right) is
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depicted. For the recursive algorithm, the percentage of savings grows as buffer
sizes increase, for all K values, although it is bigger for K = 100000. The be-
havior of non-recursive algorithm is slightly different. When the buffer becomes
larger, the percentage of savings also increases, but when we fix the buffer size,
the increase of K causes a decrease in the percentage of savings. From all these
results, we notice that the influence of buffering for a Local scheme is more
important for the recursive algorithm than for the non-recursive one.
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Fig. 6. The I/O cost savings of the K-CPQ recursive algorithm with LRU L policy
(left) and non-recursive algorithm with 2Q policy (right), as a function of B and the
cardinalities of the data sets

5.2 K-CPQ Algorithms Using a Global Buffering Scheme

For the Global buffering scheme, we have used the same parameters as for the
Local one in order to investigate the best page replacement policy and buffer
structure. In particular we used: (a) several replacement algorithms (FIFO, LRU,
LRU L, FIFO L, 2Q and FIFO LRU) for the three buffer structures, (b) the same
number of pages for the buffer (B varying from 0 to 512 pages), and (c) the
recursive and non-recursive algorithms for K-CPQ with K varying from 1 to
100000.

We have performed experiments with 1-CPQ using several replacement al-
gorithms in the Global buffering scheme. When the buffer size was small or
medium (e.g. B ≤ 128), the single structure with LRU policy was the best (with
3% savings with respect to 2Q, for recursive and non-recursive algorithms), the
second was the hybrid and the third one was by levels. Again, when the buffer
was large (e.g. B ≥ 256) the difference was almost negligible for all page replace-
ment policies, although FIFO and 2Q were slightly better than the other ones
for the recursive and non-recursive algorithms, respectively [8].

In the left part of Fig. 7, we depict the performance of the recursive K-CPQ
algorithm for a given buffer size (e.g. B = 512). The best behavior is for FIFO
with savings of 0.6% in relation to the LRU (for all K values), and the worst
results are again for the hybrid structure (2Q and FIFO LRU). On the other
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hand, the results of the non-recursive K-CPQ algorithm are illustrated in the
right part of Fig. 7 for the same buffer size (B = 512). The best behavior arises
for 2Q with savings of 0.6% in relation to LRU (for all K values), and the worst
results are for FIFO LRU.

For 1-CPQ, the buffering increased the performance of the recursive algo-
rithm by 9% in comparison to the non-recursive one with the same page re-
placement policy (LRU). For K-CPQ, when the K value was incremented, this
improvement was 26% approximately for K ≤ 10000 and 47% for K = 100000.
Besides, for increasing K values, the I/O cost of the recursive algorithm was not
significantly affected, when we had a buffer of 512 pages and the best page re-
placement algorithm had only an extra cost of 2%. On the other hand, this extra
cost was about 39% for the non-recursive algorithm using the same buffer char-
acteristics. Moreover, the recursive variants demonstrated savings in the range
73%-81% as K increased, between the case of a 512 pages buffer and the case no
buffer at all (B = 0). The non-recursive algorithm, under the same buffer setup,
resulted in 68%-57% savings. In general, these results were very similar to the
Local buffering scheme ones [8].
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Fig. 7. The performance of the K-CPQ algorithm for different page replacement poli-
cies as a function of the buffer size for recursive (left) and non-recursive (right) algo-
rithms and B = 512 pages

In Fig. 8, we see the performance of K-CPQ recursive and non-recursive
algorithms as a function of buffer size (B ≥ 0) with LRU policy. For the recursive
algorithm, when B ≥ 32, the savings in terms of disk accesses are large and
almost the same for all K values. However, the savings are considerably less when
B ≤ 16, whereas for K = 100000 and B = 0 we can notice a characteristic peak.
For the non-recursive algorithm, the savings trend is similar to the recursive
one, but for high K values these savings become considerably less than the
recursive one. For instance, if we have available enough buffer space, the recursive
algorithm is the best alternative, because it provides an average I/O savings of
20% in respect to the non-recursive one for K-CPQ using LRU. For all these
results, we notice that the influence of buffering for a Global scheme is more
important for the recursive algorithm than for the non-recursive one in the K-
CPQs, when we have enough buffer space. It is the same conclusion to that for
the Local buffering scheme.
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Fig. 8. The performance of K-CPQ recursive (left) and non recursive (right) algorithms
with LRU policy, as a function of the buffer size and the cardinality of the data sets

5.3 Comparison of the Buffering Schemes for K-CPQ

Table 1 contains the results of an exhaustive comparison of the Local and Global
buffering schemes, using the best buffer structure and page replacement algo-
rithms for each of them. These results concern the performance of K-CPQs
(K ≥ 1) using the recursive (REC) and non-recursive (NREC) algorithms.

Table 1. Comparison of the Local and Global buffering schemes

Buffer Size 8 16 32 64 128 256 512
REC G (LRU) G (LRU) L (LRU) G (LRU) G (LRU) G (FIFO) L (LRU L)
NREC G (LRU) G (LRU) G (LRU) G (LRU) G (2Q) G (2Q) G (2Q)

From this table (where L and G stand for Local and Global, respectively), we
deduce that the Global buffering scheme is the best alternative in most cases,
except for B = 32 and B = 512 for the recursive algorithm where the Local
scheme prevails. The difference between the Global and Local schemes is around
1%-2% in terms of disk accesses for all cases. Since the difference is small, we
suggest to use the Global buffering scheme, because, in this case, the buffer
manager may: (a) include and handle more than two R-trees in the same buffer
area, (b) give priority to a specific R-tree, (c) manage and assign dynamically
more pages to one R-tree and (d) introduce global optimization techniques.

Besides, LRU is the most appropriate page replacement algorithm with a sin-
gle buffer structure when the buffer size is small or medium. On the other hand,
when the buffer is large the best alternatives are FIFO (single structure) and
LRU L (structure by level) for the recursive algorithm and 2Q (hybrid structure)
for the non-recursive one. Since the difference between LRU and the other win-
ner page replacement algorithms (FIFO, LRU L and 2Q) is in the range 1%-2%,
we suggest to use LRU as the policy with the best overall stable performance.
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6 Conclusions and Future Work

Efficient processing of closest pairs queries (K-CPQs with K ≥ 1) is of great
importance in a wide area of applications like spatial databases, GIS, image
databases, etc. Buffering is very important in DBMSs, because it improves the
performance considerably (since reading from disk is orders of magnitude more
expensive than reading from a buffer). In this paper we have examined the most
important factors that affect the performance in the presence of a buffer. These
are: the buffer structure, the page replacement algorithm, and the buffering
scheme. From the experimentation we deduce the following conclusions:

– The I/O savings for the recursive algorithm are larger than that of the non-
recursive one for K-CPQ when we have enough buffer space. The reason
is that the use of recursion in a depth-first way is affected by the buffer-
ing scheme more than the case of a best-first search strategy implemented
through a heap of minimums.

– With a fixed buffer size, increasing the number K of pairs in a CPQ for
the recursive algorithm results in a negligible extra cost with respect to the
additional cost for the non-recursive one.

– The Global buffering scheme is more appropriate when the buffer size is
small or medium for the recursive algorithm, while the Local scheme is the
best choice for large buffers. On the other hand, if we use the non-recursive
algorithm, the Global buffering scheme is the best alternative for all cases.

– LRU is the most appropriate page replacement algorithm with a single buffer
structure when the buffer size is small or medium, whatever the type (recur-
sive, or non-recursive) of algorithm for K-CPQs. On the other hand, when
the buffer is large, then the best alternatives are FIFO (single structure)
and LRU L (structure by levels) for the recursive algorithm and 2Q (hybrid
structure) for the non-recursive one.

Future research may include:

– Study of alternative choices for the buffer structure, page replacement algo-
rithm and buffering scheme in the Self-CPQ and Semi-CPQ [5], which are
extensions of 1-CPQ and K-CPQ.

– Consideration of other spatial data structures and multi-dimensional data.
– Development of a cost model, taking into account the effect of buffering to

analyze the number of disk accesses required for K-CPQs for R∗-trees (along
the same lines as in [14], where a cost model for range queries in R-trees has
been developed).
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Abstract. Database management systems are continuously being extended with
support for new types of data and advanced querying capabilities. In large part
because of this, query optimization has remained a very active area of research
throughout the past two decades. At the same time, current commercial optimizers
are hard to modify, to incorporate desired changes in, e.g., query algebras or
transformation rules. This has led to a number of research contributions aiming to
create extensible query optimizers, such as Starburst, Volcano, and OPT++.
This paper reports on a study that has enhanced Volcano to support a relational
algebra with added temporal operators, such as temporal join and aggregation.
These enhancements include the introduction of algorithms and cost formulas
for the new operators, six types of query equivalences, and accompanying query
transformation rules. The paper describes extensions to Volcano’s structure and
algorithms and summarizes implementation experiences.

1 Introduction

Query optimization has remained subject to active research for more than twenty years.
Much research has aimed at enhancing existing optimization technology to enable it
to support the requirements, such as for new types of data and queries, of the many
and new types of application areas, to which database technology has been introduced
over the years. However, current commercial optimizers remain hard to extend and
modify when new operators, algorithms, or transformations have to be added, or when
cost estimation techniques or search strategies have to be changed [4]. As a result,
the last decade has witnessed substantial efforts aiming to develop extensible query
optimizers that would make such changes easier. Representative examples of extensible
query optimizers include Starburst [8], Volcano [7], and OPT++ [11].

This paper reports on a specific study that has enhanced the Volcano extensible query
optimizer to support a relational algebra with temporal operators such as temporal join
and aggregation [15]. In addition to new operators, cost formulas, selectivity-estimation
formulas, and transformation rules, the algebra offers systematic support for order preser-
vation and duplicate removal and retention for all queries, as well as for coalescing for
temporal queries (in coalescing, several tuples with adjacent time periods and otherwise
identical attribute values are merged into one). To support order, relations are defined as
lists, and six kinds of relation equivalences are defined – two relations can be equivalent
as lists, multisets, and sets, and two temporal relations can be snapshot-equivalent as lists,
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multisets, and sets. We report on the design decisions and implementation experiences,
and we evaluate Volcano’s extensibility.

An important goal of the algebra is to offer a foundation for a layered temporal
DBMS that may evaluate temporal queries faster than do current DBMSs. The latter
do not have efficient algorithms for expensive temporal operations such as temporal
aggregation, while such operations can be evaluated efficiently at the user-application
level by algorithms that use cursors to access the underlying data [16].

New algorithms can be added to a DBMS via, e.g., user-defined routines in In-
formix [2,9] or PL/SQL procedures in Oracle [13], but these methods currently do not
allow to define functions that take tables as arguments and return tables [10]; nor do they
allow to specify transformation rules, cost formulas, and selectivity-estimation formulas
for the new functions. Because of these limitations, a middleware component with query
processing capabilities was introduced, which divides the query processing between it-
self and the underlying DBMS [16]. Intermediate relations can be moved between the
middleware and the DBMS by the help of transfer operators.

To adequately divide the processing, the middleware has to take optimization
decisions – for this purpose, we employ the Volcano extensible optimizer. Use of a
separate middleware optimizer allows us to take advantage of transformation rules and
cost and selectivity-estimation formulas specific to the temporal operators.

This paper summarizes design issues and experiences from the implementation of
the optimizer. While the addition of new temporal operators, their cost and selectivity-
estimation formulas, and transformation rules could be done using the extensibility
framework provided by Volcano, adding support for multiple types of equivalences be-
tween relations required changes inVolcano structures, and in its search-space generation
and plan-search algorithms.

To our knowledge, no existing extensible query optimizers systematically support
sets, multisets, and lists. Sorting is treated differently than the common operators, such
as selection or join, and it usually is considered in the query optimization only after
the search space of possible query plans has been generated. However, particularly
due to recent introduction and increasing use of TOP N and BOTTOM N predicates in
queries [3], sorting could be exploited better in query optimization if considered during
the search-space generation.

The paper is structured as follows. In Sect. 2, we present Volcano’s architecture.
Section 3 describes the enhancements to Volcano that were necessary to support the
algebra introduced above. The algebraic framework is described first, with a focus on
the parts that posed challenges to Volcano, and the modifications are described next.
Section 4 summarizes the implementation experiences and evaluates the extensibility of
Volcano. Section 5 covers related work, and Sect. 6 concludes the paper.

2 Description of Volcano

The Volcano Optimizer Generator is a software program for generating extensible query
optimizers. The input to the program is a query algebra: operators, their implementation
algorithms (physical operators), transformation rules, and implementation rules. Trans-
formation rules specify equivalent logical expressions, and implementation rules specify
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which algorithms implement which operators. The output is an optimizer, which takes
a query in the given algebra as input and returns a physical expression (an expression of
algorithms) representing the chosen query evaluation plan. The optimizer implementor’s
tasks include the specification of the input and the coding of the support functions – such
as the selectivity estimation – for operators and rules.

2.1 Two Stages of Query Optimization

The Volcano optimizer optimizes queries in two stages. First, the optimizer generates the
entire search space consisting of logical expressions generated using the initial query plan
(to which the query is mapped to) and the set of transformation rules. The search space is
represented by a number of equivalence classes. An equivalence class may contain one
or more logically equivalent expressions, also called elements; each of these includes
an operator, its parameter (for example, predicates for the selection), and pointers to its
inputs (which are also equivalence classes).

Consider a simple example query, which per-
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Fig. 1. A Query Plan and its Search
Space

forms a join on the EmpID attribute of POSITION
and SALARY relations. Its one possible initial plan
is shown in Fig. 1(a) and its search space is shown
in Fig. 1(b). The elements of classes 1 and 2 repre-
sent logical expressions returning partial results
of the query, i.e., the operators retrieving, respec-
tively, the POSITION and SALARY relations. The
elements of class 3 represent logical expressions
returning the result of the complete query; either
the first or the second element may be used. Es-
sentially, the given search space represents only
two plans which differ in the order of the join
arguments.

During the second stage of Volcano’s opti-
mization process, the search for the best plan is
performed. Here, the implementation rules are
used to replace operators by algorithms, and the
costs of diverse subplans are estimated. For the
given query, the number of plans to be considered
is greater than two, because the relations may be
retrieved by using either full scan or index scan,
and the join may be implemented by, e.g., nested-
loop, sort-merge, or index join. One possible evaluation plan is to scan both relations
and perform a nested-loop join.

The following two sections briefly describe the search-space generation and the
plan-search algorithms; for more detail, we refer to [7].
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2.2 Stage One: Search-Space Generation

The search-space generation is performed by the Generate function. Initially, one ele-
ment is created for each operator in the original query expression, and then Generate
is invoked on the top element.

The Generate function repeatedly applies transformation rules to the given element,
choosing among the applicable rules that have not so far been applied to the element.
The application of a transformation rule may trigger the creation of new elements and
classes; for each newly generated element, the Generate function is invoked.

For the query in Fig. 1(a), the search space is generated as follows. Initially, three
elements representing the three query-tree operators are created (the first elements of
equivalence classes 1–3 in Fig. 1(b)). Then, the Generate function is invoked for the
first element of class 3, which, in turn, invokes Generate for the first elements of classes
1 and 2. The latter two Generate calls do not do anything because no rules apply to the
elements of class 1 and 2. For the first element of class 3, however, the join commutativity
rule is applied, and a second element pointing to switched join arguments is added to
class 3. Then, the Generate function is invoked on the new element of class 3, but no
new elements are generated: the join commutativity rule is applied again, but its resulting
right-hand element already exists in the search space.

2.3 Stage Two: Plan Search

When searching for a plan, the Volcano optimizer employs dynamic programming in a
top-down manner, and it uses the FindBestPlan function recursively.

First, the optimizer invokes the FindBestPlan function for the first element of the
top equivalence class – e.g., class 3 in Fig. 1(b) – and a cost limit of infinity (the cost limit
can be lower in subsequent calls to the function). If all elements of the class containing the
argument element have already been optimized, no further optimization for the element
is necessary: if the plan has been found and its cost is lower than the cost limit, it is
returned, if not – NULL is returned. Otherwise, optimization has to be performed.

During the optimization, for each algorithm implementing the top operator (in our
case, join), FindBestPlan is recursively invoked on the inputs to the algorithm. If
optimization of the inputs is successful, the plan with the algorithm yielding the cheapest
expected cost is chosen as the best plan. Then, FindBestPlan is recursively invoked for
each equivalent logical expression (in our case, for the second element in equivalence
class 3) to see if a better plan can be found. In case a better plan is found, it is saved in
memory as the best one.

3 Enhancement of Volcano

The implementation of the algebra and its accompanying transformation rules intro-
duces several concepts that did not exist previously in Volcano; these new concepts are
described in Sect. 3.1. Sections 3.2 and 3.3 concern the actual implementation.
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3.1 Algebra and Multi-equivalence Transformation Rules

First, we overview the architecture for which the algebra has been designed. Next, we
describe the actual algebra, the accompanying transformation rules, and their applica-
bility, focusing on the new concepts. Finally, we outline the challenges that these new
concepts pose to Volcano.

Architecture. The temporally extended relational algebra [15] has been designed for an
architecture consisting of a middleware component and an underlying DBMS. Expensive
temporal operations such as temporal aggregation do not have efficient algorithms in
the DBMS, but can be evaluated efficiently by the middleware, which uses a cursor to
access DBMS relations [16]. Consequently, query processing is divided between the
middleware and the DBMS; the main processing medium is still the DBMS, but the
middleware is used when this can yield better performance.

Algebra. The algebra differs from the conventional relational algebra in several aspects.
First, it includes temporal operators such as temporal join and temporal aggregation.
Next, it contains two transfer operators that allow to partition the query processing be-
tween the middleware and the DBMS. Finally, the algebra provides a consistent handling
of duplicates and order at logical level, by treating duplicate elimination and sorting as
other logical operators and by introducing six types of relation equivalences.

Two relations are equivalent (1) as lists if they are identical lists ( ≡L ); (2) as mul-
tisets if they are identical multisets taking into account duplicates, but not order ( ≡M );
and (3) as sets if they are identical sets, ignoring duplicates and order ( ≡S ). Two tempo-
ral relations are snapshot-list ( ≡S

L ), snapshot-multiset( ≡S
M ), or snaphot-set equivalent

( ≡S
S ), if their snapshots (projections at a given point in time) are equivalent as lists,

multisets, or sets.
Figure 2 shows two temporal relations (relations having two attributes indicating a

time period), POSITION and SALARY. We assume a closed-open representation for time
periods and assume the time values for T1 and T2 denote months during some year. For
example, Tom was occupying position Pos1 from February to August (not including
the latter).

POSITION SALARY Result
PosID EmpID Name T1 T2 EmpID Amount T1 T2 EmpID Name PosID Amount T1 T2
Pos1 1 Tom 2 8 1 100K 2 6 1 Tom Pos1 100K 2 6
Pos2 2 Jane 3 8 1 120K 6 9 1 Tom Pos1 120K 6 8

2 110K 3 8 2 Jane Pos2 110K 3 8

Fig. 2. Relations POSITION and SALARY, and the Result of Temporal Join

A temporal join is a regular join, but with a selection on the time attributes, ensuring
that the joined tuples have overlapping time periods; Figure 2 shows the result of temporal
join on the EmpID attribute of the POSITION and SALARY relations.
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Transformation Rules. Six types of equivalences lead to six types of transformation rules,
since a transformation rule may satisfy several of the six equivalences. Let us consider
two rules for temporal join, ��T . For a given rule, we always specify the strongest
equivalence type that holds; the ordering of equivalence types is given in Fig. 3. The
join commutativity rule r1��T r2 →M r2��T r1 says that the relations resulting from
the left-hand and right-hand sides are equivalent as multisets (and, according to the
type ordering, as sets, as well as their snapshots are equivalent as sets and multisets).
Meanwhile, the sort push-down rule sortA(r1��T r2) →L sortA(r1)��T r2, where A
belongs to the attribute schema of r1 and the left-hand side operations are located in
the middleware, says that the relations are equivalent as lists and that the other five
equivalence types also hold.1 The latter rule exploits the fact that all temporal join
algorithms in the middleware retain the sorting of their left arguments.

Applicability of Transformation Rules. Transformation rules that do not guarantee ≡L

equivalence cannot always be applied, as illustrated by the following example. Consider
a query that performs the above-mentioned temporal join and sorts the result by Name.
One possible initial plan for this query is shown in Fig. 4(a). The bottom operators
represent relations POSITION and SALARY transferred to the middleware; to achieve this,
at least two operations are necessary (a table scan in the DBMS and the actual transfer),
but to simplify the example, we view them as one operation and do not consider any
transformation rules related to these operations. Temporal join and sorting are performed
in the middleware.

Let us consider rule r1��T r2 →M r2��T r1. This rule can

S

M

L

SL

SM

SS

Fig. 3. Ordering of
Equivalence Types

be applied to switch the arguments of the join. However, if we
apply the sort push-down rule first and move the sorting below the
temporal join, before the temporal join’s left argument (leading to
the plan shown in Fig. 4(b)), the application of join commutativity
rule would lead to an incorrectly ordered query result. Thus, to be
able to tell when an →M rule is applicable, the optimizer needs to
know the importance of order at each node in the query tree, i.e.,
whether the result of the operation at the node has to preserve some
order or not. In the algebra, this importance is determined by the
OrderRequired property. To determine the applicability of rules
of other types, two additional properties, DuplicatesRelevant and
PeriodPreserving, are used; the first is True if the operation at the node cannot arbitrarily
add or remove duplicates, and the second is True if the operation at the node cannot
replace its result with a snapshot-equivalent one. For each rule of a given type, Table 1
shows the applicability condition for operator nodes on the left-hand side of the rule.

Having an initial query plan, the properties for operators are set in a top-down
manner and then adjusted every time a new transformation rule is applied. For the top
operator, the properties are set in accordance with the specific user-level query language
and query statement, e.g., an SQL query requires the result to be sorted if the ORDER
BY clause is specified at the outer-most level. Consequently, for the top element, the
OrderRequired property is set to True only if the ORDER BY clause is specified at
the outer-most level. The DuplicatesRelevant and PeriodPreserving properties are
always set to True, because we always care about duplicates and time periods. For the

1 To be precise, the relations are ≡L,A equivalent, i.e., their projections on A are ≡L equivalent.
We will use ≡L equivalence for simplicity.
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Fig. 4. Query Plans

other operators, the properties are set according to the property values of their parents,
e.g., if some operator is the input to the sort operator, its OrderRequired property will be
set to False, because its resulting relation may be replaced (via some transformation rule)
by a multiset-equivalent relation, and the correct order of the result will still be ensured
by the following sort operator. For more details about setting the property values, we
refer to [15].

Support in Volcano. Volcano provides a framework of adding new operators and trans-
formation rules, which allows a rather straightforward addition of temporal operators
and transfer operators, their cost formulas, selectivity-estimation formulas, and schema
propagation formulas. The difficult part is to incorporate different types of transforma-
tion rules. While different rule types can be added by just introducing an extra type
attribute to each rule, to control their applicability is more difficult. The property mech-
anism cannot directly be used because of Volcano’s search-space structure. Having a
Volcano search space, values of the three properties cannot be determined for an ele-
ment, because it is impossible to know the property values of the elements above since
the same equivalence-class element may be used as input by different elements of differ-
ent equivalence classes, as shown later in Fig. 5 where the first element of equivalence
class 2 is used both by two elements of equivalence class 3 and by two elements of class
4. Therefore, the determination of the properties can only occur during the actual search,
which is performed top down.

Table 1. Applicability of a Rule According to its Type

Rule type Applicability condition, ∀op ∈ lhs
→L True
→M ¬OrderRequired(op)
→S ¬DuplicatesRelevant(op) ∧ ¬OrderRequired(op)
→S

L ¬PeriodPreserving(op)
→S

M ¬OrderRequired(op) ∧ ¬PeriodPreserving(op)
→S

S ¬DuplicatesRelevant(op) ∧ ¬OrderRequired(op) ∧ ¬PeriodPreserving(op)
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3.2 Adjustment of the Search-Space Generation

Since it is impossible to determine properties during the search-space generation, we
generate a complete search space by applying transformation rules of all types, and
then filter away invalid elements during the actual search. The identification of invalid
elements is enabled by recording, for each element, a type that represents the combi-
nations of the three property values for which this element may be used. We use six
possible type values – L, M, S, SL, SM, SS – which correspond to the six equivalence
types. Consequently, the relationship between each element type and the combination
of properties corresponds to Table 1. For example, if all properties are True, only L type
elements are valid. Intuitively, the element type tells how the relation generated by this
element will be equivalent to the first element of the equivalence class.

Figure 5 shows the search space for the query in Fig. 4(a), generated using the
join commutativity rule and the sort push-down rule (the first one guarantees ≡M

equivalence, while the second one guarantees ≡L equivalence). Initially, four elements
representing the four query-tree operators are created (the first elements of equivalence
classes 1–4). Then, the join commutativity rule is applied to the first element of class 3,
and a second element representing switched join arguments is added to the class. The
sort push-down rule is applied to the first element of class 4, and two new elements are
created, one of which is added to class 4 and one of which becomes the only element of
class 5. Finally, the join commutativity rule is applied to the second element of class 4,
yielding the third element in the class.

1

sort
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T T

T
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5
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sort

M
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M M

L L M
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POSITION

 SALARY

Fig. 5. Search Space
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The first elements of classes 1–3 have equivalence type M only, because the base
relations are retrieved from the DBMS, and we do not know in which order the DBMS
will deliver them. It may happen that a subquery whose top element is the first element
of class 3, when run twice, would return relations that are only multiset equivalent.

The third element of class 4 is only ≡M equivalent to the other two elements of that
class. Since the query requires a sorted result (the OrderRequired property value for the
top operator is True), only the two first elements of class 4 will be used during plan
search. Below, we discuss how the element types are determined.

During the search-space generation, new elements are added after applying trans-
formation rules. For a transformation rule, we give below a procedure for how to set the
types of elements resulting from the right-hand side of the rule.

1. The top-element type (the element representing the top operator in the right-hand
side of the rule) is set to the type which is the greatest common descendant of the
transformation-rule type and the types of the elements participating in the left-hand
side of the transformation rule.

2. The top-element type is set to a stronger type than specified in 1 only if the right-
hand side contains an operation – such as sorting or duplicate elimination – that
would enforce a “stronger” equivalence between the new top element and the old
top element.

3. The types of other new elements resulting from the right-hand side of the rule are
set to any value, but they have to be equal to or stronger than the top-element type.

For example, the greatest common descendant of types M and SM is SS. Let us
consider the search space in Fig. 5: the join commutativity rule applied to the second
element of class 4 results in the third element of class 4, and its type is set to M, which is
the greatest common descendant of L (the type of the second element) and M (the type
of the rule).

Now let us consider another query, which performs a selection on relation r trans-
ferred to the middleware and then sorts it; see its search space in Fig. 6(a). After trans-
formation rule sortA(σP (r)) →L σP (sortA(r)) is applied to the first element of class
3, the new top element – which becomes the second element of class 3 – is of type
L (Fig. 6(b)). Even if the sorting is not at the top level, the result is correctly ordered
because the selection retains the order of its argument.

In the given examples, the types of the new non-top elements are set to L. Generally,
the types of non-top elements are not important for the correctness, as long as they are not
descendants of the new top element type (see the equivalence-type ordering in Fig. 3).
Therefore, they should be set aiming to have as small search space as possible, i.e., if
an element has to be inserted, first we can look in the existing search space if the same
element (with any type) exists there, and if it does, we do not need to insert it anew. If no
elements exist, a new element should have L type, because most rules are of →L type
and it is likely that, if this element is to be attempted to be inserted again as a top-level
element, its type will be L.
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Fig. 6. Search Space Before (a) and After (b) Applying sortA(σP (r)) →L σP (sortA(r))

3.3 Modification of the Plan Search

For the actual search, the code that controls the validity of elements depending on their
type has to be added to Volcano.

The most significant change is the addition of properties to the parameter list of the
FindBestPlan function. The function uses its input properties to check the validity of
its input element, as mentioned in Sect. 3.2, as well as to set the parameter properties
for calling itself recursively on the inputs to its input element.

Since equivalence-class elements might be of any of the six different types, each
equivalence class may have up to six physical plans, because plans for different-type
elements might differ. For example, it is likely that a type M plan will be simpler and
less costly than a type L plan. In the FindBestPlan function, when looking if a plan
already exists for the input element, we have look for a plan of a type that is stronger
than or equal to the input-element type.

4 Experiences

In this section, we consider the extensibility of Volcano in relation to the needs of our
framework. We evaluate its support for multiple types of equivalence, discuss other
extensions, and evaluate the ease of extensibility.

4.1 Support for Multiple Types of Equivalences

When considering multiple types of equivalences, sorting, duplicate elimination, and
coalescing are important operations, because they may change the equivalence type
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between two relations. For example, if two ≡M equivalent relations are sorted on A,
their sorted versions will be ≡L,A equivalent.

Coalescing and duplicate elimination were not implemented in Volcano, and sorting
is supported by the so-called physical properties of an equivalence class. The possible
use of sorting algorithms (termed enforcers) is considered during the second phase
(plan search) of query optimization. Physical properties are passed as arguments to the
FindBestPlan function, and they allow the optimizer to consider different positions of
sort enforcers. The use of physical properties increases the code complexity and size –
for each algorithm implementing an operator, the optimizer implementor has to write
functions deriving physical properties of the algorithm’s inputs, checking whether the
algorithm satisfies required physical properties, and finding physical properties that are
required from the algorithms’s inputs.

In our approach, we treat sorting, duplicate elimination, and coalescing as all the
other operators and exploit them in the search-space generation, not using physical
properties. While it may be possible to pursue a direction where sorting, duplicate elim-
ination, and coalescing are all treated as enforcers and employ physical properties, we
feel that this treatment would add unneccesary complexity to the framework because,
fundamentally, sorting, coalescing, and duplicate elimination are just like other opera-
tors, having their transformation rules and statistics-derivation formulas. Treating them
as algorithms reduces the number of transformation rules, but the complexity in the plan-
search algorithm is greatly increased. In addition, it would be problematic to incorporate
the statistics-estimation formulas for duplicate elimination and coalescing.

4.2 Other Useful Extensions

Our implementation has indicated the need for new or better support in a number of
other areas.

The two-stage query optimization of Volcano forced us to apply all types of trans-
formation rules during the first stage. If one stage with a top-down plan search and
generation had been used, it would have been easier to control the applicability of the
different types of rules and, possibly, would have improved performance.

The search strategy ofVolcano is fixed, and no mechanisms for extending or changing
it are provided. Proposed improvements of Volcano that were not part of the available
code include a mechanism for heuristic guidance, where rules can be ordered according
to their “promise” [7]. Such ordering implies that the rules having the best probability to
yield better plans would be applied as soon as possible, reducing the overall plan-search
time.

We had to add support for equivalence-class elements that point to their own equiv-
alence classes, because this facility was not available in the code supplied. The pointing
to the same class often occurs using different equivalence types. For example, sorted
relation r is multiset equivalent to r, yielding to a class with two elements (one for r
sorted and one for r) where the first (sorting) points to the same class. In addition, we
had to implement the linking of classes; the linking is needed when we apply a rule to
an element of a certain class and find that the resulting element already exists in some
other class, meaning that both classes represent the same logical expression.
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The cardinality of a relation resulting from some equivalence class is estimated
when the class is created, according to the selectivity estimation method of the operator
represented in the first element. When a new element is added to the class, the cardinality
is not reestimated. However, the new element may represent an operator for which we
may have a better method for estimating the cardinality. For example, it is easier to
estimate the size of a join, than the size of a Cartesian product followed by a selection
and a projection. Therefore, we had to ensure that the initial plan would contain operators
with good cardinality estimation methods.

4.3 Ease of Extensibility

The main challenge for an extensible query optimizer is to balance the efficiency and ex-
tensibility, and our study indicates that Volcano’s main emphasis is put on the first aspect.
Volcano is coded in C and does not follow the object-oriented paradigm, which leads to
many interconnected structures, which in turn posed difficulties in figuring out where
the structures were defined, initialized, and used. The transformation-rule application
code is being generated automatically and does not follow any style guidelines, making
it difficult to modify (which was needed when incorporating the necessary modifications
in the search-space generation). A lot of arrays and structures have predefined sizes and
were not being allocated dynamically, occupying more memory than necessary and pro-
viding low scalability. On the other hand, the running times of Volcano (for queries not
involving many joins) were quite low, as shown in [16].

The actual implementation tasks, their difficulty, and approximate number of lines of
resulting code are summarized in Table 2. We divide the entire implementation effort into
three subtasks. The first one, adding support for multiple equivalence types, is the most
difficult, and it has been described in the previous sections. Yet the amount of resulting
code was rather small. The other task was to add new operators, and while it resulted
in a substantial amount of code, it was not difficult, after learning Volcano’s provided
framework for adding new operators and transformation rules. The same applies to the
last task of adding new algorithms; there, however, the amount of code was smaller,
because we did not use physical properties.

Support functions form the biggest part of the code added by the optimizer im-
plementor and their size is proportional to the number of operators and algorithms
implemented. In our case, we implemented relation retrieval, selection, projection, join,
sort-preserving join, temporal join, Cartesian product, duplicate elimination, aggrega-
tion, temporal aggregation, and two transfer operators. Similar behavior of many of
these operators (particularly, in the propagation of catalog information) resulted in a lot
of code repetition in corresponding support functions.

5 Related Work

Our paper takes its outset in the algebraic framework presented in [15]. The framework
has been validated by implementing it using theVolcano optimizer and the XXL library of
query evaluation algorithms; the architecture, cost and selectivity-estimation formulas,
and performance studies have been reported in [16]. The latter paper did not cover the
enhancements to Volcano, which are the foci of this paper.
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Table 2. Tasks, Their Complexity, and Amount of Code

Task Complexity Lines of Code

Adding equivalence-type support
Modifying structures medium < 200
Modifying search-space generation high < 200
Modifying plan search high < 200

Adding new operators
Coding support functions medium ∼ 2500
Coding management of the three properties medium ∼ 400
Coding transformation rules medium ∼ 2300

Adding new algorithms
Coding support functions low ∼ 1300
Coding implementation rules medium < 200

While to our knowledge, nobody has enhanced existing optimizers with support for
sets, multisets, and lists, reference [1] reports on experiences from building the query
optimizer for Texas Instruments’ Open OODB system using Volcano. That paper finds
the optimization framework useful, but mentions that much time was spent on writing
support and cost functions and that the interface for these tasks is not user-friendly. We
agree with these statements, and we draw additional conclusions in Sect, 4.

A number of other extensible query optimizers exist. Volcano evolved from the Exo-
dus optimizer [6], and later was enhanced by the Cascades optimization framework [5],
which provides a clean interface and implementation that makes full use of C++ classes,
as well as more closely integrates transformation rules and implementation rules, which
are distinct sets in Volcano. Since Cascades was intended to be used for Microsoft’s
SQL Server, its code is not available. Neither is the code for the Starburst query opti-
mizer [8] used in IBM’s DB2, nor is the code of the EROC toolkit for building query
optimizers [12].

The OPT++ [11] extensible optimizer also uses an object-oriented design with C++
classes to simplify the extension tasks. OPT++ offers a number of search strategies,
including “bottom-up” system R-style [14] and the Volcano search strategy; and it can
emulate both Starburst and Volcano.

6 Conclusions

A number of extensible query optimizers are available that aim to facilitate changes in
query algebras and additions of new functionality. Our study reports on the enhancement
of one prominent such extensible query optimizer, Volcano, to support an extended
relational algebra, which – in addition to new temporal operators – contains six types
of equivalences between relations that lead to six corresponding types of transformation
rules. We describe howVolcano’s search-space generation and plan search were modified
in order to support the algebra, and we evaluate the extensibility of Volcano.

The study indicates that support for sets, multisets, and lists is difficult to add to a pre-
existing extensible query optimizer – such support should be considered already during
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the design of an extensible query optimizer. Volcano’s two-staged optimization strategy
forces the application of all transformation rules, disregarding their type, during the
first stage; if the optimization had occurred in a single stage, we speculate that it would
have been easier to control the applicability of rule types and that better performance
would have resulted. We also found that, for the modifications we considered, Volcano’s
interface was not always user-friendly and that the amount of code needed to implement
support functions was quite substantial. On the other hand, we found Volcano to be a
very useful tool that allowed us to validate our algebra in the middleware architecture
more quickly than if we would have had to develop our own optimizer.

This study indicates that extensible query optimizers are useful when testing research
ideas and building prototypes. We also believe that extensible optimizers, if developed
in industrial strength versions, will prove very useful when building middleware sys-
tems that focus on specific functionality suitable for applying conventional relational
query optimization techniques. The application of extensible technology to middleware
systems is a promising research direction. Due to the increasing use of user-defined rou-
tines in conventional DBMSs, optimizer extensibility is also important when creating
new DBMSs or modifying existing ones. Finally, the study reported upon here indicates
that more research is needed in query optimization and processing that offer integrated
support for sets, multisets, and lists.
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Abstract. Method for heterogeneous information source registration at
subject mediators with local as view (LAV) organization is presented.
LAV approach considers schemas exported by sources as materialized
views over virtual classes of the mediator. This approach is intended to
cope with a dynamic, possibly incomplete set of sources. To disseminate
the information sources, their providers should register them at a respec-
tive subject mediator. Such registration can be done concurrently and at
any time.
The registration method proposed is new and contributes to the follow-
ing. The method is applicable to wide class of source specification models
representable in hybrid semistructured/object canonical mediator model.
Ontological specifications are used for identification of mediator classes
semantically relevant to a source class. Maximal subset of source informa-
tion relevant to the mediator classes is identified. Concretizing types are
defined so that federated classes instance types are refined by the source
instance type. This direction naturally supports query planning refining
a mediator query in terms of a specific source. Such refining direction
is in contrast to conventional compositional development where specifi-
cation of requirements is to be refined by specifications of components.
Such inversion is natural for the registration process: a materialized view
(requirements) is constructed over virtual specifications (components).

1 Introduction

Mediation of heterogeneous information sources provides an approach for intel-
ligent information integration. Mediation architecture introduced in [20] defines
an idea of a middleware positioned between information sources (information
providers) and information consumers. Mediators support modelling facilities
and methods for conversion of unorganized, nonsystematic population of au-
tonomous information sources keeped by different information providers into a
well-structured information collection defined by the integrated uniform specifi-
cations. Mediators provide also a uniform query interface to the multiple data
sources, thereby freeing the user from having to locate the relevant sources,
query each one in isolation, and combine manually the information from them.
Important application areas greatly benefit from the subject mediation approach
supporting information integration in a particular subject domain. Among them
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are Web information integration systems, digital libraries providing content in-
teroperability, digital repositories of knowledge in certain domains (like: Digital
Earth, Digital Sky, Digital Bio, Digital Law, Digital Art, Digital Music).

For such areas, according to the approach, the application domain model is
to be defined by the experts in the field independently of relevant information
sources. This model may include specifications of data structures, terminologies
(thesauri), concepts (ontologies), methods applicable to data, processes (work-
flows), characteristic for the domain. These definitions constitute specification
of a subject mediator. After subject mediator had been specified, information
providers can disseminate their information for integration in the subject domain
independently of each other and at any time. To disseminate they should register
their information at the subject mediator. Users may not know anything about
the registration process and about the sources that have been registered. Users
should know only subject domain definitions that contain concepts, structures,
methods approved by the subject domain community. Thus various information
sources belonging to different providers can be registered at a mediator.

The subject mediation approach is applicable to various subject domains
in science, cultural heritage, mass media, e-commerce, etc. This technology is
considered as a promising alternative to the widely used general purpose Web
search engines characterized by very low precision of search due to uncontrollable
use of terms for indexing and search. This is unavoidable payment for simplicity
of sites “registration” at the engines.

Two basic approaches are known for the mediator architectures [6]. According
to the first one, called Global as View (GAV), the global schema is constructed
by several layers of views above the schemas exported by pre-selected sources.
Queries are expressed in terms of the global schemas and are evaluated similarly
to the conventional federated database approaches [17]. TSIMMIS [7] or HER-
MES [18] apply this architecture. Another approach, known as Local as View
(LAV), considers schemas exported by sources as materialized views over virtual
classes of the mediated schema. Queries are expressed in terms of the mediated
schema. Query evaluation is done by query planning making its rewriting in
terms of the source schemas. Information Manifold [14] or Infomaster [5] apply
this strategy. The LAV architecture is designed to cope with a dynamic, possibly
incomplete set of sources. Sources may change their exported schemas, become
unavailable from time to time. LAV is potentially scalable with respect to a num-
ber of sources involved. Further in this paper we assume LAV as an approach
suitable for the subject mediation.

Two separate phases of the subject mediator’s functioning are distinguished:
consolidation phase and operational phase. The consolidation phase is intended
for the subject model definition. During this phase the mediator’s federated
schema metainformation is formed. The technique used for that is beyond this
paper.

During the operational phase the burden of the sources registration process
is imposed on the information providers. They formulate sources’ specifications
(schemas, concept definitions, vocabularies) in terms of the subject mediator’s
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federated metainformation and develop the required wrappers. In such process
of registration the local metainformation sublayer of the mediator is formed
expressing local schemas in the mediator’s canonical model as views above the
federated schema. Making source registration concurrently by providers is the
way to reach the mediator’s scalability.

During the registration a local source class is modelled as a set of instances
(objects) of the class instance type, and the description of the source in terms
of the federated schema specifies the constraints on the class instances to be
admissible for the subject mediator. Formally, the content of a local source class
is described by a formulae simplified as C(z) ⊆ ∃−

x(C1(
−
x1) &...& Cn(

−
xn) & Con)

where C is a local source class, C1, ..., Cn are federated schema classes, z is
a reduct [10] of the local class instance type being a concretization of a reduct
of resulting instance type of the conjunctive formula that includes only those
attributes of the resulting type whose names are not bound by the existential
quantifier, Con is additional constraints imposed by formulae. That is, the de-
fined reduct of an instance obtained from the local source class should satisfy the
constraint expressed by the formula. Of course, this description does not imply
that the local source contains all the instances that satisfy the formula. Such
representation of local sources means that we do not have to add a local source
class to the federated level whenever sources are added, since this class does not
have to correspond directly to a federated class.

General idea of representation of the local classes in terms of federated classes
is similar to the one proposed in [14]. Main differences of the current approach
consist in taking into account issues more relevant to real environments, such
as using general type model and type specification calculus [10], applying the
refining mapping of the local specific data models into the canonical model of
the mediator [12], resolving ontological differences between federated and local
concepts [2], systematic resolving structural, behavioral and value conflicts of
local and federated types and classes [2].

This paper focuses on analysis methods and tools required to support in-
formation source registration process at the mediator. Main contribution of the
paper is that for the LAV mediation strategy the paper considers the information
source registration as the process of compositional information systems develop-
ment [2]. Local source metainformation definitions are treated as specifications of
requirements and classes of the federated level with the related metainformation
– as specifications of pre-existing components. To get local classes definitions as
views above the federated level with constraints given in the form shown above,
the facilities of the modified compositional information systems development
method and tool [2] are applied. This modified method and tool are considered
to be a part of the mediator’s metainformation support. The method considered
can be useful also for a Data Warehouse (DW) environment. Main difference
between the mediator’s and DW approaches consists in that a mediator schema
is virtual though DW schema is materialized.

At the moment of the paper writing no works considering a source registration
at a LAV-approached mediator as a design process have been identified. Related
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papers in DW design could have also been expected. Analysis of the latter is given
in the Related Work section. The analysis shows that DW design have different
motivation and apply different methods and models comparing to those that are
needed for a source registration at the LAV-approached mediators.

The paper is composed as follows. After brief characterization of the canon-
ical model and metainformation support at a mediator, the registration process
is treated in detail. The process of compositional development leading to the def-
inition of source classes in terms of classes of the federated level is introduced.
Contextualization of a source at the federated level is a part of this process. Var-
ious aspects of the registration process are illustrated by an example. Cultural
heritage is taken as an application domain assuming that a respective mediator
has been defined. For the sources we exploit slightly modified schemas of Web
sites of Louvre and Uffizi museums and Z39.50 CIMI profile. Due to the paper
size limitation, only some classes of the Uffizi site are included.

2 Related Works

In [4] the DW Schema is considered to be a description of logical content of
the materialized views constituting the DW. Each portion of such schema is
described in terms of a set of definitions of relations, each one expressed in terms
of a query over the DW Domain Model. A view is actually materialized starting
from the data in the sources by means of software components, called mediators.
Source is defined both on a logical level (relations) and on a conceptual level
(E/R). A query is provided to express logical source as a view above conceptual
definitions. Integration is seen as the incremental process of understanding and
representing the relationships between data in the sources, rather than simply
producing a unified data schema. Description logic which treats n-ary relations
as first-class citizens is used for the conceptual modeling of both the subject
domain and the various sources. The approach [4] resembles a consolidation
phase of a GAV mediator.

A common understanding of a “well-designed” DW schema in the literature
[9] is that such schema should have the form of a “star”, i.e., it should con-
sist of a central fact table that contains the facts of interest to an application,
and that is connected to a number of dimension tables through referential in-
tegrity constraints based on the various dimension keys. Since dimensions can be
composed of attribute hierarchies, it is often the case that dimension tables are
unnormalized, and their normalization results in what is known as a snowflake
schema.

Known research works in DW design (including [4,8,9,19]) have different
motivation and apply different methods and models comparing to those that
are needed for a source registration at the LAV-approached mediators or at DW
with a predefined conceptual schema.
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3 Fundamentals of the Compositional IS Development
Method

The main distinguishing feature of the method considered is a creation of com-
positions of component specification fragments refining specifications of require-
ments. Widely used component-based development methods (e.g., JavaBeans)
construct aggregates of components differently – just linking ports of compo-
nents with each other or considering their interactions on the contractual basis
[15].

Refining specifications obtained during the compositional development, ac-
cording to the refinement theory, can be used anywhere instead of the refined
specifications of requirements without noticing such substitutions by the users.
The refinement methods [1] allow to justify the fact of a refinement formally to
guarantee the adequacy of the specifications obtained to that of the required.

3.1 Compositional Specification Calculus

The design is a process of systematic manipulation and transformation of speci-
fications. Type specifications of the canonical model (SYNTHESIS) [13] are cho-
sen as the basic units for such manipulation. The manipulations required include
decomposition of type specifications into consistent fragments, identification of
reusable fragments (patterns of reuse), composition of identified fragments into
specifications concretizing the requirements, justification of reusability and sub-
stitutability of the results of such transformations instead of the specifications
of requirements. The compositional specification calculus [10] intentionally de-
signed for such manipulations uses the following concepts and operations.

A signature ΣT of a type specification T =< VT , OT , IT > includes a set of
operation symbols OT indicating operations argument and result types and a set
of predicate symbols IT (for the type invariants) indicating predicate argument
types. Conjunction of all invariants in IT constitutes the type invariant. We
model an extension VT of each type T (a carrier of the type) by a set of proxies
representing respective instances of the type.

Definition 1. Type reduct A signature reduct RT of a type T is defined as a
subsignature Σ′

T of type signature ΣT that includes a carrier VT , a set of symbols
of operations O′

T ⊆ OT , a set of symbols of invariants I ′
T ⊆ IT .

This definition from the signature level can be easily extended to the specifi-
cation level so that a type reduct RT can be considered a subspecification (with
a signature Σ′

T ) of specification of the type T. The specification of RT should be
formed so that RT becomes a supertype of T. We assume that only the states
admissible for a type remain to be admissible for a reduct of the type (no other
reduct states are admissible). Therefore, the carrier of a reduct is assumed to be
equal to the carrier of its type.

Definition 2. Type U is a refinement of type T iff
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– there exists a one-to-one correspondence Ops : OT ⇔ OU ;
– there exists an abstraction function Abs : VT → VU that maps each admissible

state of T into the respective state of U ;
– ∀x ∈ VT ∃y ∈ VU (Abs(x, y) ⇒ IT ∧ IU )
– for every operation o ∈ OT the operation Ops(o) = o′ ∈ OU is a refine-

ment of o. To establish an operation refinement it is required that operation
precondition pre(o) should imply the precondition pre(o′) and operation post-
condition post(o′) should imply postcondition post(o).

Based on the notions of reduct and type refinement, a measure of common
information between types in T can be established.

Definition 3. A common reduct for types T1, T2 is such reduct RT1 of T1 that
there exists a reduct RT2 of T2 such that RT2 is a refinement of RT1 . Further we
refer to RT2 as to a conjugate of the common reduct.

Definition 4. A most common reduct RMC(T1, T2) for types T1, T2 is a reduct
RT1 of T1 such that there exists a reduct RT2 of T2 that refines RT1 and there
can be no other reduct Ri

T1
such that RMC(T1, T2) is a reduct of Ri

T1
, Ri

T1
is not

equal to RMC(T1, T2) and there exists a reduct Ri
T2

of T2 that refines Ri
T1

.

Reducts provide for type specification decompositions thus creating a basis
for their further compositions. Type composition operations can be used to in-
fer new types from the existing ones. We introduce here definition of only one
operation - join. Let Ti(1 ≤ i ≤ n) ∈ T denotes types.

Definition 5. Type join operation. An operation T1 � T2 produces type T
as a ’join’ of specifications of the operand types. Generally T includes a merge
of specifications of T1 and T2. Common elements of specifications of T1 and T2
are included into the merge (resulting type) only once. The common elements
are determined by another merge - the merge of conjugates of two most common
reducts of types T1 and T2 : RMC(T1, T2) and RMC(T2, T1). The merge of two
conjugates includes union of sets of their operation specifications. If in the union
we get a pair of operations that are in a refinement order then only one of them,
the more refined one (belonging to the conjugate of the most common reduct) is
included into the merge. Invariants created in the resulting type are formed by
conjuncting invariants taken from the original types.

A type T is placed in the type hierarchy as an immediate subtype of the join
operand types and a direct supertype of all the common direct subtypes of the
join argument types.

Operations of the compositional calculus form a type lattice [10] on the basis
of a subtype relation (as a partial order).

3.2 Design Phase

Design is the component-based process of concretization of a specification ob-
tained on an analysis phase by an interoperable composition of pre-existing in-
formation components. It includes reconciliation of application domain (here,
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federated schema) and of information source ontological contexts establishing
the ontological relevance of constituents of requirements and components speci-
fications, identification of component types (classes) and their fragments (identi-
fying most common reducts) suitable for the concretization of an analysis model
type (class) capturing its structural, extensional and behavioural properties,
composition (using type operations join and meet) of such fragments into speci-
fications concretizing the requirements, justification of a property of refinement
of requirements by such compositions.

4 Registration of Information Sources at a Subject
Mediator

4.1 General Schema of a Process of an Information Source
Registration at the Mediator

As a preliminary step, provide an ontological integration of an information source
specification with the federated level specification. The process of the ontological
integration is the same as for the compositional development method.

After the ontological integration, for each source class the following steps are
required:

1. relevant federated classes identification
Find federated classes that ontologically can be used for defining source
class extent in terms of federated classes. To a source class several federated
classes may correspond covering with their instance types different reducts of
an instance type of the source class. On another hand, several source classes
may correspond to one federated class.

2. most common reducts construction
For an instance type of each identified federated class do:
a) Construct most common reducts for instance type of this federated class

and source class instance type to concretize (partially) such federated in-
stance type. Most common reduct may include also additional attributes
corresponding to those federated type attributes that can be derived from
the source type instances to support them.

b) In this process for each attribute type of the common reduct a con-
cretizing type, concretizing function or their combination should be con-
structed (this step should be recursively applied).

3. partial source view construction
a) For each relevant federated class construct a partial source view express-

ing a constraints in terms of the federated class that should be satisfied
by values of respective most common reducts of source class instances.
Thus partial views over all relevant federated classes will be obtained.

4. partial views composition
a) Construct compositions of the source type most common reducts ob-

tained for instance types of all federated classes involved.
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-name: string
-nationality: string
-date_of_birth: time
-date_of_death: time
-residence: Address

Person

-culture_race: string
-general_info: Text

Creator

-title: Text
-date: time
-narrative: Text

Entity

1

1

created_by

-place_of_origin: Address
-date_of_origin: time
-content: Text

Heritage_Entity

-dimensions: {sequence; type_of_element: integer}

Painting

-type_spicemen: Text
-archeology: Text

Antiquities

-name: string
-place: Address
-description: Text

Repository

-name: Text
-location: Address
-description: Text

Collection
1

*in_repository

collections

works

*1

*

1

contains

in_collection

Digital_Entity
digital_form

11

Fig. 1. Specifications of types of the federated schema

b) Construct a source view as a composition of partial views obtained above.
This is an expression of a materialized view of an information source in
terms of federated classes. An instance type of this view is determined
by the most common reducts composition constructed above.

4.2 Example of Subject Mediator and Information Source
Specifications

During the rest of the paper we demonstrate our approach on an example show-
ing the registration of the schema of the Uffizi museum Web site at a subject
mediator. Cultural heritage is taken as an application domain of the mediator.
For the federated and local source type schema we use UML diagrams and do
not provide canonical model specifications to save space.

Figure 1 shows a part of the federated schema of the mediator for the cultural
heritage domain.

Figure 2 shows a part of the schema of the Uffizi museum Web site. We apply
its description similar to one used in the Araneus project.

Text and Textual types define interfaces of different types used for textual
search (in Z39.50 and in Oracle respectively). Establishing of a refinement rela-
tionships for these type is beyond this paper.

4.3 Ontological Integration Example

Ontological integration is used to establishing ontological relevance of constitu-
ents of mediator’s federated schema and local source schema specifications. Spec-
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-name: string

Repository

-name: string
-biography: Textual

Artist

-title: Textual
-painter: string
-culture: Textual
-date: time
-description: Textual

Canvas

-room_no: string
-room_name: Textual

Room

Image

{ordered}1

authors

{ordered}

1

contains

{ordered}1

paint_list

{ordered}

1 paint_list{ordered}

1

room_list

1

1 to_image

Fig. 2. Specifications of types of the Uffizi site schema

ifications of federated schema and specifications of local sources must be asso-
ciated with ontological contexts containing concepts of the respective subject
areas. Each element of specifications must be associated with an ontlogical con-
cept, describing the element. Elements (types, classes, attributes and others) are
defined as instances of semantically relevant ontological classes (concepts).

The ontological concepts have their verbal definitions and descriptor lists.
Verbal concept definitions are similar to definitions of words in an explanatory
dictionary. Descriptor lists included in the specifications of concepts are built
on the basis of the meaningful words lists in the concept’s verbal definition.
Concept descriptors are required for establishing relationships between concepts.
Hypernym/hyponym relationships and positive relationships (synonym) can be
defined between ontological concepts. These relationships can be treated as fuzzy
ones.

Relationships between concepts of different contexts are established by cal-
culating the correlation coefficients between concepts on the basis of their verbal
definitions. The correlation coefficients are calculated using the vector-space ap-
proach [16,3]:

sim(X, Y ) =
∑t

k=1(WXk · WY k)√∑t
k=1(WXk)2 · ∑t

k=1(WY k)2

The range of values of the simulating function sim(X, Y ) is the real interval
[0.0,1.0]. The concept X is considered positively related to the concept Y if
sim(X, Y ) is greater than a certain threshold value �; in this case, the intercon-
text positive relationship is established between X and Y , and the value of the
function is considered as the relationship strength.

Let’s consider the federated concept IconographicObject which associated
with the element Painting of federated schema and the local concept ArtWork
which associated with the element Canvas of local source schema. Specifications
of the concepts look as follows:

{IconographicObject;
in: concept;
supertype: ManMadeObject, ConceptualObject;
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def: "This entity comprises objects which are designed primarily or in
addition to another functionality to represent or depict something in
an optical manner, be it concrete or abstract. This entity has a
certain pragmatic value in the fine arts since it conveniently groups
together objects such as paintings, drawings, watercolours and other
similar objects."

}

{ArtWork;
in: concept;
def: "Art such as sculpture, drawings or paintings depicting something"

}

The correlation coefficient of the similarity function is the following:

sim(IconographicObject, ArtWork) = 0.2491

Basing on this coefficient we establish the positive relationship between these
concepts. The correlation between the schema elements Painting and Canvas is
established with the same strength. Analogously hypernym/hyponym concept
relationships are established [3].

4.4 Most Common Reducts Construction

Construct most common reducts for the federated types Painting and Creator
and their ontologically relevant source type Canvas (Figs. 1, 2). On construction
of the most common reduct of types defined in the specification of requirements
(local source definition) and in a component (federated schema classes), various
conflicts between the specifications should be discovered and resolved. The re-
sult of the conflicts resolution is represented in a transformation of a conjugate
reduct into a concretizing reduct. The concretizing reduct specification includes
together with the attributes of a reduced type the mapping of a concretizing
reduct attributes into attributes of a common reduct and the conflict resolution
functions.

The most common reducts and their concretizing reducts are specified as
SYNTHESIS types. Specific metaslots and attributes are used to represent spe-
cific semantics. Specification of common reduct for Painting and Canvas denoted
as R Painting Canvas is defined as follows:

{R_Painting_Canvas;
in: reduct;
metaslot

of: Painting;
taking: {title, created_by, date_of_origin, narrative, digital_form,

in_collection};
c_reduct: CR_Painting_Canvas;

end;
}
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A slot of refers to the reduced federated type. A list of attributes of the
reduced type in the slot taking contains names of its attributes that are to be
included into the common reduct.

A slot c reduct refers to the concretizing reduct based on a source type. We
add a concretizing reduct for the Painting, Canvas pair of types as the following
type definition:

{CR_Painting_Canvas;
in: c_reduct;
metaslot

of: Canvas;
taking: {title, painter, date, description, to_image};
reduct: R_Painting_Canvas

end;
simulating: {

R_Painting_Canvas.title ˜ CR_Painting_Canvas.title;
R_Painting_Canvas.created_by ˜ CR_Painting_Canvas.get_created_by;
R_Painting_Canvas.date_of_origin ˜ CR_Painting_Canvas.date;
R_Painting_Canvas.narrative ˜ CR_Painting_Canvas.description;
R_Painting_Canvas.digital_form ˜ CR_Painting_Canvas.to_image;
R_Painting_Canvas.in_collection ˜ CR_Painting_Canvas.get_in_collection

};
get_created_by: {in: function;

params: {+ext/CR_Painting_Canvas, -returns/Creator};
predicative: {ex c/Canvas ((c/CR_Painting_Canvas = ext) &

ex a/Artist ((c.painter=a.name) & returns=a/CR_Creator_Artist)))}
};
get_in_collection: {in: function;

params: {+ext/CR_Painting_Canvas, -returns/Collection}
predicative: {ex c/Canvas ((c/CR_Painting_Canvas = ext) &

ex r/Room ((in(c,r.paint_list) & returns=r/CR_Room_Collection)))}
}

}

A slot of refers to the source type. In this case a slot reduct refers to the
respective common reduct. The predicate simulating shows how the concretizing
state is mapped into the common reduct state.

E.g., R Painting Canvas.date of origin ∼ CR Painting Canvas.date defines
that attribute date of origin of reduct R Painting Canvas is refined by at-
tribute date of concretizing reduct CR Painting Canvas and values of attribute
date of origin are taken from values of attribute date. get created by presents the
mediating function resolving the conflict in mixed pre- and post-conditions.

The most common reduct and concretizing reduct for types Creator and
Canvas are constructed similarly.
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4.5 Source View Construction

Now for each relevant federated class we construct a formula expressing a con-
straint in terms of the federated classes that should be satisfied by local class
instances.

The formula expressing the local class canvas is terms of the federated class
painting is defined as:

canvas(p/CR Painting Canvas) ⊆ painting(p/R Painting Canvas) &
p.in collection.in repository =′ Uffizi′

Specification of a class (actually, this is local as view class) containing this
formula is:

{v_canvas_painting;
in: class;
class_section: {

key: invariant, {unique; {title}};
lav: invariant, {subseteq (v_canvas_painting(p),

painting(p/R_Painting_Canvas) &
p.in_collection.in_repository = ’Uffizi’)}

};
instance_section: CR_Painting_Canvas

}

Now, another formula expressing the local class canvas is terms of the feder-
ated class creator is defined as:

canvas(c/CR Creator Canvas) ⊆ creator(c/R Creator Canvas) &
∃w/Painting(in(w, c.works) & w.in collection.in repository =′ Uffizi′)

Specification of a respective class v canvas creator denoting local source as
view is similar to the specification of class v canvas painting.

Now we apply type compositions and identify a useful part of Canvas type
as a composition of type reducts obtained before. We consider a concretiz-
ing reduct CR Painting Creator Canvas as the join of the concretizing reducts
CR Painting Canvas and CR Creator Canvas.

CR Painting Creator Canvas = CR Painting Canvas 
 CR Creator Canvas

A final formula for a local class canvas in terms of the federated classes
painting and creator is created as a conjunction of the partial constraints:

canvas(p/CR Painting Creator Canvas) ⊆
painting(p/R Painting Canvas) & p.in collection.in repository =′ Uffizi′ &
creator(c/R Creator Canvas) & ∃w/Painting(in(w, c.works) &
w.in collection.in repository =′ Uffizi′)

Complete definition of source view looks as follows:
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{v_canvas;
in: class;
class_section: {

key: invariant, {unique; {title}};
lav: invariant, {subseteq(v_canvas,

painting(p/R_Painting_Canvas) &
p.in_collection.in_repository = ’Uffizi’ &
creator(c/R_Creator_Canvas) & ex w/Painting (in(w,c.works) &
w.in_collection.in_repository = ’Uffizi’)})

};
instance_section: CR_Painting_Creator_Canvas;

}

The last composition may be considered as a join composition of types defined
in class sections of partial views (that is, as a composition of types of classes
treated as objects).

5 Conclusion

The paper presents a method for heterogeneous information sources registration
at subject mediators. Source specifications as materialized views above virtual
classes of mediator are designed applying compositional development method
(source definition is treated as a specification of requirements and class defi-
nitions of federated schema are treated as component specifications). This ap-
proach is intended to cope with a dynamic, possibly incomplete set of sources.
Sources may change their exported schemas, become unavailable from time to
time. To disseminate the information sources, their providers should register
them at a respective subject mediator. Such registration can be done con-
currently and at any time. To make subject mediators scalable with respect
to a number of sources involved, specific methods and tools supporting pro-
cess of information sources registration are required. The method is applicable
to wide class of source specification models representable in hybrid semistruc-
tured/object canonical mediator model [11].

The registration tool is being developed reusing the SYNTHESIS composi-
tional design method prototype [2]. The tool is based on Oracle 8i and Java 2
under Windows environment.
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Abstract. We proposed the mechanism of extracting theme melodies from a 
song by using a graphical clustering algorithm. In the proposed mechanism, a 
song is split into the set of motifs each of which is the minimum meaningful 
unit. Then the system clusters the motifs into groups based on the similarity 
values calculated between all pairs of motifs so that each cluster has higher 
similarity values between them than others. From each clusters, the system se-
lects a theme melody based on the positions of the motif within a song and the 
maximum summation of similarity values of edges adjacent to the motif node in 
each cluster. As the experimental results, we showed an example in which we 
describe how the theme melodies of a song can be extracted by using the pro-
posed algorithm. 

1   Introduction 

As user’s requests for systematic management of multimedia information have been 
increased continuously, the content-based multimedia information retrieval is neces-
sary to satisfy user’s requirement. For music information, the traditional music re-
trieval mechanisms using the metadata of music have the major restriction; users 
should remember some appropriate metadata of a song to make the retrieval query. If 
users do not know the metadata of the song they want, they might not retrieve the 
song. This problem is caused by the general fact that people prefer to remember a part 
of song rather than its metadata. To solve the restriction of the traditional music re-
trieval mechanism using the metadata, the effective content-based music retrieval 
mechanism is needed. In content-based music retrieval system, users input some part 
of a song they remembering then the system retrieves songs that contain some varia-
tions of the given melodies.  

As the content-based music retrieval systems, several systems have been developed 
([1,2]). However, the previous systems have two major problems. First, these systems 
do not have indexing mechanism that is helpful to improve the retrieval performance. 
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Second these systems do not use the full primitive features that are essential to rep-
resent the semantics of music.  

To solve the first problem, previous researches([3,4,5]) have proposed theme mel-
ody index schemes in which the theme melodies extracted from a song are included. 
However, in [3], [4], and [5], theme melodies are represented by using only the 
pitches of notes within a melody. Furthermore, they consider the exactly repeated 
patterns within a music object as the theme melodies of the music. That is, the previ-
ous extracting mechanism can not extract the approximately(not exactly) repeated 
patterns as the theme melodies. In general, however, theme melodies can be repeated 
more than once with some variations within a song. Hence, an extraction mechanism 
that must deal with some variation of theme melody is highly required for the effec-
tive content-based music retrieval.  

In our previous research([6]), we proposed a similarity computation algorithm be-
tween music objects based on their contents, not only pitches but also dura-
tions(lengths) of notes. Also, in our another previous research([7]), we showed how 
the theme melodies can be used as the indexing terms for the efficient retrieval. How-
ever, we did not fully describe how the approximately repeated theme melodies are 
extracted from a song.  

In this paper, we proposed a theme melody extraction mechanism in which a modi-
fied version of the graphical clustering algorithm of [12] is used for grouping the ap-
proximately repeated motifs into a cluster. In the first step of the extraction mecha-
nism, we split a music file into the set of motifs each of which is the minimum mean-
ingful unit. Then the system extracts pitches and lengths of notes as the song's primi-
tive. Then the system calculates the similarity values between all pairs of motifs 
within a song based on the pitches and lengths of the corresponding notes between 
two motifs and clusters the motifs into groups based on the similarity values so that 
each cluster has higher similarity values between them than others. From each cluster, 
the system selects theme melody based on the positions of the motifs within a song 
and the maximum summation of the similarity values of the related motifs in each 
cluster. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we briefly describe the 
fundamental features of music and the general definition of theme melody. We also 
discuss the previous related works on the extraction of theme melodies from a song. 
In Sect. 3, we introduce a theme melody extraction mechanism that uses the modified 
graphical clustering algorithm. Also, we describe how the theme melodies that are 
approximately repeated within a song can be effectively extracted from a song for the 
content-based music information retrievals. Section 4 concludes this paper with the 
description of future works.  
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2   Related Works 

2.1 The Basic Concept of Theme Melody 

Music listeners get the semantics of music from the sequence of notes. The note that 
organizes music basically has four characteristics such as pitch, intensity, duration, and 
timbre. A music composed from the continuous notes has three characteristics: rhythm, 
melody, and harmony. Among the above characteristics of music, we adopt the melody 
as the primitive feature of music for supporting content-based music information re-
trieval because the melody can be a decisive component for representing music 
([6,7,8]). 

As we described above, music has a pattern of notes, i.e. melodies as the important 
component. A note alone can not be a pattern. As notes are added, the duration rela-
tionship between continuous notes is accomplished and finally a melody becomes 
clear. The pattern generally has a hierarchic structure that allows listeners to under-
stand the music ([9]).  

The motif is the minimum pattern that has some meaning by itself within a song. 
The theme is one of the important motifs that have the characteristic, ‘theme rein-
statement’ that means the theme must be repeated more than once with some vari-
ances within a song ([8,9]). According to the composer and the song, the degree of 
variances of the theme melodies varies. In general, music listeners remember the 
theme melodies of a song as the main meaning of the song.  

2.2  Previous Works on Theme Extraction from Music 

To improve the performance of the content-based music retrieval systems, index 
mechanisms that contain the representative parts, theme melodies, of music as the 
indexing terms have been proposed. For that, several researches ([3,11]) have pro-
posed the extraction mechanisms of theme melodies from music objects. Among 
them, in this section, we will discuss the mechanism proposed in [3] since this 
mechanism is considered as an advanced mechanism.  

In this mechanism, a melody is represented as the string of absolute pitches of 
notes in the melody. For a sub-string Y of a music feature string X, if Y appears 
more than once in X, we call Y a repeating pattern of X. The frequency of the 
repeating pattern Y, denoted as freq(Y), is the number of appearances of Y in X.  

Consider the melody string “do-re-mi-fa-do-re-mi-do-re-mi-fa”, this melody string 
has ten repeating patterns. However, the repeating pattern “re-mi-fa”, “mi-fa”, and 
“fa” are sub-strings of the repeating pattern “do-re-mi-fa” and freq(“do-re-mi-fa”) = 
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freq(“re-mi-fa”) = freq(“mi-fa”) = freq(“fa”) = 2. Similarly, the repeating patterns 
“do-re”, “re-mi”, “do”, “re”, and “mi” are sub-strings of the repeating pattern “do-re-
mi” and the freq(“do-re-mi”) = freq(“do-re”) = freq(“re-mi”) = freq(“do”) = freq(“re”) 
= freq(“mi”) = 3. Among the ten repeating patterns of the melody string, only “do-re-
mi-fa” and “do-re-mi” are considered as non-trivial. The non-trivial patterns in a song 
are considered as the theme melodies of the song.  

By using this mechanism, the exactly repeated longest patterns of a music ob-
ject are considered and extracted as the theme melodies of the music. In other 
words, the previous mechanism does not consider the approximately (not exactly) 
repeating pattern in extraction of theme melodies. In general, however, a theme 
melody can be approximately repeated more than once with some variations of 
pitches and lengths of notes in the melodies. Therefore, for effective content-
based music retrieval, we need a theme melody extraction mechanism that can 
deal with the some variation of theme melody during extracting theme melodies 
from music object.  

 

3   An Extraction Mechanism of Theme Melodies from Music 

3.1  The Procedure of Theme Melody Extraction Mechanism 

The procedure of the theme melody extraction mechanism proposed in this paper is 
shown in Fig. 1. When a music file is submitted, it is decomposed into the set of mo-
tifs each of which is the minimum meaningful unit. From motifs, pitches and lengths 
of notes are extracted. Then the mechanism computes the similarity values between 
all pairs of motifs of the song by using the similarity computation equation proposed 
in [6]. At next, the similarity matrix (or the similarity graph) is constructed. By using 
the proposed graphical clustering algorithm that is described in Sect. 3.2, the motifs of 
the song are clustered based on the similarity values between two motifs, of the simi-
larity matrix. Finally, a representative melody from each cluster is selected based on 
the locations of the melodies in the song and the maximum summation of the similar-
ity values concerned to the melody in a cluster. 
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Submit  a  music  f i le

Decompose the  music  in to  the  se t  of  mot i fs

Extract  pi tches  and lenghts  of  notes  f rom moti fs

Compute the s imil iar i ty  values  between al l  pairs  of  moti fs

Construct  the  s imilar i ty  matr ix  (or  graph)

Cluster  the  motifs  by using the graphical  c luster ing algori thm

Select  the  theme melodies  f rom clus ters

Set  of  the theme melodies  of  the input  music  f i le
 

Fig. 1. The Procedure of Theme Melody Extraction Mechanism 

 
As an example, we consider a Korean children song of Fig. 2. The song is divided 
into 8 motifs. The motif is labeled with the circled number in Fig. 2.  

 

Fig. 2. The Score of a Korean Children Song “Nabi Nabi Hin-Nabi” 

 
The similarity values between all pairs of motifs are computed and the similarity ma-
trix is shown in Table 1. The entry (i, j) of i-th row and j-th column in the similarity 
matrix stands for the similarity value between i-th motif and j-th motif of the song. 
From the score of Fig. 2, since we can recognize that first and third and seventh mo-
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tifs are exactly same to each other, the entries (1, 3), (1, 7), and (3, 7) have 100 as the 
similarity values. Also since the similarity matrix is of triangular matrix, the entries 
(3, 1), (7, 1), and (7, 3) have 100 too. 

Table 1. The Similarity Matrix for “Nabi Nabi Hin-Nabi”  

Motifs 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

1 100 85 100 82 86 62 100 82 

2 85 100 85 96 81 73 85 96 

3 100 85 100 82 86 62 100 82 

4 82 96 82 100 77 70 82 100 

5 86 81 86 77 100 68 86 77 

6 62 73 62 70 68 100 62 70 

7 100 85 100 82 86 62 100 82 

8 82 96 82 100 77 70 82 100 

3.2  A Graphical Clustering Algorithm  

To form a fragment in database design, [12] proposed a graphical clustering algorithm 
that subdivides the attributes of a relation into groups of the attributes based on the 
attribute affinity matrix, which is generated from the attribute co-relationships.  

Since theme melody extraction mechanism needs clustering algorithm that clusters 
motifs into groups of the motifs based on the similarity matrix doing like in the frag-
mentation in database design, with the slight modification, the graphical clustering 
algorithm proposed in [12] can be applied to the theme melody extraction problem.  

To describe the modified graphical clustering algorithm in detail, we first introduce 
the notations and terminologies that are used in [12].  

�� Capital letters or numbers denote nodes, i.e., motifs of a song. 
�� Lowercase letters or parenthesized two node numbers such like (1-2) denote edges 

between two nodes. 

�� P(e) denotes the similarity value of edge e between two motifs.  
�� Primitive cycle denotes any cycle in the similarity graph. 

�� Cluster cycle denotes a primitive cycle that contains a cycle node. In this paper, we 
assume that a cycle stands for a cluster cycle unless otherwise stated. 

�� Cycle completing edge denotes an edge that would complete a cycle. 
�� Cycle node is that node of the cycle completing edge, which was selected earlier. 
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�� Former edge denotes an edge that was selected between the last cut and the cycle 
node. 

�� Cycle edge is any of the edges forming a cycle. 
�� Extension of a cycle refers to a cycle being extended by pivoting at the cycle node. 

Based on the above definition we discuss the mechanism of forming cycles from 
similarity graph. As an example with Fig. 3, suppose edges a and b were selected al-
ready and c is selected next. At this time, since selection of c forms a primitive cycle, 
(a, b, c), we have to check the possibility of a cycle, i.e., whether it is a cluster cycle. 
Possibility of a cycle results from the condition that no former edge exists, or 
P(former edge) � P(all the cycle edges). The primitive cycle (a, b, c) is a cluster cycle 
because it has no former edge. Therefore, the cluster cycle (a, b, c) is marked as a 
candidate cluster and node A becomes a cycle node.  

A

D

C

B

c

f

e
d

b

a

cycle  node

 

Fig. 3. Cycle Detection and Its Extension([12]) 

Let us explain how the extension of a cycle is performed. In Fig. 3, after determining 
A is a cycle node, suppose edge d is selected. Then, d should be checked the possibil-
ity of extension of the cycle, i.e., whether it is a potential edge for the extension of the 
cycle (a, b, c). Possibility of extension results from the condition of P(edge being con-
sidered or cycle completing edge) � P(any one of the cycle edges). Thus, the old cycle 
(a, b, c) can be extended to the new one (a, b, d, f) if the edge d under consideration or 
the cycle completing edge f satisfies the possibility of extension: P(d) or P(f) � mini-
mum of (P(a), P(b), P(c)). Now the process is continued: suppose edge e is selected 
next. But we know from the definition of the extension of a cycle that e cannot be 
considered as a potential extension because the primitive cycle (d, b, e) does not in-
clude the cycle node A. Hence it is discarded and the process is continued. 

We explain the relationship between a cluster cycle and a partition. There are two 
cases in partitioning. In both bases, after partitioning, the threshold is updated to this 
cutting value when this cutting value is greater than the saved threshold. 
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1. Creating a partition with a new edge. If a new edge (e.g. d in Fig. 3) by itself does 
not satisfy the possibility of extension, we continue to check an additional new 
edge called cycle completing edge (e.g. f in Fig. 3) for the possibility of extension. 
In Fig. 3, new edges d and f would potentially provide such a possibility of exten-
sion of the earlier cycle (a, b, c). If edges d and f meet the condition for the possi-
bility of extension above (i.e., P(d) or P(f) � minimum of (P(a), P(b), P(c)), then 
the extended new cycle contains edges a, b, d, f. If the condition is not satisfied, we 
produce a cut on edge d (called a cut edge) isolating the cycle (a, b, c) and this cy-
cle is considered a candidate cluster.  

2. Creating a partition with a former edge. After cutting in the previous case, if there 
is a former edge, then change the previous cycle node to that node where the cut 
edge is incident, and check for the possibility of extension of the cycle by the for-
mer edge. For example, in Fig. 4, suppose that a, b, and c form a cycle (a, b, c) 
with cycle node A, and that there is a cut on d, and that the former edge w exists. 
Then the cycle node is changed from A to C because the cut edge d originates from 
C. We are now evaluating the possibility of extension of the cycle (a, b, c) into one 
that contains the former edge w, i.e., the cycle (a, b, e, w). If w or e does not satisfy 
the possibility of extension, i.e., P(w) and P(e) < minimum of (P(a), P(b), P(c)), 
then the result is the following, w is declared as a cut edge, node C remains as the 
cycle node, and edges a, b, c becomes a partition. Otherwise, if the possibility of 
extension is satisfied, the result is the following, cycle (a, b, c) is extended to cycle 
(e, w, a, b), node C remains as the cycle node, and no partition can yet be formed.  

W

A

BC

D

w

e
c

b

a

d

n e w
cycle  node

cycle  node

 

Fig. 4. Partition ([12]) 

In post-processing, the meaningless clustering edges are eliminated from the candi-
date clusters by using the threshold value that is continuously updated during parti-
tioning describe above. Here, the meaningless clustering edge is an edge having 
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smaller similarity value then the final threshold. After the post-processing, a cluster in 
which no meaningful edge exists removed from the set of clusters. 

After post-processing, the theme extraction mechanism selects a motif from each 
cluster as the representative of the cluster based on the locations of motifs and the 
similarity values in the cluster. In general, human is likely to remember the first motif 
of a song as a theme melody of the song. Hence, in our mechanism, from the cluster 
in which the first motif is included, we select the first motif as the representative of 
the cluster. Otherwise, i.e., from the cluster in which the first motif is not included, we 
select a motif that has the maximum summation of the similarity values of all adjacent 
edges to the motif node as the representative of the cluster.  

The modified graphical clustering algorithm that can be used for clustering motifs 
based on the similarity matrix is in Fig. 5. 

3.3  Experimentation of the Theme Melody Extraction Mechanism  

As an example for showing the effectiveness of the theme melody extraction mecha-
nism proposed in this paper, let’s consider the similarity matrix of Table 1 for a Ko-
rean children song of Fig. 2. Since the similarity matrix of Table 1 can be considered 
as the fully connected similarity graph as shown in Fig. 6a, in the following example 
we use the similarity graph of Fig. 6a instead of the similarity matrix of Table 1. Due 
to the space restriction, we do not present all similarity values in similarity graphs, 
however when we need the similarity value of an edge we present the value as the 
label on the edge. 

From the node numbered 1, the graphical clustering algorithm starts. Among the 
edges that are adjacent to node 1, the edge (1-3) between node 1 and 3 is selected 
since it has the maximum similarity value. Since selecting edge (1-3) does not satisfy 
the condition of step 3, i.e., it does not forms a primitive cycle, and the condition of 
step 4, i.e., there is not a candidate partition, step 2 of Algorithm 1 selects edge (3-7) 
as the next edge for the next iteration. Since edge (3-7) does not satisfy the conditions 
of step 3 and step 4 again, edge (7-1) is selected as the next edge based on the condi-
tions described at step 2. Since selecting edge (7-1) forms a primitive cycle (1-3, 3-7, 
7-1) (see Fig. 6b), i.e., satisfying the condition of step 3 of Algorithm 1, step 3 is exe-
cuted. Since there is no cycle node, the “possibility of a cycle” describe in Sect. 3.2 
should be checked. Since there is no former edge, the condition of the possibility of 
cycle becomes true and the primitive cycle is considered as the cluster cycle and also 
becomes a candidate partition. So, node 1 becomes the cycle node of the primitive 
cycle (1-3, 3-7, 7-1). Then, edge (7-5) is selected as the next considering edge for the 
next iteration since it is adjacent to node 7 and, at the same time, it has the maximum 
similarity value among the edges adjacent to node 7. Since the selection of edge (7-5) 
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satisfies the condition 4, i.e., edge (7-5) does not form a primitive cycle and a candi-
date cluster (1-3, 3-7, 7-1) exists and there is no former edge, the possibility of exten-
sion of the primitive cycle, i.e., whether edge (7-5) can enlarge the primitive cycle 
should be checked. Since edge (7-5) cannot enlarge the primitive cycle, the edge (7-5) 
is get cut and the primitive cycle becomes a candidate cluster and the threshold is set 
to 86 (notes that this cutting value is larger than the initial threshold 0). See Fig. 6d as 
the result of forming the first candidate cluster, (1-3, 3-7, 7-1) with the new threshold 
86. 

Fig. 5. The Modified Graphical Clustering Algorithm 

 

Algorithm 1: The Modified Graphical Clustering Algorithm 

Input: Similarity Matrix of n � n size or the fully connected similarity graph of n nodes 

Output: Set of clusters that has similar motifs 

Step 1. Start from the first node (row 1) with threshold = 0 

Step 2. Select an edge that satisfies the following conditions and, when all nodes are 
used this iteration will end and go to step 5: 

(1) If a cutting occurs in the previous iteration, starts from the next node adjacent 
to the cutting edge. 

(2) Otherwise, it should have the largest value among the possible choices of 
edges be linearly connected to the tree already constructed 

Step 3. When the next selected edge forms a primitive cycle: 

(1) If a cycle node does not exist, check for the "possibility of a cycle" and if the 
possibility exists, mark the cycle as a cluster cycle with the cycle node. Con-
sider this cycle as a candidate partition. Go to step 2 

(2) If a cycle node exists already, discard this edge and go to step 2 

Step 4. When the next selected edge will not form a cycle and a candidate partition ex-
ists: 

(1) If no former edge exists, check for the possibility of extension of the cycle by 
this new edge. If there is no possibility, cut this edge and consider the cycle 
as a partition. Cutting value becomes the new threshold when this cutting 
value is greater than the saved threshold. Go to step 2 

(2) If a former edge exists, change the cycle node and check for the possibility of 
extension of the cycle by the former edge. If there is no possibility, cut the 
former edge and consider the cycle as a partition. Cutting value becomes the 
new threshold when this cutting value is greater than the saved threshold. Go 
to step 2 

Step 5. Remove the meaningless edges that have smaller similarity values than the final 
threshold from the set of partitions. 
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According to the step 2 of Algorithm 1, for the next iteration, edge (5-2) is selected 
in Fig. 6e since edge (5-2) has the maximum similarity value among the edges adja-
cent to the cut node 5. Then, edge (2-4) and (4-8) are selected in order since the selec-
tions of these edges do not satisfy the conditions of step 3 and step 4, respectively. 
However, when edge (8-2) is selected as the next edge by the step 2 as shown in 
Fig. 6f, the condition of step 3 is satisfied, i.e., edge (8-2) forms a primitive cycle (2-
4, 4-8, 8-2). Since there is no cycle node yet, the possibility of cycle is checked. Since 
there is a former edge (5-2) of the primitive cycle and P(former edge) � P(all the cycle 
edges), i.e., P(edge(5-2)) � the minimum of P(edge(2-4), P(edge(4-8), and P(edge 8-
2) is satisfied, the primitive cycle (2-4, 4-8, 8-2) becomes a cluster cycle and node 2 
becomes the cycle node of the cluster cycle(see Fig. 6g). And, as the next edge, edge 
(8-5) is selected. Since edge (8-5) does not for a cycle and there is a candidate parti-
tion, i.e., the condition of step 4 is satisfied and there is a former edge (5-2), change 
the cycle node from node 2 to node 8. the possibility of extension of the cycle by the 
former edge should be checked, whether the former edge has the larger similarity 
value than the cycle edges. In Fig. 6h, since the similarity value 81 of the former edge 
(5-2) is not larger than the similarity values 96, 100, 96 of the cycle edges (2-4), (4-8), 
and (8-2), respectively, edge (5-2) becomes a cut edge and the cluster cycle (2-4, 4-8, 
8-2) becomes a new candidate partition. However, the similarity value 81 of the cut 
edge is not greater than the saved threshold, the threshold is not updated, i.e., the 
threshold remains 86. Fig. 6i shows the second candidate partition formed. 

The remaining nodes 5 and 6 form a third candidate partition as shown in Fig. 6j. 
Hence, from the similarity graph of a Korean children song in Fig. 2, we can form 3 
candidate partitions finally as shown in Fig. 6k and the final threshold is 86.  

In post-processing describe in step 5 of Algorithm 1, the edge (5-6) is removed 
from the third candidate partition, since it has smaller similarity value than the final 
threshold. The third candidate partition (5, 6) is eliminated. As the final result, two 
candidate partitions (1, 3, 7) and (2, 4 8) are returned from Algorithm 1.  

From the final result of Algorithm 1, node 1 and 8 are selected as the representative 
melodies of the first candidate cluster (1, 3, 7) and the second candidate cluster (2, 4, 
8), respectively, since node 1 is the first motif of the song and the first motif give hu-
man more impression than others generally and the node 8 has greater summation of 
the similarities of adjacent edges to that than others. Hence, the first motif and the last 
motif are selected as the theme melodies of a Korean children song. From the score of 
the song in Fig. 2, we can recognize the first and last motifs have exactly and ap-
proximately repeated several times to give users the impressions as the main melodies 
of the song.  
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Fig. 6. Forming Candidate Clusters from a Similarity Graph 
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Fig. 6. Forming Candidate Clusters from a Similarity Graph (continued)  

4   Conclusions 

In this paper, we proposed a theme melody extraction mechanism in which a modified 
graphical clustering algorithm is used to cluster the motifs of a song into the set of 
similar melodies. In the first step of the extraction mechanism, we split a music file 
into the set of motifs each of which is the minimum meaningful unit. Then the system 
extracts pitch and duration information as the primitive features from the motifs. Then 
the system clusters the motifs into groups based on the similarity values calculated 
between all pairs of motifs based on the pitches and durations of notes of motifs such 
that each cluster has higher similarity values between them than others. For grouping 
motifs into set of clusters each of which includes similar motifs, we modified the 
graphical clustering algorithm proposed by [12] for database design. From the clus-
ters, the system selects a theme melody based on the locations of motifs within a song 
and the maximum summation of the similarity value of the motifs in each cluster. As 
the experimental results, we showed an example in which we describe how the theme 
melodies of a song can be extracted by using the proposed algorithm. 
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Abstract. This paper presents a new model for multilingual document indexing
and information retrieval used in a documentary information system. Multilin-
gual system exploits multilingual document collection which documents are
written in different languages, though each individual document may contain
text in only one language. We have developed a multilingual information re-
trieval system based on knowledge representation model. In order to carry on
the implementation of our information retrieval system we chose an expressive
formalism containing relation properties: the Sowa Conceptual Graph (CG). In
this article, we define a new model of conceptual graph in order to enhance the
effectiveness of our matching retrieval function, and we present the architecture
of our multilingual information system which manages XML documents. Our
approach has been applied to a collection of mechanical documents in a scien-
tific library.

1 Introduction

This paper deals with a new approach for document indexing and retrieving in a mul-
tilingual information system. A documentary information system is a system manag-
ing and exploiting a document collection. By managing, we mean mainly all the op-
erations linked to the storage and retrieval of the documents by an user. More precise-
ly, a documentary information system performs different functions: the document
storage, the document indexing and retrieval, the visualization of docu-
ments (visualization of entire document, abstract of document, etc.), the document
edition, the navigation in the document collection and finally the management of
versions and variants. A “multilingual information system” is a documentary infor-
mation system exploiting multilingual document collection which documents are
written in different languages, though each individual document may contain text in
only one language. The paper focus on the indexing and information retrieval function
in a multilingual document collection. We present a multilingual information retrieval
system based on knowledge representation model. Following recent works, the se-
mantic of index must be enhanced, so the usual list of keywords is transformed to a
more complex indexing structure, where relations link keywords. Added semantic to
index implies to propose an adapted matching function. The logical Information Re-
trieval (IR) model seems to be the only model suitable for managing complex seman-
tic structures. Based on this model, several systems have been developed using differ-
ent formalisms and different interpretations. In order to carry on the implementation
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of our logical IR system we chose an expressive formalism containing relation prop-
erties: the Sowa Conceptual Graph (CG) [6]. Different systems have used this for-
malism to implement a logical IR system. Moreover, one notes that these systems
produce lot of silence that decrease the recall rate. In this article, we define a new
model of conceptual graph in order to enhance the effectiveness of our matching re-
trieval function.

First of all, we present the Conceptual Graph formalism. Follows a recent state of
the art about logical IR system based on CG. Afterwards, we introduce our model and
the corresponding algorithms. And finally, we present our prototype and its evalua-
tion.

2 Conceptual Graph Formalism

In 1986, van Rijsbergen [4] models the relevance of a document for query by a logical
uncertainty principle. That is to say given two logical formulas: d, which is the docu-
ment representation and q which is the query representation, a matching function
between d and q measures the uncertainty of d � q related to a given data set Ks.
Indeed, this function determines the minimal transformation necessary on a data set
Ks to establish the truth of the implication d � q. This approach improves the use of
knowledge in IR System because document descriptors can be more than terms. So
this model proposes a optimized matching function between document and query,
taking into account the semantic associated to document descriptors.
Different interpretations about this logical principle are possible due to the lack of
precision about the data set Ks [2]:
1. Ks can be general domain knowledge related to d and q . So we should evaluate the

Ks minimal transformation to obtain the implication d � q.
2. Ks can be fixed, d can be modified. So we should evaluate the minimal transfor-

mation d into d’ in order to obtain the implication d’ � q.
3. q can be changed. So we should evaluate the minimal transformation q into q’ in

order to obtain the implication d � q’.

In fact, Rijsbergen propose general model where any logic can be applied. Thus, any
formalism can be chosen, since it has a logical implication. Some recent works [1, 3]
use the formalism of Sowa Conceptual Graph to implement a logical IR system.

A conceptual graph is an oriented graph composed of concept nodes, conceptual
relation nodes (or relation node) and edges between concept and relation nodes. A
concept is labeled by a type and possibly a marker. Type corresponds to a semantic
class and marker is a particular instance of a semantic class. For instance, [MAN: *]
stands for the concept of all possible men. This concept is called a generic concept
also noted [MAN]. On the other hand, [MAN: Bill Clinton] stands for the concept of a
man named Bill Clinton. "*" and "Bill Clinton" are two examples of marker. A rela-
tion node is only labeled by a type. A specialization relation , noted �, classifies con-
cept types and relation types, which link a generic type to a more specific one. A
relation type has a fixed number of arguments called arity. Arity is the number of
concepts linked by this relation type. Each relation type has a signature that defines
the most generic concept type usable as an argument of the relation.
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Specialization relations are useful to compare graphs by the Sowa projection op-
erator. This operator defines a specialization relation between graphs. As shown in
Fig. 1, there is a projection of a graph H in a graph G if there exists in G a copy of the
graph H where all nodes are specialization of H nodes.

InstrumentLubrification Lubrifiant
1 2

InstrumentLubrication Oil
1 2

Goal Development
12

Specialization
RelationH

G
Fig. 1. A projection example

Moreover, Sowa proposes a translation mechanism (the � operator) from CG into
first order logical formula. For each graph g, is associated a logical formula �(g). Sowa
has proven that there is a relation between the existence of a projection between two
graphs and the implication of their logical formulas. There is a projection of a graph q in
a graph d if the formula �(d) associated to d implies the formula �(q) associated to q:
�(d) � �(q). Therefore, conceptual graph formalism is used to implement logical
operational systems where the matching function is based one the projection operator.
For example, we could consider the previous graph H as a representation of a query and
the graph G corresponds to the index of document. There is a projection of H in G is
equivalent to �(G) � �(H) so the document is relevant for the query.

3 Related Works

Different logical Information Retrieval System, based on Conceptual Graph formal-
ism, has been developed, depending on the interpretation of the uncertainty logical
principle.

InstrumentLubrification Lubrifiant
1 2

InstrumentLubrication lubrifiant
1 2

Component Engine
12

graph d

graph q1

InstrumentLubrication Oil
1 2graph q2

Fig. 2. Graphs examples for queries and documents

1. Ounis and all [3] have experienced the first interpretation of Rijsbergen principle in
the RELIEF system. The set of domain knowledge Ks is transformed by using re-
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lational properties such as symmetry, transitivity, inversion etc…This relation
properties are all captured in Ks in order to refine the indexes and thus improve re-
trieval effectiveness. Another contribution of this work is to propose a fast match-
ing function during execution time, even if in graph theory a projection can not be
performed in polynomial time. Thanks to inverted file and acceleration tables, RE-
LIEF computes some pre-treatments during indexing time, so projections are per-
formed faster during retrieval.

2. David Genest [1] has noted that one of the drawbacks of the projection operator is
to increase the silence. One of the reasons is that matching function based on pro-
jection give boolean results. There is a projection from a query to a document or
there is not. Moreover documents which are judged relevant are only specialization
of the query. For example, considering Fig. 2 there doesn't exist a projection from
q1 or q2 into doc. However if q1 and q2 represent queries and doc represents a
document index, this document seems to be relevant for these queries. In order to
take in account such problems, David Genest proposes an implementation of the
second interpretation of uncertainty principle. He defines some transformations on
Conceptual Graph used as document index in order to find a projection from the
query graph to the index graph. These transformations include specialization or
generalization of node labels, node joints or node and edge additions. Moreover a
mechanism is proposed to order sequence of transformations. As a consequence,
the matching function based on projection become a ranking function and orders
relevant documents for a query.

3. The third interpretation of the uncertainty principle implies to transform query to
establish the implication d�q. Since the projection operator implies expensive
treatments, it doesn't seem operational to process it during retrieval, in real time.
Our proposition takes Ounis and Genest improvements into account, by proposing

a graph matching function optimized for the information retrieval needs. Now, we
present our graph formalism called semantic graph.

4 Semantic Graph Model

Ontology enables to define the graph vocabulary. To simplify the formalism, the
notion of markers is eliminated from the conceptual graph model, because in our case,
document index contain only generic notion.

An ontology O is a 3-tuple O = (T C , T R , � ) where:
� TC is a set of concept type partially ordered by the specialization relation noted � .
� TR is a set of binary relation types1 partially ordered by �.
� �, called signature, is a mapping which associates with any relation types the

greatest concept type of its arguments. In other words, for any tr � TR, the type of
the kth argument of tr should be more specific than the type of the kth argument of �
(tr).The ith argument of � (tr ) is noted �i (tr).

                                                          
1 In general, a type of relation can have any arity, but in this paper, relations are considered to

be only binary relations like case relations or thematic roles associated with verbs [7].
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Afterwards, we present our model called semantic graph. Comparing to Conceptual
Graph, the accent is made upon relation between concepts. All concepts should be
linked to at least another concept to build an arch.

A semantic graph is a 4-tuple Gs = (C, A, �, �) where :
� C is a set of concept nodes contained in Gs.
� A � C 	 C is a set of arches contained in Gs. For each arch a= (c, c’) � A; the ith

concept node of a (also called argument of a) is noted ai: (a1 = c and a2 = c’ ). The
set of concept nodes (argument) belonging to one of the arches of A is noted Ai.

� �: C 
 TC , � is an application, which associated for each concept node, c � C, a
label �(c) � TC , �(c) is also called the type of c.

� �: R 
 TR , � is an application, which associated for each arch, a � A, a label �(a) �
TR . �(c) is also called the type of a.

A semantic graph checks some constraints :
1. For each a � A / a = (c, c’), �(a)=r , � (ai) � �i (r) so � (c) � �1 (r) and � (c’) � �2

(r).
2. All the nodes concepts belong to at least one arc, so C � A1 � A2

The pseudo projection operator is an extension of the projection operator of Sowa
Conceptual Graph. A pseudo projection defines morphism between graphs with less
constraint than the projection operator does. The existence of a pseudo projection of a
graph H in a graph G is equivalent to the fact that a part of the information repre-
sented by G is close to the information represented by H.

4.1 Pseudo Projection Operator:

A pseudo projection from a semantic graph H = (CH , AH , �H , �H ) to a semantic graph
G = (CG , AG , �G , �G ) is a pair of mapping �= (f,g), such as f: AH 
 AG , associates an
arch of H with an arch of G and g: CH 
 CG associates a concept node of H with a set
of concept nodes of G. � has the following properties:
1. Concept nodes can not be preserved.

For any concept nodes c, c’ � CH , it is possible that g(c) = g(c’).
Two concept nodes of H can have the same image by � (for example, a same node
of G).
For any concept nodes c � CH, it is possible that g(c) = {b, b’} such that b and b’ �
CG.

A concept node of H can have several images by � (two distinct concept nodes of
G).

2. Type of concept nodes can be restricted.
For any concept node c of CH, if there exists b � CG such that b � g(c) then �G (b)
� �H (c).
For any concept node belonging to the graph H, the type of its image per � is
more specific than its type.

3. Type of concept node can be increased.
For any concept node c of CH , if there exists b � CG such that b � g(c) then �H (c)
� �G (b).
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For any concept node belonging to the graph H, its type is more specific than the
type of its image per �.

4. Arches are preserved.
For any arch a = (c, c’) of AH there exists f(a)=(b, b’) an arch of AG such that b �
g(c) and b’ � g(c’).

5. Type of arch can be restricted.
For any arch label �H (a), f(�G (a)) � �H (a)
For any arch belonging to the graph H, the type of its image per � is more specific
than its type.

6. Type of arch can be increased.
For any arch label �H (a), �H (a) � f(�G (a))
For any arch belonging to the graph H, its type is more specific than the type of its
image per �.

Indeed, pseudo projection operator enables to see if all the information represented by
H are close to some information represented by G. Now we should define a mecha-
nism enabling to see if part of the information from H are close to some information
from G. At this point, the document doc of the Fig. 2 answers the query q1, but doc
still be not relevant to q2.

4.2 Partial Pseudo Projection Operator

There is a partial pseudo projection from H to G if there is H’, a subgraph of H such as
there exists a pseudo projection from H’ to G.

Let us point out that, the pseudo projection operator does not preserve the number
of concept nodes, because we focus on relation between concepts, so arches are more
important than concepts. Moreover we think that it is no need to preserve the whole
structure of a graph for IR purpose because semantic graph is equivalent is considered
to be equivalent to its set of arches where concepts are unique.

From specialization relation, similarity functions between types will be defined.
Consequently, evaluation of the similarity between two arches will be possible. Then,
an evaluation of the pseudo projection operator between graph will enable us to define
the function of similarity between two semantic graphs.

4.3 Similarity Function between Types

The specialization relation enables to define a similarity function between types,
noted sim. sim is an asymmetrical function and it returns a real value ranging from 0
to 1.

sim : TC 	 TC �TR 	 TR � [0..1]
sim is defined as follow:

� If two types are identical then the similarity function returns value 1.
� If a type t1 specializes another type t2 directly, i.e. there is not intermediate type be-

tween t1 and t2 in the type hierarchy, then the similarity function returns a constant
value, fixed arbitrarily, lower than 1 such as: sim(t2 , t1) = VS and sim(t1 , t2) = VG
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� If a type t1 specializes another type t2 directly, i.e. there is an intermediate type t
between t1 and t2 in the type hierarchy then the similarity function between t1 and t2

is the product of the similarity functions between (t1, t) and (t, t2) that is to say :
sim(t2 , t1) = sim(t2 , t) 	 sim(t , t1) and sim(t1 , t2) = sim(t1 , t) 	 sim(t , t2) .

4.4 Similarity Function between Arches

The similarity function between types enables to define a similarity function between
two arches, noted SimA. SimA is a float function and it returns a value ranging from 0 to
1. This function is defined as follows:

aH is an arch such as aH = (cH , c’H) and �(aH ) = rH and aG is an arch such as aG = (cG ,
c’G) and �(aG ) = rG.
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Indeed, SimA compute the average of the similarity between each arch component.

4.5 Pseudo Projection Evaluation

Considering two semantic graphs, pseudo projection from one graph to the other one
is possible or not. Rather than a boolean result, a real value is preferred so a computa-
tion is proposed to evaluate the resemblance between two graphs.

If there is a pseudo projection � from a graph H = (CH , AH , �H , �H) to a graph G =
(CG , AG , �G , �G), then this pseudo projection is evaluated by a real function, noted val,
defined as follows.

H

Aa
A

A

afasim

val H

�
��

, (3)

val is the average of the similarity function between each arch of H and its image in G
by �.

4.6 Similarity Function between Graphs

The similarity function, noted simG, between a graph H = (CH , RH , UH , �H , �H) and a
graph G = (CG , RG , UG , �G , �G) is a real function returning values ranging from 0 to 1.
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SimG (H, G) = max(val()). (4)

Or
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,

where  is a partial pseudo projection from H to G.

(5)

5 Indexing and Information Retrieval Algorithms

After introducing our model of semantic graph, we shall concentrate on the organiza-
tion of the indexes for faster retrieval. Our structure consists on an inverted file and
several acceleration tables (see Fig. 3). The inverted file groups in the same entry all
the documents indexed by an arch. This means that, given an arch, we can immedi-
ately locate the document indexed by that arch. This is the basis of the inverted file
construction.

The acceleration tables enables to store the component of the arches and the se-
mantic values between components. Indeed, The acceleration tables pre-compute all
the similarity values of possible query arches before interrogation. The construction
of the inverted file and the acceleration table is done off-line, as part of the indexing
procedure.

5.2 Indexing Algorithm

Doc is a document. GraphIndex is the semantic graph in-
dexing Doc. O is an ontology. FirstArgValue is the ac-
celeration table containing the first argument (node
concept) of arches. SecondArgValue is the acceleration
table containing the second argument (node concept) of
arches. RoleValue is the acceleration table containing
the label of arches (relation). InvertedFile is the in-
verted file including - in the same entry - all the
documents indexed by an arch.

For each arch ArcDoc of GraphIndex do

If NotFind(ArcDoc) then

TArg1 is the type of the first concept argu-
ment of ArcDoc, TArg2 is the type of the second concept
argument of ArcDoc, TRelation is the type of the label
of ArcDoc
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For all TypeC related to TArg1 by the spe-
cialization relation in O do

WeightArg1 � SimC(TypeC, TArg1)

FirstArgValue. AddTuple(ArcDoc, TypeC,
WeightArg1)

EndFor

For all TypeC related to Targ2 by the spe-
cialization relation in O do

WeightArg2 � SimC(TypeC, TArg2)

SecondArgValue. AddTuple (ArcDoc, TypeC,
WeightArg2)

EndFor

For all TypeR related to TRelation by the
specialization relation in O do

WeightRel � SimR(TypeR, TRelation)

RoleValue.AddTuple(ArcDoc, TypeR,
WeightRel)

EndFor

EndIf

InvertedFile. AddTuple (ArcDoc, Doc)

NotFind(ArcDoc) is a boolean function, which returns
true if ArcDoc already exists in the Data Base.

An important part of the complexity of pseudo projection operator is done at indexing
time. Because for each indexing component, we find all components which can be
related to it (component can be specialized by or can specialize the indexing compo-
nent) and then we compute the similarity between them. This makes it easier to com-
pute the similarity between a query arch and an indexing arch.
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5.2 Retrieval Algorithm

By making use of the pre-computations that are comprised in the acceleration tables,
the retrieval function performs -in one operation- the evaluation of the pseudo projec-
tion between query graph and indexing graph.

GraphReq is a query graph and nbArc is the number of
arches in GraphReq. Threshold is a fixed threshold to
filter result documents. ListDocResult is a weighted
list of documents.

For each arch ArcReq of GraphReq do

ListArcIndex �FindRelatedArc(ArcReq)

For each (ArcIndex, WeightArc) of ListArcIndex
do

ListDoc � FindDocList(ArcIndex)

// For a query arch, the document weight is the maximum
of similarity values between the query arch and one of
its indexing arch

For each Doc of ListDoc do

If ListDocArc.Belong(Doc) Then

Weight �ListDocArc.FindWeight(Doc)

NewWeight � max(Weight, WeightArc)

ListDocArc.ReplaceWeight(Doc, NewWeight)

Else

ListDocArc.Add(Doc, WeightArc)

EndIf

EndFor

EndFor

//For a query graph, the document weight is the sum of
all the similarities values (WeightArc) between a query
arch and one of its indexing arch divided by the number
of query arches.
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For each (Doc, WeightArc) of ListDocArc do

If ListDocResult.Belong(Doc) Then

Weight � ListDocResult.FindWeight(Doc)

NewWeight � Weight + (WeightArc / nbArc)

ListDocResult.ReplaceWeight( Doc, New-
Weight)

Else

ListDocResult.Add(Doc, WeightArc)

EndFor

EndFor

For each (Doc, WeightArc) of ListDocResult do

If WeightArc < Threshold Then

ListDocResult.Remove(Doc, WeightArc)

EndFor

FindRelatedArc(ArcReq) is a function, which returns a
list (ListArcIndex), of arches (ArcIndex) associated
with a similarity values (WeightArc).

In the retrieval algorithm, the partial pseudo projections are obtained in polynomial
time, as the most part of the algorithm consist in tables joint. Usually the cost of a
projection operator between graph is over estimated, as it is often link to graph theory
and want to find a morphism between indefinite structure. To over come this problem,
we have limited the graph structure. We consider that a graph is a set of arches and
that a concept node is unique in a semantic graph. Now we should evaluate if our
limitation can obtain could result during a retrieval process.

6 The SyDoM Prototype

Our multilingual retrieval system is called SyDoM (Multilingual Documentary Sys-
tem)[5]. The system is implemented in JAVA on top of the Microsoft Access Data-
base system. SyDoM is composed of three modules:
� The ontology module manages the documentary language with new vocabulary

and new domain entity. Documentary language is used for indexing and querying a
multilingual document collection.
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� The indexing module indexes and annotates XML documents with semantic graphs
using a set of metadata associated to the ontology.

� The retrieval module performs multilingual retrieval.
Actually the ontology can be displayed in different languages (French and English).
This system performs also manual indexing process for XML documents using a set
of metadata associated to the ontology. Our experimentation was done on English
articles dealing with mechanics called pre-print of the Society of Automotive Engi-
neers (SAE). The first step of the experiment is to build a domain ontology. Thanks to
a mechanical thesaurus, we managed to have 105 mechanical concepts stored in our
ontology. On top of that, we added 35 relations found in Sowa Knowledge Book [7].
During manual indexing only titles are taken in account. For our first experiments, we
have manually indexed approximately 50 articles and used 10 queries. The average
indexing graph consists of 4 arches and the average query graph consists of 2 arches.

The users introduce their queries through the query interface presented in Fig. 3.
This figure correspond to the French query "modèle de combustion" (combustion
model)

Fig. 3. SyDoM interface

When retrieval is started, the data introduced by the user are collected and an internal
representation of the query is produced. The results are ordered from the most rele-
vant document to the less pertinent one.

To evaluate our system, we compare it to the IR system used at the scientific li-
brary of our Institute, called Doc'INSA. In this system, documents and queries are
represented by a list of keywords. The matching function between documents and
queries evaluates the number of common keywords. The indices of this system were
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generated automatically from the index graphs of SyDoM, to avoid to take the index
variability into account.

The next figure presents the performance of our system using different threshold
(0.8, 0.6, 0.5, 0.4, and 0). We compute the average precision for ten recall intervals.
The constant value of type similarity function are arbitrarily fixed (VG = 0.7 and VS =
0.9).
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Fig. 4.: SyDoM evaluation using different thresholds

The trend of the curve can be explained by the fact that our collection size is small.
Therefore, most part of the queries deals only with few documents. Because these
documents are retrieved with an important weight (more than 0.8), the precision is
good whatever the recall could be.

The next figure presents the comparison of SyDoM with the Doc’INSA system. We
can noticed that relations treatment and hierarchy inference improve significantly the
quality of the answer even for manual indexing.
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The next step would be to compare our system to RELIEF and David Genest One.
We aim to experiment if our model -comparing to the extension of CG proposed by
David Genest- could have similar results with less computational time. The main
challenge is that David and I deal with manual indexing process so it is not easy to
find human resources in order to carry on a real experiment.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a prototype of a Multilingual Information System focusing
on the indexing and information retrieval modules. We have defined a new model of
conceptual graph in order to enhance the effectiveness of our retrieval system. We
have, indeed, integrated a new extension of CG proposed by Genest and a fast re-
trieval technique. We have already noticed that our proposal is operational and give
better results than traditional documentary system. This is very encouraging for a first
implementation. At this point, we need to carry on further experiments.
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Abstract. For the majority of spatiotemporal applications, we assume that the 
modeled world is precise and bound. This simplification seems unnecessary 
crude for many environments handling spatial and temporal extents, such as 
navigational applications. In this work, we explore fuzziness and uncertainty, 
which we subsume under the term indeterminacy, in the spatiotemporal con-
text. We first show how the fundamental modeling concepts of spatial objects, 
attributes, relationships, time points, time periods, and events are influenced by 
indeterminacy, and then show how these concepts can be combined. Next, we 
focus on the change of spatial objects according to their geometry over time. 
We outline four scenarios, which identify discrete and continuous change, and 
we present how to model indeterminate change. We demonstrate the applicabil-
ity of this proposal by describing the uncertainty related to the movement of 
point objects, such as the recording of the whereabouts of taxis. 

1 Introduction 

Spatiotemporal applications received a lot of attention over the past years. Require-
ments analysis [15], models [4], data types [8], and data structures [14] are some of 
the main topics in this area. Although considerable research effort and valuable re-
sults do exist, all the studies and approaches are based on the assumption that, in the 
spatiotemporal mini-world, objects have crisp boundaries, relationships among them 
are precisely defined, and accurate measurements of positions lead to error-free rep-
resentations. 

However, reality is different. Very often boundaries do not strictly separate objects 
but, rather, show a transition between them. Consider the example from an environ-
mental system in which the different soil zones, such as desert and prairie, are not 
precisely bound. We encounter a transition, or fuzziness, between them. On the other 
hand, in navigational systems, the position of a moving vehicle, although precise in 
its nature, might not be exactly known, e.g., car A is in New York. We encounter 
uncertainty, i.e., lack of knowledge or error about its actual location.  

In this paper, we deal with fuzziness and uncertainty as related to spatiotemporal 
objects. More specifically, we start by pointing out the semantic differences between 
the two cases that constitute spatiotemporal indeterminacy: fuzziness, concerning 
“blurry” situations, and uncertainty, expressing the “not-exactly-known” reality. We 
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clarify these terms in the spatial and temporal domains, as well as the combined ef-
fect, i.e., spatiotemporal fuzziness and uncertainty. We show how the basic spatio-
temporal modeling concepts of spatial objects, attributes, relationships, time points, 
time periods, events, and change are influenced by indeterminacy. We provide formal 
ways to describe this, while an example demonstrates the applicability of this pro-
posal. A more elaborate discussion with the use of fuzzy set and probability theory in 
this area can be found in [16]. 

There are only few works towards spatiotemporal indeterminacy. [18] focuses on 
simple, abstract, spatial and temporal uncertainty concepts and integrates them to 
describe spatial updates in a GIS database. [13] discusses spatiotemporal indetermi-
nacy for moving objects data. It is, however, limited to point objects and it does not 
take temporal errors into account. [2] aims at describing the change of fuzzy features 
over time using a raster representation. More work exists towards temporal, e.g., [5] 
and spatial indeterminacy, e.g., [1], [3], [7], [17], [19], [20].  

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly presents the funda-
mental spatial and temporal concepts involved in the spatiotemporal application do-
main. Section 3 explores the semantics and gives the mathematical expression of 
indeterminate temporal concepts. Section 4 deals with indeterminate spatial concepts. 
Section 5 discusses change as the spatiotemporal concept affected by indeterminacy. 
Finally, Sect. 6 concludes with the future research plans.  

2  Spatial and Temporal Concepts  

To understand spatiotemporal indeterminacy, it is important to realize the fundamen-
tal spatial, temporal, and spatiotemporal concepts.  

Spatiotemporal applications can be categorized based on the type of data they 
manage: (a) applications dealing with moving objects, such as navigational, e.g., a 
moving “car” on a road network, (b) applications involving objects located in space, 
whose characteristics and their position, may change in time, e.g., in a cadastral in-
formation system, “landparcels” change positions by changing shape, but they do not 
“move,” and (c) applications integrating the above two behaviors, e.g, in environ-
mental applications, “pollution” is measured as a moving phenomenon which changes 
properties and shape over time. The following modeling concepts are involved in 
environments like the aforementioned.  
�� Spatial Objects and their geometry. Spatial objects are objects whose position in 
space matters, e.g., a moving “car.” Many times, not only the actual object’s position 
matters, but its geometry does as well. For example, in a cadastral system the exact 
geometry of a “landparcel” is of importance. The geometry of the position of a spatial 
object can be (of type) point, line, region or any combination thereof [10]. 
�� Spatial Relationships. Spatial relationships relate spatial objects, or more precisely, 
the positions of the objects, e.g., two landparcels share common borders.  
�� Spatial Attributes and their geometry. Spatial objects have, apart from descriptive 
attributes, also spatial attributes, e.g., the “vegetation” of a “landparcel.” Values of 
spatial attributes depend on the referenced position and not on the object itself.  
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where [ ]P x i�  is the probability that the time point is located during chronon i. In 
our example, assuming uniform distribution, 2[ 6] 0.25P I � � , the probability outside 
the range lower support–upper support is 0. Also, all indeterminate time points are 
considered to be independent, i.e.,  

 [ ] [ ] [ ]P x i y j P x i P y j� � � � � � �  (2) 

We can state that all probability distributions are fuzzy sets [16]. By using the prob-
ability mass function as basis we obtain the following membership function 

 ( ) ( )x xi p i� ��  (3) 

where � is an arbitrary scale factor relating the membership grade to the probability. 

3.2    Indeterminate Time Periods 

A time period is a subset of the time line bound by two time points. Depending on 
whether the bounding points are determinate or indeterminate, we term the time pe-
riod accordingly. In Fig. 2b, I1 and I2 denote the indeterminate start and end point of 
the period. Possible periods can range from chronon 1 to chronon 8 (max), but at least 
have to range from 3 to 6 (min). 

The time period presented in Fig. 1b can also be perceived as having a fuzzy 
boundary. Next, we derive a membership function, ( )T

x� , returning the degree to 
which an arbitrary chronon x is part of the time period T. From Fig. 1b, we can de-
duce that chronons 4 and 5 are definitely part of the time period T, whereas other 
chronons might be. Assuming a uniform distribution of the chronons within the time 
points I1 and I2, we can see that if chronon 2 is within the period so has to be chronon 
3. Further, if chronon 1 is within, so have to be chronons 2 and 3. The same is true for 
chronons 6, 7, and 8 of I2. Thus, in three cases chronon 3, in two cases chronon 2, and 
in one case chronon 1 is within period T. The probability mass function of I1 and I2 as 
shown in Fig. 1b gives the probability for a chronon to be in T. In summing up the 
probability from “the outside to the inside,” we obtain a step function, the probability 
density function. 

To derive the membership function, ( )T
x� , we have to split the time period T into 

three parts; (1) the “core” (chronons 4 and 5), (2) the intervals I1 and I2 , and (3) the 
outside world. A membership grade of 1 and 0 indicate definite and no membership 

chronons 

 1      2      3      4      5      6      7      8 

I 1 2 I 

 chronons 

 1      2      3     4     5     6      7      8 

I 1 I 2 

max 
min 

 
(a) (b) 

Fig. 1. (a) Determinate (I1) and indeterminate (I2) time points, (b) indeterminate time period, 
probabilities of bounding time points (solid line-probability density function, dashed line-
probability mass function) 
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in the time period, respectively. All chronons in the core have a grade of 1. The grade 
of the chronons in the intervals is equal to the value of the probability density func-
tion. Formula 4 summarizes the membership function. 

 
21

   1        in core
( ) ( )

   0       otherwise
T

y
x p x y I I� � �  (4) 

4    Spatial Indeterminacy 

In the spatial indeterminacy area, [9] states that fuzziness is a property of a geo-
graphic entity. Fuzziness concerns objects that cannot be precisely defined otherwise 
[6]. On the other hand, uncertainty results from limitations of the observation, i.e., the 
measurement process [9]. 

4.1    Indeterminate Spatial Objects, Relationships, and Attributes 

In the following, we point out the differences between spatial fuzziness and spatial 
uncertainty more prominently. Consider the example of the different soil zones, e.g., 
desert and prairie. Each zone is not precisely bound, but, rather, a blurry situation 
exists around their common boundaries. We can identify a location for which we are 
sure it is within the desert or the prairie, and we can find a location that is in-between. 
Consequently, the boundary between the two soil zones is fuzzy. However, for a forest 
divided into separate landparcels, we can clearly say what tree belongs to what land-
parcel. The boundaries between the land parcels are crisp and thus certain.  

In contrast, let us consider the position of a moving vehicle whose location is not 
exactly known, e.g., a car is in New York. This example is characterized by a lack of 
knowledge about the car’s location. The fact that the car is somewhere is precise. 
However, the lack of knowledge we have about its position introduces uncertainty. 
Without further knowledge, we can only give the probable area the car is in. 

These examples indicate that the distinguishing element between fuzzy and non-
fuzzy facts is a crisp boundary, i.e., when we cannot clearly say what belongs to 
what. The concept of boundary introduces the interior/exterior notion, i.e., what is 
within the boundary and what is outside. Spatial fuzziness occurs (a) in the relation-
ships among spatial objects and (b) in spatial attributes.  

On the other hand, the distinguishing element between uncertain and certain facts 
is the lack of, or the error in our knowledge, i.e., not sufficient knowledge about an 
otherwise precise fact. As a result, spatial uncertainty can refer to the degree of 
knowledge we have about an object’s position. Uncertainty about an object's position 
leads to uncertainty about the spatial relationship among this object and its neighbors, 
e.g., if the exact boundary of a land parcel is not known, then, the exact relationships 
with its neighboring land parcels are not known either. Furthermore, uncertainty can 
exist for spatial attributes, when knowledge about them is limited.  
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Above, the assumption is that the transition between the soil zones is linear. How-
ever, the effect of other transitions on the membership function would change the 
formula describing the membership grade for positions outside the core.  

5    Spatiotemporal Indeterminacy 

After showing the nature of spatial and temporal indeterminacy as well as the way to 
model it, we describe the combined phenomenon, spatiotemporal indeterminacy. 
Consider the example of a moving vehicle, it is reasonable to assume that its extent 
does not matter in a given application, and, thus, can be reduced to point. To record 
its movement, we sample the object’s position. We cannot answer queries about an 
object’s movement at times in-between position samples unless we interpolate the 
positions, e.g., linear interpolation. 

For areal objects, the change of position includes the change of their centroid and 
shape, which has to be interpolated as well. Consider the indeterminate region exam-
ple of an island. Tides have (a) a short-term effect on its coastline, whereas (b) over a 
longer period of time a general drift can be observed as well. If one is only interested 
in the general drift, the tidal effect can be modeled as a fuzzy boundary that changes 
over time.  

5.1    Spatiotemporal Scenarios and Indeterminate Change 

Change, or evolution, is the most important concept in the spatiotemporal context, 
and will in the following serve as the basis to evaluate spatiotemporal indeterminacy. 
As stated in literature [4], [8], [15], change (a) can either occur on a discrete or on a 
continuous basis and (b) can be recorded in time points or in time periods.  

Table 1 illustrates the four change scenarios encountered in the spatiotemporal 
context by using a 3-dimensional representation of the temporal change of geometry. 
Space (x- and y-coordinates in the horizontal plane) and time (time-coordinate in the 
vertical direction) are combined to form a three dimensional coordinate system. In the 
change scenarios, the elements that can be indeterminate (with respect to an object) 
are geometry, time point, and time interval. We use a point geometry to keep the illus-
trations simple. However, the same change scenarios apply to other geometries. A 
discrete change of geometry from iG  to 1iG �  is indicated by using an arrow in the 
spatial plane as opposed to a line in case of a continuous change. In the following, we 
examine each scenario with respect to indeterminacy. 

The first case, Scenario 1 in Table 1, is the discrete change of a geometry recorded 
in time points. Geometry stays constant for some time and then changes instantly. It is 
sampled at constant time intervals dt. The geometry and/or the time point can be 
indeterminate.  

The second case, Scenario 2 in Table 1, is the continuous change of a geometry re-
corded in time points. We sample a constantly changing geometry at time intervals dt. 
Knowing a geometry only at time points has two implications, (i) recording geome-
tries at points means assessing a momentary situation without inferring anything 
about the geometry prior or past the time point. Consequently, (ii) time and space are 
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independent; not knowing the exact extent of the geometry does not affect the time 
interval and vice versa.  

In contrast, Scenarios 3 and 4 in Table 2, suggest that a change function of the 
form :  x xC t G�  exists that determines a geometry xG for a time point xt  in an 
interval spatially bound by the two geometries iG and 1iG �  and temporally bound by 
the time interval 1[ , ]i i iT t t �� . The change function C can be different for every time 
interval.  

The third case, Scenario 3 in Table 1, is the discrete change of a geometry re-
corded in time intervals. The objective is to “begin” a new interval when a spatial 
change occurs, i.e., new time intervals start at the time points t0 through t4. The geome-
try is constant within a time interval. Spatial and temporal indeterminacy affect each 
other. Dealing with indeterminate spatial extents, e.g., uncertainty induced by meas-
urement errors, implies that the time point at which a change occurs cannot be de-
tected precisely. On the other hand, having an indeterminate temporal event, e.g., 
clock errors, introduces spatial indeterminacy. 

The last and most complex case, Scenario 4 in Table 1, is the continuous change 
of a geometry recorded in time intervals. This case is based on the fact that for a 

Table 1. Four spatiotemporal change scenarios 

Change 
Time 

Discrete Continuous 

Point 

1) Geometry is recorded at a time point. 
It may or may not differ from the previ-
ously recorded one. We do not know 
when the change occurred. 

2) Geometry is sampled at time points. 
In between time points we have no 
knowledge about the geometry. 

 
  

Period 

3) Geometry is valid for a given time 
period. After a change, a new time pe-
riod starts. 

4) Geometry is sampled at time points, 
the starting and end points of the time 
period. A time period is assigned a 
“change” function that models the 
positional change within the period. 
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given time interval 1[ , ]i i iT t t �� , there exists a change function that models the trans-
formation from geometry iG to 1iG � . Each of these factors, i.e., (i) the time interval, 
(ii) the geometry, and (iii) the change function, can be subject to indeterminacy. 

In the simplest case, the geometry iG and 1iG �  and the time interval iT  are deter-
minate, and the change function returns a determine geometry xG  for a given time 
point x it T� . Here, we assume that the change function returns the geometry coincid-
ing with the actual movement. Is this not the case, the change function interpolates in 
between the geometries iG to 1iG �  and returns an indeterminate geometry. An exam-
ple is to use linear interpolation, i.e., the two geometries iG to 1iG �  are considered to 
be the endpoints of a line. Section 5.2 gives an elaborate example of a change func-
tion for this case. 

If we further allow iG and 1iG �  to be indeterminate, our change function would in 
any case return an indeterminate xG . In the following, we use the “~” symbol on top 
of the parameter to denote indeterminacy. This means that if a geometry is described 
by a probability or membership function, this very function is subject to change in the 
time interval iT .  

Following the idea from before, we would have a change function that returns a 
probability or membership function for a given xt  (cf. Table 2(a)). However, by inte-
grating the temporal component, we obtain a spatiotemporal probability or member-
ship function, i.e., a function that changes with time (cf. Table 2(b)). 

Until now, we always considered time to be determinate. We use time points to de-
termine the start and the end of the current time interval iT , and to denote the time 
point in question, xt . In case it  and 1it �  are indeterminate, we cannot state the begin-
ning and the end of the time interval precisely. Thus, the association of a geometry 
(indeterminate or not) to a time point becomes indeterminate. However, this affects 
mainly the change function and can be considered in adapting its form. In considering 
an indeterminate time interval, we cannot, for any time point in the time interval, give 

Table 2. Change scenarios without temporal indeterminacy 

Geometry (Gi, Gi+1) Time (ti, ti+1) Change 

Determinate Determinate 
:

x x
C t G� , where 

x
G , depending on the change 

function, is determinate or indeterminate (
x

G� ) 

Indeterminate Determinate 

(a) :
x xC t G� � , where 

xG�  represents a prob-
ability, ( )

xP i , or a membership function, ( )
x i�  

(b) ( , )
x i t� or ( , )

xP i t  

Table 3. Change scenarios incorporating temporal indeterminacy 

Geometry (Gi, Gi+1) Time (ti, ti+1) Change 

Determinate Indeterminate :
x xC t G� �
�  

Indeterminate Indeterminate 

(c) :
x xC t G� �
� , where 

xG�  is either a prob-
ability, ( )

xP i , or a membership function, ( )
x i�  

(d) ( , )
x i t� � or ( , )

xP i t�  
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a geometry as it would be unaffected by determinate time, but the indeterminate time 
contributes some additional indeterminacy. Table 3 adapts the approach shown in 
Table 2 to cover this case. 

The central element of spatiotemporal indeterminacy is the change function ma-
nipulating geometries. This function can be seen similar to a morphing algorithm 
between different instances of geometries, i.e., point, line, or region. Next, we give an 
example illustrating the aforementioned concepts. 

5.2 An Example of Use – Tracking Vehicles 

Consider the application scenario in which we track the continuous movement of 
taxis equipped with GPS devices that transmit their positions to a central computer 
using either radio communication links or cellular phones.  

Acquiring Movement – Sampling Moving Objects. To record the movement of an 
object, we would have to know the position on a continuous basis. However, 
practically we can only sample an object’s position, i.e., obtaining the position at 
discrete instances of time such as every few seconds.  

The solid line in Fig. 3a represents the movement of a point object. Space (x- and 
y-axes) and time (t-axis) are combined to form one coordinate system. The dashed 
line shows the projection of the movement onto two-dimensional space (x and y co-
ordinates). A first approach to represent the movements of objects would be to store 
the position samples and interpolate the in-between positions. The simplest approach 
is to use linear interpolation. The sampled positions become the end points of line 
segments of polylines. The movement of an object is represented by an entire polyline 
in three-dimensional space. In geometrical terms, the movement of an object is 
termed a trajectory (we will use “movement” and “trajectory” interchangeably). 
Fig. 3b shows a spatiotemporal space (the cube in solid lines) and several trajectories 
(the solid lines). The top of the cube represents the time of the most recent position 
sample. The wavy-dotted lines symbolize the growth of the cube with time. 

  
(a) (b) 

Fig. 3. Movements and space 
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Measurement Error. An error can be introduced by inaccurate measurements. Using 
GPS measurements in sampling, the error can be described by a probability function, 
in our case, a bivariate normal distribution P1. 

 

2 2

22
1 2

1
( , )  

2

x y

P x y e �

��

�
�

�  (9) 

where � is the standard deviation. For details on this error measure refer to [13]. 

Which Scenario? In Table 1 of Sect. 5.1, the sampling approach to assess the move-
ment of objects is characterized by scenario 4. Tables 2 and 3 establish a foundation 
for giving a change function in between sampled position. Table 3 gives function 
templates in case the times of sampling are not known precisely. However, GPS al-
lows for precise timing and, thus, we neglect the effects of time. In Table 2, Scenario 
1 (determinate geometry) gives a function template in case the sampled positions are 
known precisely. GPS measurements are accurate but not precise. Scenario 2 (inde-
terminate geometry) seems to be a match for our problem. Next we show how to 
establish a change function to determine the position of the moving object in-between 
sampling. We initially assume precise position samples. 

Sampling Uncertainty. Capturing the position using a GPS receiver at regular time 
intervals introduces uncertainty about the position of the object for the in-between the 
measurements. In this section, we give a model for the uncertainty introduced by the 
sampling, based on the sampling rate and the maximum speed of the object. 

The uncertainty of the representation of an object’s movement is affected by the 
sampling rate. This, in turn, may be set by considering the speed of the object and the 
desired maximum distance between consecutive samples. Let us consider the example 
of recording taxi movements. As a requirement, the distance between two consecutive 
samples should be maximally 10m. Given the maximum speed of a taxi as 150km/h, 
we would need to sample the position at least 4.2 times per second. If a taxi moves 
slower than its maximum speed, the distance between samples is less than 10m.  

Since we did not have positional measures for the in-between position samples (cf. 
Fig. 4a, the object could be anywhere in between position samples), the best is to limit 
the possibilities of where the moving object could have been. Considering the trajec-
tory in a time interval [t1, t2], delimited by consecutive samples, we know two posi-
tions, P1 and P2, as well as the object’s maximum speed, vm (cf. Fig. 4b). If the object 
moves at maximum speed vm from P1 and its trajectory is a straight line, its position at 
time tx will be on a circle of radius 1 1( )m xr v t t� �  around P1 (the smaller dotted circle 
in Fig. 4b). Thus, the points on the circle represent the maximum distance of the ob-
ject from P1 at time tx. If the object’s speed is lower than vm, or its trajectory is not a 
straight line, the object’s position at time tx will be somewhere within the area bound 
by the circle of radius r1.  

Similar assumptions can be made on the position of the moving object with respect 
to P2 and t2 to obtain a second circle of radius r2. The constraints on the position of the 
moving object mean that the object can be anywhere within the intersection of the 
two circular areas at time tx. This intersection is shown by the shaded area in Fig. 4b. 
We use the term lens for this area of intersection. We assume a uniform distribution 
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for the position within the lens, i.e., the object is equally likely anywhere within this 
lens shape.  

The sampling error at time tx for a particular position can be described by the prob-
ability function of Equation 10, where r1 and r2 are the two radii described above, s is 
the distance between the measured positions P1 and P2, and A denotes the area of the 
intersection of the two circles. 

 � 2 2 2 2 2 2

1 2
2

 1/ for ( )( , )
0 otherwise 

A x y r x s y rP x y � � � � � ��  (10) 

To eliminate the radii in favor of the max speed and times, we can substitute 

1( )m xv t t�  and 2( )m xv t t�  for the r1 and r2, respectively. This function describes the 
position of the moving object in between position samples. Thus, this function is an 
instance of the function template as described in Scenario 1 of Table 2. 

Combining Error Sources – a Global Change Function. Table 2 gives a template 
of a change function that incorporates indeterminate positions. Using our example, 
this translates to adapting Equation 10 such that the values for x and y are not precise 
but affected by the measurement error. A mathematical framework suitable for this 
problem is Kalman filtering [11], which combines various error prone measurements 
about the same fact into a single measurement resulting in a smaller error. This 
mathematical framework stipulates a method to combine uncertainty to reduce the 
overall error. Examples of applying Kalman filtering to the domain of vehicle naviga-
tion are the integration of three independent positioning systems such as dead reckon-
ing, map matching, and GPS, to determine the precise position of vehicles [12]. 

6   Conclusions and Future Work 

The work presented in this paper concerns the spatial, temporal, and spatiotemporal 
indeterminacy, i.e., fuzzy and uncertain phenomena. We first show how the funda-
mental modeling concepts of spatial objects, attributes, relationships, time points, 
time periods, and events are influenced by indeterminacy. Next, we focus on the 
change of spatial objects and their geometry in time. We argue that change can occur 

 

 
(a) (b) 

Fig. 4. (a) Possible trajectories of a moving object, (b) uncertainty between samples 
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on a discrete and on a continuous basis, as well as it can be recorded in time points 
and time periods. By combining these concepts, we present four different change 
scenarios, which are affected by indeterminacy to a various degree. The indetermi-
nacy of change is formalized and combines the spatial and temporal concepts. Finally, 
the rather general concepts are applied to existing application areas. We discuss un-
certainty existing in the context of moving-point-object applications. We give a 
change function to describe the position of moving objects in time, based on posi-
tional samples. The change function is influenced by measurement errors and sam-
pling uncertainty. 

Although mentioned, the paper does not discuss, directly, indeterminacy as related 
to relationships among spatial, temporal, or spatiotemporal objects. An extension of 
this work towards this direction is essential. Also, the mathematical models we pre-
sented are concrete enough to describe and motivate indeterminacy related to the 
temporal, spatial, and spatiotemporal domain. However, to actually implement these 
concepts, more detailed mathematical formulas are needed. Finally, in a more general 
framework, this work points towards the development of spatiotemporal data types 
and data structures incorporating indeterminacy.  
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Abstract. In this paper, an effective probability-based tile pre-fetching algo-
rithm and a collaborative cache replacement algorithm for Web geographical 
information systems(Web GISs) are proposed. The proposed tile pre-fetching 
algorithm can approximate which tiles will be used in advance based on the 
global tile access pattern of all users and the semantics of query so that a user 
request will be answered quickly since the needed tiles are likely in cache data-
base. When a client runs out of cache space for newly down-loaded tiles, the 
proposed cache replacement algorithm determines which tiles should be re-
placed based on the future access probabilities. By combining the proposed tile 
pre-fetching algorithm with the cache replacement algorithm, the response time 
for user requests can be improved substantially in Web GIS systems.  

1  Introduction 

With the rapid growth of computer hardware and software technologies and the user’s 
requirements for geographical information, geographical information systems (GISs) 
that can analyze, process, and manage geo-spatial data have been developed and be-
come very popular in several fields, e.g. civil engineering and computer engineering 
([1]). Furthermore, since the Internet and World Wide Web(WWW) have become 
very popular in real worlds, users can get geographical information at a low cost from 
the Web servers that can provide geographical information. These systems are re-
ferred to as Web GIS systems ([2,3,4,5,6]).  

The types of Web GIS systems can be classified into server-side Web GIS and cli-
ent-side Web. In server-side Web GIS systems, since the server has to process all re-
quests of all clients, the server might be over-loaded, and the response time for user 
requests may become too slow ([2,7]). On the other hand, in client-side Web GIS sys-
tems, the client loads the geographical data processing modules from the server when 
it makes a connection to the server. From then on, the client can process users’ re-
quests by itself. Recently, client-side Web GIS systems have become very popular 
and several real systems are being developed.  
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The granularity of transmission from the server to the client can be either a whole 
map or a tile of the map ([2]). If the granularity is a whole map, the server searches all 
spatial objects and all aspatial information on GIS database to retrieve relevant ob-
jects and information and sends the map with the retrieved aspatial information to the 
client. However, a map may be of very large size, since a map can include a large 
number of objects. It is clear that the larger the size of a communication unit becomes, 
the more loading time is needed between the server and the client. To reduce the ini-
tial loading time, many systems have adopted the concepts of tiling and layering. Til-
ing divides the map into several small pieces so that each of them can be transferred 
in a short time, while layering partitions the map into several layers such that each 
layer represents some specific information. 

Tiling can minimize the initial user’s response time, but it alone can’t minimize the 
total response time. To minimize the total response time, the system should pre-fetch 
some tiles that are likely to be accessed in advance and save them in a cached data-
base for future reusing. When the user requests the tiles that have been pre-fetched 
and saved at the cached database, the client can give these tiles to the user without the 
communication delay to fetch the required tiles from the server.  

In this paper, an efficient tile pre-fetching algorithm for Web GIS based on users’ 
global access pattern is proposed. In the proposed algorithm, the server collects and 
maintains the transition probabilities between adjacent tiles. With these probabilities 
the server can predict which tiles have the higher probability of accessing in next time 
than others, and by pre-fetching those recommended tiles, the client can respond to 
the user’s requests much faster.  

When the client’s cache is run out of space, the client should determine which tiles 
to replace with newly fetched tiles. Those tiles that are not likely to be accessed in the 
near future can be replaced, and the client should be able to select such tiles. We pro-
pose a cache replacement algorithm that predicts the future usage of the tiles cor-
rectly, based on the same access probabilities that are calculated and used for tile pre-
fetching. The proposed cache replacement algorithm selects tiles with small transition 
probabilities from the current requested tile as candidate tiles for replacement. 

The rest of this paper is organized as following. In Sect. 2, we discuss the architec-
ture of Web GIS systems and describe query processing in it. In Sect. 3, we propose 
an efficient tile pre-fetching algorithm that can determine a set of tiles that are likely 
to be requested in the near future, based on the global tile access patterns and a cache 
replacement algorithm that can collaborate with the proposed tile pre-fetching algo-
rithm in Web GIS systems. We also discuss an example that can show the effective-
ness of the proposed tile pre-fetching algorithm and cache replacement algorithm. 
Finally, we conclude the paper in Sect. 4.  
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2 Query Processing in Web GIS Systems 

The general architecture of Web GIS systems in which the proposed tile pre-fetching 
and cache replacement algorithms are used is in Fig. 1 ([2]). In Fig. 1, we do not in-
clude all components of Web GIS systems. That is, Fig. 1 shows the abstracted archi-
tecture of Web GIS systems.  

 

Client

Browsing 
Commands

GIS queries

Query Analyzer and Executor(QAE)

Cache 
Manager(CM)

Prefetch Agent(PA)

Cached DB

Server Prefetch Executor(PE)

Search Engine(SE)

GIS Database

Prefetch DB
(Tile Information, 

Probabilities of tiles)

Spatial DB Aspatial DB

 

Fig. 1. Abstracted architecture of Web GIS systems 

 
 
A Web GIS system mainly consists of two components; clients and a server. A client 

is the Web browser with several data processing facilities that are loaded from the server 
when the client makes a connection to the server. Server manages the GIS database that 
consists of spatial database and aspatial database and provides useful information to the 
clients when the clients submit user’s requests. As we discussed in the previous section, 
the server manages the spatial information in the unit of tile. That is, a map is decom-
posed into a set of tiles that can be transferred to the client in a short time.  
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In Web GIS systems, users’ requests are classified into two categories; browsing 
commands and GIS queries. GIS queries include point queries, region queries, and 
object retrieval queries with selection predicates. To use the point query, the user 
gives the coordinates (a, b) of a point in a map, and the client serves the tile that has 
the given point. To use the region query, the user gives a specified region in rectangu-
lar form with (a1, b1) and (a2, b2) or circular form with the center point (a, b) and a ra-
dius, and the client returns a set of tiles that covers the given region. For an object 
retrieval query with selection predicates, the client returns the objects that satisfy the 
given predicates on the map. Usually, GIS queries such as point queries, region que-
ries, and object retrieval queries are used as the first request when users make a ses-
sion to the Web GIS systems. That is, the user first submits a GIS query and, based on 
the result of the first GIS query, submits a sequence of browsing commands and/or 
GIS queries. Browsing commands include zooming and moving commands. To exe-
cute a zoom-in command, by which the user can see the current position (a, b) of the 
map in more detail, if the required data has been cached at client, the client doesn’t 
have to go to the server. Otherwise, however, client should down-load more detailed 
map information from the server. For a zoom-out command, by which the user can 
view the map in wider area, the client should fetch neighbor tiles of the current one 
from the server. By using the moving commands, users can retrieve 4 neighbor tiles 
of the current tile. That is, by using a moving command, users can move to one of the 
4 neighbor tiles in the direction of up, down, left, and right, respectively.  

 
The formats of users’ requests in Web GIS systems are as following.  
 
Point_Query(a, b)  
Rectangle_Region_Query (a1, b1, a2, b2) 
Circle_Region_Query(a, b, radius)  
Objet_Retireval_Query(selection_predicates)  
Zoom-in(a, b, smaller_radius) 
Zoom-out(a, b, larger_radius) 
Moving(a, b, direction)  
 
In Fig. 1, user’s request is processed as following. When a user submits a request 

to the client. Query Analyzer and Executor (QAE) analyzes the user’s request and 
executes it. To execute user’s request, QAE requests necessary data that should be 
processed for user’s request from Cache Manager (CM). If CM can find the data in 
the cached database, it transfers the data without requesting to the server. Otherwise, 
CM sends the request to Pre-fetch Agent (PA) to retrieve the necessary data from the 
server. PA basically tosses the user’s request to Pre-fetch Executor (PE) at the server. 
However, to give some information needed for tile pre-fetching to the server, PA adds 
some additional information to the original users’ requests. That is, in addition to the 
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original request, PA also gives the list of tiles that have been cached, the transition 
frequencies among the cached tiles since the last connection to the server, and the 
number of tiles it wants to pre-fetch. The pre-fetching size can be determined on the 
basis of the size of free space for tile pre-fetching, and the regularity degree of access 
pattern of the user at the client. 

When PE receives a modified request from the PA, PE decomposes the request into 
the original request and the augmented information. It sends the original request to 
Search Engine (SE) to retrieve the result of the user’s request and performs pre-
fetching based on the retrieved result and the augmented information. To properly 
pre-fetch tiles that are likely to be accessed by the user in the near future, the pre-
fetching algorithm uses the transition probabilities between tiles, and the details on 
the pre-fetching algorithm will be discussed in Sect. 3.1.  

PE sends the pre-fetching result tiles with the retrieved tiles for a user’s request to 
CM through PA. When CM receives too many tiles than its storage capacity, CM de-
termines which space will be replaced with the newly received results by using the 
cache replacement algorithm described in Sect. 3.2.  

When QAE receives the retrieved result, QAE executes the user’s request on the 
retrieved data, and the final result is shown to the user’s browser. 

3  Tile Pre-fetching and Cache Replacement in Web GIS Systems 

3.1  A Probability-Based Tile Pre-fetching Algorithm  

PE determines which tiles should be pre-fetched based on the updated global access 
pattern information according to Algorithm 1. To determine tiles to be pre-fetched, 
PE first updates the global access pattern by using the local access pattern sent from 
PA (step 1). If the number of tiles returned as the result of the request is greater than 
pre-fetch_size, we do not need to pre-fetch, since the request has retrieved more tiles 
than the expectation specified by pre-fetch_size (step 2). Otherwise, we calculate the 
normalized probabilities from Tx,y to its 4 neighbor tiles that are within distance = 1 
(step 3). If the pre-fetch size is greater than 1, we calculate the transition probabilities 
to those tiles located within distance � pre-fetch_size (step 4~5). At step 6, we sort the 
probabilities in descending order. Then we select top-ranked pre-fetch_size tiles from 
the pre-fetching space (step 7). At step 8, we eliminate the tiles that have been already 
cached at the client by the previous requests. The list of tiles to be pre-fetched is re-
turned as the result of Algorithm 1. And, Algorithm 1 also returns the own_tile_list 
with the updated transition probabilities, and the result is sent to the CM of client for 
cache replacement. 
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As an example we consider a pre-fetching request that returns tile Tx,y
1 as the re-

trieval result. If pre-fetch_size is 0, Algorithm 1 quits with NO_PRE-FETCH at step 2 

after updating the global access pattern by using the local_access_pattern. Otherwise, 

i.e., if pre-fetch_size is greater than 0, step 3 of Algorithm 1 is executed. Assume that 

pre-fetch_size is 3, which means PA want to pre-fetch up to 3 tiles. PE forms the pre-

fetching space with the distance equal to 3. The pre-fetching space includes tiles that 

                                                           
1 In general, Rectangle_Region_Query, Circle_Region_Query, Object_Retrieval_Query, and 

Zoom-out commands might return more than one tile as the retrieved result. For simplicity, 
however, we assume that a single tile, Tx,y , is retrieved. 

Algorithm 1: Pre-fetching Algorithm Based on Global Access Pattern 

 

Input: pre-fetch_size, own_tile_list, local_access_pattern, return_tiles including 

central tile Tx,y with specified point (a, b) 

Output: list of tiles with transition probabilities to be pre-fetched for pre-fetching,

own_tile_list with the updated transition probabilities for cache replacement 

Data Structure: transition probability matrix 

 
1:  Updates the global access pattern by using local_access_pattern; 
2:  IF (number of return_tiles > pre-fetch_size) RETURN (NO_PRE-FETCH); 

3:  Computes the normalized probabilities from Tx,y to its 4 neighbors /*distance 
= 1*/; 

4:  FOR each tile within distance from 2 to pre-fetch_size DO /* distance � 2 */ 
5:  Compute the conditional probability of tile moving from Tx,y to the tile; 
6:  Sorts the probabilities of tiles within the pre-fetching space of distance � pre-

fetch_size; 
7:  Let pre-fetch_list = select top-ranked pre-fetch_size tiles within the pre-

fetching space; 

8:  Let pre-fetch_list = pre-fetch_list – own_tile_list; 
9:  Resets the transition probabilities of all tiles in {own_tile_list – pre-

fetch_list} to 0; 

10: RETURN(pre-fetch_list and own_tile_list with the updated transition prob-
abilities); 
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can be accessed within the specified number of tile movements from the retrieved tile, 

Tx,y. Fig. 2 shows an example of pre-fetching space from Tx,y with pre-fetch_size = 3. 

Within the pre-fetching space, the four immediate neighbor tiles of Tx,y, Tx,y+1, Tx+1,y, 

Tx,y-1, and Tx-1,y can be reached by 1 tile movement from Tx,y. Tiles Tx,y+2, Tx+1,y+1, Tx+2,y, 

Tx+1,y-1, Tx,y-2, Tx-1,y-1, Tx-2,y, and Tx-1,y+1 can be reached by 2 tile movements from Tx,y. Fi-

nally, tiles Tx,y+3, Tx+1,y+2, Tx+2,y+1, Tx+3,y, Tx+2,y-1, Tx+1,y-2, Tx,y-3, Tx-1,y-2, Tx-2,y-1, Tx-3,y, Tx-1,y+2, and 

Tx-1,y+1 can be reached by 3 tile movements from Tx,y. In Fig. 2, the edge from a tile to a 

neighbor tile stands for a tile movement, and the label of the edge means the probabil-

ity for such a transition. That is, P(x,y�x,y+1) stands for the probability of tile mov-

ing from Tx,y to Tx,y+1.  

For tiles that can be reached by 1 tile movement from Tx,y, we compute the 

normalized probabilities. The normalization of the probabilities is necessary be-

cause a specified position (a, b) in Tx,y has an effect to the next tile movement. 

That is, if the specified point (a, b) is near to the upper border, then the user who 

has specified the point is likely to move to the upper tile than the lower one, and 

so on. 

To explain the normalization process, let’s consider the situation depicted in Fig. 

3. The original probabilities of tile moving from Tx,y to Tx,y+1, Tx+1,y, Tx,y-1, and Tx-1,y are 

P(x,y�x,y+1), P(x,y�x+1,y), P(x,y�x,y-1), and P(x,y�x-1,y), respectively. The 

specified location by the user is (a,b). Let’s represent the normalized transition prob-

abilities with distance 1 from Tx,y as P’(x,y�x,y+1), P’(x,y�x+1,y), P’(x,y�x,y-1), 

and P’(x,y�x-1,y), respectively. Note that the summation of the normalized prob-

abilities, P’(x,y�x+1,y) and P’(x,y�x-1,y) along the x axis should be same as the 

summation of the original probabilities of P(x,y�x+1,y) and P(x,y�x-1,y), and they 

should reflect the internal division ratio of the specified position along the x axis. 

Equations (1) and (2) show the formula for P’(x,y�x+1,y) and P’(x,y�x-1,y), re-

spectively. In equations (1) and (2), for simplicity, we use Pright and Pleft instead of 

P(x,y�x+1,y) and P(x,y�x-1,y), respectively. A similar argument can be made for 

P’(x,y�x,y+1) and P’(x,y�x,y-1), and the resulting formulas are in equations (3) and 

(4), respectively. In equations (3) and (4), again for simplicity, we use Pup and Pdown 

instead of P(x,y�x,y+1) and P(x,y�x,y-1), respectively. 
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Fig. 2. Pre-fetching space within distance � 3 from Tx,y 
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Fig. 3. Normalized probabilities from Tx,y to Its 4 neighbor tiles 
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To compute the probability of tile moving from Tx,y to a tile that is within distance = 
2, we can use the conditional probability computation. As an example, let’s consider 
how to compute the conditional probability of tile moving from Tx,y to the tile Tx,y+2. 
From Fig. 2, we can see that Tx,y+2 can be reached by two tile movements from Tx,y 
through Tx,y+1. That is, we can reach to Tx,y+2 from Tx,y by moving first to Tx,y+1 and then 
moving to Tx,y+2. Thus, we can compute the conditional probability of tile moving from 
Tx,y to Tx,y+2 through Tx,y+1 by equation (5).  

)2,1,()1,,(')2,,( ��������� yxyxPyxyxPyxyxP  
(5) 

Some tiles can be reached in several ways. For example, Tx+1,y+1 can be reached from 
Tx,y by using two different paths (see Fig. 2): one is Tx,y � Tx,y+1 � Tx+1,y+1, and the other 
is Tx,y � Tx+1,y � Tx+1,y+1. In this case, the conditional probability of tile moving from 
Tx,y to Tx+1,y+1 can be computed as follows.  

)1,11,()1,,(')1,1,( ����������� yxyxPyxyxPyxyxP

+ )1,1,1(),1,(' ������� yxyxPyxyxP  

(6) 

We can do the similar computation for the tiles of distance = 3. The conditional 
probability of tile moving from Tx,y to Tx,y+3 is computed by using equation (7) (see also 
Fig. 2).  
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)3,2,()2,,()3,,( ��������� yxyxPyxyxPyxyxP  
(7) 

Also, for Tx+1,y+2 in Fig. 2, the conditional probability of tile moving from Tx,y to Tx+1,y+2 
is computed by using equation (8).  

)3,2,()2,,()2,1,( ���������� yxyxPyxyxPyxyxP  

+ )2,11,1()1,1,( ��������� yxyxPyxyxP  

(8) 

Generally, the conditional probabilities of tile moving from Tx,y to Tx+n,y+m, where the 
maximum distance is |n| + |m|, can be computed as in equation (9).  

P(x,y � x+n, y+m) = SUM(conditional probabilities of all paths from 
Tx,y to Tx+n,y+m) 

(9) 

After computing the conditional probabilities to all tiles within distance � pre-
fetch_size from the retrieved tile, Tx,y, at step 4~5 of Algorithm 1, the list of tiles that 
should be pre-fetched is selected according to step 6~8. To remove the tiles that have 
been saved in the client’s cache database but will not be used in future from the cache 
database for making free cache space for the current request, step 9 of Algorithm 1 
resets the transition probabilities of these tiles to 0. Then, the cache space for these 
tiles can be replaced when CM needs more space for the newly fetched tiles. As the 
result of Algorithm 1, the list of tiles to be pre-fetched and the own_tile_list with the 
updated transition probabilities are returned.  
After PE pre-fetches the tiles of pre-fetch_list, it returns the retrieved result tiles that 
are actually retrieved for the request, the pre-fetched tiles with the transition prob-
abilities, and the own_tile_list with the updated transition probabilities to CM through 
PA of the client issuing the request.  

3.2 A Collaborative Cache Replacement Algorithm  

When CM of a client receives the result described above for a user request from PE, 
CM stores both the retrieved tiles and the pre-fetched tiles in the cache. However, 
when it runs out of the cache space, it should remove some tiles to prepare free space 
for newly fetched tiles. To determine which tiles should be removed, the proposed 
cache replacement algorithm (Algorithm 2) utilizes the transition probabilities for 
tiles in own_tile_list, which are already computed for the purpose of tile pre-fetching 
(Algorithm 1). Algorithm 2 selects a set of tiles that have relatively smaller values of 
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transition probability from the current position than others among own_tile_list as the 
victim for cache replacement. 

 
In Algorithm 2, step 3 through step 7 select the set of tiles that should be removed 

from the cached database to make enough free space for storing the retrieved result 
tiles and the pre-fetched tiles. The selected tiles are actually removed from the cached 
database (step 8) and the list of cached tiles (step 9). At step 10, the retrieved tiles and 
the pre-fetched tiles are stored in the cached database. After cache replacement, the 
list of actual cached tiles and the size of free cache space are updated at step 11 and 
12, respectively.  

3.3 Effects of the Proposed Tile Pre-fetching and Cache Replacement Algorithms  

To show the effectiveness of the proposed tile pre-fetching and cache replacement 
algorithms, we discuss an example in this subsection. Assume that all tiles are in same 
size and the cached database can store 5 tiles at maximum and PA submits the follow-
ing query to PE.  

Algorithm 2: Cache Replacement Algorithm 
 
Input: retrieved result tiles, pre-fetched tiles, and own_tile_list with the transition

probabilities 
Data structure: list of cached tiles, size of free cache space 
 
1:  victim_tile_list = NULL; 
2:  required space = retrieved result tiles + pre-fetched tiles;  

3:  WHILE (size_of required space � size of free cache space ) DO { 
4:  select tile Ti,j that has the minimum transition probability from own_tile_list; 
5:  victim_tile_list + = { Ti,j }; 
6:  own_tile_list – = { Ti,j }; 
7:  size of free cache space + = size_of(Ti,j); } /* for making enough space */ 
8:  remove tiles in victim_tile_list from the cached database; 
9:  list of cached tiles – = victim_tile_list; 
10:  saves retrieved result tiles and pre-fetched tiles into the cached database; 
11:  list of cached tiles += (retrieved result tiles + pre-fetched tiles); 
12:  size of free cache space – = size_of(retrieved result tiles + pre-fetched tiles); 
13: RETURN; 
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Point_Query(a, b, pre-fetch_size(=2)) with 

own_tile_list(={(x,y-1),(x+1,y-1),(x,y-2),(x-1,y-1)}), 

local_access_pattern(=NULL). 

 And as the result of the above query, assume tile Tx,y is returned. The specified 
point (a, b) divides internally the horizontal length of Tx,y into the ratio of 6:4 for lx1:lx2 
of Fig. 3. Also the specified point (a, b) divides internally the vertical length of Tx,y 
into the ratio of 1:9 for ly1:ly2 of Fig. 3. We also assume that the original probabilities 
for tile moving from a tile to its neighbor tiles are as shown in Fig. 4.  
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Fig. 4. A pre-fetching space within distance � 2 from Tx,y 

According to Algorithm 1, the global access pattern is first updated by using the lo-
cal access pattern. However, since the local access pattern is NULL, the global access 
pattern does not change. Since the number of tiles returned as the result of the query is 
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1, and pre-fetch_size(=2) is greater than the number of returned tiles(=1), step 3 of 
Algorithm 1 computes the normalized probabilities of tile moving from Tx,y to its 4 
neighbor tiles by using equations (1), (2), (3), and (4), respectively. The normalized 
probabilities are shown within parentheses at the four nodes of distance = 1 in Fig. 4. 
And, the conditional probabilities for the tiles of distance = 2 is computed by using 
either equation (5) or equation (6) according to the number of incoming branches into 
the node in Fig. 4, and the computed result is also shown at each node of distance = 2 
with parentheses in Fig. 4. 

Among the nodes in the pre-fetching space of distance � pre-fetch_size(=2), the 
top-ranked 2 tiles are selected for the pre-fetching list. Hence, Tx,y+1 and Tx,y+2 are se-
lected for actual pre-fetching. The final result for the above Point_Query, therefore, is 
Tx,y, Tx,y+1, and Tx,y+2 . Tx,y is transferred to the client as the actual retrieved result of the 
query, and Tx,y+1 and Tx,y+1 are also transferred to the client as the pre-fetching results.  

When CM of the client issuing the query receives the result, Tx,y, Tx,y+1, and Tx,y+2, it 
runs out of free space for caching because 4 tiles, Tx,y-1, Tx+1,y-1, Tx,y-2, and Tx-1,y-1 have 
been stored at its cached database in which 5 tiles can be stored at maximum, i.e., the 
size of free cache space is 1. Hence, as the victims for cache replacement, Algorithm 
2 selects Tx,y-2 and Tx-1,y-1 among the own_tile_list since these have smaller transition 
probabilities than others. Finally, the cached database has stored Tx,y, Tx,y+1, Tx,y+2, Tx,y-1, 
and Tx+1,y-1 after the complete execution of the above Point_Query.  

In that case, as long as user moves around these tiles, the communication between 
the client and the server is not needed since the client can serve these user’s requests 
without down loading the additional tiles from the server. However, if these tiles have 
not been pre-fetched, the client should down load these tiles newly, and the user has 
to wait until these tiles are completely fetched into the cached database. So, by using 
the proposed pre-fetching algorithm and the collaborative cache replacement algo-
rithms, the response time can be remarkably improved in Web GIS systems. 

4  Conclusions 

In this paper, we have proposed an effective tile pre-fetching algorithm that is able to 
determine which tiles are likely to be accessed in the near future according to the 
global access pattern of all users in Web geographical information systems(Web 
GISs). And we have also proposed a collaborative cache replacement algorithm that 
can work with the proposed tile pre-fetching algorithm. The proposed cache replace-
ment algorithm determines which tile space should be removed from the client’s 
cached database based on the transition probabilities already computed for tile pre-
fetching. We have modified the architecture of Web GIS systems to accommodate the 
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proposed pre-fetching algorithm with the collaborative cache replacement algorithm 
and showed that the proposed algorithms improved the response time substantially.  

As the future works, we are doing the experimentation to inspect the performance of 
the proposed pre-fetching and cache replacement algorithms through simulation. We 
also plan to make an adaptation of the proposed algorithms into a Web GIS engine.  
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Abstract. Web access logs, usually stored in relational databases, are
commonly used for various data mining and data analysis tasks. The
tasks typically consist in searching the web access logs for event sequences
that support a given sequential pattern. For large data volumes, this
type of searching is extremely time consuming and is not well optimized
by traditional indexing techniques. In this paper we present a new index
structure to optimize pattern search queries on web access logs. We focus
on its physical structure, maintenance and performance issues.

1 Introduction

Web access logs represent the history (the sequences) of users’ visits to a web
server [11]. Log entries are collected automatically and can be used by admin-
istrators for web usage analysis [4][6][7][16][17][18][20]. Usually, after some fre-
quently occurring sequential patterns are discovered [1], the logs are searched
for access sequences that contain (support) the discovered sequential patterns.
We will refer to this type of searching as to pattern queries.

Example web access log is shown in Fig. 1. For each client’s request we store
the client’s IP address, the timestamp, and the URL address of the requested
object. In general, several requests from the same client may have identical times-
tamps since they can represent components of a single web page (e.g. attached
images). In most cases, web access logs are stored in relational, SQL-accessed
databases. Let us consider the following example of using the relational approach
to pattern queries. Assume that the relation R(IP,TS,URL) stores web access se-
quences. Each tuple contains the sequence identifier (IP), the timestamp (TS),
and the item (URL). Our example relation R describes three web access se-
quences: {A, B} → {C} → {D}, {A} → {E, C} → {F}, and {B, C, D} → {A}.
Let the searched sequential pattern (subsequence) be: {A} → {E} → {F}. We
are looking for all the web access sequences that contain the given sequential
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pattern. Fig. 2 gives the relation R and the SQL query, which implements the
pattern query.

115544..1111..223311..1177 -- -- [[1133//JJuull//22000000::2200::4422::2255 ++00220000]] ""GGEETT // HHTTTTPP//11..11"" 220000 11667733
115544..1111..223311..1177 -- -- [[1133//JJuull//22000000::2200::4422::2255 ++00220000]] ""GGEETT //aappaacchhee__ppbb..ggiiff HHTTTTPP//11..11"" 220000 22332266
119922..116688..11..2255 -- -- [[1133//JJuull//22000000::2200::4422::2255 ++00220000]] ""GGEETT //ddeemmoo..hhttmmll HHTTTTPP//11..11"" 220000 552200
119922..116688..11..2255 -- -- [[1133//JJuull//22000000::2200::4444::4455 ++00220000]] ""GGEETT //bbooookkss..hhttmmll HHTTTTPP//11..11"" 220000 33440022
116600..8811..7777..2200 -- -- [[1133//JJuull//22000000::2200::4422::2255 ++00220000]] ""GGEETT // HHTTTTPP//11..11"" 220000 11667733
115544..1111..223311..1177 -- -- [[1133//JJuull//22000000::2200::4422::2255 ++00220000]] ""GGEETT //ccaarr..hhttmmll HHTTTTPP//11..11"" 220000 22558800
119922..116688..11..2255 -- -- [[1133//JJuull//22000000::2200::4499::5500 ++00220000]] ""GGEETT //ccddiisskk..hhttmmll HHTTTTPP//11..11"" 220000 33885566
1100..111111..6622..110011 -- -- [[1133//JJuull//22000000::2200::4422::2255 ++00220000]] ""GGEETT //nneeww//ddeemmoo..hhttmmll HHTTTTPP//11..11"" 220000 997711

������������	
���������
��
�����������
��
����������


Fig. 1. Web access log example and a web access sequence

IP TS URL
1 1 A
1 1 B
1 2 C
1 3 D
2 1 A
2 2 E
2 2 C
2 3 F
3 1 B
3 1 C
3 1 D
3 2 A

SELECT IP
FROM R R1, R R2, R R3
WHERE R1.IP=R2.IP

AND R2.IP=R3.IP
AND R1.TS<R2.TS
AND R2.TS<R3.TS
AND R1.URL=’A’
AND R2.URL=’E’
AND R3.URL=’F’;

Fig. 2. The relation of web access sequences and the pattern query

Since web access logs tend to be very large, there is a problem of appropriate
optimizing the database access while performing pattern queries, e.g. by means
of the above SQL query. Database research has developed many indexing tech-
niques, like B+-trees [5], bitmapped indexes [15], k-d-trees [3], R-trees [10], which
are used to optimize queries based on exact matches of single tuples. However,
these techniques do not significantly improve pattern queries, which deal with
partial matches of multi-tuple sequences. There are also proposals for set-based
indexing [8][14], which is used to improve subset searching (e.g. find all papers
containing ”data mining” and ”data warehousing” in a keyword list). However,
these methods work for retrieval of unordered sets of items only.

In order to realize the shortcomings of the existing indexing methods, let
us consider applying B+-tree and set-based indexes to execute the query from
Fig. 2:

1. Using a B+-tree index, tuples containing all items of each web access se-
quence are joined first (by IP attribute), and then the verification is done
whether they contain the given items in the given order. This approach can
be fairly ineffective since a web access sequence may span across many disk
block, what results in multiple scanning of each block of the relation.
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2. Using a set-based index, the sequence identifiers (IP attribute) of all se-
quences, which contain the searched items in any order, are found, and then
the sequences are read from the relation (perhaps with help of a B+-tree) to
verify the ordering of their items. This approach gives much better results,
as compared to a B+-tree index, however, the significant overhead comes
from reading and verifying the sequences having incorrect ordering.

In this paper we consider pattern queries on web access log databases. Such
databases are characterized by relatively small number of items (URLs), which
occur frequently in various order, and therefore a set-based index is not effi-
cient. We present a new bitmap-oriented indexing method, which optimizes the
problem of pattern queries. The basic idea behind our method, as compared to
set-based indexes, is that the index structure includes not only the items of a
sequence, but also the ordering of the items. In this way, we reduce the num-
ber of web access sequences needlessly read from the database, what results in
shorter query execution time. We performed several experiments, which showed
the significant improvement over existing indexing methods.

The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 describes the sequential
index structure and algorithms to create and to use the index. In Sect. 3 we
present the results of our performance experiments. Section 4 contains final
conclusions.

1.1 Basic Definitions and Problem Formulation

Let L = l1, l2, ..., lk be a set of literals called items (URLs). Web access sequence
S =< X1X2...Xn > is an ordered list of sets of items such that each set of items
Xi ⊆ L. Xi is called a sequence element. All items in a sequence element are
unordered. For short, we will also refer to a web access sequence as to a sequence.

We say that a web access sequence < X1X2...Xn > is contained in another
web access sequence < Y1Y2...Ym > if there exist integers i1 < i2 < ... < in such
that X1 ⊆ Yi1 , X2 ⊆ Yi2 , ..., Xn ⊆ Yin

.
Problem Formulation. Let D be a database of variable length web access

sequences. Let S be a web access sequence. The problem of pattern queries
consists in finding in D all web access sequences, which contain the web access
sequence S.

1.2 Related Work

Database indexes provided today by most database systems are B+-tree indexes
to retrieve tuples of a relation with specified values involving one or more at-
tributes [5]. Each non-leaf node contains entries of the form (v, p) where v is
the separator value which is derived from the keys of the tuples and is used to
tell which sub-tree holds the searched key, and p is the pointer to its child node.
Each leaf node contains entries of the form (k, p), where p is the pointer to the
tuple corresponding to the key k.
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A set-based bitmap indexing, which is used to enable faster subset search
in relational databases was presented in [14] (a special case of superimposed
coding). The key idea of the set-based bitmap index is to build binary keys,
called group bitmap keys, associated with each item set. The group bitmap key
represents contents of the item set by setting bits to ’1’ on positions determined
from item values (by means of modulo function). An example set-based bitmap
index for three item sets: {0, 7, 12, 13}, {2, 4}, and {10, 15, 17} is given in Fig. 3.
When a subset search query seeking for item sets containing e.g. items 15 and 17
is issued, the group bitmap key for the searched subset is computed (see Fig. 4).
Then, by means of a bit-wise AND, the index is scanned for keys containing
1’s on the same positions. As the result of the first step of the subset search
procedure, the item sets identified by set=1 and set=3 are returned. Then, in
the verification step (ambiguity of modulo function), these item sets are tested
for the containment of the items 15 and 17. Finally, the item set identified by
set=3 is the result of the subset search. Notice that this indexing method does
not consider items ordering.

set item

1 0

1 7

1 12

1 13

2 2

2 4

3 10

3 15

3 17

hash keysrelation

00001

00100

00100

01000

00100

10000

00001

00001

00100

group bitmap
keys

01101

10100

00101

set-based
bitmap index

setbitmap key

101101

210100

300001

Fig. 3. Set-based bitmap index

searched
subset of items

15

17

00001

00100

hash keys
group bitmap

key

00101

set-based
bitmap index

i
setbitmap key

101101

210100

300101

AND

setbitmap key

101101

verify item sets: 1,3

300101

Fig. 4. Set retrieval using set-based bitmap index

In [8], a conceptual clustering method, using entropic criterion for conceptual
clustering EC3 is used to define indexing schemes on sets of binary features.
Similar data item sets are stored in the same cluster, and similarity measure
based on entropy is used during retrieval to find a cluster containing the searched
subset. The method does not consider items ordering.
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2 Sequential Index Structure

In this section we present our indexing method, called sequential indexing, for
optimizing pattern queries. The sequential index structure consists of sequences
of bitmaps generated for web access sequences. Each bitmap encodes all items
(similarly to a set-based bitmap index) of a portion of a web access sequence as
well as ordering relations between each two of the items.

We start with the preliminaries, then we present the index construction algo-
rithm and explain how to use the sequential index structure. Finally, we discuss
index storage and maintenance problems.

2.1 Preliminaries

Web access sequences contain categorical items in the form of URLs. For sake
of convenience, we convert these items to integer values by means of an item
mapping function.

Definition 1. An item mapping function fi(x), where x is a literal, is a func-
tion which transforms a literal into an integer value.

Example 1. Given a set of literals L = {A, B, C, D, E, F}, an item mapping
function can take the following values: fi(A)=1, fi(B)=2, fi(C)=3, fi(D)=4,
fi(E)=5, fi(F )=6.

Similarly, we use an order mapping function to express web access sequence
ordering relations by means of integer values. Thus, we will be able to represent
web access sequence items as well as web access sequence ordering uniformly.

Definition 2. An order mapping function fo(x, y), where x and y are literals
and fo(x, y) 	= fo(y, x), is a function which transforms a web access sequence
< {x}{y} > into an integer value.

Example 2. For the set of literals used in the previous example, an order mapping
function can be expressed as: fo(x, y) = 6 ∗ fi(x) + fi(y), e.g. fo(C, F ) = 24.

Using the above definitions, we will be able to transform web access sequences
into item sets, which are easier to manage, search and index. An item set repre-
senting a web access sequence is called an equivalent set.

Definition 3. An equivalent set E for a web access sequence S =< X1X2...
Xn > is defined as:

E =

( ⋃
x∈X1∪X2∪...∪Xn

{fi(x)}
)

∪

⎛
⎜⎜⎝ ⋃

x,y∈X1∪X2∪...∪Xn:
x precedes y

{fo(x, y)}

⎞
⎟⎟⎠ (1)

where: fi() is an item mapping function and fo() is an order mapping function.
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Example 3. For the web access sequence S =< {A, B}{C}{D} > and the pre-
sented item mapping function and order mapping function, the equivalent set E
is evaluated as follows:

E =
(⋃

x∈{A,B,C,D}{fi(x)}
)

∪
(⋃

x,y∈{<{A}{C}>,<{B}{C}>,
<{A}{D}>,<{B}{D}>,<{C}{D}>}

{fo(x, y)}
)

=

= {fi(A)}∪{fi(B)}∪{fi(C)}∪{fi(D)}∪{fo(A, C)}∪{fo(B, C)}∪{fo(A, D)}∪
∪ {fo(B, D)} ∪ {fo(C, D)} = {1, 2, 3, 4, 9, 15, 10, 16, 22}

Observation. For any two web access sequences S1 and S2, we have: S2 contains
S1 if E1 ⊆ E2, where E1 is the equivalent set for S1, and E2 is the equivalent
set for S2. In general, this property is not reversible.

The size of the equivalent set depends on the number of items in the web access
sequence and on the number of ordering relations between the items. For a
given number of items in the web access sequence, the equivalent set will be the
smallest if there are no ordering relations at all (i.e. S =< X >, then |E| = |X|,
since E = X), and will be the largest if S is a sequence of one-item sets (i.e.
S =< X1X2...Xn >, for all i we have |Xi| = 1, then |E| = n +

(
n
2

)
).

Since the size of an equivalent set quickly increases while increasing the num-
ber of the original sequence elements, we split web access sequences into parti-
tions, which are small enough to process and encode.

Definition 4. We say that a web access sequence S =< X1X2...Xn > is parti-
tioned into web access sequences S1 =< X1...Xa1 >, S2 =< Xa1+1...Xa2 > , ...,
Sk =< Xaj+1...Xn > with level β if for each web access sequence Si the size of
its equivalent set |Ei| < β and for all x, y ∈ X1 ∪ X2 ∪ ... ∪ Xn, where x precedes
y, we have: either < {x}{y} > is contained in Si or {x} is contained in Si, and
{y} is contained in Sj, where i < j (β should be greater than maximal item set
size).

Example 4. Partitioning the web access sequence S =< {A, B}{C}{D}{A, F}
{B}{E} > with level 10 results in two web access sequences: S1 =< {A, B}{C}
{D} > and S2 =< {A, F}{B}{E} >, since the sizes of the equivalent sets are
respectively: |E1| = 9 (E1 = {1, 2, 3, 4, 9, 15, 10, 16, 22}), and |E2| = 9 (E2 =
{1, 6, 2, 5, 8, 38, 11, 41, 17}).

Observation. For a web access sequence S partitioned into S1, S2, ..., Sk, and
a web access sequence Q, we have: S contains Q if there exists a partitioning of
Q into Q1, Q2, ..., Qm, such that Q1 is contained in Si1 , Q2 is contained in Si2 ,
..., Qm is contained in Sim , and i1 < i2 < ... < im.

Our sequential index structure will consist of equivalent sets stored for all web
access sequences, optionally partitioned to reduce the complexity. To reduce
storage requirements, equivalent sets will be stored in database in the form of
bitmap signatures.
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Definition 5. The bitmap signature of a set X is an N -bit binary number
created, by means of bit-wise OR operation, from the hash keys of all data items
contained in X. The hash key of the item x ∈ X is an N -bit binary number
defined as follows: hash key(X) = 2(X mod n).

Example 5. For the set X = {0, 7, 12, 13}, N = 5, the hash keys of the set items
are the following:

hash key(0) = 2(0 mod 5) = 1 = 00001,
hash key(7) = 2(7 mod 5) = 4 = 00100,
hash key(12) = 2(12 mod 5) = 4 = 00100,
hash key(13) = 2(13 mod 5) = 8 = 01000.

The bitmap signature of the set X is the bit-wise OR of all items’ hash keys:
bitmap signature(X) = 00001 OR 00100 OR 00100 OR 01000 = 01101.

Observation. For any two sets X and Y , if X ⊆ Y then:
bitmap signature(X) AND bitmap signature(Y ) = bitmapsignature(X),

where AND is a bit-wise AND operator. This property is not reversible in gen-
eral (when we find that the above formula evaluates to TRUE we still have to
verify the result traditionally).

In order to plan the length N of a bitmap signature for a given average set
size, consider the following analysis. Assuming uniform items distribution, the
probability that representation of the set X sets k bits to ’1’ in an N -bit bitmap
signature is:

P =

(
N
k

)
fk,|X|

N |X| , where f0,|X| = 0, fq,|X| = q|X| −
q−1∑
i=1

(
q

i

)
fi,|X| (2)

Example probabilistic expected value of number of bits set to ’1’ for a 16-bit
bitmap signatures and various set sizes is illustrated in Fig. 5. We can observe
that e.g. for a set of 10 items, N should be greater than 8 (else we have all bits
set to 1 and the signature is unusable since it is always matched).

0
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4

6

8

10

12

14

1 5 9 13 17 21 25

set size

#b
its

Fig. 5. Number of bitmap signature bits set to ‘1’ for various set sizes (N=16)

The probability that a bitmap signature of the length N having k 1’s matches
another bitmap signature of the length N having m 1’s is

(
m
k

)
/
(
N
k

)
. It means
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that the smaller k, the better pruning is performed during matching bitmap
signatures of item sets, in order to check their containment (so we have to verify
less item sets).

2.2 Sequential Index Construction Algorithm

The sequential index construction algorithm iteratively processes all web access
sequences in the database. First, the web access sequences are partitioned with
the given level β. Then, for each partition of each web access sequence, the equiv-
alent set is evaluated. In the next step, for each equivalent set, its N -bit bitmap
signature is generated and stored in the database. The formal description of the
algorithm is given below.

Input: database D of web access sequences, partitioning level β, bitmap length N

Output: sequential index for D

Method:
for each web access sequence S ∈ D do begin

partition S into partitions S1, S2, ..., Sk with level β;
for each partition Si do begin

evaluate equivalent set Ei for Si;
bitmapi = bitmap signature(Ei);
store bitmapi in the database;

end;
end.

Consider the following example of sequential index construction. Assume that
β=10, N=16, and the database D contains three web access sequences: S1 =
< {A, B}{C}{D}{A, F}{B}{E} >, S2 =< {A}{C, E}{F}{B}{E}{A, D} >,
S3 =< {B, C, D}, {A} >.

First, we partition the web access sequences with β=10. Notice that S3 is,
in fact, not partitioned since its equivalent set is small enough. The symbol Si,j

denotes j-th partition of the i-th web access sequence.

S1,1 =< {A, B}{C}{D} > (ordering relations are: A → C, B → C, A → D, B → D, C → D)

S1,2 =< {A, F}{B}{E} > (ordering relations are: A → B, F → B, A → E, F → E, B → E)

S2,1 =< {A}{C, E}{F} > (ordering relations are: A → E, A → C, E → F , C → F )

S2,2 =< {B}{E}{A, D} > (ordering relations are: B → E, B → A, B → D, E → A, E → D)

S3,1 =< {B, C, D}{A} > (ordering relations are: B → A, C → A, D → A)

Then we evaluate the equivalent sets for the partitioned web access sequences.
We use the example item mapping function and order mapping function taken
from the Definitions 1 and 2. The symbol Ei,j denotes the equivalent set for Si,j .

E1,1 = {1, 2, 3, 4, 9, 15, 10, 16, 22}
E1,2 = {1, 6, 2, 5, 8, 38, 11, 41, 17}
E2,1 = {1, 3, 5, 6, 11, 9, 36, 24}
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E2,2 = {2, 5, 1, 4, 17, 13, 16, 31, 36}
E3,1 = {2, 3, 4, 1, 13, 19, 25}

In the next step, we generate 16-bit bitmap signatures for all equivalent sets.

bitmap signature(E1,1) = 1000011001011111

bitmap signature(E1,2) = 0000101101100110

bitmap signature(E2,1) = 0000101101111010

bitmap signature(E2,2) = 1010000000110111

bitmap signature(E3,1) = 0010001000011110

Finally, the sequential index is stored in the database in the following form:

SID bitmap signature
1 1000011001011111, 0000101101100110
2 0000101101111010, 1010000000110111
3 0010001000011110

2.3 Using Sequential Index for Pattern Queries

During pattern query execution, the bitmap signatures for all web access se-
quences are scanned. For each web access sequence, the test of a searched sub-
sequence mapping is performed. If the searched subsequence can be successfully
mapped to the web access sequence partitions, then the web access sequence is
read from the database. Due to the ambiguity of bitmap signature representa-
tion, additional verification of the retrieved web access sequence is required. The
verification can be performed using the traditional B+-tree method, since it con-
sists in reading the web access sequence from the database and checking whether
it contains the searched subsequence. The formal description of the algorithm is
given below. We use a simplified notation of Q[i start..i end] to denote a par-
tition < Xi startXi start+1...Xi end > of a sequence Q =< X1X2...Xn >, where
1 ≤ i start ≤ i end ≤ n. The symbol & denotes bit-wise AND operation.

Input: sequential index, searched subsequence Q

Output: identifiers of web access sequences to be verified
Method:

for each sequence identifier sid do begin
j = 1;
i end = 1;
repeat

i start = i end;
evaluate equivalence set EQ for Q[i start..i end];
mask = bitmap signature(EQ);
while mask & bitmap signature(Esid,i) <> mask

and j ≤ number of partitions for sid do j++;
if j ≤ number of partitions for sid then repeat

i end++;
generate equivalence set EQ for Q[i start..i end];
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mask = bitmap signature(EQ);
until mask & bitmap signature(Esid,i) <> mask

or i end = size of Q;
until i start = i end or j > number of partitions for sid;
if j ≤ number of partitions then return(sid);

end.

Consider the following example of using sequential index to perform pattern
queries. Assume that we look for all web access sequences, which contain the
subsequence < {F}{B}{D} >. We begin with sid=1. We find that < {F} >
(0000001000000000) matches the first partition (1111101001100001). So, we
check whether < {F}, {B} > (0010001000000000) also matches this partition.
Accidentally it does, but when we try < {F}, {B}, {D} > (1010101010000000),
we find that it does not match the first partition. Then we move to the second
partition to check whether < {D} > (00001000000000000) matches the parti-
tion (0110011011010000). This test fails and since we have no more partitions, we
reject sid=1 (this web access sequence does not contain the given subsequence).

In the next step, we check sid=2. We find that < {F} > (0000001000000000)
matches the first partition (0101111011010000). So, we check whether < {F},
{B} > (0010001000000000) also matches this partition. It does not, so we move
to the second partition and find that < {B} > (0010000000000000) matches
the partition (1110110000000101). Then we must check whether < {B}, {D} >
(1010100000000000) also matches the partition. This time the check is positive
and since we have matched the whole subsequence, we return sid=2 as a part of
the result. The web access sequence will be verified later.

Finally, we check sid=3. We find that < {F} > (0000001000000000) does
not match the first partition (0111100001000100). Since we have no more par-
titions, we reject sid=3 (this web access sequence does not contain the given
subsequence).

So far, the result of our index scanning is the web access sequence identified
by sid=2. We still need to read and verify, whether the sequence really contains
the searched subset. In our example it does, so the result is returned to the user.

2.4 Physical Storage

Since a sequential index is fully scanned each time a pattern query is per-
formed, it is critical to store it efficiently. We store index entries in the form
of < p, n, bitmap1, bitmap2, ..., bitmapn >, where p is a pointer to a web ac-
cess sequence described by the index entry, n is the number of bitmap signa-
tures, and bitmapi is a single bitmap signature for the web access sequence.
The pointer p should address the translation table, which contains pointers to
physical tuples of the relation holding the web access sequences (the structure
is < n, p1, p2, .., pn >). Since we usually have a B+-tree index on a sequence
identifier attribute (to optimize joins), we can use its leaves can as a translation
table instead of consuming database space by redundant structures. Example
storage implementation for the sequential index from Sect. 2.2 is given in Fig. 6.
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1000011001011111 0000101101100110 0000101101111010

1010000000110111 0010001000011110

2

...
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1 1 A
1 1 B
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2 3 F
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2 6 D
3 1 B
3 1 C
3 1 D
3 2 A
...
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4 ...

Sequential Index

Translation Table

Database Relation

Fig. 6. Example physical storage structure for sequential index

2.5 Update Operations

Maintenance of a sequential index is quite expensive, since bitmap signatures are
not reversible, and updates may influence partitioning of web access sequences.
For example, when we insert a new tuple into the database, thus extending
a web access sequence, we cannot determine what partition should the tuple
belong to. Similarly, when we delete a tuple, then both we cannot determine the
corresponding partition, and, even if we could do it, we do not know, whether
the item being deleted was the only item mapped to a given bit of the bitmap
signature (so we could reset the bit).

In order to have a consistent state of a sequential index, we must perform the
complete index creation procedure (partitioning, evaluating equivalent sets, gen-
erating bitmap signatures) for the web access sequence being modified. However,
since this solution might reduce DBMS performance for transaction-intensive
databases, we propose the following algorithm of offline maintenance for se-
quential indexes:

1. Whenever a new item is added to an existing web access sequence, we set to
’1’ all bits in the first bitmap signature for the web access sequence. It means
that any subsequence will match the first bitmap signature, and therefore we
will not miss the right one. Any false hits will be eliminated during actual
verification of subsequence containment.

2. Whenever an item is removed from an existing web access sequence, we do
not perform any modifications on the bitmap signatures of the web access
sequence. We may get false hits, but they will be eliminated during final
verification.

Notice that using the above algorithm, the overall index performance may de-
crease temporarily, but we will not get incorrect query results. Over a period of
time, the index should be rebuild either completely, or for updated web access
sequences only, e.g. according to a transaction log.
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3 Experimental Results

We have performed several experiments on synthetic data sets to evaluate our
sequential indexing method. The database of web access sequences was generated
randomly, with uniform item distribution, and stored by Oracle8 DBMS. We
used dense data sets, i.e. the number of available items was relatively small,
and therefore each item occurred in a large number of web access sequences.
The web access sequences contained 1-item sets only (pessimistic approach -
maximal number of ordering relations).

Figure 7a shows the number of disk blocks (including index scanning and
relation access), which were read in order to retrieve web access sequences con-
taining subsequences of various lengths. The data set contained 50000 web access
sequences, having 20 items of 50 in average. The compared database accessing
methods were: traditional SQL query using B+-tree index on IP attribute (B+-
tree), 24-bit set-based bitmap index (24S), 32-bit sequential index with β = 28
built on top of 24-bit set-based bitmap index (24S32Q28), and 48-bit sequential
index with β = 55 built on top of 24-bit set-based bitmap index (24S48Q55).
Our sequential index achieved a significant improvement for the searched subse-
quences of length greater than 4, e.g. for the subsequence length of 5 we were over
20 times faster than the B+-tree method and 8 times faster than the set-based
bitmap index.

We also analyzed the influence of the partitioning level β value on the se-
quential index performance. Figure 7b illustrates the filtering factor (percentage
of web access sequences matched) for three sequential indexes built on bitmap
signatures of total size of 48 bits, but with different partitioning. We noticed
that partitioning web access sequences into a large number of partitions (small
β) results in performance increase for long subsequences, but worsens the per-
formance for short subsequences. Using a small number of web access sequence
partitions (high β) results in more ”stable” performance, but the performance
is worse for long subsequences.
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4 Final Conclusions

Pattern queries on web access logs are specific in the sense that they require
complicated SQL queries and database access methods (multiple joins, ineffi-
cient optimization). In this paper we have presented the new indexing method,
called sequential indexing, which can replace a B+-tree indexing and set-based
indexing. During experiments, we have found that the most efficient solution is
to combine a set-based index (which checks items of a web access sequence) with
a sequential index (which checks the items ordering), what results in dramatic
outperforming B+-tree access methods.
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Abstract. Recent research has proven the benefits of using ensembles of 
classifiers for classification problems. Ensembles of diverse and accu-
rate base classifiers are constructed by machine learning methods ma-
nipulating the training sets.  One way to manipulate the training set is to 
use feature selection heuristics generating the base classifiers. In this 
paper we examine two of them: correlation-based and contextual merit 
-based heuristics. Both rely on quite similar assumptions concerning 
heterogeneous classification problems. Experiments are considered on 
several data sets from UCI Repository. We construct fixed number of 
base classifiers over selected feature subsets and refine the ensemble it-
eratively promoting diversity of the base classifiers and relying on 
global accuracy growth. According to the experimental results, contex-
tual merit -based ensemble outperforms correlation-based ensemble as 
well as C4.5. Correlation-based ensemble produces more diverse and 
simple base classifiers, and the iterations promoting diversity have not 
so evident effect as for contextual merit -based ensemble. 

1 Introduction 

Machine learning research has progressed in many directions. One of those directions 
still containing a number of open questions is the construction and use of an ensemble 
of classifiers. Ensembles are well established as a method for obtaining highly accu-
rate combined classifiers by integrating less accurate base classifiers.  

Many methods for constructing ensembles have been developed. They can be di-
vided into two main types: general methods and methods specific to a particular 
learning algorithm. Amongst successful general ones are sampling methods, and 
methods manipulating either the input features or the output targets. We apply the 
second type of method when ensemble integration is made using weighted voting.  

The goal of traditional feature selection is to find and remove features that are un-
helpful or destructive to learning in order to construct a single classifier [4]. Since an 
                                                           
1  This research is partially supported by the Academy of Finland (project #52599), the Centre 

for International Mobility (CIMO) and the COMAS Graduate School of the University of 
Jyväskylä. 
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ensemble of classifiers represents multiple inference models, it can produce different 
inference models in different sub areas of the instance space. Feature selection heuris-
tics are used to assist in guiding the process of constructing base classifiers imple-
menting those models. In addition to decreasing the number of features, ensemble 
feature selection has an additional goal of finding multiple feature subsets to produce 
a set of base classifiers promoting disagreement among them [15].   

This paper continues our research in ensemble feature selection [18,20]. We have 
developed an algorithm with an iterative refinement cycle. This cycle provides feed-
back to ensemble construction in order to improve ensemble characteristics with 
selected feature selection heuristics. In this paper we examine two feature selection 
heuristics for ensemble creation applying also the refinement cycle. 

For our study we chose two heuristics for feature selection that have an ability to 
treat complex interrelations between features, namely contextual merit-based heuristic 
and correlation-based heuristic [1,7,9,16]. Interrelations between features that are 
assumed in those heuristic might be a consequence of the fact, that some domains 
contain features varying in importance across the instance space [1,7,10,12,16]. This 
situation, called feature-space heterogeneity, is wide spread for real data sets. Hetero-
geneity in data becomes critical, because most classification algorithms fail to make 
accurate predictions. 

We compare correlation-based and contextual merit -based heuristic on several 
data sets from UCI repository and make some conclusions about the use of those 
heuristics for ensemble feature selection. Particularly, we observe co-ordination of 
feature selection heuristics and internal design of the refinement cycle. 

In Chapter 2 we consider the basic framework of ensemble classification. Chapter 
3 describes the Contextual Merit measure (CM measure) and correlation-based merit 
measure. Chapter 4 presents brief description of the algorithm for ensemble feature 
selection with the iterative refinement cycle. In Chapter 5 our experimental study on 
several data sets is described. We summarize with conclusions in Chapter 6. 

2 Ensemble Classification 

In supervised learning, a learning algorithm is given training instances of the form 
{(x1, y1), …, (xM, yM)} for some unknown function y = g(x), where xi values are vec-
tors of the form �xi,1, …, xi,j, …, xi,N �, where xi,j are feature values of xi, and M is the 
size of the training set T. In this paper we will refer to features as fj, j = 1…N, where 
N is the number of features. Given a set of training instances T, a learning algorithm 
outputs a classifier h, which is a hypothesis about the true function g. Given new x 
values, it predicts the corresponding y values. In ensemble classification (Fig. 1) a set 
of base classifiers h1, …, hS, where S is the size of the ensemble is formed during the 
learning phase.  

Each base classifier in the ensemble (classifiers h1 … hS in this case) is trained us-
ing training instances of the corresponding training set Ti, i = 1, …, S. In this paper 
we form the training sets T1, …, TS as the subsets of features using feature selection 
heuristics. For the ensemble classification the classifications of the base classifiers are 
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combined during the application phase in some way h* = F(h1, h2, …, hS) to produce 
the final classification of the ensemble. In this paper the final classification y* is 
formed using weighted voting [2,3,5,8]. 

 

T 

T1 T2 …  TS 

Learning 
phase 

Application 
phase 

(x, ?) h* = F(h1, h2, … , hS) 

(x, y*) 

h1 h2 …  hS 

 

Fig. 1. Ensemble classification process 

Research has shown that an effective ensemble should consist of a set of base clas-
sifiers that not only have high accuracy, but also make their errors on different parts 
of the input space as well [5,14].  

Combining the classifications of several classifiers is useful only if there is dis-
agreement among the base classifiers, i.e. they are independent in the production of 
their errors. The error rate of each base classifier should not exceed a certain limit. 
Otherwise, the ensemble error rate will usually increase as a result of combination of 
their classifications [5]. The measure of independence of the base classifiers is called 
the diversity of an ensemble. Several ways to calculate the diversity are considered in 
[6,15,17]. 

3 Heuristics for Ensemble Feature Selection 

In this chapter we consider two heuristics for feature selection, namely the contextual 
merit measure and correlation-based merit measure which are intended to treat fea-
ture-space heterogeneity in classification problems [1]. Both of them are independent 
on the learning algorithm. 

3.1  Contextual Merit Measure  

The main assumption of CM measure, which was developed in [9] is that features 
important for classification should differ significantly in their values to predict in-
stances from different classes. The CM measure is robust to both problems of class 
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heterogeneity and feature-space heterogeneity. The CM measure assigns a merit value 
to a feature taking into account the degree to which the other features are capable to 
discriminate between the same instances as the given feature. In an extreme situation, 
when two instances of different classes differ in only one feature than that feature is 
particularly valuable for classification and it is assigned additional merit. 

We use the CM measure as it has been presented in [9] and described below. Let 
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where M is the number of instances, � �iC x  is the set of vectors not from the same 

class as the vector xi, and )(
,
j
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fw xx  is a weight chosen so that instances that are close to 

each other, i.e., that differ only in a few of their features, have greater influence in 

determining each feature's CM measure value. In [9] weights )(
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used when xk is one of the K nearest neighbors of xi, in terms of
ki

D xx , , in the set 

� �iC x , and )(
,
j
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f
w xx = 0 otherwise. The number of nearest neighbors k used in [9] was 

the binary logarithm of the number of examples in the set � �iC x . 

3.2  Correlation-Based Merit Measure 

Correlation-based approach is the other widespread approach to estimate interrela-
tions between features, or features and the class variable. It uses the Pearson’s 
correlation coefficient as a measure of linear dependence between two variables. Such 
kind of dependence is quite common in real world situations. 
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Many researchers have used the correlation-based approach to estimate the good-
ness of feature subsets. For example, [16,21] used correlation between particular 
feature and particular class, and features with highest correlation were selected to 
construct a classifier for that class separately producing different models for different 
classes. We will estimate the goodness of feature subset as it was done in [7]. The 
correlation -based merit measure will be calculated not for a particular feature, but for 
a particular feature subset. In that way we will be able to consider interrelations be-
tween features in the subset, too. The basic assumption for this heuristic is as follows. 
Good feature subsets contain features highly correlated with the class, yet uncorre-
lated with each other. The correlation coefficient 

kj ffr between two numerical features 

fj and fk is calculated using the formula (5). 
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where 
kj ffS is a sample covariance between features fj and fk, and 

jfS and 
kf

S are sam-

ple standard deviations for features fj and fk correspondingly. 
According to [7] we calculate the merit of a feature subset MF  with the formula 

(6). 
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where F is a feature subset containing n features, y is a class variable, r yf j
 is the 

mean feature-class correlation (fj �  F), and r kj ff  is the average feature-feature inter-

correlation. The numerator in formula (6) gives an indication of how predictive for 
the class the subset of features is, and the denominator expresses how much redun-
dancy there exist. Formula (5) is suitable only for the case of numeric variables. For 
categorical values binarization is used. 

Let fj be a categorical feature having t values v1, …, vt. We form t binary attributes 
i
jf , i = 1, …, t so that 1�i

jf , when fj = vi and 0�i
jf otherwise. The correlation 

between the categorical feature fj and the numeric feature fk is then calculated using 
the formula (7). 
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Let fj be a categorical feature having t values v1, …, vt and fk be a categorical feature 

having l values u1, …, ul. The binary attributes i
jf , i= 1, …, t and q

kf , q = 1, …, l are 

formed as described above. The correlation between these two categorical features is 
then calculated using the formula (8). 
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In addition, the two formulae above are robust to missing values [7]. 

4 An Algorithm for Ensemble Feature Selection 

In this chapter we present an overview of our algorithm EFS_ref  for ensemble fea-
ture selection with the iterative refinement cycle. An algorithm for ensemble feature 
selection with contextual merit-based heuristic was considered in detail also in [18]. 
In this paper we extend it to the correlation-based heuristic, too. For the two heuristics 
the algorithm constructs an ensemble of a fixed number of base classifiers over se-
lected feature subsets. The number of base classifiers in both ensembles is the number 
of different classes among the instances of the training set. The objective is to build 
each base classifier on the feature subset including features most relevant for distin-
guishing the corresponding class from the others. It is necessary to note that in this 
algorithm the base classifiers are still not binary, but distinguish the whole number of 
classes present in the data set. Each base classifier of the initial ensemble is based on 
a fixed number of features with the highest value of the CM measure for the corre-
sponding class, or with the highest correlation-based measure correspondingly. The 
initial ensemble is iteratively modified trying to change the number of features one by 
one for the less diverse base classifiers suggesting exclusions or inclusions of fea-
tures. With the correlation-based measure candidate feature subsets for new base 
classifiers are formed using forward inclusion procedure. The iterations are guided by 
the diversity of classifiers and the value of the CM measure, or correlation-based 
merit measure depending on the heuristic used.  

For our algorithm we use the diversity measure calculated as an average difference 
in predictions between all pairs of classifiers. The diversity is calculated similarly as 
in [17] where it was used as a measure of independence of the base classifiers. The 
modified formula to calculate the approximated diversity Divi of a classifier hi is (9). 
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where S denotes the number of the base classifiers, hi(xj) denotes the classification of 
the vector xj by the classifier hi, and Dif(a,b) is zero if the classifications a and b are 
same and one if they are different, and M is the number of instances in the test set. 
The diversity of an ensemble is calculated as the average diversity of all the base 
classifiers (10). 
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The CM measure is calculated as in [9] and described in Sect. 3.1.  The correlation 
measure is calculated as described in Sect. 3.2. 

Our algorithm is composed of two main phases: 1) the construction of the initial 
ensemble and 2) the iterative development of new candidate ensembles. Let DS be a 
data set including instances {(x1, y1),…, (xM, yM)}, where xi = �xi,1, …, xi,N� is the 
vector including the values of each of the N features. The main outline of our algo-
rithm is presented below. 

Algorithm EFS_ref(DS) 

DS  the whole data set 
TRS  training set 
VS  validation set used during the iterations 
TS  test set 
Ccurr  the current ensemble of base classifiers 
Accu  the accuracy of the final ensemble 
FS  set of feature subsets for base classifiers 
Threshold Threshold value used to select the features for the 

initial ensemble 

begin 
 divide_instances(DS,TRS,VS,TS) {divides DS into TRS,   
  VS, and TS using stratified random sampling} 
 for Heuristic� {CM,Corr}  
    Ccurr=build_initial_ensemble(Heuristic,TRS,FS, 

    Threshold) 
    loop 
       cycle(Heuristic,TRS,Ccurr,FS,VS) 
       {developes candidate ensembles and updates 
       Accu,Ccurr,and FS when necessary} 

    until no_changes 
    Accu=accuracy(TS,Ccurr) 
 end for 
end algorithm EFS_ref 

______________________________________________________ 

In the EFS_ref algorithm ensembles are generated in two places, the initial ensembles 
are generated using a different procedure than the generation of the new candidate en-
sembles that is included in the procedure cycle. One of the two initial ensembles is con-
structed using CM-based merit values and the other one using correlation-based merit 
values. In all cases the features with the highest normalized merit values up to the thresh-
old are selected and the base classifiers are built using the C4.5 learning algorithm. The 
threshold is fixed (� {0.1,0.2,…,0.9}) in advance so that the accuracy of the ensemble 
over the training set is the highest one with the weighted voting. The main outline of the 
initial ensemble algorithm is presented below. The threshold value is used to cut the 
interval of merit values in order to select the features. For example the threshold value 
0.1 means that only those features whose merit values are in the interval of the highest 
10% of the whole interval of the merit values are selected. 

 
build_initial_ensemble(Heuristic,TRS,FS,Threshold) 

L  number of classes and number of base classifiers 
begin  
 Ensemble= ;FS=  
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 for i from 1 to L 
  MERITS[i]=calculate_merits(Heuristic,TRS,i)  
  {feature merits for class i} 

 FS[i]=select_features(MERITS,Threshold){selects  
 features with the highest merits using threshold} 

  C[i]=C4.5(TRS,FS[i]){learns classifier i}   
  Ensemble=Ensemble!C[i];FS=FS!FS[i] 
 end for 
end build_initial_ensemble=Ensemble 

______________________________________________________ 

The iteration mechanism used in this paper changes one base classifier in each it-
eration. The base classifier with the smallest diversity is taken as the potential classi-
fier to be changed. For the potential classifier, one feature is tried to be added or de-
leted from the subset of features that was used to train the classifier. The feature is 
selected using the merit value. The outline of the iteration algorithm is described 
below. 

cycle(Heuristic,TRS,Ccurr,FS,VS) 

begin 
loop 
 for i from 1 to L 
  DIV[i]=calculate_diversities(TRS,Ccurr)  
 end for   

  Cmin= argmin DIV[i] 
  NewCcurr=Ccurr\C[Cmin];NewFS=FS 

  MERITS[Cmin]=calculate_merits(Heuristic,TRS,Cmin) 
  NewFS[Cmin]=FS[Cmin]\feature with min MERITS[Cmin] 
   included in FS[Cmin] 
  NewCcurr=NewCcurr!C4.5(TRS,NewFS[Cmin]) 
  if accuracy (VS,NewCcurr)>=accuracy(VS,Ccurr) 

     then Ccurr=NewCcurr; FS=NewFS 
     else no changes to Ccurr and FS  
until no change 
loop 
 for i from 1 to L  
  DIV=calculate_diversities(TRS,Ccurr)  
 end for 

  Cmin= argmin DIV[i] 
  NewCcurr=Ccurr\C[Cmin];NewFS=FS 

  MERITS[Cmin]=calculate_merits(Heuristic,TRS,Cmin) 
  NewFS[Cmin]=FS[Cmin]!feature with max MERITS[Cmin]  
   not included in FS[Cmin] 
  NewCcurr=NewCcurr!C4.5(TRS,NewFS[Cmin]) 
  if accuracy (VS,NewCcurr)>=accuracy(VS,Ccurr) 

     then Ccurr=NewCcurr; FS=NewFS 
     else no changes to Ccurr and FS  
until no change 

end cycle 
_________________________________________________________ 

The iteration mechanism is composed of two loops. Both loops try to replace one 
base classifier at a time. The base classifier, which is tried to be replaced is the one 
with the lowest diversity value. When the classifier to be changed has been selected, 
one feature is either added (second loop) or deleted (first loop) from the subset of 
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features that was used to train the classifier. The feature suggested to be added or 
deleted is selected using merit value of the corresponding heuristic. The accuracy of 
the previous ensemble is compared with the accuracy of the changed ensemble and the 
change is accepted if the first one is not higher. Both loops end when there were no 
changes accepted during the whole cycle.  

5 Experiments 

In this chapter, experiments with our algorithm for generation of an ensemble of 
classifiers built on different feature subsets are presented. First, the experimental 
setting is described, and then, results of the experiments are presented. The experi-
ments are conducted on ten data sets taken from the UCI machine learning repository 
[13]. These data sets were chosen so as to provide a variety of application areas, sizes, 
combinations of feature types, and difficulty as measured by the accuracy achieved 
on them by current algorithms.  

For each data set 30 test runs are made. In each run the data set is first split into the 
training set and two test sets by stratified random sampling keeping the class distribu-
tion of instances in each set approximately the same as in the initial data set. The 
training set (TRS) includes 60 percent of instances and the test sets (VS and TS) both 
20 percent of instances. The first test set, VS (validation set) is used for tuning the 
ensemble of classifiers, adjusting the initial feature subsets so that the ensemble accu-
racy becomes as high as possible using the selected heuristic. The other test set, TS is 
used for the final estimation of the ensemble accuracy. The base classifiers them-
selves are learnt using the C4.5 decision tree algorithm with pruning [19] and the test 
environment was implemented within the MLC++ framework [11]. 

Our aim is to analyze the contribution of the iterative refinement cycle for the CM- 
and correlation-based ensembles, and then compare their accuracy with C4.5 accu-
racy. We also examine which of two feature selection heuristics produces more di-
verse and more accurate ensembles. 

Table 1. Accuracies (%) of the CM-based and correlation-based ensembles, and C4.5 

CM -based Correlation -based 
Data set 

before after threshold before after threshold 
C4.5 

Car 86.6 87.9 0.5 86.0 86.8 0.6 87.9 
Glass 64.8 65.2 0.1 65.7 66.0 0.3 62.6 
Iris 94.6 94.3 0.9 94.1 94.2 0.7 93.9 
LED_17 64.4 64.6 0.1 59.5 62.1 0.4 65.0 
Lymph 76.4 75.3 0.5 74.0 73.6 0.6 74.2 
Thyroid 91.4 92.7 0.6 93.4 93.1 0.3 92.8 
Wine 93.5 93.5 0.2 92.3 93.4 0.7 92.9 
Waveform 73.0 74.2 0.2 74.3 74.2 0.5 72.2 
Vehicle 67.0 67.3 0.1 67.6 68.1 0.5 68.7 
Zoo 92.2 93.5 0.1 87.0 88.1 0.5 92.4 

We collected accuracies (Table 1) and diversities (Table 2) for these two ensem-
bles on each data set before and after iterations marking the corresponding columns 
as CM_b and CM_a for CM-based ensemble, and CR_b and CR_a for correlation-
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based ensemble. Thresholds used for each data set are presented in the corresponding 
columns for CM-based and correlation-based ensembles.  

Table 2. Diversities of the base classifiers before and after iterations for the CM-based and 
correlation-based ensembles 

Data set 
Average diversity of the base classifiers, 

(before and after iterations) 

Diver-
sity 
diff. 

   
Fea-
tures 

Aver 
num of 
select. 
feat. 

Aver 
num of 
itera-
tions 

CM_b 12.6 12.3 15.9 16.2 
CM_a 24.5 20.5 20.2 21.1 

7.3 4.225 1.5 

CR_b 13.6 13.6 17.2 16.8 
Car 

CR_a 27.3 23.5 19.3 18.8 
6.925 

5 
3.217 1.6 

CM_b 20.8 21.7 24.1 28.2 35.6 32.0 
CM_a 33.0 31.6 32.1 35.1 41.4 36.2 

7.5 4.611 1.367 

CR_b 30.4 44.8 31.4 31.3 40.5 28.8 
Glass 

CR_a 35.6 46.1 35.1 35.3 42.0 34.2 
3.52 

9 
3.328 1.3 

CM_b 3.6 1.8 1.9 
CM_a 5.7 3.3 3.8 

1.83 1.356 1.067 

CR_b 22.3 44.4 22.3 
Iris 

CR_a 24.2 45.2 23.3 
1.23 

4 
1.678 1 

CM_b 24.6 39.8 34.5 24.2 24.2 21.8 23.9 30.6 34.2 21.4 
CM_a 31.3 44.0 36.5 31.7 32.7 30.5 30.5 35.4 37.0 27.7 

5.81 22.367 1.5 

CR_b 58.3 59.5 73.5 57.7 82.2 66.6 62.3 63.9 55.0 54.1 
LED_17 

CR_a 60.3 60.6 73.9 60.5 81.8 68.5 62.7 66.2 56.7 55.2 
1.35 

24 
4.533 1.6 

CM_b 18.8 15.1 17.7 16.3 
CM_a 28.3 22.2 24.0 24.4 

7.75 6.625 1.6 

CR_b 25.1 21.4 21.0 38.2 
Lymph 

CR_a 27.9 24.6 24.2 38.9 
2.475 

18 
5.35 1.267 

CM_b 6.2 6.4 9.3 
CM_a 9.3 8.5 10.6 

2.17 1.844 1.4 

CR_b 14.7 12.4 11.8 
Thyroid 

CR_a 15.8 13.8 12.9 
1.2 

5 
2.944 1.2 

CM_b 24.6 23.1 24.6 24.6 
CM_a 29.8 28.7 27.1 27.8 

3.875 12.258 1.5 

CR_b 39.1 43.0 45.5 43.5 
Vehicle 

CR_a 40.4 43.7 46.0 44.4 
0.85 

18 
6.492 1.433 

CM_b 16.7 15.7 17.5 
CM_a 18.8 17.7 17.8 

1.43 6.7 1.3 

CR_b 16.2 18.9 16.6 
Wine 

CR_a 19.7 21.8 19.4 
3.07 

12 
3.944 1.3 

CM_b 18.8 21.5 19.7 
CM_a 22.8 24.4 23.8 

3.67 17.611 1.267 

CR_b 40.3 39.0 38.8 
Wave-
form 

CR_a 41.4 40.0 40.1 
1.33 

21 
8.289 1.467 

CM_b 12.6 13.2 12.3 13.9 14.2 13.8 11.9 
CM_a 15.7 15.9 14.9 16.3 17.0 15.3 14.8 

2.57 13.252 1.2 

CR_b 37.5 32.9 37.1 44.0 40.3 34.1 30.2 
Zoo 

CR_a 39.5 36.1 39.8 44.3 42.2 36.9 35.9 
2.66 

16 
3.867 1.367 

 
In Table 2 for each data set the diversities of all base classifiers are presented. In 

the sub-columns of the second column diversities of the base classifiers are presented. 
The number of the base classifiers is equal to the number of classes for each data set. 
In the third column the average difference of diversity before and after iteration is 
recorded. The forth column represents the number of features in corresponding data 
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set, and the fifth column show the number of features used to construct the base classi-
fiers. The last column presents the average number of iterations in the refinement 
cycle.  

In order to make conclusions following our aims from data tables above we calcu-
lated statistics in Table 3. We applied the paired sign test in order to estimate the 
number of wins, looses, and ties for each pair of compared classification results, and 
the paired t-test in order to conclude if the difference was statistically significant. The 
paired t-test is more strict than the sign test, but it assumes that population follows the 
Gaussian distribution. We calculated statistics for both tests over 30 runs, and tested if 
the distribution is normal using standardized skewness and standardized kurtosis.2 
The second and third columns in Table 3 represent statistics for comparison of two 
heuristic-base ensembles before and after iterations. The forth and fifth columns 
summarize the difference in accuracy before and after iterations for CM-based and 
correlation-based ensembles. The sixth and seventh columns represent statistics for 
comparison of both heuristic-based ensembles after refinement cycle versus the C4.5 
algorithm. The sub-columns indicate trial for the sign test, and P value for the paired 
t-test. Negative results of normal distribution test are outlined. Both statistical tests 
have been done using 95% confidence interval. Average calculations in the last row 
of the table have been done over ten data sets using their average accuracy from Ta-
ble 1.  

Table 3. Comparisons of the accuracies obtained by CM-based and correlation-based ensem-
bles, and the accuracies of C4.5 by the sign test and the paired t-test 

CM_b vs CR_b CM_a vs CR_a CM_a vs CM_b CR_a vs CR_b CM_a vs C4.5  CR_a vs C4.5  
Data set 

win, tie, 
loose 

P value 
2-tailed 

win, tie, 
loose 

P value 
2-tailed 

win, tie, 
loose 

P value 
1-tailed 

win, tie, 
loose 

P value 
1-tailed 

win, tie, 
loose 

P value 
2-tailed 

win, tie, 
loose 

P value
2-tailed 

Car 16,2,12 0.1052 19,3,8 0.0136 20,5,5, 0.0001  20,4,6 0.0013 11,6,13 1.0000  5,5,20 0.0009 

Glass 10,5,15 0.5249 12,5,13 0.4998 9,14,7 0.2933  12,14,4 0.3048  19,6,5 0.0156  21,3,6 0.0021 

Iris 6,19,5 0.3219 5,19,6 0.8455 2,26,2 0.2244  3,25,2 0.1862  6,21,3 0.3544  5,23,2 0.2591 

LED_17 19,7,4 <0.0001 16,4,10 0.0376 8,14,8 0.4083  19,9,2 <0.0001 11,5,14 0.4872  7,1,22 0.0033 

Lymph 14,7,9 0.0876 14,6,10 0.1152 8,12,10 0.1669  6,18,6 0.2930  16,4,10 0.2833  8,11,11 0.4999 

Thyroid 7,6,17 0.0018 7,16,7 0.4171 16,11,3 0.0011  6,19,5 0.2339  10,12,8 0.7375  11,13,6 0.5634 

Vehicle 14,2,14 0.4682 12,2,16 0.2175 14,7,9 0.2106  12,10,8 0.1732  8,4,18 0.0138  13,2,15 0.3385 
Wave-
f

12,0,18 0.0524 13,0,17 0.9717 18,8,4 0.0015 9,13,8 0.6606 23,2,5 0.0003 23,1,6 0.0008 

Wine 13,8,9 0.2080 12,6,12 0.9250 4,18,8 0.4976  8,18,4 0.0655  11,10,9 0.3918  13,7,10 0.4832 

Zoo 26,2,2 <0.0001 25,3,2 <0.0001 9,18,3 0.0290 12,14,4 0.0814  8,17,5 0.1653  2,6,22 <0.000
1

Average 6,0,4 0.2356 6,1,3 0.1760 7,1,2 0.0898 7,0,3 0.1719 6,1,3 0.1457 5,0,5 0.6777 

Trial “win, tie, loose” for example, in comparison of CM-based ensemble before 
and after iterations (CM_a versus CM_b) for Car data set means that in 20 cases of 30 
CM_a has higher accuracy, in 5 cases accuracies are comparable, and in 5 cases accu-
racy was higher for CM_b. Small P value means that it is unlikely that the effect of 
iterations is due to a coincidence of random sampling of 30 runs from the overall 

                                                           
2  Values of these statistics outside the range of –2 to +2 indicate significant abnormality, 

which would tend to invalidate any statistical test regarding the standard deviation, and the 
paired t-test in our case. 
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population. If P value is < 0.05 the observed effect is statistically significant. Large P 
value in some cases do not give us any reason to conclude that some effect has a 
place, as far as we can not observe it on current data sample. In order to compare the 
effect of iterations the one-tailed t-test is used since we can assume that accuracy after 
refinement tend to be higher than before refinement. Corresponding P value rejects or 
accepts hypothesis about the effect of the cycle. Comparing heuristic-based ensem-
bles versus C4.5 as well as CM-based ensemble versus correlation-based we cannot 
predict in advance the accuracy trend. That is why for these cases two-tailed P value 
is used indicating presence of statistically significant difference in accuracy. Which 
algorithm outperforms can be seen from the sign test trial.  

First, let us compare two heuristic-based ensembles. On average, CM_b outper-
forms CR_b 6 times according to the sign test. The benefits of CM_b are confirmed 
as statistically significant for LED_17 and Zoo. CM_b is a few more better than 
CR_b on Lymph, Wine, and Car. However, according to the t-test for Thyroid superi-
ority of CR_b is statistically significant. On Glass and Waveform CR_b is a few more 
better as well.3 Both ensembles CM_b and CR_b, as well as CM_a and CR_a on Iris 
data set reached the highest accuracy, and the lowest accuracy on LED_17 data set.  

After iterations CM_a still outperforms CR_a in 6 cases, in one case they are com-
parable, and in 3 cases CR_a is better than CM_a. CM_a gives statistically significant 
superiority in accuracy than CR_a for Car, LED_17 and Zoo, and a few smaller supe-
riority on Lymph data set. CM_b and CM_a are almost comparable on Wine data set. 

Thus, we can conclude that CM-based ensembles are more accurate than correla-
tion-based ensembles. However, CR_b in the most of cases produces more diverse 
initial classifiers, especially for Glass, Iris, LED_17, Thyroid, Vehicle, Waveform, 
and Zoo. Diversity of CM_b and CR_b is almost comparable for Wine data set only. 
After iterations diversities smooth out for Glass, Lymph, and Wine. In general, the 
iterations resulted in larger increase for CM-based ensemble. The advantage of corre-
lation-based ensemble is revealed in small number of features on which the base 
classifiers are constructed. It is clearly seen for LED_17, Vehicle, Wine, Waveform, 
and Zoo data sets. The number of iterations is the other important item for compari-
sons. We can observe that for 5 data sets CM-based ensemble, in average, made more 
iterations, for 1 data set the average numbers of iterations are equal, and on 4 data sets 
correlation-based ensemble made more iterations. 

Let us analyze now the contribution of iterative refinement cycle intended for in-
crease of diversity and accuracy in ensemble. Diversity was increased over all data 
sets on 1-7%. Accuracy was increased with both heuristic-based ensembles approxi-
mately on 1-2%. For CM-based ensemble the effect of iterations is statistically sig-
nificant on Car, Thyroid, Waveform, and Zoo. Sometimes overfitting can take place4, 
as in this case for Iris and Lymph, and with correlation-based iteration for Thyroid 
and Waveform data sets. Improvement in accuracy for correlation-based ensemble is 

                                                           
3  The situation can be found out slightly differing from Table 1 inasmuch as this table in-

cludes accuracies averaged over 30 runs. 
4  The accuracies are calculated using the evaluation set, and if the iteration results in overfitting 

with respect to the test set used during iteration than the final accuracy can become smaller. 
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statistically significant for Car and LED_17 data sets. For the other data sets we can-
not conclude that there is no effect of iterations. It just unobserved on current data. 

Finally, we compare heuristic-based ensembles with the C4.5 learning algorithm. 
Heuristic-based ensembles use much less amount of features in order to construct 
classifiers, as it is shown in Table 2. The t-test indicated that CM_a is significantly 
better than C4.5 for Car and Waveform, and C4.5 outperformed on Vehicle. The sign 
test over all data sets sums up that CM_a works in 6 cases better, in 3 cases worse, 
and in 1 case tie. The sign test for CR_a shows that CR_a and C4.5 are comparable. 
CR_a is significantly better for Glass and Waveform data sets, whereas C4.5 is sig-
nificantly better for Car, LED_17 and Zoo data sets. 

6 Conclusions 

Ensembles of classifiers can be constructed by a number of methods with the purpose 
of creating a set of diverse and accurate base classifiers. Feature selection techniques, 
along with other techniques are applied to prepare the training sets for construction of 
the base classifiers. In this paper, we have analyzed and experimented with two fea-
ture selection heuristics.  Both the CM-based and the correlation-based ones rely on 
quite similar assumptions concerning heterogeneous classification problems. We 
produced ensembles including as many base classifiers as there are classes and each 
base classifier was produced by C4.5 to distinguish instances of one class from the 
other classes. Each classifier is based on a subset of features and these features are 
selected using the CM-based or correlation-based merit values. 

In order to refine the ensemble characteristics, we applied iterative refinement dur-
ing the final ensemble generation process. The refinement cycle provides feedback 
promoting more diverse set of base classifiers taking into account global accuracy. 

We have evaluated our approach on a number of data sets from the UCI machine 
learning repository. Experiments showed that CM-based approach often outper-
formed in accuracy than correlation-based approach, however, the latter in the most 
of cases produces more diverse classifiers. Iterations have usually greater effect with 
CM-based approach making the difference in diversity smaller at the end. The corre-
lation-based approach has an advantage producing more simple base classifiers than 
CM-based because of small number of features used. The iterative refinement cycle 
increase diversity for CM-based approach more effectively than for correlation-based 
one. As far as iterations promote more diverse classifiers it seems that such a refine-
ment is more preferable for a heuristic producing the base classifiers of small diver-
sity. Further research is also needed to found more beneficial iterative refinement for 
the correlation-based approach. CM-based ensemble in many cases works better than 
C4.5. Correlation-based ensemble is comparable in accuracy with C4.5, at least with 
current iterative refinement used. 
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Abstract. Data mining is an interactive and iterative process. It is very
likely that a user will execute a series of similar queries differing in pat-
tern constraints and mining parameters, before he or she gets satisfying
results. Unfortunately, data mining algorithms currently available suffer
from long processing times, which is unacceptable in case of interactive
mining. In this paper we discuss efficient processing of sequential pat-
tern queries utilizing cached results of other sequential pattern queries.
We analyze differences between sequential pattern queries and propose
algorithms that in many cases can be used instead of time-consuming
mining algorithms.

1 Introduction

Data mining aims at discovery of useful patterns from large databases or ware-
houses. One of the most popular data mining methods is sequential pattern dis-
covery introduced in [2]. Informally, sequential patterns are the most frequently
occurring subsequences in sequences of sets of items. The initial formulation of
the problem was significantly extended in [10], where a taxonomy on items was
added to support discovery of so called generalized sequential patterns, and three
time constraints (min-gap, max-gap, and time window) were introduced to be
used when checking if a given source sequence contains a given pattern. For that
extended problem formulation, an efficient algorithm called GSP was proposed.
Applications of sequential patterns include analysis of telecommunication sys-
tems, discovering frequent buying patterns, analysis of patients’ medical records,
etc.

From a user’s point of view, data mining can be seen as an interactive and
iterative process of advanced querying: a user specifies the source dataset and
the requested class of patterns, the system chooses the appropriate data mining
algorithm and returns discovered patterns to the user [4][6]. A user interacting
with a data mining system has to specify several constraints on patterns to be
discovered. However, usually it is not trivial to find a set of constraints leading
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to the satisfying set of patterns. Thus, users are very likely to execute a series of
similar data mining queries before they find what they need. Unfortunately, data
mining algorithms require long processing times, which makes such interaction
difficult.

In this paper, we discuss efficient sequential pattern discovery in the presence
of materialized results of previous sequential pattern queries. We claim that a
data mining system should exploit the fact that a user is very likely to execute
a number of similar sequential pattern queries during a single session. We pro-
pose caching results of mining queries by materializing their results on disk (we
assume that a data mining system is going to be assigned a certain amount of
disk space for that purpose). It is obvious that materialized results of a query
can be used to answer an identical query, therefore we concentrate on processing
queries different from those whose results are available. The possibility of an-
swering a query using known results of another query depends on the differences
between the two queries. Our goal is to provide criteria for determining if cached
results of a given query can be used to answer the current query without running
a complete mining algorithm, and introduce efficient sequential pattern query
processing algorithms exploiting materialized patterns.

Exploiting cached results of previous mining queries has been studied in
the context of association rules [3][7]. However, direct application of methods
and techniques introduced for association rules to sequential pattern discovery
problem is not possible since different types of constraints are available in the two
problems. Nevertheless, it seems that the general ideas should stay unchanged.

In has been observed [3] that the three particularly interesting relationships
between two mining queries DMQ1 and DMQ2 extracting patterns from the
same data are equivalence, inclusion, and dominance. The three relationships
are interesting since they represent situations, where one data mining query can
be efficiently answered using the results of another query. Differences between
mining queries leading to these relationships were analyzed only in the context
of association rules. In this paper we present analogous analysis concerning se-
quential patterns. Thus, most of our work can be regarded as the extension of
the approach from [3] into sequential pattern discovery.

1.1 Sequential Patterns

Let L = l1, l2, ..., lm be a set of literals called items. An itemset is a non-empty
set of items. A sequence is an ordered list of itemsets and is denoted as <
X1X2...Xn >, where Xi is an itemset (Xi ⊆ L). Xi is called an element of the
sequence. The size of a sequence is the number of items in the sequence. The
length of a sequence is the number of elements in the sequence. Let D be a
set of variable length sequences (called data-sequences), where for each sequence
S =< X1X2...Xn > , a timestamp is associated with each Xi.

With no time constraints we say that a sequence X =< X1X2...Xn > is
contained in a data-sequence Y =< Y1Y2...Ym > if there exist integers i1 < i2 <
... < in such that X1 ⊆ Yi1 , X2 ⊆ Yi2 , ..., Xn ⊆ Yin . We call < Yi1Yi2 ...Yin > an
occurrence of X in Y . We consider the following user-specified time constraints
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while looking for occurrences of a given sequence: minimal and maximal gap
allowed between consecutive elements of an occurrence of the sequence (called
min-gap and max-gap), and time window that allows a group of consecutive
elements of a data-sequence to be merged and treated as a single element as
long as their timestamps are within the user-specified window-size.

The support of a sequence < X1X2...Xn > in D is the fraction of data-
sequences in D that contain the sequence. A sequential pattern is a sequence
whose support in D is above the user-specified threshold.

1.2 Relationships between Results of Data Mining Queries

Two data mining queries are equivalent if for all datasets they both return the
same set of patterns and the values of statistical significance measures (e.g.
support) for each pattern are the same in both cases. A data mining query
DMQ1 includes a data mining query DMQ2 if for all datasets each pattern in
the results of DMQ2 is also returned by DMQ1 with the same values of the
statistical significance measures. A data mining query DMQ1 dominates a data
mining query DMQ2 if for all datasets each pattern in the results of DMQ2 is
also returned by DMQ1, and for each pattern returned by both queries its values
of the statistical significance measures evaluated by DMQ1 are not less than is
case of DMQ2. Equivalence is a particular case of inclusion, and inclusion is a
particular case of dominance. Equivalence, inclusion, and dominance meet the
transitivity property.

If for a given query, results of a query equivalent to it, including it, or dom-
inating it are available, the query can be answered without running a costly
mining algorithm. In case of equivalence no processing is necessary, since the
queries have the same results. In case of inclusion, one scan of the materialized
query results is necessary to filter out patterns that do not satisfy constraints
of the included query. In case of dominance, one verifying scan of the source
dataset is necessary to evaluate the statistical significance of materialized pat-
terns (filtering out the patterns that do not satisfy constraints of the dominated
query is also required).

1.3 Related Work

To facilitate interactive and iterative pattern discovery, [8] proposed to materi-
alize patterns discovered with the least restrictive selection criteria, and answer
incoming queries by filtering the materialized pattern collection. This approach
is not a perfect solution of the problem since pattern mining with very low
minimum support thresholds might lead to collections of frequent patterns even
larger than the original database. Moreover, restricting certain constraints (e.g.
time constraints in the context of sequential pattern mining) not only makes
some patterns infrequent but also changes the support of patterns that remain
frequent.

Much more reasonable and flexible solutions supporting interactive and it-
erative mining were presented in [7], in the context of association rules. The
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solutions presented there consisted in caching results of mining queries. In the
approach, materialization of frequent itemsets instead of rules was proposed.
However, in some cases it was required to materialize also some of the infre-
quent itemsets.

Most of the research on sequential patterns focused on introducing new al-
gorithms, more efficient than GSP (e.g. [5][9]). However, the novel methods do
not handle time constraints and taxonomies. Thus, GSP still remains the most
general sequential pattern discovery algorithm and the reference point for new
methods and techniques.

1.4 Organization of the Paper

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents constraints that can be
specified in sequential pattern mining. In Sect. 3, relationships between sequen-
tial pattern queries are discussed. Section 4 contains efficient sequential pattern
query processing algorithms. Experimental results concerning the proposed al-
gorithms are presented in Sect. 5. We conclude with a summary in Sect. 6.

2 Constraint-Based Sequential Pattern Mining

In constraint-based sequential pattern mining, we identify the following classes
of constraints: database constraints, pattern constraints, and time constraints.
Database constraints are used to specify the source dataset. Pattern constraints
specify which patterns are interesting and should be returned by the query.
Finally, time constraints influence the process of checking whether a given data-
sequence contains a given pattern.

The basic formulation of the sequential pattern discovery problem introduces
three time constraints: max-gap, min-gap, and time window, and assumes only
one pattern constraint (expressed by means of the minimum support threshold).
We model pattern constraints as complex Boolean predicates having the form of
a conjunction of basic Boolean predicates on patterns presented below:

– π(SPL, α, pattern) - true if pattern support is less than α, false otherwise;
– π(SPG, α, pattern) - true if pattern support is greater than α, false other-

wise;
– π(SL, α, pattern) - true if pattern size is less than α, false otherwise;
– π(SG, α, pattern) - true if pattern size is greater than α, false otherwise;
– π(LL, α, pattern) - true if pattern length is less than α, false otherwise;
– π(LG, α, pattern) - true if pattern length is greater than α, false otherwise;
– π(C, β, pattern) - true if β is a subsequence of the pattern, false otherwise;
– π(NC, β, pattern) - true if β is not a subsequence of the pattern, false

otherwise.

We believe that the above list of predicates is sufficient to allow users to express
their pattern selection criteria. For simplicity’s sake, in length and size predicates
we consider only sharp inequalities.
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3 Relationships between Sequential Pattern Queries

Inclusion and dominance relationships between two data mining queries are de-
fined for queries operating on the same dataset. Therefore, analyzing differences
between sequential pattern queries, we consider only differences in time and
pattern constraints.

Definition 1. Given two basic Boolean pattern predicates b1 and b2, we say that
b2 is stronger than b1 if one of the following conditions holds:

1. b1 = π(SPG, α1, pattern) and b2 = π(SPG, α2, pattern), where α2 > α1,
2. b1 = π(SPL, α1, pattern) and b2 = π(SPL, α2, pattern), where α2 < α1,
3. b1 = π(SG, α1, pattern) and b2 = π(SG, α2, pattern), where α2 > α1,
4. b1 = π(SL, α1, pattern) and b2 = π(SL, α2, pattern), where α2 < α1,
5. b1 = π(LG, α1, pattern) and b2 = π(LG, α2, pattern), where α2 > α1,
6. b1 = π(LL, α1, pattern) and b2 = π(LL, α2, pattern), where α2 < α1,
7. b1 = π(C, β1, pattern) and b2 = π(C, β2, pattern), where a pattern β1 is a

subsequence of the pattern β2 and the size of β1 is less than the size of β2,
8. b1 = π(NC, β1, pattern) and b2 = π(NC, β2, pattern), where pattern β2 is

a subsequence of the pattern β1 and the size of β2 is less than the size of β1.

Definition 2. We say that a data mining query DMQ2 extends pattern con-
straints of a data mining query DMQ1 if any of the following conditions holds:

1. Pattern constraints of DMQ1 have a form of a conjunction of n basic
Boolean pattern predicates, pattern constraints of DMQ2 have a form of
a conjunction of n + 1 basic Boolean pattern predicates (n ≥ 0), and each
basic Boolean pattern predicates in DMQ1 also appears in DMQ2;

2. DMQ1 and DMQ2 have pattern constraints p1 and p2 respectively, where
p1 and p2 are conjunctions of n basic Boolean pattern predicates (n ≥ 1),
p1 = p ∧ b1, p2 = p ∧ b2 (p is a conjunction of n − 1 basic Boolean pattern
predicates), and b2 is stronger than b1;

3. It is possible to formulate a data mining query DMQ3 such that DMQ2 ex-
tends pattern constraints of DMQ3 and DMQ3 extends pattern constraints
of DMQ1. (The relationship of extending pattern constraints is transitive.)

In other words, a data mining query DMQ2 extends pattern constraints of a
data mining query DMQ1 if pattern constraints of DMQ1 can be transformed
into pattern constraints of DMQ2 by appending new basic Boolean pattern
predicates or replacing basic Boolean pattern predicates with stronger ones.

Given two sequential pattern queries, there are four cases possible regard-
ing pattern constrains: DMQ1 and DMQ2 have the same pattern constraints,
DMQ1 extends pattern constraints of DMQ2, DMQ2 extends pattern con-
straints of DMQ1, or pattern constraints of DMQ1 and DMQ2 are not compa-
rable.

Definition 3. We say that a data mining query DMQ2 extends time con-
straints of a data mining query DMQ1 if any of the following conditions holds:
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1. The value of the max-gap parameter in DMQ2 is less than in DMQ1 and
both queries have the same value of the min-gap parameter, and the same
value of the window-size parameter;

2. The value of the min-gap parameter in DMQ2 is greater than in DMQ1 and
both queries have the same value of the max-gap parameter, and the same
value of the window-size parameter;

3. The value of the window-size parameter in DMQ2 is less than in DMQ1
and both queries have the same value of the max-gap parameter, and the
same value of the min-gap parameter;

4. It is possible to formulate a data mining query DMQ3 such that DMQ2
extends time constraints of DMQ3 and DMQ3 extends time constraints of
DMQ1. (The relationship of extending time constraints is transitive.)

In other words, a data mining query DMQ2 extends time constraints of a data
mining query DMQ1 if it restricts at least one of the time parameters (max-gap,
min-gap, window-size) and does not relax any time parameters.

Given two sequential pattern queries, there are four cases possible regarding
time constrains: DMQ1 and DMQ2 have the same time constraints, DMQ1
extends time constraints of DMQ2, DMQ2 extends time constraints of DMQ1,
or time constraints of DMQ1 and DMQ2 are not comparable.

Example 1. Let us consider the following three sequential pattern queries, oper-
ating on the same dataset:

DMQ1 = {max-gap: 100, min-gap: 0, window-size: 1, π(SPG, 0.2, pattern)}
DMQ2 = {max-gap: 100, min-gap: 0, window-size: 1, π(SPG, 0.1, pattern) ∧
π(SG, 3, pattern)}
DMQ3 = {max-gap: 100, min-gap: 7, window-size: 1, π(SPG, 0.2, pattern) ∧
π(SG, 3, pattern)}

DMQ3 extends pattern constraints of DMQ1 and DMQ2, while pattern con-
straints of DMQ1 and DMQ2 are not comparable. DMQ3 extends time con-
straints of DMQ1 and DMQ2, while time constraints DMQ1 and DMQ2 are
the same.

The two relationships defined above concern the syntax of queries, while the
general inclusion and dominance relationships refer to results of queries. Below
we introduce three theorems regarding dependence of relationships between re-
sults of two queries on syntactic differences between the two queries. We also
introduce several lemmas on which the proofs of theorems are based. For brevity,
we do not include proofs of the lemmas since they come straight from the above
definitions and inherent properties of pattern and time constraints.

Lemma 1. Let b1 and b2 be basic Boolean pattern predicates such that b2 is
stronger than b1. For each pattern p, if p satisfies b2 then p satisfies b1.

Lemma 2. Let DMQ1 and DMQ2 be two sequential pattern queries, operating
on the same dataset and having the same time constraints. Let p1 and p2 denote
pattern constraints of DMQ1 and DMQ2 respectively. If p2 = p1 ∧ b, where b is
a basic Boolean pattern predicate, then DMQ1 includes DMQ2.
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Lemma 3. Let DMQ1 and DMQ2 be two sequential pattern queries, operating
on the same dataset and having the same time constraints. Let p1 and p2 denote
pattern constraints of DMQ1 and DMQ2 respectively. If p1 = p ∧ b1 and p2 =
p ∧ b2, where p is a conjunction of n basic Boolean pattern predicates (n ≥ 0)
and b2 is stronger than b1, then DMQ1 includes DMQ2.

Theorem 1. Let DMQ1 and DMQ2 be two sequential pattern queries, operat-
ing on the same dataset and having the same time constraints. If DMQ2 extends
pattern constraints of DMQ1, then DMQ1 includes DMQ2.

Proof. From the Definition 2, we know that if DMQ2 extends pattern constraints
of DMQ1, then it is possible to formulate a sequence of sequential pattern queries
DMQi1 , DMQi2 , ..., DMQin

operating on the same dataset and having the
same time constraints as DMQ1 and DMQ2, such that DMQi1 = DMQ1 and
DMQin = DMQ2, and for j = 2..n one of the following conditions holds:

1. pattern constraints of DMQij−1 have a form of a conjunction of n basic
Boolean pattern predicates, pattern constraints of DMQij

have a form of
a conjunction of n + 1 basic Boolean pattern predicates (n ≥ 0), and each
basic Boolean pattern predicates in DMQij−1 also appears in DMQij ;

2. DMQij−1 and DMQij
have pattern constraints p1 and p2 respectively, where

p1 and p2 are conjunction of n basic Boolean pattern predicates (n ≥ 1),
p1 = p ∧ b1, p2 = p ∧ b2 (p is a conjunction of n − 1 basic Boolean pattern
predicates), and b2 is stronger than b1.

From the Lemmas 2 and 3 and the transitivity property of the inclusion rela-
tionship, we have DMQ1 includes DMQ2.

Lemma 4. Let DMQ1 and DMQ2 be two sequential pattern queries, operating
on the same dataset and having the same pattern constraints. Let max1, min1,
and win1 denote values of max-gap, min-gap, and window-size parameters of
DMQ1, and max2, min2, and win2 values of max-gap, min-gap, and window-
size parameters of DMQ2. If one of the following conditions holds:

1. max2 < max1 and min2 = min1 and win2 = win1,
2. min2 > min1 and max2 = max1 and win2 = win1,
3. win2 < win1 and max2 = max1 and min2 = min1

then DMQ1 dominates DMQ2.

Theorem 2. Let DMQ1 and DMQ2 be two sequential pattern queries, oper-
ating on the same dataset and having the same pattern constraints. If DMQ2
extends time constraints of DMQ1, then DMQ1 dominates DMQ2.

Proof. Let max1, min1, and win1 denote values of max-gap, min-gap, and
window-size parameters of DMQ1, and max2, min2, and win2 values of max-
gap, min-gap, and window-size parameters of DMQ2. Since DMQ2 extends time
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constraints of DMQ1, we have: win2 ≤ win1, max2 ≤ max1 and min2 ≥ min1.
Let DMQ3 and DMQ4 be sequential pattern queries operating on the same
dataset and having the same pattern constraints as DMQ1 and DMQ2, Let the
values of max-gap, min-gap, and window-size parameters be max2, min1, and
win1 in case of DMQ3, and max2, min2, and win1 in case of DMQ4. Thus,
from the Lemma 4, DMQ1 dominates DMQ3, DMQ3 dominates DMQ4, and
DMQ4 dominates DMQ2 (in fact, in each of the three cases equivalence is pos-
sible but equivalence is a particular case of dominance). Since the dominance
relationship is transitive, DMQ1 dominates DMQ2.

Theorem 3. Let DMQ1 and DMQ2 be two sequential pattern queries, operat-
ing on the same dataset. If DMQ2 extends pattern constraints of DMQ1 and
DMQ2 extends time constraints of DMQ1, then DMQ1 dominates DMQ2.

Proof. Let DMQ3 be a sequential pattern query operating on the same dataset
as DMQ1 and DMQ2, having pattern constraints of DMQ1 and time con-
straints of DMQ2. Thus, DMQ2 extends pattern constraints of DMQ3 and
DMQ3 extends time constraints of DMQ1. From the Theorems 1 and 2 we
have: DMQ1 dominates DMQ3 and DMQ3 includes DMQ2. Since inclusion
is a particular case of dominance and the dominance relationship is transitive,
DMQ1 dominates DMQ2.

4 Algorithms for Efficient Sequential Pattern Query
Processing in the Presence of Materialized Results of
Previous Queries

Given a sequential pattern query DMQ and materialized results of a sequential
pattern query DMQV , in the general case, even if DMQV and DMQ operate on
the same dataset but differ in pattern and time constraints, it is not possible to
answer DMQ without running a sequential pattern mining algorithm. However,
there are four particular cases where DMQ can be answered efficiently using the
materialized results of DMQV since they correspond to equivalence, inclusion,
and dominance relationships between DMQV and DMQ. These cases are listed
below:

1. If DMQV and DMQ have the same pattern and time constraints, then the
results of DMQ are equal to the results of DMQV (the two queries are
equivalent since they are identical);

2. If DMQV and DMQ have the same time constraints and DMQ extends
pattern constraints of DMQV , then DMQ can be answered by filtering out
the patterns returned by DMQV not satisfying pattern constraints of DMQ
(DMQV includes DMQ according to the Theorem 1);

3. If DMQV and DMQ have the same pattern constraints and DMQ extends
time constraints of DMQV , then DMQ can be answered by evaluating the
support of the patterns returned by DMQV using the time constraints of
DMQ, and filtering out patterns not satisfying the minimum support thresh-
old of DMQ. (DMQV dominates DMQ according to the Theorem 2);
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4. If DMQ extends pattern constraints of DMQV and DMQ extends time con-
straints of DMQV , then DMQ can be answered by evaluating the support
of the patterns returned by DMQV using the time constraints of DMQ,
and filtering out patterns not satisfying the pattern constraints of DMQ.
(DMQV dominates DMQ according to the Theorem 3).

Answering the query in the first case (the case of equivalence) is trivial, therefore
we concentrate on details concerning inclusion and dominance relationships.

For the second case we propose an algorithm that performs one sequential
scan of the materialized patterns, processing one pattern at a time (main mem-
ory requirements are minimal). Each pattern is tested if it satisfies these basic
Boolean pattern predicates from the pattern constraints of DMQ that were
not in DMQV . All the basic Boolean pattern predicates of DMQ that were
in DMQV must be satisfied by all the materialized patterns since pattern con-
straints in our model have the form of a conjunction of basic predicates. The
algorithm for the second case is presented below.

Algorithm 1 Answering a sequential pattern query in case of inclusion due to
extending pattern constraints (Result Filtering)
Input: A sequential pattern query issued by a user (DMQ) and results of a
sequential pattern query DMQV including DMQ.
Output: The results of DMQ.
Method:

begin
Answer = results of DMQV ;
for each p ∈ results of DMQV do
begin

for each basic Boolean pattern predicate b such that
b is in pattern constraints of DMQ and
b is not in pattern constraints of DMQV do
begin

if not (p satisfies b) then
Answer = Answer \ {p};
break;

end if;
end;

end;
output Answer;

end.

For the third and fourth cases we propose one uniform algorithm (both cases re-
sult in the dominance relationship). Conceptually, the algorithm has to scan the
source dataset once in order to re-evaluate the support of materialized patterns
and then prune the patterns that do not satisfy pattern constraints of DMQ.
However, for the fourth case, we apply one optimization to reduce the cost of
the support re-evaluation phase that is proportional to the number of patterns
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to be verified. Before scanning the source dataset, we filter out patterns that do
not satisfy pattern constraints of DMQ using Algorithm 1. After the scan of the
dataset, we only test the predicate representing the minimum support thresh-
old (the only one that for a given pattern could by true before the support
re-evaluation, and false after that operation). The effects of this optimization
will be discussed in the next section.

During the support re-evaluation phase, when testing whether a currently
processed data-sequence contains a given pattern, all time constraints of DMQ
have to be taken into account, even if only one of them has been restricted
compared to DMQV . This is motivated by the observation that a given pattern
may occur several times in a given data-sequence. As a result, if we checked
only one of the time constraints, we might find a different occurrence satisfying
the constraint than the occurrence previously found as valid with respect to the
other two time constraints.

The algorithm in the form presented below assumes that the set of materi-
alized patterns supporting pattern constraints of DMQ fits into main memory.
If this is not the case, the set of materialized patterns has to be partitioned into
portions that fit into main memory and the algorithm has to be run on each of
the partitions.

Algorithm 2 Answering a sequential pattern query in case of dominance due
to extending time constraints (Result Verification)
Input: A sequential pattern query issued by a user (DMQ), a collection of
data-sequences D, and results of a sequential pattern query DMQV dominating
DMQ.
Output: The results of DMQ.
Method:

begin
if DMQ extends pattern constraints of DMQV then

Answer = patterns in results of DMQV satisfying
pattern constraints of DMQ; /* Algorithm 1 */

else Answer = results of DMQV ;
end if;
scan D once evaluating the support of patterns
in Answer using time constraints of DMQ;
for each p ∈ Answer do
begin

if p exceeds the minimum support threshold of DMQ
then output p; end if;

end;
end.

Having provided sequential pattern query processing algorithms for the cases
leading to equivalence, inclusion and dominance relationships, we have to ad-
dress situations where for a given query issued by a user (DMQ), there are
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many materialized query results that could be used to answer the query without
running a complete data mining algorithm. In general, the set of applicable mate-
rialized query results consists of results of queries equivalent to DMQ, including
DMQ, and dominating DMQ. It is clear that in the first place the data mining
system should look for a query identical to DMQ (the case of equivalence) since
in that case the results of DMQ are directly available. Then, the system should
look for query results that could be used by Algorithm 1 (returned by a query
DMQV having the same time constraints as DMQ, such that DMQ extends
pattern constraints of DMQV ). If no query satisfying the above criteria could
be found, the system should try to find query results that could be used by Algo-
rithm 2 (returned by a query DMQV , such that DMQ extends time constraints
of DMQV and either DMQV and DMQ have the same pattern constraints or
DMQ extends pattern constraints of DMQV ). Finally, if again no appropriate
query criteria could be found, a complete data mining algorithm has to be run.

We believe that in majority of cases Algorithm 1 will be more efficient than
Algorithm 2 since the former requires one scan of the pattern set and no scan
of the source dataset, while the latter scans the source dataset once and during
this scan for each data-sequence processes all the patterns. However, it has to
be noted that in certain cases application of Algorithm 2 may be more efficient
than application of Algorithm 1 (for example, if the source dataset and the
materialized set of patterns to be used by Algorithm 2 are extremely small,
whereas the materialized pattern set to be used by Algorithm 1 is huge).

The final issue that has to be addressed is the selection of the materialized
query results to be used by Algorithms 1 and 2 if there is more than one query
including or dominating the query to be answered. We observe that it is not
possible to provide selection criteria always leading to the minimal processing
time, because the processing time depends not only on the syntax of the queries
but also on the contents of the source dataset. Therefore, we decide to optimize
the space requirements by choosing the materialized pattern set of the smallest
size. We believe that this solution will also lead to minimal processing time in
many situations, since smaller size of the pattern set leads to the smaller number
or size of patterns that have to be filtered or verified against the database. It
is not guaranteed, however, since the processing time is affected also by the
number of predicates that have to be tested for each pattern, which depends
on the pattern structure (subsequent predicates are tested until one of them is
found to be false).

Example 2. Let us consider the following three queries discovering sequential
patterns from the same dataset:

DMQ1 = {max-gap: 100, min-gap: 0, window-size: 1, π(SPG, 0.2, pattern)}
DMQ2 = {max-gap: 100, min-gap: 7, window-size: 1, π(SPG, 0.1, pattern) ∧
π(SG, 3, pattern)}
DMQ = {max-gap: 100, min-gap: 7, window-size: 1, π(SPG, 0.2, pattern) ∧
π(SG, 3, pattern)}

Let us assume that results of DMQ1 and DMQ2 are stored in cache, and DMQ
is the query to be answered. Since neither DMQ1 nor DMQ2 is identical to
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DMQ, the data mining system would choose to answer DMQ using Algorithm
1 exploiting cached results of DMQ2 (returning those patterns from the results of
DMQ2 that exceed the minimum support threshold of 0.2). If results of DMQ2
were not available, the system would answer DMQ using Algorithm 2 exploiting
the results of DMQ1 (selecting patterns from the results of DMQ1 whose size is
greater than 3, re-evaluating their support in one scan of the source dataset using
max-gap of 100, min-gap of 7, and window-size of 1, and returning those patterns
that exceed the minimum support threshold of 0.2 after support re-evaluation).

5 Experimental Results

In order to evaluate performance gains offered by our sequential pattern query
processing algorithms, we performed several experiments on a synthetic dataset
generated by means of the GEN generator from the Quest project [1]. We treated
transaction identifiers generated by GEN as transaction times. Thus, the time
gap between two adjacent elements of each data-sequence was always equal to
one time unit. The dataset used in the experiments consisted of 1000 data-
sequences. GEN parameter values were chosen so that for the minimum support
thresholds used in queries there were a reasonable number of sequential patterns
varying in size and length to be discovered.

In the first step we materialized the results of the query discovering all se-
quential patterns whose support was above 0.5% using max-gap of 1000, min-
gap of 0, and window-size of 1. The materialized set of patterns consisted of
about 3500 sequential patterns. Next, we tested several queries adding addi-
tional pattern constraints (concerning pattern support, size, length, or contents)
and restricting time constraints. For each query, we compared execution times of
our algorithms exploiting materialized patterns and the GSP algorithm with the
post-processing pattern filtering phase. For the queries included by the materi-
alized query, Algorithm 1 was on average more than 400 times faster than GSP.
For the queries dominated by the materialized query, Algorithm 2 was used, and
its processing time was on average more than 100 times shorter than in case
of GSP. We also tested the effects of our optimization used in case of queries
extending both pattern and time constraints of the materialized query (filtering
out patterns that do not satisfy pattern constraints before re-evaluating the sup-
port of materialized patterns). Experiments show that the optimization reduces
processing time by about 33%.

6 Concluding Remarks

We proved experimentally that our sequential pattern query processing schemes
can reduce processing time by several orders of magnitude when materialized
results of previous queries are available. However, theoretically it is possible to
imagine situations, where a complete mining algorithm could be more efficient
than our techniques. While we believe that in typical situations our methods
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should outperform mining algorithms, in the future we plan to focus on cost-
based optimization of sequential pattern queries (and data mining queries in
general) using certain statistics of the source dataset in order to choose an op-
timal query execution plan.

In the paper, we did not discuss cache management schemes, which could
certainly influence the overall performance of the system. We believe that gen-
eral purpose cache management algorithms could be used, possibly with simple
optimizations such as removing included or dominated queries first, and not ma-
terializing results of queries equivalent to queries whose results are already in
cache.
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Abstract. One of the two main approaches of data broadcasting is pull-
based data delivery. In this paper, we focus on the problem of scheduling
data items to broadcast in such a pull-based environment. Previous work
has shown that the Longest Wait First heuristic has the best performance
results compared to all other broadcast scheduling algorithms, however
the decision overhead avoids its practical implementation. Observing this
fact, we propose an efficient broadcast scheduling algorithm which is
based on an approximate version of the Longest Wait First heuristic. We
also compare the performance of the proposed algorithm against well-
known broadcast scheduling algorithms.

1 Introduction

There exist two main approaches for data dissemination in broadcast systems:
push and pull [1,2,12,19]. In push-based data delivery, the information server
tries to predict data needs using the knowledge provided by user profiles or sub-
scriptions. The server constructs a broadcast schedule in which initiation of data
transmission does not require an explicit request from mobile users. The server
repetitively transmits the content of broadcast schedule to user population. Mo-
bile users monitor the broadcast channel and retrieve the items they require as
they arrive. On the other hand, in a pull-based environment, clients explicitly
request data items by sending message to the server. The requests are compiled
in a service queue, and a scheduling algorithm decides which data item should
be broadcast.

The main contributions of our work can be described as follows. First, pre-
vious work has shown that the Longest Wait First (LWF) heuristic has the
best performance results compared to all other broadcast scheduling algorithms,
however the decision overhead avoids its practical implementation [6,7,19,5]. We
propose to use an approximate version of the LWF heuristic which can consid-
erably remove the decision overhead of LWF. Second, the implementation of the
approximate heuristic is carefully designed and also parameterized to increase the
performance with respect to different criteria. Third, some heuristics proposed to
be used in push-based broadcast environments are modified and evaluated in the
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pull-based broadcast environment we simulate. And, finally detailed simulation
tests are conducted and reported.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we introduce
a mobile computing environment that we assume in our work and summarize
related work. In Sect. 3, we describe our approximate heuristic and its imple-
mentation, Bucketing scheduling algorithm. Performance evaluation results of
the proposed algorithm are provided and compared with the results of some
well-known broadcast scheduling algorithms in Sect. 4. Finally, in Sect. 5 con-
cluding remarks are provided.

2 Background

2.1 Mobile Computing Environment

In a common architectural model used for a mobile computing environment [8,
9,12], geographical area is divided into regions, called cells, each of which is cov-
ered and serviced by a stationary controller. There exist two types of computers;
mobile units (computers) (MUs) and stationary computers (SCs). SCs are con-
nected together via a fixed network. Some of SCs are equipped with wireless
interfaces to communicate with MUs and called mobile support stations (MSSs).
MSSs behave as entry points from MUs to the fixed network. MUs can consume
and also produce information by querying and updating the online database
stored on SCs. MSSs can be proxy servers on behalf of the other SCs or they
can themselves be information servers.

It is assumed in this mobile environment that there is a single broadcast
channel dedicated to data broadcast. Users monitor this channel continuously
to get the data items they require. There is a backchannel which enables MUs
to send data requests to MSSs.

2.2 Related Work

The first work related with broadcasting in a pull-based environment is by Am-
mar and Wong in the context of teletext and videotext systems [6,7,19]. In [19],
Wong proposes three alternative architectures for broadcast information deliv-
ery systems: one-way broadcast (push), two-way interaction (pull), and one-way
broadcast/two-way interaction (hybrid). The heuristics used in two-way interac-
tion are as follows [19]:

– The well-known FCFS algorithm has been modified in such a way that if a
page has been requested and placed in the service queue, a new request for
that page is ignored. In this way, redundant broadcasts of the same page are
avoided [5].

– Another heuristic proposed to be used in broadcast scheduling is Most Re-
quested First (MRF). As the name of the heuristic implies, the page with
the largest number of pending requests is selected to broadcast.
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– The MRF heuristic is configured to break ties in favor of the page with
the lowest request probability if the request probabilities of the pages are
available to the scheduling algorithm. This version of the heuristic is termed
Most Requested First Lowest (MRFL).

– The heuristic which selects the page with the largest total waiting time of
all pending requests is Longest Wait First (LWF).

These heuristics are evaluated in [19] and it is concluded that when the system
load is light, the mean response time is not sensitive to the heuristic used. This is
due to the fact that in light loads, few scheduling decisions need to be made. On
the other hand, when the system load is high and the page request probabilities
follow Zipf’s Law [20], LWF has the best performance, whereas FCFS has the
worst.

Vaidya et al. have worked on data broadcast scheduling algorithms for push-
based environments extensively and proposed several scheduling algorithms [10,
11,13,14,17,18]. In [13], Jiang and Vaidya also investigate how the variance
of response time can be minimized. The authors claim that their work and
algorithms can be applied to pull-based environments as well. Therefore, we
take their algorithms into consideration while devising our heuristic.

The work which is most related to our work is the one performed by Ak-
soy and Franklin [4,5]. The authors have proposed a scheduling algorithm which
improves and unifies FCFS and MRF heuristics. They conclude that the LWF
heuristic has the best performance results according to overall mean waiting
time. However, the authors also point out that the straightforward implementa-
tion of LWF is not practical. Aksoy and Franklin suggest to integrate FCFS and
MRF in a practical way to combine their advantages and eliminate the disad-
vantages. As a result, the authors propose the RxW heuristic which balances the
selection criterion between the number of pending requests and the first request
arrival time of a data item. RxW computes the product of the total number of
pending requests (R) and waiting time of the first request (W) of that data item,
and selects the data item with the maximum RxW value.

3 Bucketing Algorithm

We have aimed to develop a scheduling algorithm that can minimize both the
mean waiting time and its variance, as well as is robust to changes in mobile
environment and has lower overhead. We describe a new heuristic that we name
Approximate Total Waiting Time (ATWT). The proposed ATWT heuristic is
implemented using a bucketing scheme and the resulting algorithm is termed
Bucketing Algorithm.

3.1 Approximate Total Waiting Time

In order to decrease the amount of computation, we first assume that all requests
for a page come at the same time as the first one. Thus, we only keep the arrival
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time of the first request for each page. When we need to compute total waiting
time of a page, we can simply multiply the number of pending requests with
the elapsed time since the first request arrived. This approximation gives us the
upper bound of total waiting time of a page. Provided that requests arrival is
governed by the Poisson process, if a page is broadcast τ time units after the
arrival of the first request to it, mean waiting time for pending requests for this
page is τ

2 [6,17]. This fact gives an approximation to compute total waiting time
for a page as follows:

Wp(t) =
t − Ap

2
∗ Rp(t) (1)

where t is the current time, Ap is the first request arrival time, and Rp(t) is the
total number of pending requests for page p at time t. Wp(t) is the approximate
total waiting time for page p. The LWF heuristic needs to compute the total
waiting time for every page to select the one with the largest value. We can
drop the division by 2 in (1) to simplify the calculation since Wp(t) of each page
will be compared. This finalizes the basic formulation, that we call Approximate
Total Waiting Time (ATWT). ATWT enables us to record less information and
do less computation1.

Finding the Maximal ATWT. The direct implementation of the heuristic
we propose above has a time complexity of O(N), where N is the total number
of requested pages. In order to avoid the calculation of each requested page’s
ATWT, we use a method which selects a few pages and calculates only their
ATWTs to select the page with maximal ATWT value. Our implementation is
based on a bucketing technique. We classify the pages according to the number
of pending requests associated with them. All the pages that lie in bucket i will
have pending request numbers ranging between 2i−1 and 2i-1. The number of
buckets is limited by the number of pending requests for distinct pages. There
will be �log(R + 1)� buckets of pages, where R is the number of pending requests
of the most requested page in the system. In each bucket, the pages are ordered
according to their first request arrival time. The first page of each bucket is the
first requested page within that bucket.

Whenever we need to find the page with the maximal ATWT, we compare
only the ATWT values of the first pages of each bucket. Since the number of
buckets is logarithmic with respect to the most requested page’s request number,
we would examine very few candidates. The page with the largest ATWT value is
selected among the first entries of all buckets. It can be shown that the bucketing
scheme results in selecting a page with an ATWT value which is at least half of
the maximum ATWT value.

1 A formula similar to the approximation we provide for total waiting time has also
been suggested by Aksoy and Franklin [5] but through completely different reasoning
and observations from ATWT.
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3.2 Implementation of Bucketing Algorithm

The data structure used for each requested page in Bucketing algorithm is il-
lustrated in Fig. 1. Each bucket is a linked list of requested pages2. Pages are
ordered in the linked lists according to the first request arrival time. Fields Prev
and Next are pointers to the previous and next pages, respectively in the linked
list.

A

Arrival Time
First Request

requests

Total number
R

Next

of pending

Previous page

according to

A value

according to

A value

Next page

Prev

Fig. 1. Page data structure

Entries for pages are placed in buckets by mapping total number of requests
to bucket number. A page with a total request number i is placed to bucket
�log(i)� + 1.

Bucketing algorithm works as follows: when a request arrives to the server,
if it is the first request for the page, its arrival time is recorded to field A of the
page data structure and the number of pending requests (R) is set to one. The
page is placed at the end of the linked list in the first bucket since its R value
is 1.

Otherwise, if the page was requested and not yet broadcast, R is incremented
by one. Then, if the page does not belong to the existing bucket anymore, it is
moved to the appropriate bucket according to its R value. The page is then
inserted in the linked list of this bucket with respect to its A value.

In the selection of the page to broadcast, only the first page of each bucket
is examined. The page with the largest ATWT is broadcast and removed from
the bucket. The bucketing scheme reduces the decision overhead considerably
without deteriorating the quality of the produced broadcast.

We have also implemented a variant of Bucketing algorithm, called k-depth
Bucketing algorithm, in which we examine the first k entries of each bucket. By
comparing more entries in a bucket, it is expected to have more accurate ATWT.

Minimizing the Variance of Waiting Time. We have investigated the vari-
ance of waiting time produced by ATWT and several other heuristics. In [13],
Jiang and Vaidya reformulate the algorithm presented in [17] considering vari-
ance metric and propose a new algorithm called α-algorithm. The authors also
2 For performance concerns, instead of using a linked list data structure, a heap data

structure can also be implemented to store the items in each bucket. However, for
the sake of simplicity we prefer to implement a linked list data structure in the
simulation.
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claim that the algorithm can be adapted to pull-based systems as well. There-
fore, we modify the computation of ATWT in our heuristic in a way similar to
that suggested in [13] as follows:

(t − Ap)α ∗ Rp(t) (2)

where α can be assigned different values in order to tune variance of waiting
time and mean waiting time.

4 Simulation Results

We have simulated the mobile environment introduced in Sect. 2.1. The simula-
tion program was written in CSIM [16]. Due to lack of space we can not provide
all the experiments and their results. For more details please refer to [15].

4.1 Simulation Model

Our simulation model consists of three main components: a mobile support sta-
tion (MSS), a population of mobile units (MUs) and communication channels.
Published requests are kept in service queue. Online database stores the shared
data items. The decision process is performed by a scheduling algorithm. Client
population represents MUs within the cell. Communication channel is a two-way
medium. In broadcast channel, selected data items are delivered to MUs, whereas
backchannel is used to send data requests of MUs to MSS.

Simulation parameters and their values are summarized in Table 1. dbSize is
the total number of available data items at an MSS. Data items are numbered
from 1 to dbSize, where a data item is, for example, a web page or a file. We use
the terms data item and page interchangeably since the information server can
be a database or web server.

Table 1. Simulation parameters

Symbol Description Default Range Unit

λ Mean Req.Arrival Rate 10 [10-100] req./tick
Θ Request Pattern Skewness 1.0 [0.1-1.0] -
dbSize Database Size 1,000 [1,000-10,000] pages
pSize Page Size 1 - tick

Requests of MUs are represented by a single request stream. Request arrivals
are assumed to be Poisson with a mean value of λ. By increasing λ, we can sim-
ulate a higher system load. MUs may exhibit data locality, querying a particular
subset of the database repeatedly [9,12]. This subset is a hot spot for an MU.
In general, a user may request multiple items simultaneously and would expect
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to receive mutually consistent versions of the requested items. In this paper,
similar to many of the past work, we consider the case where a user demands
only one item per request, and unless the user gets the item, a new request is
not initiated. In our work, the effect of transmission errors is not considered. We
assume that when a data item is broadcast, all the users requesting that item
receive it completely. It is assumed that access probabilities follow the Zipf [20]
distribution over the database items as in many other related work (e.g., [3,5,
19]). Data items are supposed to be ordered in the database according to their
access probabilities in decreasing order, i.e., the most favorite data item is in
the first place in the database. Zipf’s law states that the relative probability
of a request for the i’th most popular data item is proportional to 1

i , where i
is between 1 and dbSize. The Zipf distribution can be formulated to show the
demand probability of each data item as below:

pi =
(1/i)Θ

ΣdbSize
i=1 (1/i)Θ

(3)

where Θ is a parameter termed access skew coefficient [18]. By changing the
value of Θ, different Zipf distributions can be obtained.

The time to broadcast a data item is calculated by a specific time unit called
tick. We assume that page sizes (pSize) are equal and each page can be transmit-
ted in one tick. The use of tick as a time unit enables us to compare easily the
results of systems with different properties such as bandwidth and data item size.
For evaluating a broadcast scheduling algorithm for a particular set of parame-
ters, the broadcast schedule is produced for at least 30,000 cycles. Furthermore,
we run each configuration ten times and use the averages as final estimates.

4.2 Performance Criteria

We have used the following performance criteria in our evaluations:

– Waiting time of a request is defined as the duration from when the request
is made until the desired data item begins to be transmitted on the channel.

– Variance of waiting time is taken into consideration to evaluate the Quality
of Service experienced by any user [13], where the overall mean waiting time
is an indication of the idle time for the whole user population.

– Worst waiting time is defined as the maximum amount of time that any
user request waits before being satisfied. The reason to use this criterion
is to check if the algorithm causes starvation of some requests, which is an
important property for interactive applications [5].

– Decision overhead is the time taken by the computation which should be
done for selecting a data item to broadcast next. The decision overhead of a
good scheduling algorithm should not be high.

4.3 Mean Waiting Time

In this experiment, mean request arrival rate (λ) is varied from 10 requests to
100 requests per tick. As depicted in Fig. 2, mean waiting times for all algorithms
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are increasing while the request arrival rate is getting higher. However, after a
certain rate, it levels off. In the figure, the results of MRF and FCFS are not
presented. Because they have much larger mean waiting time than the other
algorithms. LWF, RxW, and Bucketing algorithms are characterized by almost
the same mean waiting time. The largest difference between any two of these
three algorithms is not more than 0.8%.

Fig. 2. Mean waiting times of the LWF, RxW, and Bucketing algorithms

Although LWF is a good algorithm in terms of mean waiting time, straight-
forward implementation of it is not practical for large databases and high-speed
broadcast channels. RxW and Bucketing algorithm are the only algorithms which
are practical to implement and satisfactory in terms of mean waiting time results.

We have conducted several simulation tests to record the impact of the dif-
ferent database sizes and access skewness values. It is observed that the resulting
waiting times of algorithms are relatively almost the same. As the database size
increases, the mean waiting time increases as well. There is not much difference
between the scalability of the algorithms with respect to database size. There-
fore, concerning the time required to perform the simulation experiments, we
preferred to use a default database size of 1,000 pages for all other experiments
without losing generality. As the skewness of the Zipf distribution is increased,
mean waiting time values of the algorithms, except FCFS, are getting consid-
erably smaller. This result is due to the fact that the highly skewed request
distribution (i.e., θ ≥ 0.7) leads to the existence of many pending requests to
a few data items, and that broadcasting one of the most requested data items
satisfies many pending requests. RxW, LWF and Bucketing algorithms take the
number of pending requests into account and this property causes more efficient
use of the broadcast channel. However, when θ is 0.1, the distribution reduces to
an almost uniform distribution, and each data item has almost the same pending
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requests. In that case, all the scheduling algorithms lead to almost the same mean
waiting time. FCFS does not consider the pending request number in broadcast
scheduling. Hence, the mean waiting time obtained with this algorithm does not
improve much when the access skewness increases.

4.4 Variance of Waiting Time

In Sect. 2, we have modified our algorithm to handle the trade-off between mean
waiting time and variance of waiting time. The ATWT value used as a selection
criterion in Bucketing algorithm has been modified as in (2).

To observe the effect of different α values both on variance of waiting times
and mean waiting time of Bucketing algorithm we conduct several experiments.
In these experiments, α parameter of (2) is varied from 0.5 to 3.0, while using the
other default parameter values given in Table 1. We observe that the trade-off
between mean waiting time and variance of waiting time is evident. For higher
values of α, the variance is improving, on the other hand, the mean waiting
time of the algorithm is getting worse. The mean waiting time of the algorithm
improves while α is increased from 0.5 to a certain value, which is 0.9 in our
experiment. Then, for the values larger than this threshold, the mean waiting
time begins to worsen again. This result is due to the fact that for the α values
higher than 1, the modified ATWT heuristic in (2) attaches more importance to
the waiting time of the first request than the total number of pending requests
of a page. Therefore, the heuristic selects the pages similar to those selected with
FCFS. On the other hand, when α is set to values lower than 1, the heuristic
behaves in favor of the most requested pages like MRF. As a result, as the α
value gets smaller or larger than 1, the experienced mean waiting time becomes
more similar to that of one of the two algorithms.

We also conducted an experiment to compare the variance obtained with all
scheduling algorithms. The results depicted in Fig. 3 show that FCFS has the
lowest degree of variance due to the fact that in the worst case, the algorithm
broadcasts any requested data item after broadcasting the whole set of data
items in the database. That is, for the waiting time of a request, there is an
upper bound which is determined by the database and page sizes. This upper
bound also limits the variance of the waiting time. However, we can not claim
this argument for the other algorithms.

The performance results obtained after modifying the computation of ATWT
in our algorithm as in (2) are presented in Fig. 3. In this experiment, we set
the α value to 2. For the high workloads, the modified ATWT has even better
variance of waiting time than that of FCFS. However, as discussed above, the
mean waiting time of the modified ATWT has become slightly worse (see Fig. 4).
With a greater value for α (e.g., 3), the variance of waiting time can be further
decreased; nonetheless, the the mean waiting time would become worse.
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Fig. 3. Comparing Bucketing algorithm when α=2

Fig. 4. Mean waiting time of Bucketing algorithm when α=2

4.5 Worst Waiting Time

The reason to investigate the worst waiting time is to check if a scheduling
algorithm causes starvation of any request, which is an important property that
should be avoided in interactive applications. Figure 5 displays the results for
the longest waiting time experienced by any MU during the whole simulation
time. For the default values of the simulation parameters presented in Table 1,
FCFS has the lowest worst waiting time among all the algorithms. As discussed
above, when FCFS is employed as the scheduling algorithm, any requested data
item will be broadcast after the data items previously requested and the number
of these data items is limited by the database size. In other words, the largest
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possible worst waiting time of a request is the time taken by broadcasting all
the database items. However, for the other algorithms, it might be possible
that a request waits while some of the data items are broadcast multiple times.
Bucketing algorithm has considerably lower worst waiting time values compared
to RxW. The results obtained with MRF are so much larger than those of the
other algorithms that we do not include them in the figure.

Fig. 5. Worst waiting time

4.6 Scheduling Decision Overhead

As discussed previously, a good scheduling algorithm should not have much
scheduling decision overhead. In implementing the performance model, the de-
cision overhead associated with each algorithm has not been considered. Since
this overhead can not be accurately simulated for different types of algorithms,
the time spent during the decision process has been ignored. For a comparative
evaluation of decision overhead of the scheduling algorithms, we examined the
number of requests scanned for selecting one of them to broadcast. If the number
is large, the decision takes much more time and may become a bottleneck.

We compared the average number of data items scanned by three algorithms:
LWF, RxW and Bucketing. FCFS is not included in this experiment. It just
broadcasts the request that has arrived first, and does not need to compare any
entry. On the other hand, its overall waiting time is so bad that it is not a
competitive algorithm to be used.

As depicted in Fig. 6, LWF has the highest decision overhead while Bucketing
algorithm has the lowest. The overhead of RxW is in between. Compared to
other algorithms, Bucketing algorithm examines significantly fewer number of
requests at each scheduling decision. For a request rate of 10 requests per tick,
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Fig. 6. Decision overhead

LWF compares 130 times more entries and RxW compares 36 times more entries
than that of Bucketing algorithm3.

4.7 Improving the Bucketing Algorithm

We have tried to improve the mean waiting time of our Bucketing algorithm and
implemented the depth approach as presented in Sect. 3.2. There is a trade-off
between the decision overhead and the mean waiting time in this approach. As
we increase the search depth, we need to compare more entries of ATWT values,
and we obtain lower mean waiting time. When we set the depth parameter to
50, the resulting mean waiting time of Bucketing algorithm is less than that of
RxW as can be seen in Fig. 7.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, the problem we attack is the design of a broadcast scheduling al-
gorithm which efficiently meets the demands of a mobile computing environment
and mobile users. We have first proposed a new broadcast scheduling heuristic,
ATWT, which is an approximate version of LWF heuristic [19]. Then, we have
developed an algorithm called Bucketing algorithm to implement ATWT heuris-
tic by using a bucketing scheme. Finally, we have conducted extensive simulation

3 In [5], approximate versions of the RxW algorithm are proposed and they are shown
to lead to less comparisons in deciding which data item to broadcast. However, these
approximate versions have worse mean waiting time compared to RxW. The Buck-
eting algorithm, as discussed in Sect. 4.3, produces almost the same mean waiting
times as RxW, while leading to less scheduling decision overhead.
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Fig. 7. Bucketing algorithm with depth=50 and the other competitive algorithms

experiments to evaluate the performance of our algorithm, and to compare the
performance results against those of previously proposed scheduling algorithms.

Considering the performance results, the first remark to be done is that the
most competitive algorithm to our algorithm is RxW [5]. The other algorithms,
except LWF, do not produce good results with respect to the main performance
criterion, the overall mean waiting time. Although, LWF has better performance
than all the others, it has serious drawbacks which prevent its practical usage. In
terms of the other performance metrics, i.e., variance of waiting time and worst
waiting time, the performance of Bucketing algorithm is better, in general, than
that of all other scheduling algorithms.
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Abstract. D istributed object architectures (DCOM, CORBA, Java RMI)
coupled with Internet and Intranet technology have a great impact on
process–centered environments and distributed workflow management.
Management of the workflow operations of each organisation in the in-
terworkflow must be done in a distributed environment.
An electronic commerce (EC) process is a business process and defining
it as a workflow provides all the advantages that come with this technol-
ogy. This paper describes the design of a model as well as an architecture
to provide support for distributed advanced workflow transactions. The
componentwise architecture of the system makes it possible to incorpo-
rate the functionality and thus the complexity only when it is actually
needed. We discuss the application of transaction concepts to activities
that involve integrated execution of multiple tasks over different pro-
cesses. This kind of application is described as transactional workflows.

1 Introduction

Distributed workflow execution across functional domains is necessary, but distri-
bution transparency is currently impossible because, different types of Workflow-
Management-Systems (WFMSs) implement different WFMS metamodels.

For smooth cooperation among organizations, the most important point is
how the hierarchy of the cooperation process among organizations realizes. We
can call the interoperation of workflows iterworkflow and the total support tech-
nologies, which are necessary for its realization, interworkflow management mech-
anism. Interworkflow is anticipated as a supporting mechanism for Business-to-
Business Electronic Commerce.

One possible way to enable distributed workflow execution is to build a
workflow-management infrastructure integrating different and heterogeneous WFMSs.
Users would have access to total funcionality because they access the workflow-
management underlying infrastructure, not individual WFMSs. The resulting
architecture is general and can accommodate as many WFMSs as required.
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Transaction concepts have begun to be applied to support applications or ac-
tivities that involve multiple tasks of possibly different types - including, but not
limited to transactions, and executed over different types of entities - including
DBMSs. The architect of such applications may specify inter-task dependencies
to define task coordination requirements, and additional requirements for iso-
lation, and failure atomicity of the application. Generally we will refer to such
applications as multi-system transactional workflows.

Workflow applications are long-duration applications since the duration of a
workflow can range from a few hours to a few months.

To summarize, the new aspects of our approach to distributed workflow
database management systems supporting e-commerce include the following re-
searh contributions. The novel approach to the notions of correctness for trans-
action processing. Usually proposed the definition of correctness for multiuser
databases are not necessarily suitable when these databases are parts of a mul-
tilevel secure workflow systems. We believe, that the best approach will depend
upon the characteristics of the multilevel workflow database and the applica-
tions.

Designing the high scalability and secure architecture enabling efficient e-
commerce operations which allows an arbitrary combination of transaction sup-
port systems and workflow management systems to which the locations are ir-
relevant is an objective of our ongoing research.

1.1 Outline of the Paper

We have planned the presentation of the current research as follows. We first
present a brief introduction to work on workflow transaction models and discuss
extended – relaxed approach to handle workflow transactions in section 2. Section
3 covers related aspects of workflow distribution and heterogeneity. A number of
relaxed transaction models in workflow contexts that have been defined recently
permitting a controlled relaxation of the transaction isolation and atomicity to
better match the requirements of various workflow applications are discussed in
section 4. In section 5 we consider two aspects of workflow interoperability: the
interoperability protocol between independent WFMSs and the ability to model
the interoperability in a workflow process definition tool. Section 6 concludes the
paper with a summary and a short discussion of future research.

2 Related Work

Some known examples of extended transaction models include nested and multi-
level transactions. A number of relaxed transaction models have been defined in
the last several years that permit a controlled relaxation of the transaction isola-
tion and atomicity to better match the requirements of various advanced appli-
cations. Some examples of extended – relaxed transaction models are reported
in [1, 2].
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In the WIDE project [3], a workflow is supported at two transaction levels:
global and local. At the global level, the SAGA - based model offers relaxed
atomicity through compensation and relaxed isolation by limiting the isolation
to the SAGA steps. At this level of granularity the workflow activities are defined
and therefore the grouped workflow activities follow the strict ACID properties.
However, the flexibility in assigning transaction properties to workflow activities
is limited to the extended SAGA or nested transaction model.

Support for long-duration applications has been independently extended by
practitioners and researchers focusing on workflow systems and transaction sys-
tems. Extended transaction systems structure a large transaction into sub-transactions
and execute them with additional constraints on the individual sub-transactions.
Some researchers in workflow systems have proposed the notion of transactional
workflow [4]. In transactional workflow environment, additional correctness re-
quirements can be specified on top of traditional workflow specifications.

The Workflow Management Coalition has specified a standard interface to
facilitate the interoperability between different WFMSs [5]. However, they do
not address transactional issues with the exception of writing an audit log.

The transaction model used in the Exotica project [6] is based on the SAGA
model, but relies on statically computed compensation patterns. As a result, its
functionality is limited compared to the work presented in this research paper.

Finally, most commercial products are designed around a centralized database.
This database and the workflow engine attached to it — in most cases there is
a single workflow engine are a single point of failure which quickly become a
bottleneck and are not capable of providing a sufficient degree of fault tolerance.

To summarize, databases and workflow management systems are comple-
mentary tools within the corporate computing resources. Databases address the
problem of storing and access data efficiently. Workflow management systems
address the problem of monitoring and coordinating the flow of control among
heterogeneous activities.

3 Workflow Distribution and Heterogeneity

Management of the workflow operations of each organization in the interwork-
flow must be done in a distributed environment. Because the interworkflow de-
fines the process of linking among different workflows, naturally the operations
management takes place across different workflows. The interworkflow for inter-
national procurement, for example, includes the procurement workflow and also
the ordering/delivery management workflow of each supplier company; and these
workflows are likely to be distributed across the procuring company’s system and
the systems of each of the supplier companies.

Workflow distribution introduces additional level of requirements. Because
distributed workflow execution across heterogeneous WFMSs is currently not
possible in a transparent way, we must to consider the problem of workflow
funcionality isolation.
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To efficiently define a work breakdown structure a functional decomposition
by means of subworkflows is required. This in turn requires version and variant
management, because each reused-workflow-definition alteration might lead to
a new variant or configuration of the reusing workflow definition, if it necessi-
tates to stay related to the old version. Dynamic changes of running workflows
require a workflow’s functional decomposition to change. This might also involve
replacing elementary workflow tasks with other composite workflow definitions.
Workflow distribution is called homogeneous if the associated WFMSs are of
the same type, heterogeneous otherwise. If the involved WFMSs are heteroge-
neous, this might nessecitate data, (object)-type translation on the side of the
requesting or receiving WFMS. A workflow is distributed when at least two of its
objects reside in two different WFMS installations. This is relevant to workflow
definitions as well as workflow instances. An often-cited situation is subworkflow
distribution, where subworkflows are subject to excution on remote WFMSs.
Some variants are possible, such as executing a subworkflow synchronously or
asynchronously to the invoking workfow. One of the typical variant involves
executing some part of a workflow on one WFMS, and continuing on another
(see Figure 1). If the associated WFMSs, do not know about each other, it’s

WFMS 1 WFMS 2
WFMS 3

WFMS 4

Fig. 1. Workflows Division across different WFMSs

indirect distribution. In this case, the WFMSs do not implement distribution
natively, and system designer must attach distribution functionality to the asso-
ciated WFMSs. A recognised way is to establish communication buffers between
the WFMSs, such as a database or persistent file stores. Figure 2 shows an
example workflow definition with one distribution task. The distribution task
invokes an application for buffer communication. Typically, workflow types can
be distributed, too.

3.1 An Architecture for Multilevel Secure Workflow Interoperability

Global information management strategies based on a sound distributed ar-
chitecture are the foundation for effective distribution of complex applications
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that are needed to support ever changing operational conditions across security
boundaries. What we need is a new Multilevel Secure Workflow (MLS) dis-
tributed computing paradigm that can assist users at different locations and at
different security levels to cooperate.

A user can initiate a distributed workflow transaction at any site. If access to
objects stored at remote sites is required, the distributed workflow transaction
initiates a subtransaction at the remote site. To guarantee correct execution of
distributed workflow transactions, each site in the distributed workflow database
is under the operation of a concurrency control protocol and an atomic commit
protocol.

We present the fully distributed architecture for implementing a Workflow
Management System (WFMS). An MLS workflow distributed database consists
of a set N of sites, where each site N ∈ N is an MLS database. The sites in
the workflow system are interconnected via communication links over which they
can communicate. The WFMS architecture operates on top of a Common Object
Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) implementation. A CORBA’s Interface
Definition Language (IDL) is used to provide a means of specifying workflows.
Also we assume that communication links are secure — possibly using encryp-
tion. This distributed workflow transaction processing model describes mainly
those components necessary for the distribution of a transaction on different
domains.

Application for buffer - communication
policy

Distribution task

Fig. 2. The Distribution Task Invokes an Application for Buffer Communication

Domain is a unit of autonomy that owns a collection of flow procedures and
their instances. In practical terms, a domain might define the scope of a depart-
ment or division in an organization. Therefore, flows are grouped by domains,
and each domain also manages a set of flow procedures installed in the domain.
A domain is not defined or limited by networks, processors, or peripherals. The
manager of resources can, however, be designed in any fashion, they are ex-
clusively responsible for the ACID properties on their data records. Solely the
interface to the components of the distributed workflow model must exist.
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If a transaction should be dstributed on several domains — a global trans-
action, in every domain there must exist the following components, (see Figure
3).

Communication with Another
(Subordinator Node

Communication
Resource
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(CRMs)

Semantic
Transaction

Manager
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OSI TP

Resource
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(RMs)
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IDL

IDL IDL
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Fig. 3. Distributed Workflow Architecture

– TM - Transaction–Manager. The transaction manager plays the role of the
coordinator in the respective domain. If a transaction is initiated in this
domain, the TM assigns a globally unique identifier for it. The TM monitors
all actions from applications and resource managers in its domain. In every
domain involved in the distributed workflow transaction environment there
exists exactly one TM.

– CRM - Communication–Resource–Manager. Multiple applications in the same
domain talk with each other via the CRM. This module is used by applica-
tions but also other management components for inter-domain communica-
tion. CRM is the most important module with respect to the transactional
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support for distributed workflow executions. Our model specifies the T*RPC
as a communication model, which supports a remote procedure call (RPC)
in the transactional environment.

– RM - Resource–Manager. An accountable performer of work. A resource can
be a person, a computer process, or machine that plays a role in the workflow
system. This module controls the access to one or more resources like files,
printers or databases. The RM is responsible for the ACID properties on
its data records. A resource has a name and various attributes defining its
characteristics. Typical examples of these attributes are job code, skill set,
organization unit, and availability.

– AMS - Administration–Monitoring–Service. The monitoring manager is used
to control the workflow execution. In our approach, there is no centralized
scheduler. In the figue, each Task Manager - designated as TSM, is equipped
with a conditional fragment of code which determines if and when a given
task is due to start execution. The scheduler communicates with task man-
agers using CORBA’s asynchronous Interface Definition Language(IDL) in-
terfaces. Task managers communicate with tasks using synchronous IDL
interfaces as well. AMS module is also responsible for the coordination of
the different sites in case of an abort that involves multiple sites. Individual
task managers communicate to monitoring manager their internal states, as
well as data object references - for possible recovery.

The distributed architecture suits the inherent distributional character of
workflow adequately in a natural way.

This approach also eliminates the bottleneck of task managers having to
communicate with a remote centralized scheduler during the execution of the
workflow. This architecture also posseses high resiliency to failures — if any one
node crashes, only a part of the workflow is affected.

4 Relaxed Transaction Models in Workflow Contexts

A number of relaxed transaction models have been defined recently that per-
mit a controlled relaxation of the tranaction isolation and atomicity to better
match the requirements of various workflow applications. Usually, we will refer
to such applications as multi-system transactional workflow. This area has been
also influenced by the concept of long running activities.

The intenton is to merge advanced transaction technology and workflow man-
agement systems to support business processes with well-defined failure seman-
tics and recovery features. Our work is based on an interpretation of the workflow
operations from the database point of view.

As has been pointed out in [7], WFMSs lack the ability to ensure the correct-
ness and reliability of the workflow execution in the presence of concurrency and
failures. When the task is a transaction executed by a DBMS providing a full
range of transaction management functions, we can take advantage of its con-
currency control, commitment, recovery and access permit facilities. However,
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when the task is executed by an application system, we must understand the
application system semantics that affects its transactional behavior.

4.1 Transactional Workflows

Support for workflow applications has been addressed by researchers focusing on
workflow systems and transaction systems. Extended transaction systems struc-
ture a large transaction into sub-transactions and execute them with additional
precedence requirements between start – commit – abort of the individual sub-
transactions. Our approach falls in the category of transactional workflows [4]
where additional correctness requirements can be specified on top of traditional
workflows specifications. These requirements specify additional constraints on
workflow execution schedules. Workflow management systems coordinate the
execution of applications distributed over networks. The need for coordinated
execution of workflow steps arises from application as well as data consistency re-
quirements. Flexible transactions work in the context of heterogeneous distributed
multidatabase workflow environments [8]. In such workflow environments, each
database acts independently from the others. Because a local database can uni-
laterally abort a transaction, it is not possible to enforce the commit semantics
of global transactions. Therefore, flexible transaction were designed to address
this problem.

4.2 The Functionality of Flexible Transactions in Workflow Systems

A flexible transaction is specified by providing: the precondition of the global
transaction, a set of subtransactions, the externally visible states of each sub-
transaction and the possible transitions among these externally visible states,
preconditions and postconditions for the possible transitions of each subtrans-
action, and the postcondition of the global transaction.

The traditional transactions are usually characterized by the atomicity, con-
sistensy, isolation and durability requirements, called the ACID properties of
transactions. To better support workflow operational environment, the flexible
transaction model relaxed the isolation and atomicity properties. This approach
is the direct result of our believe, that tying a workflow system to a particular
transaction model, will result in major restrictions that will limit its applicaility
and usefulness as a workflow tool.

4.3 A Formal Model of Flexible Transactions

From a user’s point of view, a transaction is a sequence of actions performed on
data items in a database. Flexible transaction model proposed for the distributed
workflow environment will increase the failure resiliency of global transactions
by allowing alternate subtransactions to be executed when a local database fails
or a subtransaction aborts. The approach supports the concept of varied trans-
actions allowing compensatable and noncompenstable subtransactions to coexist
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within a single global transaction. This transactional environment allows a global
transaction to have a weaker (relaxed) form of atomicity, termed semi-atomicity,
while still maintaining its correct execution in the workflow. In a workflow mul-
tidatabase environment, a local transaction is a set of subtransactios, where each
subtransaction is a transaction accessing the data items at a single local site. The
concurrency control of global transactions require, that each global transaction
has at most one subtransaction at each local site [9]. Following [8, 10], the def-
inition of flexible transactions takes the form of a high-level specification. The
flexible transaction model supports flexible execution control flow by specifying
two kinds of dependencies among the subtransactions of a global transaction:

– Execution ordering dependencies between two subtransactions.
– Alternative dependencies between two subsets of subtransactions.

In what follows, we shall formally describe the flexible execution control in
the flexible transaction model.

Let Ω = {t1, t2, . . . , tn} be a collection of subtransactions and Π(Ω) the
collection of all subsets of Ω. Let ti, tj ∈ Ω and Ti, Tj ∈ Π(Ω). Two types of
control flow relations are defined on the subsets of Ω and on Π(Ω), namely:

– precedence ti ≺ tj if ti precedes tj (i �= j);
– preferece Ti � Tj if ti is preferred to Tj (i �= j). If Ti � Tj , we also declare

that Tj is an alternative to Ti.

Both of the above relations, precedence and preference are irreflexive and
transitive or more formally, for each ti ∈ Ω, ¬(ti ≺ ti); and for each Ti ∈ Π(Ω),
¬(Ti � Tj). If ti ≺ tj and tj ≺ tk, then ti ≺ tk; if Ti � Tj and Tj � Tk, then
Ti � Tk.

From he above definitions, we can see than, the precedence relations deter-
mines the correct parallel and sequential execution ordering dependencies among
the subtransactions, while the preferece relation determines the priority depen-
dencies among alternate sets of subtransactions for selecting in completing the
execution of Ω.

Now a flexible transaction can be defined as follows:

Definition 1. Flexible transaction A flexible transaction Ω is a set of related
subtransactions on which the precedence (≺) and preference (�) relations are
defined.

The semantics of the precedence relation refers to the execution order of
subtransactions. For example, t1 ≺ t2 may imply that t2 cannot start before
t1 finishes or that t2 cannot finish before t1 finishes. By the same token, the
preference relation defines alternative choices and their priority. For example,
{ti} � {tj , tk} may imply that tj and tk must abort when ti commits or that
tj and tk should not be executed if ti commits. In this environment, {ti} is of
higher priority than {tj , tk} to be chosen for execution.

We consider that a workflow database state is consistent if it preserves work-
flow database integrity constraints. As it is the case for traditional transactions,
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the execution of a flexible transaction as a single unit should map one consis-
tent multidatabase workflow state to another. We designate relation (Ti,≺i) as
a partial order of subtransactions. (Ti,≺i) is a representative partial order, if the
execution of subtransactions in Ti represents the execution of the entire flexi-
ble transaction Ω. From the above it is clear that, if (Ti,≺i) is a representative
partial order, then there are no subsets Ti1 and Ti2 of Ti such that Ti1 � Ti2.
Because each global transaction has at most one subtransaction at a local site,
each representative partial order of a flexible transaction must have at most one
subtransaction at a local site. In our workflow execution environment, for flexi-
ble transactions, the above definition of consistency requires that the execution
of subtransactions in each representative partial order must map one consistent
workflow multidatabase state to another.

4.4 Scheduling of Flexible Transactions

Since the flexible transaction model was proposed, much research has been de-
voted to its application. The availability of visible prepare–to–commit states in
local database systems is the basic assumption underlying this work. In such an
operational environment, the preservation of the semi-atomicity of flexible trans-
actions is relatively easy. As we mentioned in the previous subsection, failures
of subtransactions in a flexible transaction are tolerated by taking advantage of
the fact that a given function can frequently be accomplished by more than one
database system. Also, time used in conjunction with subtransaction and global
transaction can be exploited in transaction scheduling.

A schedulable subtransaction may be submitted for execution to the transac-
tion module. The scheduler first has to check for satisfaction of the preconditions
for execution of each subtransaction — it determines whether a subtransaction
is schedulable. This entails the specification of the execution dependency among
the subtransactions of a global transaction. Execution dependency [4], is a re-
lationship among subtransactions of a global transaction which determines the
legal execution order of the subtransactions. To support the specification of the
execution dependency, we define a transaction execution state as follows:

Definition 2. The transaction execution state x for a global transaction T with
m subtransactions, is an m− tuple (x1, x2, . . . , xm) where:

xi =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

E if ti is currently being executed;
N if subtransaction ti has not been

submitted for execution;
S if ti has successfully completed;
F if ti has failed or completed without

achieving its objective;

Under normal operational circumstnces transaction execution state is used to
keep track of the execution of the workflow subtransactions. It is also used to
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determine if a global workflow transaction has achieved its objectives. When a
subtransaction ti complete the corresponding execution state, xi is set to S if the
subtransaction has achieved its objective, and to F , therwise. At a certain point
of execution, the objectives of the global workflow transaction may be achieved.
At that point, the global transaction is considered to be successfully completed
and can be committed.

A number of approaches can be used to assure global serializability which
constitutes a satisfactory correctness criterion for concurrent execution of multi-
database workflow transactions, if there is a lack of additional information about
their semantics. The objective of concurrency control is to assure that the serial-
ization order of multidatabase workflow transactions should be the same, at all
sites they execute. It was shown in [8, 11], that the above condition is sufficient
to assure global serializability. However, in our workflow operational environ-
ment this requirement can be relaxed to require that the relative serialization
order of Workflow Transactions should be the same only at those nodes where
they conflict. This would lead to a weaker notion of serializability; called WT-
serializability, which will be used as our correctness criterion for concurrent execu-
tion of Workflow Transactions. We define conflict among workflow transactions if
they execute at the same (local) site, and they are not commutative. The conflict
relation is transitive, and therefore determines a set of equivalence classes, which
can be named as conflict classes. In our workflow environment they are used to
determine the granularity of locking. In order to define workflow transaction se-
rializability; WT-serializability, let us consider two workflow flexible transactions
WTα and WTβ , and conflict classes, i and j. A global schedule is WT-serializable

if for any subtransactions STα
i and STα

j ∈WTα, and ST β
i and ST β

j ∈ WTβ such
that conflict (STα

i , ST β
i ) and conflict (STα

j , ST β
j ), STα

i ≺ ST β
i ⇒ STα

j ≺ ST β
j ,

at all sites they conflict. In our workflow environment the ≺ relationship is de-
fined in terms of local serializability. WT-serializability establishes a partial order
among all workflow flexible transactions. The submission order at each system,
can be used to determine the execution and, consequently, the serialization order
at each site. Therefore, the concurrency control mechanism of the local system
will assure that the transactions that are submitted to the local system will be
executed correctly with respect to the local concurrency control. As a result,
the lock held by a subtransation can be released as soon as the subtransaction
completes its submission phase. Therefore, we will have several transactions that
are executing concurrently at each local site.

5 Interworkflow Management Mechanism

Composing an MLS workflow from multiple single-level workflows is the only
practical way to construct a high-assurance MLS WFMS today. In this particular
approach, also the multilevel security of our MLS workflow does not depend on a
single-level WFMS, but rather on the underlying MLS distributed architecture.
On our platform, an MLS workflow becomes multiple single-level workflows that
will be run on the MLS architecture. These independent workflows should work
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together to achieve the intended operation. Therefore, workflow interoperability
is an important issue.

We should consider two aspects of workflow interoperability:

– The interoperability protocol between independent WFMSs.
– The ability to model the interoperability in a workflow process definition

tool.
The first issue can be defined and handled by a standards body such as OMG.
However, the second aspect should be handled by each WFMS. OMG [12] intro-
duces two models of interoperability. They are nested sub-process and chained
processes as shown in Figures 4 and 5.

Workflow  A

Workflow  B

Fig. 4. Nested sub-process

Workflow  A

Workflow  B

Fig. 5. Chained processes

In nested sub-process workflow design, a task in workflow A may invoke
workflow B in a role as the actor of a particular task and then wait for it to
complete. Therefore, the task in workflow A is a requester, and the task that is
realized by the sub-process can act as the coordination point for interaction of
the two workflows.

In chained workflow design, a task may invoke another, then carry on with
its own business processing logic. In this case, the task associated with the
sub-process would be another entity that is stimulated by the results of the
sub-process. The workflows will terminate independently of each other. The
nested sub-process and chained processes models provide powerful mechanisms
for workflow interoperability.

However, we would like to extend the above two models to support a richer
interoperability model: cooperative processes. Very offen there is a need to con-
sider two independent autonomous workflows that need to cooperate across two
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different organizations. Let’s assume that organization A is in control of work-
flow A and Organization B is in charge of workflow B. Than, tasks in workflow
A and workflow B can communicate and synchronize with each other as shown
in Figure 6. Generally, two or more cooperating workflows may have indepen-

Workflow  A

Workflow  B

Fig. 6. Cooperative processes

dent starting and ending points. Let’s state a minimal set of information that
is required for communication and synchronization among tasks in cooperating
autonomous workflows. These should include:

– protocol to establish the location and invocation method of tasks
– protocol to coordinate receiving of replies

In order to ensure the proper generation of the runtime code, the above specifi-
cation has to appear in the workflow design. Such environment will guarantee,
that execution will proceed according to the workflow control protocol.

6 Conclusion

The impetus for our current research is the need to provide an adequate frame-
work for interworkflow as it is anticipated that it will be a supporting mechanism
for Business-to-Business Electronic Commerce. We proposed the following aux-
iliery functions as a necessary mechanism for implementing operations manage-
ment of workflows in a disributed environment to support Electronic Commerce:

– A mechanism for controlling execution of workflows designed on other work-
flow management systems.

– A mechanism for moitoring the status of workflows running on other work-
flow management systems.

– The global-business characteristic of Electronic Commerce workflows re-
quires a high-throughput workflow execution engine. Therefore, to ensure
this kind of scalability, load distribution across multiple workflow servers is
necessary.

– The necessity of efficient replication of workflow servers. This will ensure
that the market position of the merchant will not be weakend due to frequent
failures and unavailability of Electronic Commerce servers.
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The notions of correctness for transaction processing that are usually pro-
posed for multiuser databases are not necessarily suitable when these databases
are parts of a multilevel secure workflow systems. We believe, that the best ap-
proach will depend upon the characteristics of the multilevel workflow database
and the applications. It is incumbent upon those who develop multilevel database
systems to ensure that the user’s needs and expectations are met to avoid mis-
understandings about the system’s functionality.

The insight developed in the current research serves as the basis for the next
step, which is to build application specific software architecture that encode
business logic for coordinating widely distributed manual and automated tasks
in achieving enterprise level objectives.

We choose to develop framework for distributed workflow architecture as
the foundation of workflows interoperability supporting e-commerce. There are
some aspects of workflows interoperability supporting e-commerce which needs
to be addressed to make the distributed workflow architecture more useful. In
our future work we will focus on providing support for adaptive workflow so that
workflow can be altered at runtime.
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Abstract. We have previously studied the possible performance gain from using
the log-only approach to realize temporal object database systems. Although the
log-only approach in its basic form is relatively straightforward, it is not trivial to
support features such as steal/no-force buffer management, fuzzy checkpointing,
and fast commit. In this paper, we describe in detail algorithms and strategies for
object and log management that make support for these features possible.

1 Introduction

Many emerging application areas for database systems demand features and performance
difficult to support by todays systems. Common for many of these, is the need for
management of complex objects, support for temporal objects, and support for querying
changes (for example, updates since a particular time T ). Examples of such application
areas are XML/Web databases, geographical information systems and PACS (Picture
Archiving and Communications Systems for use in health care).

An interesting solution to support the desired features, is log-only object database
systems. The log is written contiguously to the disk, in a no-overwrite way, in large blocks.
This is done by writing many objects and index entries, possibly from many transactions,
in one write operation. This gives good write performance, but possibly at the expense of
read performance. This contrasts to most current object database systems (ODBs), where
data is updated in-place. In order to support recovery and increase performance, write-
ahead logging can be used. This logging defers the in-place update, but sooner or later,
the update has to be done. This often results in the writing of lots of small objects, creating
a write bottleneck. This bottleneck can be avoided by using the log-only approach.

The log-only approach has many features that makes it interesting. Two examples are
fast recovery and ability to benefit more from using RAID technology than traditional
systems. A third feature, which is the motivation for our research, is the fact that keeping
previous versions of objects comes almost for free when using a log-only approach. This
is particularly interesting for transaction-time object database systems (TODB), where
object updates do not make previous versions unaccessible. On the contrary, previous
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versions of objects can still be accessed and queried, and a system maintained timestamp
(commit time of the transaction that created a version of an object) is associated with
every object version. In a traditional system with in-place updating, keeping old versions
of objects, which is required in a transaction-time temporal database system, usually
means that the previous version has to be copied to a new place before update. This
doubles the write cost. With the log-only approach, this is not necessary.

Previous log-only object database systems have been page server based. While this
works well in many contexts, it is not ideal. By operating on page granularity you get
many of the disadvantages of traditional pager servers. For example, if clustering is bad,
and only a small part of a page has been updated, it is still necessary to write back the
whole page. With bad clustering, main memory buffer utilization will be bad as well.
A page based log-only ODB also makes transaction management difficult. To avoid
page level locking, you essentially need to have 1) a separate log anyway, or 2) use ad-
hoc techniques to solve the problem. Both solutions are likely to hurt performance and
increase complexity, and have together with performance analysis of log-only TODBs [3]
convinced us that an object based log-only TODB is the way to go.

Although the log-only approach in its basic form, and using page granularity, is
relatively straightforward, more effort is needed in order to achieve performance and high
concurrency. In this paper, we describe the Vagabond approach for efficient storage and
management of temporal objects. With the Vagabond approach, some of the problems in
related designs are avoided, and steal/no-force buffer management, fuzzy checkpointing
and fast commit is supported.

The organization of the rest of the paper is as follows. In Sect. 2 we give an overview
of related work. In Sect. 3 we describe the Vagabond log-only approach. In Sect. 4
we describe in detail the algorithms for the most important operations in the Vagabond
approach. Finally, in Sect. 5, we conclude the paper.

2 Related Work

No-overwrite strategies have been used in shadow-paging recovery strategies earlier,
e.g., in System R [1], but with the limited buffer size at that time, the performance was
not satisfactory. POSTGRES [9] also employed a no-overwrite strategy, but had also
its performance problems for several reasons, the most important being the buffer force
strategy used.

The Vagabond approach is based on the same philosophy as log-structured file sys-
tems (LFS), which was introduced by Rosenblum and Ousterhout [7]. LFS has been
used as the basis for object stores, including the Texas persistent store [8]. Those object
stores are page based, i.e., when an object has been modified, the whole page it resides
on has to be written back. To our knowledge, there has been no publications on log-only
ODBs operating on object granularity as in the Vagabond approach.

A discussion of some topics related to TODBs can be found in [4]. More details
about the Vagabond approach can be found in the author’s doctoral thesis [6].
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3 The Vagabond Approach

In this section we give an overview of our approach to log-only TODBs. We give an
overview of log management, storage objects, and indexing.

3.1 Introduction to Log-Only Log Management

With the log-only approach, already written data is never modified, new versions of the
objects are just appended to the log. Logically, the log is an infinite length resource,
but the physical disk size is, of course, not infinite. This problem is solved by dividing
the disk into large, equal sized, physical segments. When one segment is full, writing
is continued in the next available segment. As data is vacuumed, deleted or migrated to
tertiary storage, old segments can be reused. Dead data, in a TODB most often old index
nodes, will leave behind partially filled segments, the data in these near empty segments
can be collected and moved to a new segment. This process, which is called cleaning,
makes the old segments available for reuse. By combining cleaning with reclustering,
we can get well clustered segments.

A segment can be in one of three states. A segment starts in a clean state, i.e., it
contains no data. The segment currently being written to, is called the current segment.
When the segment is full, we start writing into a new segment. The new segment now
goes from the clean state, to current. The previous segment is now dirty, it contains valid
data (note that dirty in this context has nothing to do with main-memory state versus disk
state, as the term is most frequently used). Information about the status of the segments
is kept in the segment status table (SST), which is kept in main memory during normal
operation.

At regular times, a checkpoint operation is performed. In the checkpoint operation,
we write enough information to the log to make the current position in the log a consistent
starting point for recovery. The checkpoint information is stored in checkpoint blocks,
which are stored in fixed positions in the log.

Each new version of an object is written to a new place, making the use of logical
object identifiers (OIDs) necessary. When using logical OIDs, an OID index (OIDX)
is needed to do the mapping from logical OID to physical location when retrieving
an object. The index entries in the OIDX, the object descriptors (OD), contains the
physical address for an object and the commit timestamp. Note, however, that the ODs
that are written together with the objects to the log contain transaction identifiers (TIDs),
and the mapping from TID to commit time is written to the log as part of the commit
operation. The ODs in the OIDX from committed transactions however, contains commit
timestamps.

In a non-temporal ODB with in-place updating of objects, the OIDX needs only to
be updated when objects are created, not when they are updated. In a log-only ODB,
however, the OIDX needs to be updated on every object update. This might seem bad,
and can indeed make it difficult to realize an efficient non-temporal ODB based on this
technique. However, in the case of a temporal ODB, the OIDX needs to be updated on
every object update also if using in-place updating, because either 1) the previous or 2)
the new version must be written to a new place. Thus, when supporting temporal data
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management, the indexing cost is the same in these two approaches. We have in previous
work developed several techniques that can be used to reduce the OIDX access cost.

3.2 Objects

In our approach, all objects smaller than a certain threshold are written as one contiguous
object. Objects larger than this threshold are segmented into subobjects, and a subobject
index (which also takes care of versioning of a large object) is maintained for each of
these large objects (this is done transparently for the user/application). The value of
the threshold can be set independently for different object classes. This is very useful,
because different object classes can have different object retrieval characteristics.

Every object version in Vagabond has an associated object descriptor (OD), which
contains the OID, physical location, commit timestamp (when the OD is not in the
OIDX, the end timestamp of an object version is also included in the OD to reduce the
cost of certain operations), and other administrative information. The entries in the leaf
nodes of the subobject indexes are subobject descriptors (SODs). The SODs are also
stored together with the subobject in the segments. The contents of an SOD include
OID, physical location and write timestamp. While the timestamp in the OD denotes the
commit timestamp of the actual object version, the write timestamp in the SOD is the
time when the subobject was first written to a segment. This time is in general before the
commit time of the actual transaction. When a subobject is moved because of cleaning,
the write timestamp remains the same. The purpose of this, is to reduce the complexity
of the cleaning.

It is also possible to write delta objects instead of the whole objects, in order to
reduce the amount of data that has to be written to the log (note that unlike traditional
systems, that only use delta objects to reduce the log writing, a delta object in a log-only
database system can be an object version on its own, i.e., the complete version will not
necessarily be written). More details about delta objects can be found in [6].

3.3 OID Indexing

In a traditional ODB, the OIDX is usually realized as a hash file or a B+-tree, with ODs
as entries, and using the OID as the key. In a TODB, we have more than one version
of some of the objects, and we need to be able to access current as well as old versions
efficiently. Our approach to indexing is to have one index structure, containing all ODs,
current as well as previous versions. For this purpose, either a traditional multiversion
access methods like the TSB-tree can be used, or the Vagabond temporal OID index
which is optimized for OID indexing in TODBs [5].

In a temporal ODB, the OIDX has to be updated every time an object is updated.
This is a potential bottleneck. In order to reduce the index update and lookup costs
in temporal ODBs, the persistent cache (PCache) approach can be used. The PCache
contains a subset of the entries in the OIDX. The goal is to have the most frequently used
ODs in the PCache. In contrast to the main-memory cache (the OD cache), the PCache
is persistent, so that we do not have to write its entries back to the OIDX tree during
each checkpoint interval. This is actually the main purpose of the PCache: to provide an
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Fig. 1. Overview of the TIDX, PCache, and index-related main-memory buffers

intermediate storage area for persistent data, in this case, the ODs. The result should be
a reduced update and lookup cost for ODs.

The size of the PCache is in general larger than the size of the main memory, but
smaller than the size of the OIDX tree. The contents of the PCache are maintained
according to an LRU like mechanism. The result should give higher locality on accesses
to the PCache nodes, reducing the total number of installation reads. The average OIDX
lookup cost will therefore also be less than without using a PCache.

To avoid confusion, we will hereafter denote the OID index tree itself as the TIDX,
and use OIDX to denote the combined index system, i.e., the PCache and the TIDX.
Thus, when we say an entry is in the OIDX, it can be in the PCache, in the TIDX, or in
both. This is illustrated in Fig. 1. A more detailed description and performance analysis
of the PCache can be found in [2].

4 Log-Only Database Operations

In this section we present the algorithms for the most important operations in Vagabond.
We will start with an overview and an introductory example of log writing, and continue
with more detailed descriptions of the different operations in the rest of the section.
The description in this section is based on using magnetic disk as secondary storage.
However, except for the device which stores the checkpoint blocks (see Sect. 3.1), other
storage technologies can also be used.

Due to space constraints, the algorithms for vacuuming and cleaning are not described
in this paper. For a detailed description of these, we refer to [6].

4.1 Introduction

When a transaction is started, it is assigned a transaction identifier (TID). Unlike many
other systems, it is not necessary to write any transaction start information to the log. In
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fact, if a transaction is aborted before it writes any objects to the log, there will be no
trace left of the aborted transaction’s existence at all.

An object that is written to the log, is always written together with its OD. Writing to
the log is always done by writing large segments, which in general include objects from
many transactions. The buffer system employs a steal strategy, so that modified objects
can be written to the log before a transaction commits. This reduces commit time, as
well as making it possible to handle large amounts of data in one transaction.

When objects are written to the log before the transaction has committed, we do not
know the commit timestamp. Therefore, ODs written to the log contains the TID instead
of the timestamp. To be able to know if an OD contains a TID or a timestamp, TIDs
always have the most significant bit set. The ODs written together with the objects in the
log are only intended to be used if crash recovery is needed. In order to be able to know
the timestamp of a committed transaction when doing recovery, a (TID,timestamp)
tuple for the committing transaction is written to the log as a part of the commit.

After a transaction commits, the objects that have been created or updated by the
committing transaction become current versions. When another transaction later wants
to read any of these objects, it have to first retrieve the OD of the object. This OD is either
still in the OD cache, or has been installed into the OIDX. During normal operation, ODs
are not discarded from main memory before they have been installed into the OIDX.
ODs from a committed transaction are lazily installed into the OIDX after the commit
has been finished. When the ODs are inserted into the OIDX, the timestamp is used in
the OD, and not the TID.

Most transactions have a short duration, and will be short enough to make it possible
to write all its created ODs, and do the completion of the commit operation, during one
checkpoint interval (between two consecutive checkpoints). In this way, all its ODs are
guaranteed to be installed into the OIDX during the next checkpoint interval. This means
that during recovery, we know that we only have to process log back to the penultimate
checkpoint.

If a transaction lasts longer than one checkpoint interval, we allow ODs generated
by this transaction to be inserted into the PCache, even if the transaction has not yet
committed. These ODs are stored as uncommitted ODs in the PCache nodes, and can not
be used by any other transaction. In this way, when the transaction commits, all its ODs
are guaranteed to be installed into the OIDX during next checkpoint interval. Some of
its ODs in the PCache will at this point still be marked uncommitted, but during crash
recovery we know which committed transactions have dirty entries in the PCache, so that
these can be handled properly. Entries from aborted transactions will be lazily removed
from the PCache nodes as they are retrieved from disk. Objects in the log from aborted
transactions will simply be discarded the next time the segments are cleaned.

Crash recovery is simple in a log-only database system. If crash recovery is needed,
the last part of the log is scanned. All ODs generated from a transaction that commits
during one checkpoint interval, should be installed into the OIDX when the next check-
point interval ends, so that an upper bound exists for the amount of log that has to be
processed in the case of crash recovery. ODs from committed transactions that are not
yet installed into the OIDX are collected, and can later be installed into the OIDX. ODs
from aborted transactions and transactions that were ongoing at crash time, are ignored.
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Example. We will now illustrate log writing with the use of Fig. 2, which shows a
number of transactions. On the top, we have the time-line, running from left to right,
with checkpoints marked. The inserts of ODs into the OIDX is illustrated with arrows
in the figure. Please note that 1) the length of a checkpoint interval depends on the
workload, 2) the commit operation in the physical log is composed of suboperations
(i.e., prepare, commit, and commit completed), and 3) even though the transactions are
illustrated with separate lines, objects and ODs from different transactions can be stored
in the same segments.

Starting with transaction T8, this is an ordinary short transaction. The transaction
commits during the second checkpoint interval, and the ODs generated from this trans-
action are guaranteed to be installed into the OIDX when checkpoint 4 ends. In the case
of a crash after checkpoint 4, no ODs from transaction T8 will exist in the part of the
log that have to be processed during recovery.

Transaction T7 spans more than one checkpoint interval, and is therefore treated as a
long transaction. All the ODs written by transaction T7 during the first checkpoint inter-
val, before checkpoint 2, must be installed into the PCache before the end of checkpoint
3. This will be done in the background during the second checkpoint interval. After the
transaction have committed, its ODs can be inserted into the TIDX as well. To empha-
size: Before transaction T7 commits, its ODs can only be inserted into the PCache, but
after the transaction has committed, its ODs can be inserted into the TIDX as well as the
PCache.
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Fig. 2. Example of log writing

Similar to the case of transaction T7, some of the ODs from transaction T5 written
during the first checkpoint interval might have been inserted into the PCache before it
aborts. If this was the case, they will be removed from the PCache in a lazy way, as time
goes by. ODs (and objects) written to the log will be removed later, during the segment
cleaning process.

Transaction T9 commits during the third checkpoint interval, and its ODs might be
inserted into the OIDX during the same interval, but this is not guaranteed to be finished
until checkpoint 5 finishes, i.e., the second checkpoint after its commit.
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We have now given a short introduction to the log generation, and we will now
continue with a more detailed description of the operations.

4.2 Object Operations

A new OD is created every time an object is created, updated or deleted. In the case of
an object create or update, the OD is written together with the object to the log, in the
case of an object delete, it will be written to the log at a convenient time. In all cases,
they will be written to the log before the transaction can finish the commit operation.
The ODs will be inserted into the OIDX if the transaction commits. An OD will never
be inserted into the TIDX itself before the actual transaction commits, but in the case
of large transactions, some of the ODs can be inserted into the PCache (this will be
described in more detail later in this section). Modified OIDX nodes will in general be
written at a later time, so that the response time for a transaction commit can be short.

The following description of the operations is mainly independent of which concur-
rency control strategy is used. This means that we assume that in addition to performing
the actions described below, concurrency control aspects are maintained. For example,
if two-phase locking is used, we expect that the necessary lock(s) have been acquired
before the actual operation is carried out.

OD Management. Most transactions are short and update only a few objects. The ODs
they have generated are usually not discarded from main memory until they have been
installed into the OIDX. The ODs written together with the objects in the log will only be
used if crash recovery is needed. All ODs resulting from a transaction committed during
one checkpoint interval, should be installed into the OIDX before the next checkpoint
interval ends.

In the case of long1 transactions, the number of ODs can be very high. If we require
all ODs to be resident in the OD cache until they are inserted into the OIDX, the maximal
size of a transaction would in this case be restricted by the size of the OD Cache. Another
problem is transactions that last longer than a certain number of checkpoint intervals.
All of the log created from the time when this transaction started to write to the log has
to be processed during crash recovery. This can take a lot of time and it makes cleaning
more complex, which in many situations is not acceptable.

The problem with long transactions is solved by allowing ODs from uncommitted
transactions to be inserted into the PCache (the reason for doing this, and other alterna-
tives, are discussed in [6]). The extra cost is only marginal because PCache nodes are
frequently read and written, and because most transactions commit, the PCache space
wasted by this approach is low.

We do not allow ODs from uncommitted transactions to migrate further from the
PCache to the TIDX. The reason for this, is that this would complicate commit process-
ing, recovery and it would also be costly. Also, it should not be necessary. In the case of
very long transactions, the size of the PCache can be adaptively resized, so that its size
does not limit the transaction size.

1 When we here study long transactions, we mean both traditional long-living transactions, as
well as “large transactions” (transactions that generate large amounts of data).
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Management of ODs from Uncommitted Transactions. In order to avoid other trans-
actions accessing ODs from the uncommitted transactions, and because ODs from un-
committed transactions contain TIDs instead of timestamps, we need to know which ODs
in the PCache nodes are ODs from committed transactions, and which ODs are from
uncommitted transactions. This is achieved by using two binary trees inside the PCache
nodes. One tree, the committed tree, is used for the ODs of committed transactions, and
another tree, the uncommitted tree, is used for ODs from uncommitted transactions.

When a transaction commits, the ODs it generated, and which have been inserted
into PCache nodes, should be moved from the uncommitted trees to the committed trees.
This is done lazily. Every time a PCache node is retrieved, all ODs from committed
transactions that are still in the uncommitted tree are moved to the committed tree.
When an ODs is moved, the TID in the OD is replaced with the commit timestamp of
the transaction that generated the OD.

We have to keep the TID of a committed transaction until all ODs stored in the
PCache before it committed, have been moved to committed trees. For each committed
transaction, we maintain a counter of how many ODs it still has in uncommitted trees
in the PCache, and every time we move an OD from an uncommitted tree to a com-
mitted tree, we decrement this counter. When the counter reaches zero, we can discard
information on this transaction.

The(TID,timestamp,counter) tuples are stored in a TID/timestamp/counter
table (TTCT). The TTCT is written to the log during each checkpoint interval, in order
to make it possible to reconstruct the table during recovery. Most transactions will be
small, and ODs from these transactions will not be written to the PCache. Therefore, the
size of this table will be relatively small.

Creating and Updating Objects. When we create an object, it is allocated a unique
OID, and an OD is created. A new OD is also created every time we update an object.
The OD of the new version will eventually make its way into the OIDX if the transaction
commits, as described previously. There is little difference between temporal and non-
temporal objects in the case of create and update operations, the difference is mostly
whether the old OD is kept in the OIDX.

To ensure durability, an object has to be written to disk before its transaction commits.
This is similar to a traditional system, where we need to have the necessary information
written to the log before the transaction commits. The difference, however, is that in
Vagabond, the log is the final place for the objects.

The buffer system employs a steal strategy, which means that a modified object can be
written to disk before the transaction commits. The object and its OD is written together
with other objects and their ODs, possibly from other transactions, into a segment. We do
not know the timestamp of a transaction before it commits, so in the log we always use
the TID instead of the timestamp in the OD. This is also the case for ODs of uncommitted
transactions when they are inserted into the PCache.

When large objects are updated, only the modified subobjects and the affected
subobject-index nodes are written to the log. The use of the Vagabond large-object index
ensures that only the affected parts of the subobject index need to be written. Large
objects are possibly spread over several segments, and therefore the writing of large
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objects has to be done carefully. This is done by first writing the updated subobjects, and
then the modified parts of the subobject index. Note that the timestamps in SODs (see
Sect. 3.2) are the time of segment write, not the commit time. The reason for this, is that
in this way we do not have to update the subobject after the transaction has committed.
The timestamps in the SODs are only used during cleaning, and for that purpose, the
exact commit timestamp is not needed.

Deleting Objects. Temporal objects are not physically deleted. In this respect, they are
mostly treated as non-deleted objects. For example, during cleaning, a deleted object will
be moved to the new segment, similar to any non-deleted object. A non-temporal object,
on the other hand, can not be accessed after it has been deleted. It will be physically
removed from the segment it resides in the next time the segment is cleaned. Whether
an object is temporal or non-temporal, is stored in the object’s OD.

Deleting Temporal Objects. Deleting an object which is defined as temporal, is done by
writing a tombstone OD, which is an OD where the physical location is NULL, and the
timestamp is the delete time.

Note that whether the object is a large object or not, does not matter for the delete
operation when the object is temporal.

Deleting Non-Temporal Objects. If we do not want to keep the deleted version, i.e., it
is not a temporal object, its OD is written to the log with both physical location and
timestamp set to NULL. Unlike the tombstone OD, this OD is written to the log as
logging information to be used in the case of recovery. When the OIDX is updated
later, the OD for this object will be removed. When the object is deleted, the live-byte
counter (in the SST, see 3.1) for the segment where the object resides, is decremented
accordingly.

If the object is a large object, the subobject index has to be traversed in order to
decrease the live-byte count for the segments where the subobject-index nodes and the
subobjects are stored. The subobject-index nodes and the subobjects will be deleted next
time the respective segments are cleaned.

Deleting New Objects. If an object is deleted by the same transaction that created it, the
effect on the database should be the same as if the object had never been created. This
is assured by using the following algorithm:

1. If the object has not yet been written to the log, the only action needed is to remove
the OD from the OD cache and delete the object from the main-memory buffer.

2. If the object has been written to the log, but its OD is still in the OD cache and is
dirty with respect to the OIDX, the only action needed is to write a tombstone OD
to the log. If a crash occurs, the recovery algorithm will know that an object deleted
by the same transaction that created it, should be discarded.

3. If the object has been written to the log, and the OD in the OD cache is clean or the
OD is not resident in the OD cache, that means that the OD has been inserted into a
PCache node. In this case, the OD has to be removed from the PCache node. In order
to avoid a synchronous operation, a tombstone OD is created and inserted into the
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OD cache. The OD in the PCache node is removed the next time the PCache node
is brought into main memory. The tombstone OD that is inserted into the OD cache
has to be written to the log before or during commit, if the PCache node has not
been updated before that time.

Reading Objects Stored as Complete Versions. We now describe how to retrieve
current as well as historical object versions. The physical location of an object version is
stored in its OD, and in order to read an object that is not resident in memory, we have to
first retrieve its OD. If the object is a large object, the location in the OD is the location
of the root of the subobject index of the actual object version, and this subobject has to
be traversed in order to retrieve the requested subobject(s).

Current Versions. When we want to read the current version of an object, we first check
if the OD is resident in the OD buffer. If not, we have to do a lookup in the OIDX.
An OIDX lookup is done by first searching the PCache, and if the OD is not found in
the PCache, the TIDX is searched. When doing a lookup in a PCache node, it is only
necessary to search the uncommitted tree in the PCache node if it is possible that the
object has been previously modified by the same transaction that is now requesting the
object. If a locking protocol is used, this can only be the case if the transaction already
owns a write lock on this object (or in the case of hierarchical locking, a lock for a larger
granularity, for example a container).

Historical Versions. If we know the timestamp of the historical version we want to
retrieve, the lookup for the OD and retrieval of the object can be done in the same way
as when reading the current version of an object. However, quite often the query is for
an object version valid at a certain time tj . In this case, we have to retrieve the OD
with the largest timestamp less than or equal to tj . It is this operation that makes an
end timestamp in the OD beneficial when the OD is outside the TIDX (see Sect. 3.2).
If we did not have the end timestamp in the OD, it would not be sufficient to access the
OD cache or the PCache to find the OD. Even if we found an OD in the OD cache or
PCache with a timestamp ti that is close to tj , there could have been updates between
ti and tj . This would be impossible to know from the ODs alone, and we would have to
do a lookup in the TIDX for every such retrieval.

4.3 Transaction Management

In order to be able to do recovery after a failure, it is necessary to ensure that enough
information has been written to the log before a transaction commits. We have previously
described how objects can be written to disk before a transaction commits, in order to
avoid writing all the objects modified by the transaction in one burst during commit,
and how we write the ODs to the log in order to avoid synchronous updates of OIDX
nodes at commit time. We will now describe in more detail transaction management in
Vagabond.
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Commit. The transaction commit operation can in principle be implemented by writing
objects from the transaction that is still dirty in the object buffer to the log, followed
by a transaction finished mark which includes a (TID,timestamp) tuple. After the
objects and the transaction finished mark has been written to the log, the transaction
commit is considered finished. Objects, ODs, and the transaction finished mark can be
stored in the same segment, and more than one transaction can be committed in one
segment write (similar to traditional group commit). In this way, the response time can
be as low as the time it takes to write one segment, and this technique should in most cases
give good throughput in a single server system. However, it is difficult to implement an
efficient 2-phase commit operation by using this simple technique. 2-phase commit is
crucial in a multi-server system, and in the Vagabond approach we use a more elaborate
commit protocol, where more information is written to the log in the various phases of
the commit process [6].

Abort. In a log-only database, we do not need to undo operations when we abort a
transaction. If the transaction that wrote an object does not commit, an object written to
the log before the abort operations will simply be a dead object, which will be removed
the next time the segment is cleaned.

No ODs reflecting updates from a transaction will be installed into the TIDX until
after the commit has been done. ODs with OIDs that have been allocated by a transaction
that has aborted will never be inserted into the TIDX, and the OIDs are not reused later
by any other transaction. ODs from aborted transactions that have been inserted into the
PCache will be removed lazily at the same time as ODs from committed transactions
are moved to the committed tree (see Sect. 1).

When a transaction aborts, the live-byte counts for the segments where the objects
were written are decremented accordingly. This can only be done immediately for the
objects where ODs are still in main memory. For those objects where the ODs have
been removed from the OD cache and inserted into the PCache, the live-byte counts are
decremented when the ODs are removed from the PCache nodes.

4.4 Recovery

When the system is restarted, it is determined from the checkpoint block whether the
shutdown of the system was done controlled, or caused by a crash. If caused by a crash,
recovery is needed. We now describe how to reduce the recovery time by checkpointing,
and take a closer look at recovery and how to handle media failures.

Checkpointing. The main purpose of checkpointing is to reduce the recovery time. This
is achieved by bounding the amount of log that has to be processed at recovery time. In
a traditional database system, the main part of the checkpoint process is to write dirty
pages back to disk, usually by the use of a fuzzy checkpointing technique. In a log-only
system, this is not the important issue. The log is the final repository, and objects will
have to be written to the log before commit in any case. In Vagabond, the main issue
of checkpointing is to install the ODs into the OIDX. This is done to avoid having to
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read excessive amounts of log at recovery time (in order to find ODs that have not been
installed into the OIDX before the system crashed).

During a checkpoint interval, between the checkpoints, ODs from committed trans-
actions are installed into the OIDX. To keep the installation rate high enough and reduce
the amount of memory needed to store ODs not yet installed into the OIDX, all ODs
from a transaction committed during one checkpoint interval, should be installed into
the OIDX no later than the end of the next checkpoint interval.

The segment status table (SST), PCache Status Table (PCST), and the
TID/timestamp/counter tables (TTCT), are resident in main memory, and in order to
be able to recreate these after a crash, the contents of these tables are written regularly
to the log. This is done by writing a certain range of entries from these tables each time
we write a segment. During each checkpoint interval, all SST, PCST and TTCT entries
should have been written at least once.

Checkpointing can be costly, so it is important that the amount of data to be written
at checkpoint time is as low as possible, and that data structures locked as a part of the
checkpointing process are locked only for a short time. In Vagabond, most operations
can run as normal during checkpointing. The only restriction is that the timeout values
for 2-phase commit should be smaller than one checkpoint interval. The checkpoint
algorithm is as follows:

1. Wait until the number of written objects since last checkpoint, or the number of
segments written since last checkpoint, reaches a certain threshold.

2. If there are ODs created before the last checkpoint that are not yet installed into the
OIDX, stop all other log processing until this has been done. Note that this delay is
undesirable, and can normally be avoided by giving high enough priority to OIDX
updating. To reduce a possibly long checkpointing time when this situation occurs,
it is possible to solve the problem temporarily (or rather postpone the problem)
by simply writing to the log the dirty ODs that have not been written since last
checkpoint.

3. If there are entries in the SST, PCST, or TTCT, that have not been written during
this checkpoint interval, write them to the log now.

4. Update the least recently written checkpoint block. Now the checkpointing is fin-
ished, and normal operation continues.

Crash Recovery. The purpose of crash recovery is to reconstruct a consistent state. In
a traditional system, this is a very complex operation, and typically involves an analysis
phase, a redo phase, and an undo phase. In a no-overwrite system like Vagabond, undo or
redo of objects is not necessary. However, ODs and transaction management information
is written to the log, and this information has to be read in order to rebuild the resident
structures.

The first step in a recovery is to identify the last segment that was successfully
written before the crash. This is done by reading the log from the last checkpoint until
1) we come to a segment that was only partially written (the system crashed when it was
writing this segment), or 2) the next segment of a segment does not exist (the address of
the next segment is determined before a segment is written so that it can be stored in the
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currently written segment, in this way, if the next segment does not exist we know that
the system crashed in the interval between writing two segments).

When we read the log in order to find the end of it, we also collect all ODs, and keep
each OD where we later find a commit operation for the transaction that generated that
OD. For ODs that we do not find a commit, these ODs can be safely discarded because
the system crashed before the transaction was committed.

After we have identified the end of the log, and processed the part of the log written
after the last checkpoint, we read the log from the last checkpoint and backwards until the
penultimate checkpoint. In this way, we process all segments that might have ODs from
committed operation that have not yet been installed into the OIDX. This backward
reading can be done efficiently, because all segments have a pointer to the previous
segment. In addition, all segments also contains the number of ODs in the previous
segment in the log. This makes it possible to only read the part of the segment that
contains the ODs, the rest of the segment can be skipped.

While reading the segments, we rebuild the relevant structures in memory. If we need
to write index nodes during recovery because of insufficient buffer capacity, this is done
to clean segments. When the log has been processed, we do a checkpoint, and when
the checkpoint process is finished, the checkpoint blocks are updated. Idempotence is
guaranteed because we do not modify any written data before updating the checkpoint
block. If a system crashes during recovery, it will simply start recovery in the same way
next time.

Media failure in a log-only system can be handled by the use of mirroring (RAID 1)
or RAID with parity blocks (for example RAID 4 or RAID 5). The use of mirroring
will also improve read performance, because the read bandwidth is doubled. The write
performance will stay the same.

5 Conclusions and Further Work

The log-only approach for TODBs has been shown to be promising with respect to
performance [3]. However, although the log-only approach in its basic form is relatively
straightforward, achieving performance and high concurrency is not straightforward. In
this paper, we have described in detail how this can be achieved, resulting in a design that
avoids some of the problems in previous, related designs. The results include support
for steal/no-force buffer management, fuzzy checkpointing and fast commit.

The results from this paper together with our other work in this context, has shown
that the log-only approach is feasible. Some ideas that we would like to explore further
are the realization of a valid time or bitemporal TODBs using the log-only approach. We
also plan to adapt the ideas to temporal object-relational database system, which could
make the results even more interesting.
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Abstract. This paper concerns the issue of conceptual schema integra-
tion and manipulation, i.e., the process of manipulating highly abstract,
semantically rich database schemas for the extraction of meaningful and
unambiguous results. We propose the use of six fundamental manipu-
lation operations, namely rename, select, project, union, set difference,
and intersection. We give their definition and semantics using the Entity-
Relationship modeling notation. We argue that in order to preserve the
semantics of the ER-schemas before and after the operations are per-
formed, these schemas need to be translated to mathematical formu-
lations; then the manipulation operations can be applied. We use the
ALCQI description logic notation which features a rich combination
of constructors, powerful enough to express elements of ER-schemas.
We show that the resulting knowledge bases, which encapsulate all the
knowledge about the ER-schemas, need further structuring to accom-
modate the semantics of the ER elements. Examples demonstrate the
applicability and efficiency of the proposed approach.

1 Introduction

The need for integration and further manipulation in the area of databases and
data warehouses has been well-documented in literature [9], [11], [12]. The pro-
cess of integration relates mostly to source integration (i.e., when the sources are
merged), schema integration (i.e., when conceptual and/or logical schemas are
integrated), data integration (i.e., the process of comparing source data sets and
creating a reconciled view), and information integration (i.e., when metadata
or views are merged), while the process of manipulation includes issues such
as pre-integration, schema comparison, schema union, schema intersection, and
schema restructuring [10].

In this paper we deal with conceptual schema manipulation, i.e., the process
of manipulating highly abstract, semantically rich schemas with set operations
and operations comparable to the ones from relational algebra, for the extraction
of meaningful results. These schemas may represent either different applications
of the same domain, e.g., a patient and a drug trial schema for the corresponding
databases of a pharmaceutical company, or just different excerpts of the same
database.

A. Caplinskas and J. Eder (Eds.): ADBIS 2001, LNCS 2151, pp. 225–238, 2001.
c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2001
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The motivation behind this research effort is based on the argument that
in order to build applications out of existing ones we need to raise the level of
abstraction of operations on schemas, models and mappings [1]. Our goal is a
methodology that supports conceptual schema manipulation in an unambiguous
manner.

More specifically, in this work, having the Entity-Relationship (ER) as the
pilot conceptual model, we introduce the semantics and usage of six schema
manipulation operations, namely rename, select, project, union, set difference,
and intersection, for the manipulation of ER-schemas. The semantic definition
of these operations is not enough to ensure their unmistakable application on
conceptual schemas. A mathematically sound formulation, which captures the
semantics of both the ER-schemas to be manipulated and the applied opera-
tions in a formal way, is needed. For this, we use Description Logic (DL) for
the unambiguous representation of ER-schemas, as it is particularly well-suited
for specifying data classes and relationships among classes and equipped with
both formal semantics and inference engines [5]. The DL we use, called ALCQI,
for the representation of the ER-schemas, features a rich combination of con-
structors powerful enough to express elements of ER-schemas. The expressions
of ALCQI form Knowledge Bases (KB) about classes and relations, which en-
sure the preservation of the semantics for both ER-schemas and the applied
operations.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes representa-
tive related work on the issues of schema integration and manipulation as well
as the use of DL in this area. Section 3 gives the semantics of the schema manip-
ulation operations and shows their use on ER-schemas. Section 4 describes the
way DL is used to preserve the semantics of the ER-schemas to be manipulated.
The presented approach has been tested by manipulating the Data Management
(DM) and the International Product Safety (IPS) database schemas of the
Danish pharmaceutical company Novo Nordisk A/S; examples from this area
demonstrate the applicability of our proposal. Section 5 concludes and draws
future research directions.

2 Related Work

The approaches that have been developed in the area of integration differ with
respect to the merging of elements of the used models. Moreover, the use of
DL, to ensure preservation of semantics during manipulation, has been broadly
adopted in the area of integration.

According to [2] three types of description logic assertions can be used to de-
termine relations between elements. Elements can only be merged if they fulfill
the requirements set by the user, e.g., elements must be 85% equal to be merged.
This process of creating a global view over a database might create conflicts e.g.,
homonym conflicts where entities have the same name but are interpreted differ-
ently. In [4] a solution on how data integration conflicts can be resolved through
suitable matching, reconciliation, and conversion operations is explained. The so-
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lution is based on a conceptual representation of the application domain which
helps in the integration and reconciliation process.

The research areas of integration and manipulation are explored in different
directions. According to [3] two main approaches for integration exist: the pro-
cedural and the declarative. In the procedural approach data is integrated in an
ad-hoc manner with respect to some predefined requirements. Several projects
follow this approach, such as the TSIMMIS, Squirrel, and WHIPS, which all are
explained briefly in [10]. The declarative approach on the other hand works to-
wards modeling data in a suitable language to construct a unified representation.
There are also tools that supports this approach, such as the Carnot, SIMS, and
Information Manifold which are also explained briefly in [10]. Another way to
facilitate the process of integration is presented in [8] which describes a graph-
ical tool called i•com. This tool facilitates the process of conceptual modeling,
integration of databases, and uses a description logic inference engine to check
possible consistencies of the created schemas.

Our work presents a methodology to manipulate ER-schemas in an unam-
biguous way with the help of DL. We do not aim towards the implementation
of a graphical tool, like i•com; we rather envision a mechanism which can be
included on top of an already implemented system.

3 The Schema Manipulation Operations

In order to efficiently manipulate ER-schemas, we introduce the use and se-
mantics of six fundamental operations. These operations, namely rename, se-
lect, project, union, set difference, and intersection, were chosen having as basis
the fundamental operations from the relational algebra. They are constructed
based on a set of guidelines that specifies choices made about integration of
ER-schemas, for example, rules for merging schema elements, i.e., entities, rela-
tionships, attributes. (We chose to use the terms entity, and relationship, instead
of entities, and relationships, respectively).

The merging of schema elements during the manipulation process is based on
the concepts of entity-equivalence, attribute-equality, and relationship-equality.
More specifically, we allow the merging of two entities from two ER-schemas if
they have the same name or if the user specifies them to be the same (entity-
equivalence); we allow the merging of two attributes if they belong to the same
entity and have the same names (attribute-equality). Two relationships are equal
(relationship-equality) if they relate the same entities with the same cardinalities.

Additionally, we make the assumptions that the ER-schemas to be integrated
and manipulated are logically connected, i.e., belong to the same domain and
concern the same topics, e.g., sales, production, or patients. There exist cases
which are difficult to address, such as synonym cases, e.g., entities may have syn-
onym names and only some of their attributes are the same. We handle them by
allowing the user to specify equivalent entities and ISA-relationships between en-
tities in different ER-schemas. The notation used to specify equivalence between
entities is Entity1(S1) =SPE Entity2(S2), which denotes that Entity1 from the
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ER-schema S1 is specified to be the same as Entity2 from the ER-schema S2.
The notation used to specify a ISA-relationships between entities in different
ER-schemas is Entity1(S1) �S Entity2(S2), which denotes that Entity1 from
the ER-schema S1 is a specialization of Entity2 from the ER-schema S2.

3.1 An Application Example

We tested the applicability of our approach in excerpts of two ER-schemas used
in the pharmaceutical company Novo Nordisk A/S. The two schemas correspond
to the Data Management (DM) database which keeps track (among others)
of products, trials, patients, and events, and the International Product Safety
(IPS) database which records serious events. The products are tested in trials
involving test persons, which are referred to either as patients or as subjects.
During a trial a patient can suffer adverse events. An event can be e.g., a slight
bruise, an allergic reaction, or death. A subset of these events is serious adverse
events. A serious adverse event can be e.g., anaphylactic shock or death. The
IPS ER-schema regards data about the adverse serious events while the DM
ER-schema regards data about all events. Figures 1 and 2 illustrate excerpts of
the two schemas.

logshas
0:n1:1 1:1 0:n

0:n

1:1

Product

prod_name create_time
id

Master

gender
name

id Patient

seriousness
date
event_id

Relationship :

Attribute list :

Cardinality :

Legend

Entity :

0:n

SA-Event

is-in

Fig. 1. The IPS ER-schema

It is obvious that the two database schemas have many common values in
basic elements (e.g., patients, drugs, etc.) and the need for their integration is
apparent. As described previously, the user can specify equivalent entities and
ISA-relationships in the two ER-schemas. The following shows the specifications
of equivalent entities and ISA-relationships for the two ER-schemas:

– Master(IPS) =SPE Trial(DM), Patient(IPS) =SPE Subject(DM)
– SA-Event(IPS) �S Event(DM)

3.2 The Semantics of the Six Schema Manipulation Operations

The schema manipulation operations operate on a universe of discourse, which
we define to be the set Ω that consists of all ER-schemas. We further define the
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Fig. 2. The DM ER-schema

set P, that consists of all predicates P . With these definitions, it is possible to
define the domain and range of the schema manipulation operations. The domain
and range for the six operations is summarized in Table 1a. A description of the
semantics of the six operations follows.

The Rename Operation. The rename operation receives an ER-schema and
a predicate as input and returns a new ER-schema; the predicate is a comma
separated list containing tuples, where each tuple contains the current name
(fromName) of the entity and its new unique name (toName). The new ER-
schema contains all the entities which were in the original ER-schema. The
entities which were specified to be renamed, are renamed according to the used
predicates. The semantics of the rename operation are summarized in Table 1b.
An example of the rename operation is that of renaming the entity Subject

Table 1. (a) Domain and range for the operations. (b) The rename operation

Operation Domain & Range RenameP (S1) → S2

1. Copy S1 to S2

2. For each tuple in predicate P do:
a) Replace all occurrences of

fromName in S2 with toName.

rename Ω × P → Ω
select Ω × P → Ω

project Ω × P → Ω
union Ω × Ω → Ω

set difference Ω × Ω → Ω
intersection Ω × Ω → Ω

(a) (b)

in the DM ER-schema, which according to the specification in Sect. 3.1 can
be renamed to Patient. The syntax for the example, where entities in the DM
ER-schema are renamed, is: rename((Subject,Patient))(DM).
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The Select Operation. The select operation receives an ER-schema and a
predicate as input and returns a new ER-schema; the predicate consists of a list
of names, specifying the entities to be selected. The resulting ER-schema consists
of the entities specified in the predicate and any entities related to the entities
specified in the predicate. The semantics of the operation are summarized in
Table 2a. An example of its use is illustrated in Fig. 3a.

The Project Operation. The project operation receives an ER-schema as
input and returns a new ER-schema that consists of the entities specified in
the predicate and the relationships relating these entities. The semantics of the
project operation are summarized in Table 2b. An example of the use of the
project operation applied to the ER-schema of Fig. 1 is illustrated in Fig. 3b.

Table 2. (a) The select operation. (b) The project operation

SelectP (S1) → S2

1. For each tuple in predicate P do:
a) Copy the entity along with all

entities related to the entity
from S1 to S2 (ignore entities
already in S2).

ProjectP (S1) → S2

1. Copy all entities specified in the
predicate P from S1 to S2.

2. Copy all relationships in S1 which
in S2 are related to two or more en-
tities.

(a) (b)
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Fig. 3. (a) selectTrial(DM). (b) projectMaster,SA−Event(IPS)

The Union Operation. The union operation receives two ER-schemas as in-
put and returns a new ER-schema containing the two original schemas merged
together. Equivalent entities are merged into one entity with a union of the
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attributes of the original entities. It is common, when unifying schemas, to
have two entities, one in each schema, which are semantically related by the
ISA-relationship. Users can specify ISA-relationships between entities in the
two schemas as mentioned in Sect. 3.1. This information is further stored in
a list. This list, called the ISA-list, contains ISA-tuples, each specifying an
ISA-relationship between entities from two ER-schemas. When two ER-schemas,
that have an ISA-relationship specified between entities, are merged, a new re-
lationship is added. This new relationship connects the two entities, from the
ISA-relationship, in the new ER-schema. The semantics of the union operation
are summarized in Table 3a and an example of use of the union operation can be
seen in Fig. 4. The relationship isa∗ represents the relationship which is added
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Fig. 4. union(DM, IPS)

in item 7a of the semantics of Table 3a, while the relationship has∗ represents the
has relationship from the IPS schema, which has been renamed to be unique.

The Set Difference Operation. The set difference operation receives two
ER-schemas as input and returns a new ER-schema consisting of all the entities
in the ER-schema S1 minus the entities that exist in the ER-schema S2. This
implies that the operation simply removes the intersection of entities between the
two ER-schemas from the first ER-schema. The semantics of the set difference
operation are summarized in Table 3b and an example of the set difference
operation can be seen in Fig. 5a. Note that the set difference operation is not
commutative.

The Intersection Operation. The intersection operation receives two ER-
schemas as input, and returns a new ER-schema consisting of the entities and
relationships which exist in both of the original ER-schemas. The semantics of
the intersection operation are summarized in Table 3c and an example of use
of the intersection operation can be seen in Fig. 5b. Note that the intersection
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operation takes the union of attributes of each common entity and adds then to
the entity appearing in the new ER-schema.
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Fig. 5. (a) set difference(DM, IPS). (b) intersection(IPS, DM)

Table 3. (a) The union operation. (b) The set difference operation. (c) The intersection
operation

Union (S1, S2) → S3

1. Copy S1 to S3
2. Copy S2 to S4
3. Find all relationships in S3 and S4

that have the same name, but are
not equal.
a) Change the names of

relationships found in S4, so
they are unique in both S3

and S4.
4. Find all entities from S3 and S4

that are equivalent.
a) Add unique attributes from

entities in S4 to entities in S3.
5. Add unique entities from S4 to S3.
6. Add unique relationships from S4

to S3.
7. For each tuple in the ISA-list do:

a) Add a new relationship to S3.

Set Difference (S1, S2) → S3

1. Copy S1 to S3

2. Remove all entities from S3 which
have equivalent entities in S2.

3. Remove all relationships which be-
long to zero or one entities, along
with any references to these rela-
tionships, from S3.

(b)
Intersection (S1, S2) → S3

1. Find all equivalent entities in S1

and S2

a) Add union of the two entities to
S3.

2. Add all equal relationships from S1

and S2 to S3.

(a) (c)

4 Description Logic and the Manipulation Operations

In order to ensure that the application of the manipulation operations to schemas
returns unambiguous results, we need to define the ER-schemas in a clear, formal
way, with unique interpretations. For this, we adopt the use of the description
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logic ALCQI and the translation of ER-schemas to KBes, which is described in
[5], although the notation is inspired by [7]. The reason for choosing ALCQI is
that it provides a broad formal framework, which is useful for the preservation
of semantics and the expression of the ER-schemas elements. We first give a
brief introduction to ALCQI (Sect. 4.1) and then describe the mapping and
translation of ER-schemas to ALCQI KBes (Sect. 4.2 and 4.3). For further
preservation of semantics, the KBes need to be structured to accommodate the
elements of the ER-schemas (Sect. 4.4).

4.1 The Description Logic ALCQI
The basic types of ALCQI are concepts and roles. Concepts and roles belong
to a domain Δ, which consists of a set of instances. The domain Δ could e.g.,
be Citizen of Denmark, where the instances are people living in Denmark.

A concept is a subset of the domain Δ and it can be either atomic or com-
posed. Composed concepts are expressions built by applying concept construc-
tors on a set of atomic concepts. An atomic concept is a class in the domain Δ
and it can be chosen to be any of the classes in the domain, but some of the
classes in the domain are more useful as atomic concepts than others. A concept
in the domain Citizen of Denmark could be male, which consists of all male
people in the domain, whereas a composed concept could be female = ¬male.

A role is a binary relation between concepts of the domain Δ and is, like a
concept, either atomic or composed. Composed roles are expressions made by
applying role constructors to a set of atomic roles. A role in the domain Citizen
of Denmark could be parent of, which relates all parents in the domain Citizen of
Denmark with their children. A composed role could be child of = ¬ parent of,
which relates all children with their parents.

The syntax for the constructors (both concept and role constructors) is shown
in the syntax part of Table 4, where C and C ′ are concepts and R is a role.
The semantics of ALCQI are given as sets on the domain Δ. A concept C is
interpreted as a set of instances on the domain Δ, while a role is interpreted as a
set of pair of instances of the domain Δ. Formally, an interpretation I = (ΔI , ·I)
consists of a nonempty set ΔI and a function ·I that maps every concept to a
subset of ΔI , every role to a subset of ΔI×ΔI and every individual to an instance
of ΔI . The set ΔI is called the domain, while ·I is called the interpretation
function. The semantics of all the constructions are shown in the semantics part
of Table 4.

The constructors in Table 4 are used to form expressions in ALCQI. A set
of expressions in ALCQI forms a KB. A KB encapsulates knowledge about a
specific domain, expressed in terms of concepts and roles. An ALCQI KB is
constituted by a finite set of assertions. There exist two types of assertions in
ALCQI: inclusion and equality assertions. The assertions consist of atomic con-
cepts A and C, where C can be an atomic or composed concept. These assertions
represent each knowledge about the domain. The syntax of the inclusion asser-
tion is A � C, while the semantics is (A � C)I = (AI ⊆ CI). The syntax of the
equality assertion is A=̇C, while the semantics is (A =̇ C)I = (AI = CI).
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Table 4. The syntax and semantics rules of ALCQI

Syntax Semantics

C, C’ −→ A |
¬C | (¬C)I = ΔI\CI

C � C′ | (C1 � C2)I = CI
1 ∩ CI

2

C 
 C′ | (C1 
 C2)I = CI
1 ∪ CI

2

∀R.C | (∀R.C)I = {o ∈ ΔI |∀o′. <o, o′>∈ RI → o′ ∈ CI}
∃R.C | (∃R.C)I = {o ∈ ΔI |∃o′. <o, o′>∈ RI ∧ o′ ∈ CI}

∃≥nR.C | (∃≥nR.C)I = {o ∈ ΔI |#{o′. <o, o′>∈ RI ∧ o′ ∈ CI} ≥ n}
∃≤nR.C (∃≤nR.C)I = {o ∈ ΔI |#{o′. <o, o′>∈ RI ∧ o′ ∈ CI} ≤ n}

R −→ P |
P − (P −)I = {<o, o′>∈ ΔI × ΔI | <o′, o>∈ P I}

4.2 Mapping between ER and ALCQI

The ER model cannot be mapped directly to ALCQI as it consists of other types
of basic elements than ALCQI. The ER-model consists of entities, relationships,
attributes, and ER-roles, while ALCQI consists of concepts and roles [5]. The
elements from the ER-model should be modeled as DL elements to create an
ALCQI descriptive logic knowledge base[5]. A KB is a formal representation
that encapsulates all knowledge about a given ER-schema and enables the iden-
tification of all the original elements of the ER-schema. The basic elements of
the ER model are modeled as elements of ALCQI (Table 5). The function cmins

maps an ER-role to a non-negative integer, whereas the function cmaxs maps
an ER-role to a non-negative integer in the interval from zero to infinity.

Table 5. Mapping between the ER model components and ALCQI components

Basic element
in ER-model Modeled as Notes

Entity Concept -
Attribute Role Relates an entity to the domain of the attribute.

Relationship Concept
Relationships must have unique names within
the ER-schema, due to constrains in ALCQI.

ER-role Role Relates a relationship and an entity.

Cardinality Role
Uses the functions cmins and cmaxs to model
upper and lower bounds on the role.
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4.3 Translation from ER to ALCQI
The translation function φ translates an ER-schema into a ALCQI KB. An
ALCQI KB φ(S), representing the ER-schema S, consists of an atomic concept
φ(A) for each entity, relationship or domain symbol A in S, and an atomic role
φ(R) for each attribute symbol or ER-role R in S.

In [5] the translation from an ER-schema to an equivalent ALCQI KB is
done through five translation rules. Each rule translates a different part of the
ER-schema into description logic expressions. Only three out of the five rules
from [5] are useful in our context. These are:

1. For each entity E with attributes A1, . . . , Ah with the domains D1, . . . , Dh

respectively, insert the assertion:
φ(E) � ∀φ(A1).φ(D1)� · · ·�∀φ(Ah).φ(Dh)�∃=1φ(A1)� · · ·�∃=1φ(Ah)

2. For each relationship R of arity k between entities E1, . . . , Ek, to which R is
connected by means of ER-roles U1, . . . , Uk respectively, insert the assertions:

φ(R) � ∀φ(U1).φ(E1) � · · · � ∀φ(Uk).φ(Ek) � ∃=1φ(U1) � · · · � ∃=1φ(Uk)
φ(Ei) � ∀(φ(Ui))−.φ(R), for i ∈ {1, . . . , k}

3. For each ER-roles U associated to relationship R and entity E,
- if m = cminS(U) �= 0, then insert the assertion: φ(E) � ∃≥m(φ(U))−

- if m = cmaxS(U) �= ∞, then insert the assertion: φ(E) � ∃≤m(φ(U))−

4.4 Structuring the Knowledge Bases

Even though a KB encapsulates all knowledge about a given ER-schema and
enables the identification of all the original elements, the structure is unfit for lo-
cating specific elements. The KB is therefore further structured into a Structured
Knowledge Base (SKB). A SKB contains two lists, one that contains knowledge
about entities in the KB, called the Entity Concept list (EC-list), and another
that contains knowledge about relationships in the KB, called the Relationship
Concept list (RC-list).

The EC-list has an entry for each entity in the ER-schema. Each entry in
the EC-list consists of the name of the entity that it represents and two lists.
One list, the relationship-expression list (RE-list), contains information about
the relationships that the entity is related to and the other list, the domain-
expression list (DE-list), contains information about the attributes of the entity.

The RC-list has an entry for each relationship in the ER-schema. Each entry
in the RC-list consists of the name of the relationship that it represents and
one list. The list of the relationship entry, called the relationship-expression list,
contains information about the entities that the relationship is related to. The
SKB for an ER-schema S has the following structure:

Structured knowledge base φ(S):
EC = (EC1, EC2, ..., ECn), where ECi = (REECi , DEECi)
RC = (RC1, RC2, ..., RCm), where RCi = (RERCi)
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A KB is structured into a SKB by dividing all the assertions in the KB into
explicit assertions. The assertions of the KB are made explicit by applying the
following transformation, which can be proven by induction:

A � C1 � · · · � Cn ⇔ (A � C1) � · · · � (A � Cn)

Each of these explicit assertions is then grouped into the SKB based on the
following three rules:

– If the concept of the constructor is represented by a domain symbol Di,
which denotes the union of all attribute domains, then the assertion belongs
to the domain-expression list of the entity specified in the assertion.

– If the role of the constructor is represented by an inverse role, then the
assertion belongs to the relationship-expression list of the entity specified in
the assertion.

– If none of the two above rules apply, then the assertion belongs to the rela-
tionship list.

An ER-schema and its equivalent KB are shown in Table 6. The ER-schema
is an excerpt of Fig. 2, with the addition of the ER-roles ht and hp. This KB
can then be structured into the SKB shown in Table 7. When an ER-schema
has been translated into an ALCQI KB, the schema manipulation operations
can be applied. Each one of the operations is realized in terms of an algorithm
that takes as input the appropriate KBes and returns a KB. With basis in the
semantics for the schema manipulation operations and the structure of the SKB,
it is a simple task to specify algorithms that implement the schema operations.
The algorithms that have been created are presented in [6].

Table 6. An excerpt of the IPS ER-schema with the addition of ER-roles and its
equivalent KB

has

0:n

1:1hp

ht

id

prod_name

Trial

Product φ(Product) � ∀φ(product name).D1 � ∃=1φ(product name) �
∀φ(hp))−.φ(Has) � ∃=1(φ(hp))−

φ(Trial) � ∀φ(id).D2 � ∃=1φ(id) � ∀(φ(ht))−.φ(Has)

φ(Has) � ∀φ(hp).φ(Product) � ∃=1φ(hp) �
∀φ(ht).φ(Trial) � ∃=1φ(ht)

5 Conclusions and Future Work

We have presented the definitions and semantics of six fundamental opera-
tions for conceptual schema manipulation, namely rename, select, project, union,
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Table 7. The SKB for the ER-schema shown in Table 6

Entity Concept RE-list DE-list

Product (∀(φ(hp))−.φ(has)), (∀φ(product name).D1�
(∃=1(φ(hp))−)) ∃φ(product name))

Trial (∀φ(ht))=1.φ(has) (∀φ(id).D2 � ∃=1φ(id)

Relationship Concept RE-list

Has (∀φ(hp).φ(Product) � ∃=1φ(hp)),
(∀φ(ht).φ(Trial) � ∃=1φ(ht))

set difference, and intersection, as one step towards a methodology for semi-
automatic schema management. We have shown the way these operations ma-
nipulate ER-schemas. We use the ER-model as a prototype environment; we are
working towards showing that object oriented [13] and other semantic models
can be used as framework, once their elements and properties have been defined
formally.

In order to make sure that we preserve both the semantics of the operations
and the manipulated schemas, we adopt the use of ALCQI. More specifically,
we translate ER-schemas into KBes that encapsulate all their semantics and
use the KBes as input to the applications of algorithms that implement the
six operations. The output is a KB that represents a correct and unambiguous
schema.

We have applied our approach to the real environment of the pharmaceutical
databases of Novo Nordisk A/S, experiencing useful results, with no inconsis-
tencies.

We are currently working towards the implementation of a mechanism han-
dling the aforementioned proposal on top of the Designer and Repository tool
of Oracle. We are also working on allowing semantically richer the ER-schemas,
e.g., by diagrammatically allowing ISA-relationships and aggregated entities.
Furthermore, we are considering the extension of the operations towards a more
general use; for example, the rename, select, and project operations can also be
applied on relationships if accompanied by the appropriate constraints.

Acknowledgments. The authors thank Novo Nordisk A/S for supporting this
research and providing the case study environment, and Luca Aceto for his help
with DL.
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Abstract. A formalization of object-oriented database concepts in the
context of algebraic specifications with implicit state is proposed. An ob-
ject database schema is represented as a dynamic system and an object
database instance as a state algebra. The paper also provides a formal-
ization of binding modes and a rigorous treatment of null value.
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1 Introduction

Object-oriented systems deal with collections of objects. An object has a state
and a behavior. The behavior of an object serves to access or update its state.
Objects are organized in an inheritance hierarchy. Another important aspect of
object modeling is overloading, which is the possibility of giving the same name
to several attributes or methods.

The need for formal definition of these and other pertinent object concepts is
widely recognized. Papers and books devoted to this problem include database
approaches [2,15,5,13,14], conventional algebraic approaches [2,9], and model-
based approaches [6,22]. The database approaches have resulted in the proposal
of the ODMG object model and the object definition language ODL and object
query language OQL based upon it [4,5]. However, the model is not formalized.

A formal object model FOR (Functional-Object-Relational) has been intro-
duced in [17] and further developed in [24,16]. The main characteristic of the
model is its similarity with relational model and relational algebra, that is, a
clear separation between database schema, database instance and query. How-
ever, that model does not deal with an important aspect of object databases,
namely updating methods. This paper stresses on updating aspects.
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Another interesting approach is adopted in collection types [3,8,7]. The main
idea of this approach is to enrich pure functional programming techniques with
facilities for manipulating collections of data. It does not, however, address the
problem of state transformation and does not introduce any concept of object.
Moreover, since only total functions are allowed it this approach, it does not
clearly treat null values that are quite typical in practical database applications.

Thus, no formal object-oriented data model with the same authority as the
relational model and no object algebra so elegant as the relational algebra has
yet emerged. In all likelihood, this is explained by the fact that all previous
formalization attempts were mainly based on conventional algebraic specifica-
tion technique. However, as it is noted in [21], the algebraic framework so far
has been inadequate in describing the dynamic properties of objects and their
state transformations as well as more complex notions typical of object-oriented
paradigm such as object identity. A way for modeling these features is proposed
in some approaches based on the notion of implicit state [12,10,11,25]. This tech-
nique seems to be very convenient for representing updating methods. Partial
functions used in conventional algebraic specification approaches (for example,
in the specification language CASL [19]) seem to be a convenient way for dealing
with null values. We are going to use these techniques to solve both problems.

In general, the present paper proposes a new formalism for describing the
main aspects of objects represented in the ODMG object model [4]. We struc-
ture objects into classes within a hierarchy with a formal definition of schema.
However, our definition of schema takes into account all static and all dynamic
aspects of objects as well as the concepts of inheritance, object identity and
overloading. Attributes and methods are treated semantically in a uniform way
as partial functions. This allows us to give a uniform rigorous formalization of
null values, undefinedness, and binding modes. This also allows us to define a
database schema in a way similar to an algebraic specification of data types
and to view a database instance as a state algebra of that specification. Basic
operations updating the state are formally defined by what we call an applicable
update set. Such a set consists of a set of parallel actions operating on a valid
state and providing a valid state. Each action creates or destroys an object or
updates an attribute. In a database context an applicable update set can be
regarded as a transaction.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2 we present our formal
object model. Section 3 is the core of the paper. We define there a database state
as a state algebra and we present a new formalism for describing state updates.
In Sect. 4 we define elementary expressions of the object model, and we draw
some conclusions and indicate some further work in Sect. 5.

2 The Object Data Model

The Type System: The model is based on a type system with the following
grammar:

T ::= BASE | CLASS | rec IDENT : T , ..., IDENT : T end | set T (1)
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where BASE and CLASS are two disjoint non empty sets of names representing
basic types and class names, respectively, IDENT is a set of identifiers, and rec
and set are two type constructors serving for the creation of record types and
set types, respectively. Elements of T are type expressions (or types). We say
that the type expression t contains the class name c if one of the following holds:

– t is c,
– t is rec p1 : t1, ..., pn : tn end and at least one of ti contains c,
– t is set t1 and t1 contains c.

In the sequel, T ∗ stands for the set of all sequences of elements of T and T u

for T ∪ {void} where void is a special type whose semantics will be explained
later. It is assumed that BASE and CLASS are endowed with a syntactic equality
’=’. This equality is extended to T , T ∗ and T u in an obvious way. An element
r of T ∗ is either the empty sequence or has the form t1 · · · tn, where n > 0 and
ti ∈ T for all i (1 ≤ i ≤ n).

The Database Schema: Roughly speaking, an object database schema is
a set of class definitions. However, providing a formal definition of the object
schema is not an obvious task. This is mainly caused by interference between
inheritance hierarchy and overloading facilities. Let us have two enumerable non-
empty disjoint sets ATT (attribute names) and METH (method names) having no
common elements with BASE and CLASS.
An object database schema (or schema in short) S then consists of :

– a finite non-empty subset C of CLASS,
– a binary acyclic relation isa over C, and
– three partial functions att : C × ATT → T , con : C × T ∗ → {void} and

meth : C × METH × T ∗ → T u

such that:

– for every c ∈ C at least one of the three sets, isa(c) = {c′ | c isa c′},
att(c) = {(a, t) | att(c, a) = t} and meth(c) = {(m, r, t)| meth(c, m, r) = t},
is not empty; and

– for every c ∈ C, if the set con(c) = {r| con(c, r) = void} is not empty, then
att(c) is not empty, too; and

– for any type t occurring in the domain or in the range of functions att, con
or meth and containing a class name c, c ∈ C.

The relation isa defines a hierarchy over C. We say c inherits c′ whenever c isa c′.
For each class name c in C, the tuple (c, isa(c), att(c), con(c), meth(c)) is called
a class definition in S with name c. A class definition thus has a unique name.
A pair (a, t) in att(c) is called the declaration of an attribute of c with name
a, and type t. Similarly, an r in con(c) is called the declaration of a constructor
of c with rank r, and a triple (m, r, t) in meth(c) is called the declaration of a
method of c with name m, rank r, and type t. The pair (r, t) is the profile of
the method. Informally, constructors serve for object initialization and methods
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represent parameterized computations or updates over objects. The result type
of the latter is void.

Some remarks explaining the above definition are in order at this point.
1) The functionality of att and meth indicates: attribute overloading is not al-
lowed within a class while method overloading within a class is allowed provided
that they do not have the same rank. Therefore, an attribute (a, t) and a method
(m, r, t) in a class c should be respectively regarded as (c, a, t) or (c, m, r, t) in the
whole schema. However, we identify an attribute by its name where no confusion
is possible.
2) The first condition of the definition requires that a class has at least one at-
tribute or one method, otherwise it inherits at least one class.
3) The second condition requires that a class has at least one attribute if it has
a constructor.
4) The last condition of the definition requires that an attribute or a method
does not refer to a class name outside of the schema.

The Subtyping Relation: Each schema generates in a natural way a partial
order over types. Indeed, the acyclicity of isa implies that its transitive and
reflexive closure is a partial order over C. This partial order is called the inher-
itance relation and is denoted by ≤isa. We read c <isa c′ as c is a subclass of c′

or c′ is a superclass of c. The partial order <isa is extended to a partial order
�T over T in the following way:

– if b is a basic type then b �T b, and if c ≤isa c′ then c �T c′;
– if t �T t′ then (set t) �T (set t′);
– if t1 �T t′1, ..., tk �T t′k and k ≤ n, then

rec p1 : t1, ..., pn : tn end �T rec p1 : t′1, ..., pk : t′k end.

We read t �T t′ as t is a subtype of t′ or t′ is a supertype of t. The partial order
�T is extended to a partial order �∗

T on T ∗ and to a partial order �u
T on T u

by setting void �u
T void and t1 · · · tn �∗

T t′1 · · · t′k if either both sequences are
empty or k = n and ti �∗

T t′i for all i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n. In the sequel, we refer to any of
these ordering relations as a subtype relation, and we omit the subscripts where
they are understood from the context.

Hierarchical Consistency (Overloading and Overriding Problems):
Roughly speaking, overriding consists of hiding an attribute or a method of a
class in a subclass by redefining it. More precisely,

we say that an attribute (a, t′) of a class c′ is overridden in a class c
if c <isa c′ and there is an attribute (a, t) in c. Similarly, a method
m : r′ → t′ of a class c′ is said to be overridden in a class c if c <isa c′

and there is a method m : r → t in c such that r′ �∗
T r.

This overriding concept is similar, but more general, to that of programming
languages JAVA [20] and C++ [23]. In these languages overriding is strong in the
sense that the two methods, in the class and in the subclass, must have the
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same profile. We allow the domain of an overriding method to be a supertype of
the domain of the overidden method. This phenomena is known under the name
contravariance of parameter types (see [1] for details). The problem of overriding
is a delicate problem in the object-oriented paradigm since overridden methods
can cause inconsistency during binding, and our definition of schema can give
way to such inconsistency. To avoid it, some conditions must be satisfied.

Definition 1 (covariance) The database schema S is said to satisfy the co-
variance condition iff

1. for every attribute (a, t′) in a class c′, if it is overridden in a class c as (a, t)
then t = t′, and

2. for every method (m, r′, t′) in a class c′, if it is overridden in a class c as
(m, r, t) then t �u

T t′.

Thus, an attribute type cannot be changed in a subclass, but the type of a
method can be changed to its subtype. Attribute overriding as it is defined is
just a possibility to define the same attribute in a subclass, which can be useful
for avoiding clashes in case of multiple inheritance. Covariance can be checked
automatically.

Schema Closure: It can be easily seen that the model supports multiple inher-
itance. Indeed, apart of acyclicity, there is no other restriction on isa. Thus, an
attribute name (a method name) can occur in several superclasses of a class c
with the same or different type (profile). The problem is which of these attributes
(methods) must be inherited in c ? The answer is the attribute (method) that is
in the lower superclass of c provided that such a lower superclass exists. There-
fore, we need another condition: the minimal condition. Formally, we define
super∗(c, a) = {c′ | c ≤isa c′ ∧ (∃t ∈ T att(c′, a) = t)}, and
super∗(c, m, r) = {c′ | c ≤isa c′ ∧ (∃t ∈ T u meth(c′, m, r) = t)}.

An element of super∗(c, a) is either c or a superclass of c in which a is the name
of an attribute. An element of super∗(c, m, r) is either c or a superclass of c in
which m is the name of a method with parameter types r.

Definition 2 (minimal condition) We say that a schema S satisfies the min-
imal condition if the following holds:

– For every class name c, attribute name a, method name m and sequence of
types r occurring in S, each of two sets super∗(c, a) and super∗(c, m, r) has
a minimum whenever it is not empty.

These minimums are denoted by ResA(c, a) and ResM(c, m, r) and called the
resolution of a in c and the resolution of m in c with respect to r, respectively.

Minimal conditions can be checked automatically.
If ResA(c, a) = c′, then there is an attribute (a, t) in c′ and c ≤TC

c′. If c′ = c,
then (a, t) is explicitly defined in c, that is att(c, a) = t. Otherwise, att(c, a) is not
defined explicitly, but (a, t) may be treated as an implicit (inherited) attribute
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of c. Thus, we can extend att to (c, a) by defining att(c, a) = t. In a similar way,
if ResM(c, m, r) = c′, then there is a method m : r → t′ in c′. Then, either
c = c′ and m : r → t′ is an explicit method in c, that is meth(c, m, r) = t′, or
m : r → t′ is an inherited method in c and we can define meth(c, m, r) = t′.
Therefore, when the schema satisfies the minimum condition, the following rules
extend the functions att and meth to all inherited attributes and methods:

ResA(a, c) = c′ att(c′, a) = t

att(c, a) = t

ResM(m, c, r) = c′ meth(c′, m, r) = t′

meth(c, m, r) = t′ (2)

It is not difficult to see that S = (C, isa, att, con,meth) is a database schema,
which we call the closure of S under inheritance. Indeed, the schema S is ob-
tained from S by adding all inherited attributes and inherited methods, using
rules 2. According to these rules, att and meth are partial functions and no new
class name is added to S. Moreover, no new parameter type can be created,
therefore (S) = S. Note that constructors are not inherited.

The above discussion shows that a well-defined schema should satisfy covariance
and minimality conditions. Such a schema is called hierarchically consistent.
Hierarchical consistency guarantees that inheriting and binding will not cause
any ambiguities.

Theorem 1 ([16]) If S is a hierarchically consistent schema, then so is S.

We consider only a hierarchically consistent schema in the sequel.

3 Algebra and Database

Basic Algebra: A basic algebra B associates with each type t a set Bt, its carrier,
and with each operation of t a partial function, its implementation. The carriers
of our types are defined recursively as follows:

– The carrier of each basic type t is an enumerable set Bt. The carriers of basic
types are assumed to be pairwise disjoint.

– The carrier of each c ∈ C is the set Oid, which is supposed to be a special
set disjoint from all basic types carriers.

– The carrier of set t is Pf(Bt), the set of finite subsets of Bt.
– The carrier of rec p1 : t1, ..., pn : tn end is the set of tuples (v1, . . . , vn) so

that at least one of vi is in Bi and any other vj can be ⊥ where ⊥ is a special
value that is neither an element of a basic type nor an element of Oid.

Values of basic types are called observable values, those of Oid non-observable
values or object identities. The special value ⊥ is called the null value denoted
also by NULL in the sequel.

We assume that each basic type is endowed with some operations, and each
of them is implemented as a partial function opA : Bt1 × · · · × Btn → Bt when
n > 0, otherwise opB ∈ Bt. Each set type is assumed to be endowed with usual
set operations. A record type r = rec p1 : t1, ..., pn : tn end possesses a number
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of partial projection operations pi : r → ti and a record construction operation
rec : t1, ..., tn → r

mapped in B to a partial function
recB : B′

t1 × ... × B′
tn → Br,

where B′
ti = Bti ∪ {⊥}, so that pBi(rec

B(v1, ..., vn)) = vi if vi is not ⊥ and it is
undefined otherwise. Note that the result of a projection function is undefined
rather than NULL if a record is projected to a field with value NULL. This helps
us to avoid typing problems which are inevitable if NULL is used in expressions.

The equality operation for two records, r1 and r2, of the same type r =
rec p1 : t1, ..., pn : tn end is defined as follows: r1 = r2 iff, for each i = 1, · · · , n,
either both pi(r1) and pi(r2) are defined and pi(r1) = pi(r2) or both pi(r1) and
pi(r2) are not defined.

The only predefined operation of c ∈ C is the comparison operation “=”,
such that o = o′ is true iff both o and o′ are the same element of Oid.

State Algebra: A state algebra represents a database state. Let B be a basic
algebra, S = (C, isa, att, con, meth) a database schema, and S its closure under
inheritance.
A state algebra A, over S is created in the following way:

1. A finite partial identity function, idAcc : Oid → Oid, is associated with each
c ∈ C so that idcc(o) and idc′c′(o) are both defined iff there is c′′ such that
c′′ ≤isa c and c′′ ≤isa c′ and idc′′c′′(o) is defined.
We denote by Ac the range of the function idAcc. For a basic type t, we define
At = Bt and we then expand At to any type t created with the use of the
type constructors.

2. A partial function aAct : Ac → At is associated with each attribute (a, t) ∈
att(c) so that, for each pair (c, c′), if c <isa c′ and o ∈ Ac, then
aAct(o) = aAc′t(o). Such a function is called an attribute function.

Thus, each subclass inherits part of its superclass attribute functions. In the
sequel, the set Ac is called the extent of c in the state A. Each o in Ac is called an
object identity of the class c. Note that the set of object identities of a superclass
includes object identities of its subclasses. Indeed, if c is a subclass of c′ then
in clause 1 above c′′ is c. Thus, if idcc(o) is defined so is idc′c′(o), in other
words Ac ⊆ Ac′ . Therefore, the semantics of inheritance in a state algebra is set
inclusion.

If o ∈ Ac, then aAct(o) is an attribute of o. An object is a pair (o, obs) where
o is an object identity and obs is the tuple of its attributes called object’s state.
We write sometimes “object o” meaning the object with the identity o. If idAcc(o)
is defined, we say that c is a type of o. Furthermore, if there is no c′ <isa c such
that idAc′c′(o) is defined, we say that c is the most specific type of o. An object o
is a proper object of a class c iff it is not in any subclasses of c. In practice, some
classes are generic and may not have proper objects (because either no attribute
is defined or inherited in the class or some its methods are not implemented).
Such a class is called an interface in [4]. For simplicity, we do not make difference
between classes and interfaces in this paper.
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Several state algebras over a database schema S can have the same base
algebra. Following the notation of [10], we denote the set of all state algebras,
with the same base B, by stateB(S) and mean by a SB-state a state over S with
the basic algebra B.

We say that a value v of type t contains a value (object identity) o of class
c in the state A if one of the following holds:

– t is c and v is o,
– t is rec p1 : t1, ..., pn : tn end and at least one of pAi(v) contains o,
– t is set t1 and at least one w ∈ v contains o.

To define the interpretation of method names, we firstly need to introduce a
formal notion of state update.

State Update: One state can be transformed into another by a state update.

Definition 3 A state update in a SB-state A is a triple (fct, o, v) where fct is
either an attribute symbol of type t in class c or the identity function symbol
idcc, and the other two elements are the following:

– for an update (idcc, o, o), the object identity o is not in Acl, for any cl ∈ C,
– o ∈ Ac and v is either an element of At or the symbol ⊥ in all other cases.

Note that fct in a triple (fct, o, a) is actually a function symbol, i.e., a function
name qualified with its profile, which helps us to avoid ambiguity when attribute
names are overloaded in different classes.

A state update α = (fct, o, a) serves for the transformation of a SB-state A
into a new algebra Aα in the following way:

– gAαc′t′ is the same as gAc′t′ for any gc′t′ different from fct;
– fAαct (o) = a if a is not ⊥, fAαct (o) becomes undefined otherwise;
– fAαct (o′) = fAct(o

′) for any o′ different from o.

Following Gurevich [12], we say that Aα is obtained by firing the update α on
the state A. Roughly speaking, firing a state update either inserts an element
into the definition domain of an attribute function act or modifies the value of
such a function at one point in its definition domain or removes an element from
the definition domain. The state update (idcc, o, o) in fact extends the set of
object identities of a class c by a new element o and the state update (idcc, o,⊥)
contracts the set of object identities of a class c.

Definition 4 A set Γ of state updates is inconsistent if it contains

– two state updates α1 = (fct, o, v) and α2 = (fct, o, v′) s.t. v �= v′ (two state
updates defining an attribute function differently at the same point), or

– an α1 = (act, o, v) and α2 = (idc′c′ , o′,⊥) such that either c′ is c and o = o′

or t contains c′ and v contains o′ (an object is removed from a class extent
while an attribute function is forced to use it);

the update set is consistent otherwise.
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A consistent update-set Γ applied to a SB-state A transforms it into an algebra
A′ by simultaneous firing all α ∈ Γ. If Γ is inconsistent, A′ is not defined. If Γ is
empty, A′ is the same as A. Following [18], we denote the application of Γ to a
state A by AΓ.

Definition 5 The sequential union of two consistent update-sets Γ1 and Γ2,
denoted by Γ1;Γ2, is a consistent update set created as follows:

– delete from Γ1 ∪ Γ2 any α1 ∈ Γ1 for which there is an α2 ∈ Γ2, such
that {α1, α2} is inconsistent, and any α2 = (idcc, o,⊥) ∈ Γ2 if α1 =
(idcc, o, o) ∈ Γ1.

The above definition of a consistent update set permits us to check whether
there are internal contradictions in an update set. However, a consistent update
set can contradict the state to which it should be applied. Therefore, a notion
of an applicable update set is needed.

Definition 6 A consistent update set Γ is applicable to a state A if either Γ does
not contain an update of the form (idcc, o,⊥), or for each (idcc, o,⊥) ∈ Γ:

– either there is no aAc′t such that, given an o′ ∈ Ac′ , the attribute aAc′t(o
′)

contains o or (ac′t, o′,⊥) ∈ Γ (either the object to be deleted not referenced
by any other object or all such references are deleted in this update set) ;

– either aAct(o) is not defined for any (a, t) ∈ att(c) or (act, o,⊥) ∈ Γ (either all
attributes of this object are not defined in A or they are made undefined in
this update set).

According to the above definition, we do not allow an automatic cascaded dele-
tion of objects. If such a deletion is needed, it should be programmed in a
method. Unfortunately, it is not sufficient to have an applicable update set to
produce a SB-state. The problem is caused by inheritance. For example, firing
an α = (idcc, o, o) in an SB-state A updates idAcc but does not change idAc′c′ for
all c′, c ≤isa c′. Thus, to guarantee that a state transformation produces a state
algebra, we define a closure of an update set.

Definition 7 For a consistent update set Γ, the closure Γ of Γ is constructed as
follows:

– for each (idcc, o, o) ∈ Γ, insert (idc′c′ , o, o) in Γ for all c′ such that c ≤isa c′;
– for each (idcc, o,⊥) ∈ Γ having c′′ as the most specific type of o, insert

(idc′c′ , o,⊥) in Γ for all c′ such that c′′ ≤isa c′.
– for each (act, o, v) ∈ Γ having c′′ as the most specific type of o, insert

(ac′t, o, v) in Γ for all c′ such that c′′ ≤isa c′ and (a, t) ∈ att(c′).

The first clause of the above definition guarantees that inserting an object in a
class we also insert it into all superclasses of this class. The second clause guar-
antees that deleting an object from a class we also delete it from all subclasses
in which it exists. The third clause guarantees that an update of an attribute
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function for an object of a certain class will affect the corresponding attribute
function of all classes that are supertypes of the most specific type of the object.

Fact 1 The closure Γ of a consistent update set Γ is well defined and is consis-
tent. Moreover, if Γ is applicable to a state A so is Γ.

We say a consistent update set Γ is closed if Γ = Γ .

Fact 2 1) for any state algebra A and any closed applicable update set Γ, AΓ is
a state algebra.
2) If Γ1 and Γ2 are closed applicable update sets, so is Γ1;Γ2.
3) For any state A and applicable update sets Γ1 and Γ2, A(Γ1;Γ2) = (AΓ1)Γ2.

The set of all closed applicable updates sets in a SB-state A is denoted by
updateA(S). It serves for the definition of the semantics of the type void in
the sequel, i.e., Avoid = updateA(S). We consider only closed consistent update
sets from now on. If there is no possibility of confusion, we simply write an up-
date set in the sequel.

Database: In practice, we are interested only in a part of stateB(S) called valid
states. A valid state is normally a state satisfying a set of constraints (or axioms)
specified within the schema. In an object-oriented database the only admissible
updates are those produced by an updating method. Specifying the constraints
and checking the validity of a state is an important and sophisticated problem
which is out of the scope of this paper. Formally, it is sufficient to assume that
the application of any admissible update to a valid state produces a valid state.
Thus, without loss of generality we can suppose that all states are valid.

In the definitions that follow, for any state algebra A and any sequence of
types r = t1 · · · tn, we denote At1 × · · · × Atn by Ar which is a singleton set if
n = 0.

Definition 8 A database DB(B) consists of:

1. A subset |DB(B)| of stateB(S) called the carrier of DB(B),
2. for each c ∈ C, r ∈ con(c) and A ∈ |DB(B)|, a partial function

cAcr : Ac × Ar → Avoid, and
3. for each c ∈ C, (m, r, t) ∈ meth(c) and A ∈ |DB(B)|, a partial function

mAcr : Ac × Ar → At such that if c′ <isa c and m : r → t is inherited in c′ from
c, then mAcr(o, v) = mAc′r(o, v) for each (o, v) ∈ Ac′ × Ar.

Since constructors are not inherited, the clause 2 says that constructors in a
subclass are different from constructors in its superclasses. Since an inherited
and an overridden method in a class can not have the same profile, functions mAcr
in clause 3 are safe. This clause says that if a class inherits some method from a
superclass, then both superclass objects and subclass objects are supplied with
the same method. If a subclass overrides a method of its superclass, its objects are
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supplied with a different method. In the case when a method is never overridden
in a subclass, it can be associated both with the class itself and all its subclasses.
The former case serves for providing dynamic (late) binding, while the last one for
providing the static (early) binding which can be considered as an optimization of
the former one. Note that some methods can be left unimplemented if interfaces
are considered.

If the method type t is void, then At is the set of admissible update sets in
A, i.e., such a method produces an update set used for state transformation.

4 Elementary Expressions

We introduce several rules for creating expressions involving attribute and meth-
od names. Special kind of expressions called transition expressions denote tran-
sitions from one state to another. Interpretation of these expressions is done
with the use of update sets. In this way, a mechanism of message passing is
provided on one hand, and a base for a more developed data manipulation lan-
guage is created on the other hand. Let S = (C, isa, att, meth) be a database
schema, DB(B) a database, A ∈ |DB(B)| a database state, and Y a set of C-sorted
variables Then we define the set of S-expressions, T (S, Y ). Given a valuation
function u : Y −→ A, we also define the interpretation [[τ ]]A of an expression
τ ∈ T (S, Y ).

1. If y ∈ Yc, then y is an expression of type c, where Yc is the c-subset of Y .
Interpretation: [[y]]A = u(y).

2. If c′ ≤ c and τ is an expression of type c′, then τ is an expression of type c.
Interpretation: if τ evaluates in A to an o ∈ Ac′ , then by definition o ∈ Ac
and can be treated as an object of type c. Thus, a subtype expression can
be used in a context where an expression of its supertype is needed.

3. If (at, t) is an attribute from att(c) and τ is an expression of type c, then
τ.at is an expression of type t called an attribute access.
Interpretation: [[τ.at]]A = atAc([[τ ]]A) if τ is defined in A and atAc is defined
for [[τ ]]A; [[τ.at]]A is undefined otherwise. Thus, an attribute value is produced
by the corresponding attribute function.

4. If τ is an expression of type t, then D(τ) is an expression of type Boolean.
Interpretation: [[D(τ)]]A = true if τ is defined in A, and [[D(t)]]A = false
otherwise.
This kind of expression helps us to check whether an attribute is provided
with a value, i.e., whether it is not NULL.

5. If (m, r, t) is a method from meth(c), where r = t1 . . . tn, and τ, τ1, . . . , τn

are expressions of types c, t1, . . . , tn, respectively, then τ.m(τ1, . . . , τn) is an
expression of type t called a method call. The expression is called a transition
expression if it is an expression of type void. The method call is always type-
safe since parameter types of an overridden method are in the contravariant
position with respect to the parameter types of the original method.
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Interpretation: If c′ is the most specific type of the object [[τ ]]A with a
method (m, r′, t′) such that r ≤isa r′ and t′ ≤isa t, then

[[τ.m(τ1, . . . , τn)]]A = mA
c′r′([[τ ]]A, [[τ1]]A, . . . , [[τn]]A)

if τ and each τi, i = 1, . . . , n, are defined in A and mA
c′r′ is defined for the

tuple ([[τ ]]A, [[τ1]]A, . . . , [[τn]]A); [[τ.m(τ1, . . . , τn)]]A is undefined otherwise. Thus,
the interpretation of a method call in a state A causes the invocation of the
method associated with the most specific type of the object [[τ ]]A. In this
way, a method name is bound exactly to a method associated with the given
object independent of its current type (e.g., τ can be evaluated to an object
whose the most specific type is a subtype of the type of τ).1 This phenomena
is known in the object-oriented programming paradigm as dynamic (late)
binding. Note that the interpretation of a transition expression produces an
update set used for state transformation.

6. If c is the name of a class, x a variable, and τ a transition expression using x
as a term of type c and not having x as a fresh variable, then new(x : c) in τ
is a transition expression with a fresh variable x called import instruction.
Interpretation: [[new(x : c) in τ ]]A = Γ ; [[τσ]]A′

where Γ = {(idcc, o, o)}, o ∈ Oid and o /∈ Acl for any cl ∈ C, A′ = AΓ, and
σ = {x �→ o} is a variable assignment.
Thus, the interpretation of this transition expression causes the creation of
a new object used in the subsequent transition expression.
A special case of the above expression is the object creation instruc-
tion defined as follows. If (t1, ..., tn) ∈ con(c), i.e. it is a constructor
in c, and τ1, . . . , τn are expressions of types t1, . . . , tn, respectively, then
create c(τ1, . . . , τn) is a transition expression called object creation instruc-
tion.
Interpretation: [[create c(τ1, . . . , τn)]]A = Γ ; cA

′
(o, [[τ1]]A

′
, . . . , [[τn]]A

′
),

where A′ = AΓ, Γ = {(idcc, o, o)}, o ∈ Oid, and o /∈ Acl for any cl ∈ C.
Thus, the interpretation of this transition expression causes the creation of
a new object initialized by the corresponding constructor.

7. If τ is an expression of class c such that c is the most specific type of τ , then
delete τ is a transition expression called a class contraction instruction.
Interpretation:
– [[delete τ ]]A = Γ1 ∪ Γ2, where Γ1 = {(act, [[τ ]]A,⊥)} for all (c, t) ∈ att(c)

and Γ2 = {(idcc, [[τ ]]A,⊥)} if there is in A no maplet 〈o′ �→ v〉 such that
v contains [[τ ]]A,.

– [[delete τ ]]A in undefined otherwise.
Thus, the interpretation of this transition expression causes the deletion of
an object from the database only in case it is not referenced by an attribute
function of any other object; otherwise the interpretation is undefined (i.e.,
an object cannot safely be deleted).

1 There might be a dilemma in choosing the right method if we have in c both (m, r, t)
and (m, r′, t′) such that r′ ≤ r. We believe, however, that the problem can be resolved
by an algorithm based on best matching of type parameters.
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Fact 3 Both import instruction and object creation instruction produce appli-
cable update sets.

Fact 4 Class contraction instruction produces an applicable update set.

5 Conclusions and Future Works

We have introduced a formal object-oriented data model and defined its seman-
tics in the style of dynamic systems with implicit state. For this purpose, a formal
algebraic model of a class of objects has been elaborated. The model naturally
simulates the notions of object and object class in object-oriented database sys-
tems and object programming languages. Each object possesses a state and a
unique identifier. In each database state, for each class, a finite set of unique
identifiers is provided by the state algebra of the given schema. An object state
is represented by a number of attributes which can be updated. Attributes are
defined as functions from object identifiers to values of some other (attribute)
types. An object state can be observed or updated by a method that is a state-
dependent function. However, the state is an implicit argument for all methods
and an implicit result for state updating methods. This has permitted us to
dramatically simplify the semantics of the methods.

We have shown that the model supports all important aspects of objects,
namely inheritance, overloading, overriding, and early and late binding. We have
deduced a subtyping relation from inheritance and we have used it for giving a
nice formalization of delicate problems such as attribute and method resolution,
multiple inheritance, contravarience/covariance and binding modes.

Several particularly interesting aspects of the model have not been presented
here including multiple collections, and a formal language for coding methods.
We believe that our elementary term constructors, defined in Sect. 4, can be
enriched with other term constructors in order to define such a formal language.
We are proceeding with research in these directions.

Although we have stressed database aspects in the paper, we claim that with a
slight change of terminology the present work can be seen as a formal description
of object programs in programming languages too. For instance, our concept of
applicable update set has allowed us to give a nice semantics of the type void
used in most object-oriented languages. We claim that our work provides for
a better understanding of the concepts of objects and for clarifying the border
between object databases and object programming languages, which can help to
put together ideas from the two communities.
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Abstract. The paper present an approach the use Z specification language for 
development aggregate formal specifications. The use of Z schemas in aggre-
gate model permits mathematically strictly define data structures used in system 
description. Modified aggregate approach permits to specify dynamic behaviour 
of distributed information systems. The presented approach permits to describe 
systems in different abstraction levels. It is illustrated by two specifications of 
commerce logistics centre which one is used for developing simulation model 
and other for creating of information system specification. 
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1 Introduction 

Distributed systems arise in many applications, including telecommunications, dis-
tributed information processing, scientific computations and real-time process control. 

Two properties are essential for distributed systems: 

�� computation activity is represented as the concurrent execution of sequential proc-
esses, 

�� processes communicate by passing messages. 

The models of computation generally considered to be distributed are process 
models, in which computational activity is represented as the concurrent execution of 
sequential processes [1]. The process models that are most obviously distributed are 
ones in which process communicate by message passing: one process sends a mes-
sage by adding it to a message queue, and another process receives the message, by 
removing it from queue. These models vary in such details as the length of the mes-
sage queues and how long a delay may occur between when as message is sent and 
when it can be received. 

Two kind of analysis are used for analysis of distributed systems: behaviour and 
performance analysis. All possible trajectory are analysed during behaviour analysis 
and it permits to check a correctness of specification. Various validation and verifica-
tion methods are used for correctness analysis. During performance analysis devel-
oped specification of distributed system is executed by computer. Performance analy
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sis is carried out by simulation means. The main characteristics which are analysed 
during behaviour and performance analyses are named in Table 1.  

Table 1. Analysis methods and analysed characteristics 

Kind of analysis 
Behaviour Performance 

Used methods 
Validation and verification Simulation 

Analyzed characteristics 
Safety Lengths of queues 

Static and dynamic deadlocks Transmission time of messages 

Boundedness Waiting time 
Invariant properties Units utilisation coefficients 
 … … 

Liveness  
P�Q  
Termination  
 …  

 
Popular specification languages used for design of distributed systems are: 

�� in protocol engineering: SDL, ESTELLE, LOTOS; 
�� in software engineering: Z, VDM, Raise. 

Mathematical methods used in specification languages are: 
�� extended state automata: SDL, ESTELLE; 
�� calculus of communicating systems: LOTOS; 
�� theory of sets and mathematical logis: Z, VDM; 
�� piece-linear aggregates (piece-linear Markov process): ESTELLE/Ag. 

The suggested in the paper technique is tightly related to aggregate approach [2], 
which permits to integrate behaviour and performance analysis on the base of single 
specification. Such possibility permits to prove that developed specification is correct 
and to evaluate performance characteristics of an analysed system. For example, ana-
lysing telecommunication protocol it is not enough to prove correctness of its specifi-
cation but also it is needed correctly to choose parameters of protocols such as timer 
values, buffer sizes, channels capacities, etc.  

In the application of the aggregate approach for system specification, the system is 
represented as a set of interacting piece-linear aggregates (PLA) [2,3]. The PLA is 
taken as an object defined by a set of states Z, set of input signals X, and set of output 
signals Y. The aggregate functioning is considered in a set of time moments t �  T. 
The state z �  Z, the input signals x � X, and the output signals y �  Y are considered to 
be time functions. Apart from these sets, transition H and output G operators must be 
known as well. 

The state z �  Z of the piece-linear aggregate is the same as the state of a piece-
linear Markov process, i.e.: � � � � � �� �,, tzttz $$�  where � �t$  is a discrete state compo-

nent taking values on a countable set of values; and � �tz$  is a continuous component 

comprising of � � � � � �tztztz k$$$ ,,, �

��
 co-ordinates. 
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When there are no inputs, the state of the aggregate changes in the following man-
ner: � � const�t$ , � � $$ %��dttdz , where � �k$$$$ %%%% ,,, �

��
�  is a constant vector. 

The state of the aggregate can change in two cases only: when an input signal ar-
rives at the aggregate or when a continuous component acquires a definite value. The 
theoretical basis of piece-linear aggregates is their representation as piece-linear 
Markov processes.  

This paper presents a technique that extends aggregate approach by means of Z 
specification language [4], [5], [6]. 

The main element of Z specification language is a schema, which is a piece of 
mathematical text that specifies some aspect of the analysed system. Schema contains 
a declaration part and a predicate part. The predicate pat expresses some requirements 
about the values of the variables. The predicate part of schema defines conditions that 
constrain the values declared in the declaration part. 

The name of the schema can be used else where in specification to refer the 
mathematical text. The writing of specifications often involves reusing the same no-
tion many times, and the use of names for notion many times, and the use of names 
for notions improves the readability of specifications, and reduces errors that arise 
when one specification is copied into other one context. 

The use of Z schemas in aggregate model permits mathematically strictly define 
data structures used in system description. Main advantage of the suggested technique 
is its ability to specify time moments of events occurrence in a system and, at the 
same time, to describe complex data structures. 

The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 is about the use of Z specifica-
tions for description of abstract data types. Aggregate specification of simulation 
model of commerce logistics centre presented in Sect. 3. Simulation and validation 
results of commerce logistics centre are given in Sect. 4. Section 5 presents the exten-
sion of simulation model of commerce logistics centre with purpose to use it for de-
velopment information system specification. 

2  Description of Abstract Data Types Using Z 

Abstract data types, as we can see from it name, are types in which a part of it proper-
ties is not considered (either a consideration is limited only on a part of type proper-
ties). 

Abstract data types have to satisfy the following requirements: 
�� All operations, which are possible to perform with data of that type, have to be 

defined in data type definition;  
�� User of abstract data type can operate with values of that type by using only the 

defined type operations. However, one cannot operate directly with their detailed 
representations. 
Queues will be presented as abstract data description in Z. This abstract data type 

will be used in Sect. 2 in specification of commerce logistics centre. 
Queues used in the discrete component of aggregate state are defined as abstract 

data type. Queue is described by schema queue: 

� &ffdomRNfRseq #..: ���� �'�
� ; 
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Operations ENQ(Qi, x) and DEQ(Qi, y) describe processes of placement and re-

moval elements from FIFO queue correspondingly. 

�Rx

queue

:?

ii QQ �( � ?x

1## ��( ii QQ

� �xQENQ i ,

 

�Ry
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ii QtailQ �(
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�
��(

!

1##

� �yQDEQ i ,

 

Operation DEQ(Qi, k, y) describes removal of k-th element from queue. 
 
��� ��� ��

�
� �� ����������

�����
�� � �

�

 
)()1..(1:),(pre nQknQk ii �� �

)()..(:),(after # knQkQnQk iii ��� ��
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i ii QkQk�
)(y! kQi�

 
 

3  Aggregate Specification of a Commerce Logistics Centre 

Conceptual Model. System consists of N shopping centres, Warehouse and Produc-
ers. The request of goods from Shopping centre is passed to Warehouse when an 
amount of goods in Shopping centre becomes less than threshold size. Each request in 
Warehouse is processed. If amount of goods in Warehouse is enough, then goods are 
delivered to Shopping centre. In other case request is placed to queue of requests. The 
functioning of Warehouse is the same as Shopping centre. 
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Aggregate specification consists of aggregates Shopping_centre_i, Ni ,�� ; Ware-
house and Producers (Fig. 1). 

 
 

 
 

Shopping centre 2 

 

Shopping centre N 

 

Shopping centre 1 

 

Producers 

 

 
 

Warehouse 
 

… 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 1 
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2 

N 

N+1 
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2 

N 

N+1 

. . . 
. . . 

 

Fig. 1. Aggregate scheme of commerce logistics centre 

Aggregate Shopping centre_k, Nk ,�� . 
 

1. The set of input signals, }{
�

xX � , where ),(
�����

xxx � , and kx �
��

, 
��

x - 

amount of delivered goods. 
2. The set of output signals. }{

�
yY � , where ),(

�����
yyy �  and ky �

��
, 

��
y - 

amount of requested goods. 
3. The set of external events � &

�
eE (�( , where 

�
e(  means that goods have been deliv-

ered. 
4. The set of internal events }{

�
eE ((�(( , where 

�
e ((  means the time instant, when 

amount of goods at shopping centre is evaluated. 
5. Controlling sequences: 

� & ,,, )��(( �
�

je j*  where � &j*  - time interval after which amount of goods at 

shopping centre is evaluated. 
6. Parameters: 

s'  - the amount of requested goods, 

�
s  - threshold. When )( mts  becomes less than 

�
s  request for goods is issued. 

7. Discrete component of state: 
)}(),({)( mmm tstst

�
�$ , where )( mts  - stocks of goods in Shopping centre, )( mts

�
- 

value of threshold. 
8. Continuous component of state: 

� &),()( mm tewtz
�
((�$ . 

9. Initial state: 

��������
ststtewsts ���((� )(,),(  ,)( * . 
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10. Transition and output operators: 
)(

�
eH (( : 

 
���

xtsts mm ��� )()( . 

)(
�

eH (( : 

 jmm tsts +��� )( (0, max)(
�

), 

where j+  - demand for goods. 

 jmm ttew *��(( � ),(
��

. 

)(
�

eG ( : 

),,( sky '�
�

 if )()(
�� ��� mm tssts . 

 
Aggregate Warehouse 

 
1. The set of input signals },,,,{

��� �� NN xxxxX � , where ),(
��� ii xxx � , 

�ix  - num-

ber of shop, 
�ix  – amount of requested goods, 

��Nx  - amount of goods from pro-

ducers. 
2. The set of output signals },,,,{

��� �� NN yyyyY � , where ),(
�� iii yyy �  and 

ky �
��

, 
��

y  - amount of requested goods. 

3. The set of external events � &
��� �((((�( NN eeeeE ,,,, � , where �� ��( Niei , ,  - arrival 

of ix  signal. 

4. The set of internal events },,,,{
��� �((((((((�(( NN eeeeE � , where Niei , , ��((  means time 

instant goods delivery to i-th shopping centre, 
��((Ne  means end of request 

processing for goods delivery. 
5. Controlling sequences: 

� & ,,,,, )���(( �� jNie iji *  � & )��(( � ,, �
�

je jN + , where ij*  - duration of time in-

terval for goods delivery to i-th shopping centre; j+ - duration of time interval for 

request processing. 
6. Parameters: 

s'  - the amount of requested goods, 
�

s  - threshold. 

7. Discrete component of state: 
� &)(),(),(),(),(),(),()( mmmmmNmmm tstQtqttdtdtst

��
,$ �� , where )( mts - stocks of 

goods in Warehouse; )( mi td  - amount of delivered goods to i-th shopping centre, 

)( mts
�

- value of threshold. 

�
                                                                        otherwise; ,

,th -i from  procesed is goods ofrequest  ,
)(

�

� entreshopping c
tm,  

)( mtq  - amount of goods in request. 

8. Continuous component of state: 
� &),( ),,(,),,()( mNmNmm tewtewtewtz

�� �((((((� �$ . 
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9. Initial state: 

�����
ststQsts m � �� )(,)(  ,)( . 

10. Transition and output operators: 
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Aggregate Producers 
 
1. The Set of Input Signals: � &

�
xX � , where 

�
x  - request for delivery of goods. 

2. The Set of Output Signals: � &
�

yY � , where 
�

y  - amount of delivered goods. 

3. The Set of External Events: � &
�

eE (�( , where 
�

e(  - arrival of 
�

x  signal. 

4. The Set of External Events: � &
�

eE ((�(( , where 
�

e ((  - duration of time interval of 

goods delivering from Producers. 
5. Controlling Sequences: 

� & )�(( ,  , �
�

je j*�  

6. Parameters: 
� � � �� &mm tewtz ,

�
((�$  

7. Discrete Component of State: 
� � � &)( mm tdt �$ , where )( mtd  - an amount goods delivered to Warehouse. 

8. Initial State: 
� � )�((

��
tew , , �

�
�)(td . 
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9. Transition and Output Operators: 
 )(

�
eH ( : 

  � � jmm ttew *��(( ���
,  

  
��

xtd m �� )( . 

 )(
�

eH (( : 

  � � )�(( ��� mtew , , �
�

�� )( mtd . 

 )(
�

eG (( : 

  )( mtdy �
�

. 

4 Results of Validation and Simulation of Commerce Logistics 
Centre 

Formal specification presented in the previous section was used developing simula-
tion model of commerce logistics centre. Simulation model was created using system 
PRANAS-2 [3], which consists of the following software tools: 
�� knowledge-based specification editor, 
�� validation subsystem, 
�� simulation subsystem. 

Validation of specification is carried out using reachable state method that permits 
to analyse such system properties: boundedness, absence of specification, complete-
ness, static and dynamic deadlocks freeness, termination. 

Illustration of validation results are presented in Table 2. Numbers that are written 

after words Shopping centre_i, ��,�i ; Warehouse, Producers mean values of corre-
sponding coordinates of aggregates. Table 2 illustrates alteration of discrete coordi-
nates starting from initial state till the state when the first request for goods will be 
executed in warehouse. 

Table 2. Illustration of validation results 

Shopping centre_1 : 7 4 
Shopping centre_2 : 7 4 
Shopping centre_3 : 7 4 
Warehouse : 25 0 0 0 0 0 0 16 
Producers : 0 

. Event "
�

e  in Shopping centre_3 
Shopping centre_1 : 7 4 
Shopping centre_2 : 7 4 
Shopping centre_3 : 5 4 
Warehouse : 25 0 0 0 0 0 0 16 
Producers : 0 

. Event "
�

e  in Shopping centre_1 
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Shopping centre_1 : 4 4 
Shopping centre_2 : 7 4 
Shopping centre_3 : 5 4 
Warehouse : 25 0 0 0 0 0 0 16 
Producers : 0 

. Event "
�

e  in Shopping centre_2 
Shopping centre_1 : 4 4 
Shopping centre_2 : 5 4 
Shopping centre_3 : 5 4 
Warehouse : 25 0 0 0 0 0 0 16 
Producers : 0 

. Event "
�

e  in Shopping centre_3 
Shopping centre_1 : 4 4 
Shopping centre_2 : 3 4 
Shopping centre_3 : 4 4 
Warehouse : 25 0 0 0 2 0 0 16 
Producers : 0 

. Event "
�

e  in Shopping centre_2 

Output signal 
�

y  in Shopping centre_2 

Event '
�

e  in Warehouse 
Shopping centre_1 : 4 4 
Shopping centre_2 : 3 4 
Shopping centre_3 : 4 4 
Warehouse : 17 0 0 0 2 8 0 16 
Producers : 0 

. Event "
�

e  in Warehouse 
Shopping centre_1 : 4 4 
Shopping centre_2 : 3 4 
Shopping centre_3 : 4 4 
Warehouse : 17 0 8 0 0 0 0 16 
Producers : 32 

. Event "
�

e  in Shopping centre_1 

Output signal 
�

y  in Shopping centre_1 

Event '
�

e  in Warehouse 

Output signal 
�

y  in Warehouse 

Event '
�

e  in Producers 
Shopping centre_1 : 1 4 
Shopping centre_2 : 3 4 
Shopping centre_3 : 4 4 
Warehouse : 9 0 8 0 1 8 0 16 
Producers : 32 
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The results of simulation are presented in Fig. 2. The simulation experiments have 
been carried out at the following parameters of the system: 

Shopping centre_i, ��,�i : � � �����
�
��'��/ ssij  , ,* . 

Warehouse: �������������
�
��'��� ssi jij   ,  ],.;,[  ;, ],,[ +* . 

Producers: ],,[ �	���j*  

Results of simulation are presented in Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 2. dependencies of Q length in Warehouse between mean values of selling in shopping 
centres 

5 Further Detailing of Aggregate Specification of Commerce 
Logistics Centre 

Model presented in previous section is oriented to carry out performance analysis of 
commerce logistics centre. In this section it will be shown how aggregate model can 
be extended with the purpose to use it for development of information system. Simu-
lation model operates with only one kind of goods. Commerce logistics centres usu-
ally operates with a lot of goods. That’s why new details have to be introduced in the 
specification. 

Extension of specification has been done for aggregate Warehouse. A new abstract 
data type Warehouse is introduced that has operations get, request and delivery. 

The schema warehouse describes quantities of goods in warehouse (in_stock), the 
queue of requests that can not be processed due to lack of goods (queue_requests), 
threshold values for each product (threshold_level). 
����� warehouse ���������������������� 
�in_stock : product_names � � 
�queue_requests : seq (� � product_names � �) 
�threshold_level : product_names � � 
�������������������������� 
�dom in_stock = dom threshold_level 
��������������������������������� 

Q 

s0=6 
s0=8 

M[+i] 

s0=4 
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The schema get describes the request operation. The input of schema is list re-
quested goods and their quantities and output is list of goods and their quantities that 
will be delivered. 
����� get ��������������������������� 
�� warehouse 
�s : seq(� � (dom list? / dom list!) � � | 
� #s = #(dom list? / dom list!) 
�list? : product_names � � 
�list!: product_names � � 
�shop? : � 
�������������������������� 
�don list? 	 in_stock 
�list! =
g : product_names; n : � |  
� (g � n) � list?  in_stock(g) � list?(g)} 
�in_stock’ = in_stock � {g : product_names; n : � | g � n � list! � 
� g � (in_stock(g) – list? (g))} 
�threshold_level’= threshold_level 
�queue_requests’ = queue_requests�s 
��������������������������������� 

The schema request creates the list of requested products. 
����� request ������������������������ 
�� warehouse 
�list! : product_names � � 
���������������������� 
�list! : {g : product_names; n : � | 
� (in_stock g < threshold_level) � 
� g � (3 � threshold_level g)} 
�in_stock’ = in_stock 
�queue_requests’ = queue_requests 
�threshold_level’ = threshold_level 
��������������������������������� 

The schema delivery creates the list of delivered products. 
����� delivery ����������������������� 
�� warehouse 
�list? : product_names � � 
���������������������� 
�in_stock’ = in_stock � 
� {g : product_names; n : � | g � n � list? � 
� g � (in_stock(g)+list? (g))} 
�in_stock’ = in_stock 
�queue_requests’ = queue_requests 
�threshold_level’ = threshold_level 
��������������������������������� 
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Correspondences between components of aggregate Warehouse and above intro-
duced Z schemas are presented in Table 3. 

Table 3. Correspondences between components of aggregate Warehouse and above introduced 
Z schemas 

Component of aggregate Warehouse Z schema 
� � � � � �mmm ttQts

�
s , ,  Warehouse 

� � � �
�� �� (((( NN eGeH  ,  request 

� � � �ii eGeH (((  ,  get 

� �
��((NeG  delivery 

6 Conclusions 

Proposed. formal specification approach which use both aggregate approach and Z 
specification language has the following properties: 
�� permits on the base of single specification to carry out both performance and be-

haviour analysis; 
�� permits to specify dynamic behaviour of distributed information systems. 
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Abstract. Many algorithms have been proposed that detect non-termination of
active database rules. However, most of these provide a conservative estimate –
they detect all potential cases of non-termination. The onus is on the database
programmers to further analyze these cases and give more definite results about
non-termination. In this paper we show how the database programmer can auto-
matically detect non-termination using an existing symbolic model checker. Our
approach does not require much expertise on the part of the database programmer,
and can be used to detect termination cases which the conservative approaches re-
ject as non-terminating ones.

1 Introduction

Although active database systems [1, 7–9, 16–18] appear to be a promising technology,
users are reluctant to use it because of the uncertainty associated with how a set of
active database rules acting on their own will interact with each other and with other
transactions [15]. To ensure that the application will behave in a predictable manner,
active database applications need to be formally verified. In this paper we show how
termination of active database rules can be formally verified using model checking.

Detecting termination of active database rules is, in general, an undecidable prob-
lem. Researchers have proposed sufficient conditions [2, 11, 12] that ensure termination.
One such condition is the acyclicity of the triggering graph [2]. Absence of cycles in
a triggering graph indicates that the rules will eventually terminate. Cycles in the trig-
gering graph indicate potential for non-termination. In other words, if a cycle exists in
the triggering graph, further analysis must be done before one can give a more definite
answer about termination. In this work we show how model checking can be used to
perform such analysis and give useful results about termination.

To illustrate our approach we use the SMV model checker1 [13]. The first step in-
volves converting the active database application to an SM V specification. The second
step is to express the termination property as a CTL (Computational Tree Logic) for-
mulae. The third step involves using the model checker to see if the property holds. The
model checker performs an exhaustive search and reports whether the property holds

1 The SMV model checker is available from http://www.cs.cmu.edu/afs/cs/project/
modck/pub/www/modck.html

A. Caplinskas and J. Eder (Eds.): ADBIS 2001, LNCS 2151, pp. 266−279, 2001.
#� Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2001



or not. If the property does not hold, the model checker provides a trace showing the
violation of the property. This trace is useful for understanding and debugging purposes.

We find that our method is able to (i) predict termination of rules that are also
predicted to terminate by the triggering graph approach; (ii) predict termination of rules
that do terminate, but are diagnosed as possibly non-terminating by the triggering graph
approach and (iii) predict non-termination for rules that are indeed non-terminating and,
additionally, provide a sequence of rule execution that leads to the non-termination.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses some related work.
Section 3 gives an overview of our approach. Section 4 first presents an overview of
the SMV model checker and then illustrates our approach using a motivating example.
Section 5 presents a second example with terminating rule sets and the outcome of
analyzing this example with SMV. Section 6 concludes this paper.

2 Related Work

Widom et al. [2] propose a static, graph theoretic approach to detect if a set of active
database rules have properties, such as, termination, confluence and observable deter-
minism. This work involves building a triggering graph for an active database appli-
cation – the vertices correspond to the active rules of the application; edge � i � j � corre-
sponds to the possibility that the rule represented by vertex i can trigger the rule repre-
sented by vertex j. Cycles in the graph identify potential scenarios of non-termination.

Karadimce et al. [11] argue that a simple syntactic analysis may produce a graph
containing cycles whereas a more detailed analysis may produce an acyclic graph. If a
detailed analysis can show that a rule p can never trigger another rule q, then the edge

� p � q � can be safely removed from the graph. Removing edges in this manner may at
some stage yield an acyclic graph indicating that the rules do indeed terminate.

Baralis and Widom [6] introduced another kind of graph known as activation graph
to detect termination. The vertices corresponds to the rules of the application. An edge

� i � j � signifies that the action of rule i may satisfy the condition of rule j. Acyclicity
of this graph means definite termination. Baralis proposed a rule-reduction method [5]
that makes use of both activation and triggering graphs. Any vertex that does not have
an incoming activation or triggering edge is removed together with its outgoing edges.
If all the vertices are removed in the process, the rule set is indeed terminating.

Rule analysis focussing on the termination and confluence properties have also been
proposed by Van der Voort et al. [12]. The rule model used is very restrictive – rule
actions can only modify data selected by the rule condition, and it appears that insertions
and deletions are not allowed. Decidability results for the termination of rules has also
been given by Bailey et al. [4]. In a separate work Bailey et al. [3] show how collecting
semantic information can be useful in termination analysis.

3 Our Approach

Our approach is based on model checking. Model checkers require that the model being
verified is represented as a finite state machine. Since software systems, in general,
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are infinite state machines, model checkers cannot be used directly to verify software.
Recently researchers have shown how to build a finite state abstraction of the software
system and verify it using model checking [10, 19].

We build a finite state abstraction of an active database application and then verify
this abstraction using the symbolic model checker SMV. We use the input language
to the SMV to specify the finite state machine. The termination properties are repre-
sented as Computational Tree Logic (CTL) (a subset of branching time temporal logic)
formulae. The SMV model checker verifies the model by performing a search on the
state space and comes up with the appropriate response: either it prints that the property
holds or produces a counterexample illustrating the violation of the property.

We use two examples to describe our approach to rule termination analysis. The
rules in the first example trigger each other indefinitely and the termination property
does not hold. The result obtained in this case concurs with that obtained by applying
the triggering-graph analysis of Widom et al. [2]. Next we modify the example slightly
so that the rules do terminate. The corresponding triggering-graph has cycles indicating
the possibility that some rules may not terminate. Our automated analysis, however,
indicates that the rules do terminate.

3.1 Rule Execution Semantics

The modeling of the application in SMV is dependent on the rule execution semantics.
We assume that our active database system incorporates the following rule execution
semantics. Note that, our choice was arbitrary.

1. Sequential Execution: We assume a sequential mode of execution. That is, only one
input transaction or active rule is processed at a time.

2. Rule Processing Granularity: The rules are processed after each occurance of a
transaction. We assume that the transaction consists of a single database operation.

3. Conflict Resolution: If two or more rules are triggered at any time, the rule chosen
for activation depends on the priorities specified in the rule definition. The other
rules are queued up for later execution. If no priorities are specified, one rule is
chosen arbitrarily for activation.

4. Iterative Rule Processing: One rule is selected and processed at a time before se-
lecting and processing the other rule.

5. Set-Oriented Execution: We assume that a rule is executed once for all database
instances triggering the rule or satisfying the rules condition.

6. Coupling Mode is Dependent-Decoupled: The rule processing takes place only af-
ter the original transaction has committed.

3.2 A Note on Notation

The notations we use are as follows. We use the bold font to describe database variables,
sans serif font to describe the SMV variables, and italics to describe SMV keywords.

4 Modeling the Active Database Application

Before modeling the application, we briefly describe the SMV model checker [13].
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4.1 The SMV Model Checker

The SMV program that is input to the model checker consists of four parts: (i) declara-
tions of state variables, (ii) the initial states of the variables, (iii) the transition relations
that change the state of the variables and (iv) the specification of the properties to be
verified. The syntax of each part is given below.

Declaration of State Variables: The variables used in an SMV specification must be
declared before use. The declaration also includes the type of the variable. A state
variable can be of the following types: boolean, scalar, and fixed arrays. In the
example below three variables x, y and z have been declared. The variable x is a
boolean variable, that is, it can take one of two values: 0 or 1. The variable, y, is of
type scalar, that is, it can take one of the three values A, B or C. The variable z can
take any value in the range 1 to 5.

x : boolean;
y : {A, B, C};
z : 1..5;

State Initialization: The SMV init function defines the initial values of the variables.
For example, suppose variable x is initialized to 0. This is specified in SMV as:

init(x) := 0;

State Transformation: The SMV next function defines how the next state values of
the variables are computed using the current state values of the variables. Often
a variable changes value depending on whether certain conditions are satisfied by
the current state variables. Moreover, the value may change in different ways if
different conditions are satisfied. These conditions can be specified using a case
statement. A case statement returns the first expression on the right hand side of
the colon (:), such that, the condition on the left hand side of the colon is true.
The default case is often specified as the last expression of the case statement: the
left hand side of the colon is a 1 and the right hand side is the default value. The
example below will help illustrate the point. The next state value of the variable y is
A if the current state values of x and z satisfy both the conditions x and (z = 1). The
next state value of y is B if y currently equals B and z equals 2. If neither of these
conditions are true, that is, in the default case, the value of y remains unchanged.

next(y) :=
case
x & (z = 1): A;
(y = B) & ( z = 2) : B;
1 : y;

esac;

Specifications of the Properties using CTL: The properties to be verified must be
specified as Computational Tree Logic (CTL) formulae. A CTL formula is a boolean
expression, an existential (E) path formula, an universal (A) path formula, or the
application of standard boolean operators to CTL formulae. A path formula is the
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application of the temporal operators next (X), eventually (F), or globally (G), to a
CTL formula. For example if we want to state that it is always true that if X is true
in a state, then in some future state Y will be true we specify it as follows:

AG(X -> EF(y))

4.2 Example Application with Non-Terminating Rules

The database application has a number of tables, user-defined transactions, and rules.
To keep the example short, we describe only those entities that are relevant for our
purpose. The two tables that are of interest are: emp(id,rank,salary) and bonus(emp-
id,amount). Table emp records each employee’s rank and salary, table bonus records
a bonus amount awarded to each employee.

The two transactions that we are interested in are: updateRank and updateAmt.
The transaction updateRank increases the rank of an employee and updateAmt in-
creases the bonus amount. To keep the example simple, we assume that an employee’s
rank is always increased by 1 and the bonus is always increased by 10.

We define two rules that trigger each other indefinitely. The first rule, bonusRank,
states that whenever an employee’s bonus is increased by 10, the employee’s rank is
increased by 1:

create rule bonusRank on bonus
when updated(amount)

then update emp
set rank = rank + 1

where id in (select emp-id from new-updated, old-updated
where new-updated.emp-id = old-updated.emp-id

and new-updated.amount - old-updated.amount = 10)

The second rule, rankBonus, states that whenever an employee’s rank is modified,
that employee’s bonus is increased by 10.

create rule rankBonus on emp
when updated(rank)

then update bonus
set amount = amount + 10

where emp-id in (select id from new-updated)

4.3 Converting the Database Application to an SMV Specification

A database application often has a very large number of states. To be efficiently exe-
cuted by the SMV model checker the number of states must be minimized. Thus, the
biggest challenge is in downsizing the application without changing its properties.

In this section we first give an algorithm for converting a database application to an
SMV specification. Then, we give some hints on how to reduce the state space.

Step 1: Creation of SMV State Variables
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Step 1a: For each cell in each table of the database define two SMV variables.
One of these variables will contain the current state’s value of the cell and
the other will contain the previous state’s value. As a convention the previous
state variables contain the prefix ‘old’. Recall that each variable in SMV must be
specified with a range. For now, we assume that the range of this variable equals
the domain of the values that the corresponding attribute can take. Later on, we
specify how to reduce this range to minimize the state explosion problem.

State variables for the tables in the example: For each row i (where i = 1,2,3,
� � � ) in the table emp we define the variables id-i, rank-i, salary-i to store the
current state’s values of the respective cells, and the variables oldid-i, oldrank-
i, oldsalary-i to store the previous state’s values. We create similar variables
for the table bonus. Assuming that each table has just one row, the following
variables are created. id-1 , rank-1, salary-1, oldid-1 , oldrank-1, oldsalary-1,
empid-1, amount-1, oldempid-1, oldamount-1. For the sake of convenience we
elimiate the suffix -1 from the variables. The declaration of the variables and
their types using a pseudo SMV notation2 is:
id : 0..1000;
rank : 0..no upper limit;
salary : 0..no upper limit;
oldid : 0..1000;
oldrank : 0..no upper limit;
oldsalary : 0..no upper limit;
empid : 0..1000;
amount : 0..no upper limit;
oldempid : 0..1000;
oldamount : 0..no upper limit;

Step 1b: For each rule in the application, define a SMV boolean variable. The
value 1 of the variable indicates that the corresponding rule has been triggered.
The value 0 indicates that the corresponding rule has not been triggered.

State variables for the rules in the example: The motivating example has two
rules that generate the following state variables in SMV.
rankBonus : boolean;
bonusRank : boolean;

Step 1c: Define an SMV scalar variable active to indicate which rule is currently
active. Corresponding to each rule in the application there is an enumerator.
Depending on which rule is active, the variable active takes on the correspond-
ing value. There is also another enumerator, n, that is used to denote that no
rules are active in a particular state.

State variable to represent current active rule: For our example the variable
active can take the value bR (indicating that the rule bonusRank has been
chosen for activation), rB (indicating that the rule rankBonus has been chosen
for activation), or n (indicating that no rules have been chosen for activation).

2 In SMV we must specify a range with a lower and an upper limit
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active : {bR, rB, n};
Step 1d: Define an SMV scalar variable input to indicate which input transaction is

currently being processed. For each input transaction, there is a corresponding
enumerator. There is further an enumerator, n, that is used to denote that no
input transaction is currently being processed.

State variable to represent current active transaction: The motivating example
has two transactions updateRank and updateAmt. Thus the variable input
can take in any of the three values uR (indicating that the current transaction
being processed is updateRank), uA (indicating that the current transaction
being processed is updateAmt) and n (indicating that no input transaction is
currently being processed).
input : { uR, uA, n};

Step 2: State Initialization
Step 2a: For each SMV variable derived from the database table, specify the ap-

propriate initial values using the init statement. The initial values depend on
the application semantics and cannot be generalized.

Initializing state variables corresponding to the table: For our motivating ex-
ample, the initial values are as follows:
init(id) := 0;
init(rank) := 0;
init(salary) := 0;
init(oldid) := 0;
init(oldrank) := 0;
init(oldsalary) := 0;
init(empid) := 0;
init(amount):= 0;
init(oldempid) := 0;
init(oldamount) := 0;

Step 2b: The variables corresponding to the rules are initialized to 0. This is be-
cause initially no rules are triggered.

Initializing state variables corresponding to the rules: For our example this is
done as follows:
init(rankBonus) := 0;
init(bonusRank) := 0;

Step 2c: The variables active and input are each initialized to n – indicating that
none of the rules are active and no input transaction is being processed.

Initializing the variables active and input: For our example this is implemented
as follows:
init(active) := n;
init(input) := n;

Step 3: State Transformation
Step 3a: The SMV variables that contain previous state’s values are changed as

follows: the next state values of these variables equal the current values of the
corresponding variables.
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State transformation of variables containing previous state values: For our
example this is
next(oldid) := id;
next(oldrank) := rank;
next(oldsalary) := salary;
next(oldempid) := empid;
next(oldamount) := amount;

Step 3b: The SMV variables containing current values are modified as per appli-
cation semantics. Typically, in a database application, there are transactions
and/or rules that update the corresponding cells in the table. A case statement
is used to model this. The number of expressions in the case statement is the
number of transactions and rules that update this cell plus one for the default
case.

State transformation of variables containing current state values: For our ex-
ample, rank and amount are the only variables that are changed by triggers or
transactions. Consider the state transformation of the variable rank given be-
low:
next(rank) :=
case
(input = uR) : rank + 1;
(active = bR) : rank + 1;
1 : rank;

esac;
The first expression in the case statement indicates that rank gets updated if the
current input transaction is updateRank. The second expression indicates that
rank gets updated if the current active rule is bonusRank. The last expression
is the default case – if none of the above two cases are true, then rank remains
unchanged.
Similarly, the variable amount’s state transformation is given by the following
SMV code:
next(amount):=
case
(input = uA) : amount + 10;
(active = rB) : amount + 10;
1 : amount;

esac;
Step 3c: The rule variables are set if the corresponding rules get triggered. Note

that, a rule gets triggered if some event has occured and some condition is
satisfied. The event can be either an insert, update or delete operation on a
table. The condition may depend on the value of some attributes. The state
variables representing the rules are modified in the following way. There is case
statement describing the different conditions in which the rule gets triggered.
The first expression contains the conjunction of the events and the conditions
that cause the rule to be triggered. The second expression says that if the rule
is triggered, but has not been processed, then the rule remains triggered. The
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third expression gives the default case which means the rule variable is set to
0; this indicates that the rule will not be triggered if the above conditions are
not satisfied.

State transformation of rule variables: For the rule rankBonus the SMV spec-
ifications is:
next(rankBonus) :=
case
!(rank = oldrank) : 1;
(rankBonus = 1) & !(active = rB) : 1;
1 : 0;

esac;

The first expression says that the rule rankBonus is triggered if the value of
rank changes. The second expression says that if rankBonus was triggered but
not activated, it will be activated in the next state. Finally, the default case says
that if none of the above conditions is true then the rule is not triggered.
Similarly the SMV specification for the rule bonusRank is:
next(bonusRank) :=
case
!(amount = oldamount) : 1;
(bonusRank = 1) & !(active = bR) : 1;
1 : 0;

esac;

Step 3d: A case statement is used to specify how the value of active changes. For
each rule variable there are two expressions. The first expression indicates that
if a rule variable is true but the rule has not been activated, then active gets the
value of that rule. The second expression says that if the event and the condition
of a rule are both satisfied, the rule must be activated.
Note the order in which the expressions corresponding to the different rule
variables are specified in the case statement, determine the priority of rule ex-
ecution. This is because of the property that if the conditions for multiple ex-
pressions in a case statement are satisfied, only the first expression is executed.

State transformation of variable active: The first expression in the case state-
ment says that if the current active trigger is not bonusRank but it is queued
up for activation, then in the next state it will become active. The second ex-
pression makes a similar argument about the trigger rankBonus. The third
expression says that if the amount has been changed then in the next the rule
bonusRank will be activated. The fourth expression says that if the rank has
been updated, then the rule rankBonus will be activated. If none of the above
conditions are true, then no rule will be activated in the next state.
next(active) :=
case
!(active = bR) & (bonusRank = 1) : bR;
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!(active = rB) & (rankBonus = 1) : rB;
!(amount = oldamt) : bR;
!(rank = oldrank) : rB;
1 : n;

esac;
Step 3e: The variable input determines which transaction is being processed. We

assume that once an input transaction is being processed or there is a trigger
activated, no other new transaction is accepted because the processing is not yet
complete. Otherwise the input can take any value from its possible enumerators.
The value that input takes in this case is specified non-deterministically.

State transformation of variable input: For our example, the SMV specification
is:
next(input) :=
case

!(input = n) : n;
!(active = n) : n;
(input = n) & (active = n) : {uR, uA, n};

esac;

Converting Database Application to a Verifiable SMV Specification The SMV
model checker checks all possible states for the satisfaction of the property. Hence,
to avoid the state explosion problem it is required that the number of states be kept to a
minimum level. In this section we discuss some optimizations to reduce the number of
states. But before we talk about optimization, we need to elaborate on some details left
out earlier.

Specify Upper Limits: In some applications no upper bound is specified for an at-
tribute. However, in the SMV specification both the upper and the lower bound
must be specified for a particular variable. To simulate the case of a variable not
having an upper bound, we use the modulo operation and wrap around when the
variable reaches the upper limit.

Specifying upper limits for the example: In our example application no upper limit
has been specified for the rank attribute. However, the corresponding SMV variable
is specified with an upper bound shown below.

rank : 0..4;

Consider the state transformation of the variable rank as discussed in Step 3b.

next(rank) :=
case
(input = uR) : rank + 1;
(active = bR) : rank + 1;
1 : rank;
esac;
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With the above example, the rank will soon reach an upper bound. To avoid this
scenario, we use the modulo operation shown below:

next(rank) :=
case
(input = uR) : (rank + 1) mod 5;
(active = bR) : (rank + 1) mod 5;
1 : rank;
esac;

Note that the modeling above does not distinguish between ranks 1, 6, 11 etc. So
if the actual value of the rank is important for some application then some extra
measures must be taken. For example, suppose the application requires that if the
rank is 1 then an employee gets an extra bonus. To model this we need to introduce
another variable rankIsOne which equals 1, if the rank is one, and 0 otherwise.

Eliminate Redundant Variables: In Step 1 we mentioned that for each field we create
two variables. Now some of the fields are never changed in an application and they
are not important with respect to the property being verified. Such variables can be
safely eliminated from the specification. For instance, in the motivating example,
the variables id, empid, salary, are never used in the specification. So these can
safely be eliminated. Some fields in a table are never updated. For these fields we
do not require a variable to store the previous state values. For example, id, empid
never get updated – so we can do without the variables oldid, oldempid.

Reduce the Range of Variables: Sometimes a variable can take a wide range of val-
ues. For example, the salary of an employee can take any value in the range 0 to
200000. However, specifying salary as an integer with the above range will lead to
a state explosion problem.
One solution is to just list a few possible values that the salary can take as in

salary : {40000, 45000, 50000, 55000, 60000}

This solution is fine for applications in which the range is 40000 to 60000 and
increments occur in 5000. However, if the application requires that an increment of
1000 be given to an employee then this cannot be modeled if we specify the salary
as above.
A second solution may be to just scale down the salary:

salary : 0..20

This solution assumes that the unit is in thousands. If this solution is used, then care
must be taken to divide all the usage of salary figures by 1000. This solution is used
to scale down the value of amount variable in our motivating example. Note that
other solutions may also be possible. The solution which must be used depends on
the application.

4.4 Specifying Non-termination Properties using Computational Tree Logic

Once we have built the finite model, the next step is to specify the non-termination
property using Computational Tree Logic (CTL) formulae. To show non-termination,
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we have to show that in the absence of input transactions, the triggers will all be reset,
that is, no trigger will be active.

The CTL formula for the termination property is as follows:

SPEC AG((input = n) -> AF((active = n)))

The above CTL formula states that it is always the case that in the absence of any
input transactions, eventually none of the triggers are active. Note that all properties
stated in CTL begin with the word SPEC. The formula AG(f) means that f holds in
every state along every path. The formula AF(f) means that along every path there
exists some future state in which f holds.

The output of the model checker indicate that the CTL formulae are false; that is
the rules do not terminate. The model checker also provides the scenario under which
the rules do not terminate. The detailed specifications is given in [14].

5 Example with Terminating Rules

To illustrate the advantage of our approach over [2], we create a second example by
slightly modifying the rule rankBonus of the example in Section 4.2. The modified
rule, which we call rankBonus2, is given below. As before the rankBonus2 trigger is
set when rank is updated. However, this trigger updates the amount for the employee
whose rank is less than 3.

create rule rankBonus2 on emp
when updated(rank)

then update bonus
set amount = amount + 10

where emp-id in (select id from new-updated
and new-updated.rank � 3)

The finite state model for this application is developed in the same manner as in the
previous example. The model is very similar except that we introduce a boolean state
variable rankLessThan3. The value of rankLessThan3 equals 1 when rank is less than 3
and 0 otherwise. Initially rankLessThan3 is 1. Whenever the current rank is greater than
or equal to 2 and the current input transaction is updateRank or the current active trig-
ger is bonusRank, rankLessThan3 is set to 0. Otherwise, the value of rankLessThan3
is not changed.

The SMV specification for the state initialization and state transformation of rank-
LessThan3 are given below:

init(rankLessThan3) := 1;
next(rankLessThan3) :=
case
(input = uR) & (rank >= 2) : 0;
(active = bR) & (rank >= 2) : 0 ;
1 : rankLessThan3 ;

esac;
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The rankBonus2 trigger is set when rank is updated. This trigger updates the amount
for the employee whose rankLessThan3 is true. The SMV specification for the state ini-
tialization and state transformation of rankBonus2 is identical to that of rankBonus of
the previous example. This is expected because the event and the condition part of the
triggers are the same. The action parts of the two triggers are different and this is re-
flected in the state transformation of variable amount.

init(amount) := 0;
next(amount) :=
case

(input = uA) : (amount + 1) mod 5;
(active = rB) & rankLessThan3 : (amount + 1) mod 5;
1 : amount;

esac;

The CTL formulae remains the same:

SPEC AG((input = n) -> AF((active = n)))

For this particular example, the rules bonusRank and rankBonus2 are terminating.
The triggering graph analysis technique [2] detects a cycle signifying a potential source
of non-termination. However, when we execute the SMV program corresponding to this
example, the CTL formulae return true indicating that the triggers do indeed terminate.

-- specification AG (input = n -> AF active = n) is true

6 Conclusion

Our contribution is that we show how termination of active database rules can be
formally verified by the database programmer using an easy-to-use symbolic model
checker. The formal analysis provides assurance that the resulting system indeed pos-
sesses the termination property. Using a very simple example, we illustrate that our ap-
proach can detect termination for a case where the triggering graph approach of Aiken
et al. [2] fails.

The major difficulty is in developing an accurate finite state model of the active
database application. The modeling should be such that the property being verified
should not be altered in the process of developing the finite state abstraction. In this
paper we illustrate manually how the model can be developed. A future work remains
how some automated verification methodology can be used to create a model that can
be automatically checked by the model-checker.
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Abstract. The paper is dealing with the problem of flexible querying
using vague linguistic expressions and user dependent requirements. We
propose a solution based on incorporating weights into scoring rules by
the usage of fuzzy logic and fuzzy similarities. We define a data model,
which enables to answer queries over crisp data using fuzzy knowledge
base, fuzzy interpretation of vague expressions and fuzzy similarities. We
present an extension of a positive relational algebra and show that its
the expressive power together with a fuzzy fixpoint operator is sufficient
for evaluating fuzzy Datalog programs. We discuss also a computational
model for queries with a threshold on truth values and optimization of
such queries.

Keywords: flexible querying, vague linguistic expressions, fuzzy Dat-
alog, fuzzy similarities, fuzzy relational algebra, threshold computation

1 Introduction

The information to be stored in databases in not always precise. A related issue
is the handling of imperfect or flexible queries. Fuzzy sets and possibility theories
are often used in this context. For databases, it usually means to apply fuzzy
set-based approach in information management.

In ([BP97] the term fuzzy databases is presented in four different meanings.
Here we combine a logical approach to databases, i.e. we use logical rules in
many-valued-logic, with fuzzy similarity defined on attribute domains. We deal
with vagueness and gradual properties of objects represented by classical (crisp)
data. The aim of this paper is to build a data model to answer queries over crisp
data using fuzzy knowledge base, fuzzy interpretation of vague expressions, and
fuzzy similarities over respective domains. We have developed a fuzzy variant of
Datalog whose procedural semantics is described via operations of a fuzzy rela-
tional algebra and a fuzzy fixpoint operator. The approach uses also a threshold

A. Caplinskas and J. Eder (Eds.): ADBIS 2001, LNCS 2151, pp. 280–293, 2001.
c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2001
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computation. This feature has practical consequences for practice. We attempt
to prove basic results on expressive power of this approach. Concerning a pos-
sible implementation, we use relations to store basic facts. Their truth-values
can be represented, e.g., as additional columns in relational tables. The rest of a
fuzzy knowledge base is represented intentionally. Hence, an implementation of
this approach can be built on top of an RDBMS or deductive system with, e.g.,
the Datalog language. In Sect. 2 we show a motivating example for our research.
In Sect. 3 we present a language for the data model. Section 4 is devoted to the
definition of the fuzzy relational algebra with similarity. In Sect. 5 we briefly
discuss fixpoint theory and the expressive power of our algebra. Section 6 intro-
duces the threshold variant of the fuzzy relational algebra. The paper is closed
by a discussion and conclusions in Sect. 7.

2 Motivating Example

A motivating example is inspired by a hotel reservation system of Naito et all
([Na+95]), where they described a system with logical connectives (aggregation
operators) learned by a neural network for each customers preferences separately.

The illustrating example concerns a resort of High Tatras in Slovakia. We
suppose the following query:

Q1. Find hotels that are near to Hágy, their cost is reasonable and their
building is fine. The costs are considered to January 10th.

In order to process this query we need to specify a user’s notions of being
near to, cost reasonable, and building is fine.

We suppose database relations Hotel location and Distance. Moreover, the
function

user’s close(x) = max
(

0, 1 − x

50

)

is at disposal. For example user’s close(10) = 0.8 and our system interprets the
value as a truth value. For simplicity, we can imagine the representation of this
function as a relation. Tuples in crisp relations have truth value 1. The notion
of Near to can be specified on the intentional level e.g. as an SQL view.

CREATE VIEW Near to AS
SELECT Hotel, Business location, TruthV
FROM Hotel location NATURAL JOIN Distance

NATURAL JOIN User’s close
The join calculates a single truth-value for the whole tuple, and Near to is

here a classical projection. Later we will see that the projection can be influenced
by a confidence factor, because there can be more ways how to calculate nearness.

Hotel location

Hotel Location
Szállás Štrba

Distance

Location Business location Dist
Štrba Hágy 10

User’s close

Dist TruthV
10 0.8
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Hotel location � Distance � User’s close

Hotel Location Business location Dist TruthV
Szállás Štrba Hágy 10 0.8

Near to

Hotel Business location TruthV
Szállás Hágy 0.8

Similar situation is for evaluating reasonability of the hotel costs. Having the
user’s notion for ”being reasonable”

user’s reasonable(x) =
{

max(0, x
1000 ) if x ≤ 1000

max(0, 1 − x−1000
2000 ) if x ≥ 1000

we could define the notion of cost reasonable in a similar way. The same holds
for ”building is fine”. Now we would like to illustrate another feature of our
system, namely similarity on domains. It can quite well happen that the name
of the hotel in the Location database above was found in a Hungarian database
but the information about the price can be in the database of a Polish operator
(with a little bit different spelling).

Hotel price

Hotel Time Price
Szalas Jan10 1600

User’s reasonable

Price TruthV
1600 0.7

Hotel price � User’s reasonable

Hotel Time Price TruthV
Szalas Jan10 1600 0.7

Cost reasonable

Hotel Time TruthV
Szalas Jan10 0.7

Last but not least, looking for a quality of the building we use the user’s
notion for ”being new”

user’s new(x) = max
(

0, 1 − 2001 − x

20

)
This information can be in a Slovak provider database with another spelling of
the hotel name again:

Buildings

Hotel Year of constr
Salaš 1993

User’s new

Year of constr TruthV
1993 0.6

Buildings � User’s new

Hotel Year of constr TruthV
Salaš 1993 0.6

Building is fine

Hotel TruthV
Salaš 0.6

A classical join, with the joining attribute Hotel, of the virtual relations for
Near to, Cost reasonable and Building is fine would give an empty answer.

Near to

Hotel Business location TruthV
Szállás Hágy 0.8

Cost reasonable

Hotel Time TruthV
Szalas Jan10 0.7

Building is fine

Hotel TruthV
Salaš 0.6
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Here is the point where we enter our fuzzy similarity. Its specification can be
expressed by the following table:

Similarity Salaš Szállás Szalas
Salaš 1 0.6 0.7

Szállás 0.6 1 0.8
Szalas 0.7 0.8 1

Notice that dealing with the similarity in this way is not usual in classical
databases. We can meet it rather in text databases or in special software, i.e. in
OLAP databases or in data mining systems. Often so-called distance functions
are used (e.g. Hemming distance, Levenstein distance, etc.) [BR99]. Most of fuzzy
approaches solve the situation by a set-theoretic approach. They consider sets
of attribute values (as subsets of respective domains), calculate their similarity
degree (mainly wrt max/min operators). Consequently, the answer to the query
is a set.

Our approach is based on a logical approach. We assume that our knowledge
base is extended by axioms of equality and a similarity value is a product factor
influencing the final answer. The product is chosen because we think that it is
independent of the fact in the database whether or not there are problems in
the spelling of hotel names.

Although mathematical details will be described later, we can imagine a
Datalog closure of above relations wrt to fuzzy equality axioms yielding the
following relations:

Near to1

Hotel Business location TruthV
Salaš Hágy .8*.6=.5

Szállás Hágy .8
Szalas Hágy .8*.8=.6

Cost reasonable1

Hotel Time TruthV
Salaš Jan10 .7*.7=.5

Szállás Jan10 .7*.8=.6
Szalas Jan10 .7

Building is fine1

Hotel TruthV
Salaš .6

Szállás .6*.6=.4
Szalas .6*.7=.4

The join of these tables in our systems is almost the classical join for all but
one attribute, namely for truth value attribute.

Near to �@ Cost reasonable �@ Building is fine

Hotel Time Business location Aggregated TruthVs
Salaš Jan10 Hágy @(.5, .5, .6) = .5

Szállás Jan10 Hágy @(.8, .6, .4) = .7
Szalas Jan10 Hágy @(.6, .7, .4) = .6

Query 1

Hotel TruthV
Salaš .5*.8=.4

Szállás .7*.8=.5
Szalas .6*.8=.5

Truth value of a tuple in the joined table is calculated wrt an aggregation
operator @·. Neither conjunction nor disjunction is appropriate to calculate this
truth value. The reason is that the user’s intention is that the hotel is better if it
fulfils more conditions, but not necessarily all. So the conjunction would be very
restrictive (and we would get possibly no answers) and disjunction would be very
loose (and we would get too many answers). Here we use @·(x, y, z) = 3x+2y+z

6
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which gives the highest preference to distance and price and building quality
are less significant (note that truth values are calculated and rounded to first
decimal point).

So, to be more precise, we describe the knowledge base using Datalog/logic
programming notation in a many-valued logic. The many-valued logical con-
nectives are &·

G(x, y) = min(x, y) and →·
P (x, y) = min(1, y

x ) (here G stands
for Goedel and P stands for Product from Goedel logic and product logic, re-
spectively). The knowledge base is conceived as a set of rules. Our example is
expressed by rules in Fig. 1. Note the first rule is considered as a root rule for
the query Q1. It is equipped with a truth-value. So the answer to the query
will be not a simple projection to attribute Hotel but confidence factors will be
multiplied by factor 0.8. This is because there can be more rules for a user which
can have different truth values.

query 1(Business location, Time, Hotel)←−P

@(near to(Business location, Hotel),
cost reasonable(Hotel, Time),
building is fine(Hotel)). with truth value = 0.8

near to(Business location, Hotel)←−P

hotel location(Hotel, Location)&G

distance(Location, Business location, Distance)&G

user’s close(Distance). with truth value = 1
cost reasonable(Hotel, Time)←−P

hotel price(Hotel, Time, Price)&G

user’s reasonable(Price). with truth value = 1
building is fine(Hotel)←−P

buildings(Hotel, Year of construction)&G

user’s new( Year of construction). with truth value = 1

Fig. 1. An example of a knowledge base

To close this introductory motivation, let us stress that our system calculates
answers with truth values. This is first advantage of this many-valued approach,
that the higher truth value indicates better fulfilment of the query (higher rel-
evance of answer). Of course this is the goal of all fuzzy database and/or fuzzy
query systems.

Our approach enables also threshold computations. Depending on the size of
our database we can get a huge number of answers with truth value 0 (e.g. hotels
more than 50km away, more expensive than 3000Sk or built more than 20 years
ago. Hence we should think about to get answers as an initial segment of hotels
with highest truth value. We will see later that it is difficult to describe a data
model for getting the best answer or top k answers (because when processing the
query the best answer is not necessary best along the whole way of computation,
and depending on the order of evaluation it can be very low at the beginning). In
this paper we concentrate on queries with thresholds. In fact, truth values have
comparative character, so sometimes the best answer can have its truth value
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say 0.4, which does not mean it is bad, it means only that the system before
finding it had to use several rules or, e.g., that there are simply no cheap hotels
built in the year 2000 at distance 0.

Concerning similarity relations, these are specific for attribute domains. We
considered different spelling here. There are several other sources of similarity, we
do not discuss them here, see e.g. [Pe96], [Kr+98] and already mentioned distance
functions. In our contribution we will assume the theory of fuzzy equality holds
and all similarities are coupled with predicates by product conjunction.

Our standard reference for a database theory is [Ul89]. Flexible querying over
crisp data using fuzzy techniques is considered also in [Pe96] using the minimum
connective.

3 The Data Model – Language

Following [Ul89] a data model is a mathematical formalism with two parts:
1) a notation for describing data, and
2) a set of operations used to manipulate that data.

The former (both model-theoretically and proof-theoretically) will be de-
scribed by fuzzy logic (see e.g. Hajek’s book [Ha99], and for fuzzy logic program-
ming [Vo98]). The latter will be presented here by new product/join, selection,
union, and projection operators. Where in the two-valued case is equivalence
(implications and clauses), the same variable denotes always the same value and
equality means identity. In the many-valued case we have to be careful and to
choose the right definition and to show it works. Nevertheless there will be a lot
of analogy with the two valued case.

Language. Our language L has two types of syntactical objects: logical and
quantitative. The former consists of a many-sorted predicate language without
function symbols (we identify here sorts for variables and attributes). The latter
consists of some/all rational numbers from the unit interval [0, 1] ∩ Q. Here Q
denotes the set of rational numbers.

The set of all attributes is denoted by A. For each sort of variable (attribute)
A ∈ A there is the set CA of constant symbols of this sort (these are names
of elements of domain of A). A predicate r(A1, ..., An) is defined by its pair-
wise different sorts of variables (attributes). For each attribute A and predicate
r there is in our language at most one similarity relation =r

A interpreted as a
fuzzy equivalence sr

A on the domain CA.
To capture different interdependences between predicates our language can

have several many valued conjunctions, disjunctions, implications and aggrega-
tions. A truth function for a conjunction & is a conjunctor &· : [0, 1]2 −→ [0, 1]
and for disjunction ∨ a disjunctor ∨· : [0, 1]2 −→ [0, 1] which are assumed
to extend the respective two valued connectives and are monotone in both
coordinates. Since no associativity, symmetry or boundary conditions are as-
sumed, this enables us to work with approximations of connectives and/or with
connectives learned from data. Truth function for an n-ary aggregation @ is
an aggregation operator @· : [0, 1]n −→ [0, 1] which fulfils @·(1, 1, ..., 1) = 1
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and @·(0, 0, ..., 0) = 0. A truth function for an implication → is an implica-
tor →·: [0, 1]2 −→ [0, 1] which is non-increasing in the first (body) coordinate
and non-decreasing in the second (head) coordinate and extends the two valued
implication.

The logical part of our language includes classical formulas of the predicate
calculus build from atoms using connectives (preserving their arity) and quanti-
fiers.

The main syntactical objects of our language are gradedformulas (φ.β)
(sometimes written (φ. with truth value = β)), where φ is a formula and β
is a rational number from [0, 1] ∩ Q. Schematically

Graded formulas ⊆ Formulas × [0, 1] ∩ Q

Structures. We base our semantics on Herbrand interpretations. A predicate
(relational schema) r(A1, ..., An) is interpreted as a fuzzy relation R : CA1 × ...×
CAn −→ [0, 1]. The fact that a tuple (c1, ..., cn) is in R with truth value γ will be
often denoted as a (crisp) tuple (c1, ..., cn, γ) with an additional attribute called
”truth value of R” (abbreviated TruthVR).

The Herbrand base BL for language L consists of all ground atoms (i.e.
atoms without variables, only with constants). We can represent interpretations
as mappings f : BL −→ [0, 1] from Herbrand base into real numbers.

Rules. Body B is a formula built from atoms and connectives &, ∨, and
@. Note all these connectives have monotone truth functions (we do not have
negation here), hence their composition and hence also the aggregate operator
are monotone.

That is why a body can be in general described as @(B1, ..., Bn), where Bi

are atoms of B. This covers all types of bodies, including the classical ones.
Heads H and (database) facts F are atoms. We express logical part of rules

in Datalog-like notation as H ← B. Note that it is an implication and not a
Horn clause!

A fuzzy Datalog rule is a graded formula (graded implication) (H ← B.ρ)
and a fuzzy Datalog fact is a graded atom (A.α).

Fuzzy Knowledge Base. A fuzzy Datalog program is a finite set {(Hj ←j

Bj .ρj) : j ∈ J} ∪ {(Ak.αk) : k ∈ K} of fuzzy Datalog rules and facts with
the additional requirement, that there are no two rules and/or facts which have
syntactically identical logical parts and different quantitative part. We stress
that syntactical identity is used here. There can be different rules with different
truth values where the logical part are different variants of same formula (e.g.
differing in constants). That is we can represent a fuzzy Datalog program as a
partial syntactical mapping

P : Logical Rules ∪ Atoms −→ [0, 1] ∩ Q.

The idea behind this is, that a fuzzy Datalog program is a set of requirements
on truth values formulas from the logical part in models, and hence the biggest
requirement is the only which counts.

An interpretation f : BL −→ [0, 1] can be extended to all formulas calculat-
ing truth value of formulas along their complexity from truth values of atoms
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and truth functions of connectives. An interpretation f is a model of P if for all
formulas ϕ we have f(ϕ) ≥ P (ϕ)..

The theory of fuzzy logic programming for propositional logic was developed
in [Vo98] and the procedural semantics was based on backward usage of modus
ponens

(B.β), (H ←−i B.ρ)
(H.Ci(β, ρ))

,

where Ci is a conjunctor residual to implicator ←−i (see [Ha99] and [Vo98]).
Residual conjunctor correctly and completely evaluates this deduction rule wrt
the satisfaction in structures of our fuzzy logic. Namely in an interpretation f
the body B has truth value at least β and the implication H ←−i B has truth
value at least ρ, then the truth value of H is at least Ci(β, ρ) and this is the
best possible promise (in the sense of extensionality of our fuzzy logic which
calculates truth values of formulas along their complexity).

In the classical Datalog we work with rectified rules in order the rule evalu-
ation is a projection of body of rules with all term equalities from the head. A
rule with head H(a1, ..., ah), where ai’s are either constants or variables, will be
rewritten as H(X1, ..., Xh) ←− X1 = a1 &G ... &G Xh = ah &G @(B1, ..., Bn)
with apropriate truth value. A generalization to more rules with the same head
predicate is straightforward (see, e.g., [Ul89]).

Queries with Threshold. To keep the size of answers under control, we
need thresholds for queries. The query processing with threshold t changes for
different subtasks during the query evaluation as follows:

Using modus ponens, the head of the rule has the truth value Ci(β, ρ) ≥ t
if the truth value of the body β ≥ inf{z : Ci(z, ρ) ≥ t} = t0. If this infimum
exists, we continue with threshold t0, if it does not exist we cut this branch of
computation.

In the definition of fuzzy relational algebra we show how the evaluation of
@(B1, ..., Bn) with threshold t0 can be handled by assuming the threshold is a
sharp threshold.

Evaluating Rules. So our task now is to describe operations of fuzzy rela-
tional algebra, such that having the above rule and having relations R1, ..., Rn

currently evaluating predicates B1, ..., Bn, these operations yield a relation S
evaluating predicate H. A tuple (c1, ..., ch, γ) is in S if there are tuples
(bi

1, ..., b
i
mi

, βi) in Bi such that when substituting tuples to respective variables
then the truth value of the whole implication is at least ρ.

Similarities. We would like to emphasize, that we assume that axioms of
equational theory of predicate calculus hold true and in calculation of the truth
value of the rule all occurrences of equality are contributing to the final truth
value. We can solve this problem by extending our fuzzy knowledge base (fuzzy
Datalog program) by rules describing equational theory and properties of fuzzy
equivalence. We mention the transitivity X =r

A Y ←− X =r
A Z &P Z =r

A

Y and the equality axiom r(X1, ..., Xn) ←− X1 =r
1 Y1 &P ... &P Xn =r

n

Yn &P r(Y1, ..., Yn) here =r
1, . . . ,=

r
n are names for fuzzy similarities and are

coupled by &P .
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4 The Data Model – Fuzzy Relational Algebra

Our goal is to describe semantics of rules (without negation) by expression in a
positive fuzzy relational algebra. In this section we present such an algebra as
an extension of the classical positive relational algebra. Our algebra consists of
selection, similarity closure, natural join, projection and union. All operations
except of similarity closure are extensions of the classical relational algebra.

Selection. As already mentioned our relations have an extra attribute for
truth value and expressions used in selections are allowed to use TruthV ≥ t,
e.g. σTruthV ≥t(r). The result of such selection consists of those tuples from R
which have the value of the truth value attribute at least t. This is the only
extension of classical selection.

Similarity Closure. The operation which closes the relation wrt a similarity
acting on a domain of an attribute is a new operation defined as follows

(b1, a2, . . . , an, β ∗ sr
A(b1, a1)) ∈ SYMsr

A,A(R)

provided A is the first attribute and (a1, a2, . . . , an, β) ∈ R. Note that one step
closure suffices if similarities fulfil the transitivity condition. So if an relation R
is an evaluation of the predicate r, then provided equational theory of predicate
calculus holds SYMs,A(R) is an evaluation of r wrt to this theory.

Join. The operation of a natural join is in our relational algebra defined
wrt to crisp equality and an aggregation operator which tells us how to cal-
culate the truth value degree of a tuple in the join. Assume we have relations
R1, ..., Rn which evaluate predicates r1, ..., rn. Moreover assume that first k-
attributes in each Ri are same and (b1, . . . , bk, bi

k+1, . . . , b
i
mi

, βi) ∈ Ri then
(b1, . . . , bk, b1

k+1, . . . , b
1
m1

, . . . , bn
k+1, . . . , b

n
mn

, @·(β1, . . . , βn)) is in the relation �@
(R1, ..., Rn), that is the truth value attributes in our join do not behave as in
classical join, they disappear, forwarding the respective truth values to the new
aggregated truth value

Theorem 1. The operation �@ (R1, ..., Rn) is a sound and complete (wrt the
satisfaction of fuzzy logic) evaluation of @(r1, ..., rn) provided R1, ..., Rn were
evaluations of r1, ..., rn.

Projection. Having the evaluation R of the whole body of the rectified rule
we have to use an analogy of the projection to get the evaluation of the (IDB)
predicate H(X1, ..., Xh), The only difference to the two-valued case is that the
truth values of tuples will change with respect to the many-valued modus ponens.
So for (b1, ..., bm, β) ∈ R the projection consists of tuples

(b1, ..., bh, Ci(β, ρ)) ∈ Π
Ci( ,ρ)
X1,...,Xh

(R)

assuming the variables selected where at the beginning of the enumeration of
the tuple.

Note that similarity closure is practically projection wrt the equality rule
(with the product implication and ρ = 1), but we consider it separately because
of different procedural usage.
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Union. For the case there are more rules with the same predicate in the head
we have to guarantee that different witnesses to the same conclusion are not
lost. In the case of different rules it means that these witnesses are aggregating
together with the maximum operator (the maximal deduced value counts). Hence
they unify wrt the union which calculates the maximal truth value. Assume
R1, . . . , Rn are relations with same attributes and (b1, . . . , bk, βi) ∈ Ri then

(b1, . . . , bk, max(β1, . . . , βn)) ∈
n⋃

i=1

Ri.

Theorem 2. The operation

k⋃
j=1

Π
Cj( ,ρ)
X1,...,Xh

(σXh=aj
h

(
...σX1=aj

1

(
�@ (Rj

1, ..., R
j
nj

)
)

...
)
)

is a sound and complete evaluation of the H(X1, ..., Xh) (wrt the satisfaction of
fuzzy logic) wrt rules ranging from j = 1 to k

H(X1, ..., Xh) ←−j X1 = aj
1&G...&GXh = aj

h&G@(Bj
1, ..., B

j
nj

).T ruthV = ρj

provided Rj
1, ..., R

j
nj

were evaluations of Bj
1, ..., B

j
nj

.

5 Fixpoint and Expressive Power of Fuzzy Relational
Algebra

The problem is now to show, by analogy with the two-valued case that this eval-
uation procedure can be iterated to get the final relation evaluating the query
with the threshold. In [Vo98] we have proved for propositional fuzzy logic pro-
gramming the approximate completeness theorem based on an analogy of the
fixpoint theorem, provided all connectives in body have truth functions left con-
tinuous and conjunctors evaluating modus ponens are residual to implications.
We can immediately use it because we can look to ground atoms in our Herbrand
base as propositional variables. Moreover the proof from [Vo98] can be general-
ized to the use of aggregation, because the only we need is that connectives are
monotone and left continuous.

The TP Operator. Recall the fuzzy fixpoint theory developed in [Vo98].
For fuzzy interpretations f over the Herbrand base, we can define the operator

TP (f)(A) = sup {Ci(P (H ←i B), f(B)) : A and H crisp unifiable }

We showed in [Vo98] that minimal fixpoint is a model of the program P and for
knowledge bases without negation the model value can be computed in an count-
able iteration of the TP operator (similarly as in the crisp case) as supremum of
at most countable many truth values.
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This iteration of TP will be used to prove our main theorem, namely that
expressive power of fuzzy Datalog is the same as that of the relational algebra.

So if our declarative and procedural semantics is sound and complete for
ground queries, it will be also for queries with free variables. It suffices for every
unbound variable we can extend our language by a new constant which will be
evaluated by infimum of all truth values ranging through this variable. This is
again a model of our fuzzy theory and the result holds.

So our systems allows recursion and the relational algebra calculates it cor-
rectly.

Theorem 3. Every query over the fuzzy knowledge base represented by a fuzzy
Datalog program (possibly with recursion, without negation) extended by rules
describing the equational theory of predicate calculus and properties of fuzzy sim-
ilarities can be arbitrarily exactly evaluated by iterating described operations of
fuzzy relational algebra

Proof. Every correct answer to a query is obtained by finite iteration of the
TP operator with any prescribed precision. This operator evaluates relations in
interpretation in a same way as our relational algebra does.

Note that it suffices to use similarity closure once in a row. On the other hand,
it can be used at any stage of computation – in the beginning or at the very end
(in our motivating example we have used it in the “middle”, when the crisp join
gave empty answer).

6 Threshold Computation and Query Optimization

The only substantial difference in threshold calculation is the definition of the
join �

t0
@ (R1, ..., Rn) with threshold t0 and aggregation operator @·, which is

evaluating @(B1, ..., Bn) having Ri’s evaluations of Bi’s.
We will describe the relational operation of the fuzzy join with threshold and

aggregation �
t0
@ (R1, ..., Rn) in several steps by induction through i = 1, ..., n.

1. calculate t1 = inf{z : @·(z, 1, ..., 1) ≥ t0}, i.e. a threshold for selection
from R1. This always exists as the infimum is through an nonempty set, be-
cause @·(1, ..., 1) = 1. Form the selection σTruthV >t1(R1) and take a tuple
(b1

1, ..., b
1
m1

, β1) ∈ σTruthV >t1(R1).
2. Let tβ1

2 = inf{z : @·(β1, z, 1, ..., 1) ≥ t0}. Note that this tβ1
2 always exists

because β1 > t1 which is the infimum of such z for which @·(z, 1, ..., 1) ≥ t0
and @· is monotone, hence at least @·(β1, 1, ..., 1) ≥ t0. Form the selection
σ

TruthV >t
β1
2

(R2).
Now the crucial point comes. As far as we are processing our evaluation

through the aggregation and in the beginning we do not know which tuples will
occur in final relation, because so far we do not know with which truth values
of tuples from R3, ..., Rn will enter the construction, we have to remember both
the already known truth values and their lower estimation which we get when
unknown values are substituted by 1. For this we have to introduce a technical
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attribute called truth value expression and an attribute truth value estimation
along this construction.

So for the tuple (b1
1, ..., b

1
m1

, β1) we form a sort of product

P
(b11,...,b1

m1
,β1)

1to2 = (b1
1, ..., b

1
m1

, β1) × σ
TruthV >t

β1
2

(R2)

which is an m1 + m2 + 2-ary relation which for each tuple

(b2
1, ..., b

2
m2

, β2) ∈ σ
TruthV >t

β1
2

(R2)

contains a tuple (b1
1, ..., b

1
m1

, b2
1, ..., b

2
m2

, @(β1, β2, X3, ..., Xn), @·(β1, β2, 1, ..., 1)).
3. Now we have to join out pairs of identical attributes and the both truth value
expression and truth value estimation changed by corresponding similarities.
Moreover we have to select out those tuples having truth value estimation less
than or equal to t0 the original threshold for the whole body. Assume k first
elements in each tuple of R1 and R2 correspond to the same attributes. Then

we define the relation S
(b11,...,b1

m1
,β1)

1to2 which for each tuple as highlighted above
contains a tuple with constants (b1

1, ..., b
1
k, b1

k+1, ..., b
1
m1

, b2
k+1, ..., b

2
m2

, and last two
attributes

@(β1, β2, X3, ..., Xn) ∗
k∏

i=1

s(b1
i , b

2
i ), @

·(β1, β2, 1, ..., 1) ∗
k∏

i=1

s(b1
i , b

2
i ))

provided @·(β1, β2, 1, ..., 1) ∗∏k
i=1 s(b1

i , b
2
i ) ≥ t0.

Therefore, the first step of evaluating R1 and R2 into @(R1, ..., Rn) provides
the relation R1to2 which is equal to the union

R1to2 =
⋃

(b11,...,b1
m1

,β1)∈σT ruthV >t1 (R1)

S
(b11,...,b1

m1
,β1)

1to2

4. Now we proceed by induction and join R1to2 with R3. For a tuple from R1to2
as highlighted above let

t3 = inf{z : @·(β1, β2, 1, ..., 1) ∗
k∏

i=1

s(b1
i , b

2
i ) ≥ t0}.

Proceed with R1to2 and with σTruthV >t2(R3) as before and continue through all
relations up to Rn.
5. Having R1to n we can omit the attribute ”truth value expression”, because
it does not contain free variables and the relation R1to n is the evaluation of
@(B1, ..., Bn) provided R1, ..., Rn were evaluations of B1, ..., Bn, respectively.

Hence �
t0
@ (R1, ..., Rn) = R1to n.

Our approach offers possibilities for query optimization. First we can choose
the order of relations R1, ..., Rn in which we evaluate them. We can take first
the relation such that the size σTruthV >t1(Ri1) is minimal. Then having setting
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t2 = inf{z : @·(t1, 1, ..., 1) ≥ t0} we work with relations in such way that the
size σTruthV >t2(Ri2) is minimal, and so on.

Next in the many-valued case we can also work with incremental relations,
when evaluating iteratively the intentional relations. Here �R are those tuples
which increased their truth value strictly. All works through as in the classical
case.

Our operations can be made more effective if we can build an index for the
truth value attribute, it is used by every selection with TruthV > t.

Analogously we can introduce threshold variants of all our operations in the
fuzzy relational algebra.

Theorem 4. Every query with threshold over the fuzzy knowledge base repre-
sented by fuzzy Datalog program extended by rules describing the equational the-
ory of predicate calculus and properties of fuzzy similarities can be evaluated by
iterating threshold versions of operations of fuzzy relational algebra

There is yet another challenge and possibility how to make this fuzzy re-
lational algebra with similarities more efficient. We should investigate possible
data structures for representing fuzzy similarities and building efficient indexing
over them. To represent fuzzy similarities by a relation like here is not very ef-
fective, especially when domains are large. There are several possibilities, how
to define a similarity, e.g. by a metric, by a graph, etc.

7 Discussion and Conclusion

In the literature there are several approaches to handling uncertainty and vague-
ness in databases and several elaborated data models.

In [Bo+99] the motivation uses also a hotel reservation example of finding a
cheap and large room. Similarity is modelled by subsets of attribute domains: a
fuzzy (type-2) relation R is a subset of a set product of powersets of respective
domains R ⊆ P(D1) × . . . × P(Dn). An arbitrary tuple is of the form t =
[d1, . . . , dn] where dj ⊆ Dj . Several formulas using min and max operators
acting on similarity degrees and fuzzy membership values for data manipulation
are proposed.

In [FR97] the authors model a relevance of documents in a retrieval system by
probabilities and introduce a probabilistic data model. In their relational algebra
they do not consider the truth value as an attribute and they do not deal with
similarities. Their calculation with probabilities assigned to tuples rises from a
basic probability assignment of event keys.

In [DS96] a probabilistic data model is introduced with an additional special
relational operation of conditioning. Operations used to evaluate probabilities in
resulting relations are based on product and probabilistic sum.

In the approach of [Ei+00] interval probabilities are assigned and a relational
calculus for different probabilistic combination strategies is developed.

The work [FW00] incorporates weights into scoring rules in information re-
trieval using min and max operators.
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In this paper we present an alternative approach. We have introduced a
relational algebra based on fuzzy logic and fuzzy similarities in equational theory.
In contrast to other systems we have the possibility of choosing a great variety of
many-valued logical connectives to handle truth values. The Datalog model has
a continuous semantics assuming all many-valued logical connectives except of
implications are left continuous. This means that the Datalog fixpoint is achieved
in at most countable many steps and that our fuzzy relational algebra is sufficient
for evaluating the fuzzy Datalog programs.

Acknowledgements. Research supported by grants GAČR 201/00/1031 and
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Abstract. In this paper we present a novel symmetric and dynamic access 
method, the Arc-tree, for organizing multidimensional data. The Arc-tree uses 
a new space-filling curve and a partition scheme that is based on bit interleav-
ing. It divides the data space into non-overlapping arc partitions through splits 
imposed by meeting planes and co-centric spheres that alternate in a fixed or-
der. The proposed structure is k-d-cut, fixed and brickwall. The Arc-tree inco r-
porates the properties of metric spaces and B- trees, is independent of data dis-
tribution and excludes the storage of empty partitions. Moreover, for a given 
data space the partitions are identical regardless of the order of insertions and 
deletions. The Arc-tree arranges partitions around a starting p oint and this 
makes the method especially suitable for applications where distance queries 
and searches on planes that intersect this point are concerned. We present the 
Arc-tree, describe its dynamic behavior and provide algorithms that prune the 
set of candidates to qualify partitions for several types of queries. 

1 Introduction 

A wide variety of modern database applications has created a strong demand for effi-
ciently processing of complex queries on huge databases. Thus, although there is a 
great range of efficient access methods, as we can see in surveys [8], [11], [21], [22], 
[24], the need for the development of innovative multidimensional access methods, as 
simple as possible, is on increase. 

Many indexing schemes, such as the R-tree [ 12] and its variants R*-tree [ 2] and 
R+-tree [ 23], use rectangles to restrict the area of data and organize the data space in 
hierarchical trees. Among others, the X-tree [ 3] reduces overlaps by employing su-
per-nodes and so postpones node splitting. It also maintains the history of previous 
splits in order to find an appropriate split. The TV-tree [ 17] uses reduction of dimen-
sionality and shifts active dimensions, ordered by importance. The A-tree tree [ 20] 
uses virtual bounding rectangles that contain and approximate minimum bounding 
rectangles. 

Other multidimensional access methods, like the SS-tree [ 26], the M-tree [ 4] and 
the Slim-tree [ 25] employ bounding spheres for the shape of regions and take advan-
tage of the characteristics of metric spaces. 

Bounding spheres allows the creation of regions with short diameters, whilst 
bounding rectangles form regions with small volumes. In order to have the benefit of 
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the above characteristics simultaneously, the SR-tree  [15] and the Gr-tree  [14] inte-
grate bounding spheres and bounding rectangles. A region in the SR-tree consists o f 
the intersection of a rectangle and a sphere, whilst an active region in the Gr-tree 
consists of the intersection of a rectangle and an external and internal co-centric 
sphere. 

Some indexing schemes, such as the P-tree [ 13] and the cell-tree [ 10] use poly-
hedra to shape containers. The use of additional planes results in a better approxima-
tion but increases the size of records and, consequently, decreases the fanout of the 
interior nodes. 

Unfortunately, there is no total order that preserves spatial proximity in multidi-
mensional spaces. In order to deal with the hard ordering problem, as efficiently as 
possible, space-filling curves impose a grid partition on the data space. Each grid cell 
has its own unique number that defines its position in the total order. Thus, the space-
filling curve, the total order, may be organized in an one-dimensional access method. 
Well known space-filling curves are the row-wise enumeration of the cells [21], 
Gray-codes [ 6], the Hilbert curve [7] and the Peano curve (z-ordering) [ 19]. On the 
one hand, space-filling curves are insensitive to the number of dimensions, yet on the 
other, recomputing is necessary to at least one index when joining incompatible parti-
tions of two indices. 

The G-tree [ 16] is based on the z-ordering and the BD-tree [ 5]. It uses a variable 
length partition numbering scheme and combines the features of both B-trees and 
grid files [18]. Another data structure similar to the BD-tree is the BANG file [ 9]. 
Grid files divide a data space into a grid structure by splitting each dimension into 
several non-uniformly spaced intervals. Hence, potential values of key sets are re-
garded as points in a multidimensional Cartesian product space. •n access method that 
employs the features of z-ordering and B-trees in a manner that aims at preserving 
clustering, is the UB-tree [ 1]. 

In this work, we introduce the Arc-tree, a symmetric and dynamic multidimensional 
access method that is based on a new space-filling curve and aims at efficient manipu-
lation of large amounts of point data. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: 
Section 2 introduces the Arc curve and presents the partition scheme and the structure 
of the Arc-tree. Section 3 deals with the procedures of insertion and deletion in the 
Arc-tree and Sect. 4 explains the searching algorithms for several types of queries. 
Section 5 concludes this work with a summary and future research directions. 

2 The Arc-T ree 

The proposed structure uses the properties of metric spaces. In order to organize a 
data space S through the Arc-tree, S must be considered as a metric space M = (S,d), 
where d is a distance or metric function. A distance function has the properties of 
symmetry, non-negativity and triangle inequality.  

The k-dimensional space Sk of the Arc-tree is a subset of the Euclidean space Rk,     
k � 1. We associate the norm of the difference of two points as the metric function for 
this space i.e.,  
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We assume that the data in each dimension are bounded i.e., for each point             
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) are the leftmost and rightmost points of Sk. 

The Arc-tree uses a new spac e-filling curve, the Arc curve, to partition a multidi-
mensional space. This curve, unlike others, does not use a grid to partition a data 
space. A data space is divided by the Arc curve into non-overlapping arc partitions of 
variable size.  

Each one of the partitions is represented by a unique bit string, which resembles 
the identification of Peano regions. Those bit strings are totally ordered and thus can 
be stored in a B+-tree. There is a one to one correspondence between partitions and 
data blocks. Each partition contains no more than a maximum number of BC (block 
capacity) entries. A full partition is split into two sub-partitions. The Arc-tree e x-
cludes the possibility of storing empty partitions and is designed to adapt well to dy-
namic environments.  

Figure 1a represents the Arc curve for some partitions in a two-dimensional space. 
Figure 1b shows the bit strings for these partitions and Fig. 1c, the equivalent binary 
representation of the partition numbers in decimal form.  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                   (a)                                       (b)                                      (c)   

Fig. 1. Arc curve and partition numbers in a two-dimensional space 

The partition scheme of the Arc-tree divides the data space into non -overlapping 
arc partitions through splits imposed by meeting planes and co-centric spheres. The 
structure employs bit interleaving. Throughout this paper we use the words plane and 
sphere for hyper-plane and hyper-sphere, respectively. 

A k-dimensional space is split recursively by (k-1)-dimensional planes and 
k-dimensional spheres. We use �

�
1
1

k
j j   directions of planes and one direction of 

sphere that alternate in a fixed order among the 

�

��
1

1

1
k-

j

jalt  (2) 

possibilities. A splitting plan passes from a fixed line that belongs to the plane of two 
dimensions and includes the starting point. Initially, this line is the diagonal of the 
rectangle that is formed by the two dimensions. A splitting plan halves a partition into 
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two equal sub-partitions. Before we define a splitting sphere, we proceed with some 
definitions and notations. 

A closed sphere � �rcpS ,  and an open sphere S(cp,r) with central point cp and ra-

dius r in Sk, are defined as follows 

� � � �� & ,: , rcpxdSxrcpS k ���  (3) 

� � � �� & ,: , rcpxdSxrcpS k -��  (4) 

We use the notation rs for the radius that resides on the left of r and it is closest to 
it. That is, there does not exist radius r’ in the Arc-tree such that rs < r’ < r. If r is the 
smallest radius, then we define rs = 0. The similar notation rb is used for the radius that 
resides on the right of r and is closest to it. Thus, there does not exist radius r’ in the 
Arc-tree where r < r’ < rb.  If r is the maximum radius, then we define rb = d(lc,hc). We 
choose the point lc to be the central point of the spheres. That is, cp = lc.  

The radius of a splitting sphere S(cp,r) is 

2
bs rr

r
�

�  
(5) 

Initially, it is  rs = 0  and  rb = d(lc,hc). 
A partition P imposed by the Arc-tree is a subset of Sk and is defined as the inter-

section of two segments. 

)()( PHPRP 2�  (6) 

The segment R(P) is the complement of an open sphere S(cp,rs) to a co-centric 
closed sphere � �rcpS , . That is 

� � � � � �s,, rcpSrcpSPR ��  (7) 

The segment H(P) is a space that is included by two planes. 
A split of a full partition is triggered by the insertion of a new point. The parent 

partition P is replaced by its offspring partitions. It follows the redistribution of data 
points. Data blocks are written on disk and the index is updated with the new partition 
numbers. There is no need to store splitting points, as they are computed from the 
partition numbers. Only non-empty partitions, which span the data space, are stored in 
the index. From the above splitting policy, we conclude that the Arc-tree is k -d-cut, 
fixed and brickwall. 

Successive parts of Fig. 2 are examples of how partitions are split in the case of  k 
= 2. For a better representation, we can assume BC = 2. Initially, as shown in Fig. 2a, 
the data space is divided into two equal size partitions by splitting along the diagonal 
that connects the point lc and hc. The first sub-partitions of the data space are num-
bered 0 and 1. The insertion of a third point into partition 1, results in a split. In 
Fig. 2b, a sector of the sphere 
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splits the parent partition 1 and creates the children partitions 10 and 11. Each child is 
the complement of its brother. The comp(P) (complement) of a partition P is settled 
by inverting the least significant bit of P, whereas the parent(P) is settled by remov-
ing the least significant bit from P. When the partition 11 becomes full, a part of the 
diagonal that connects the point  

01

�
2

11
c

cc
c ,

2
  and  h

hl
l  

(9) 

halves this partition into sub-partitions 110 and 111 (Fig. 2c). When the partition 110 
becomes full, the sector of the sphere  
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,*3
, cc

c

hld
lS  

(10) 

that belongs to the partition 110 creates the sub-partitions 1100 and 1101 (Fig. 2d). 
Figures 2e and 2f show two additional splits. The dash line in Fig. 2f depicts the Arc 
curve. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

(d)                                            (e)                                            (f) 

Fig. 2. Splits in a two-dimensional space 

Figure 3 shows some splits in a three-dimensional space. The first three parts of the 
figure, show splits imposed by the planes that are perpendicular to the diagonals of 
the dimension pairs (d1,d2), (d1,d3) and (d2,d3), respectively. These planes divide the 
regions they cross into equal sub-regions. The notation di, 1 � i � k  stands for the      
i-dimension. The latter part of this figure shows a split imposed by a sphere. For the 
clarity of presentation we do not show points inside partitions. Continuous lines for 
the dimensions and dash lines for the planes and the sphere are used. 
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 (c)                                                              (d)  

Fig. 3. Splits in a three-dimensional space 

The partition scheme of the Arc-tree aims at placing as accurately as possible, pa r-
titions that are spatially successive in a multidimensional space in successive places in 
the index. Partition numbers are stored in a B+-tree. We use links from right to left in 
the leaf level of the index in order to facilitate sequential processing when searching 
for all the answers, after the first match. The Arc-tree demands a small storage space 
because an entry in its block is just a pair of a partition number (bit string) and an 
address (pointer). Addresses in the leaf level and internal nodes refer to data blocks 
and nodes of some lower level, respectively.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 4. The Arc-tree for the part itions of Fig. 2f 

Figure 4 shows the Arc-tree that co rresponds to the partitions of Fig. 2f. The active 
partition numbers, which form the partition scheme, are sorted in lexicographic order 
at the leaf level of the tree. This means that 1101 < 111. Entries in internal levels are 
merely separators. They may exist from previous splits and thus may not be active 
partition numbers.  

The Arc-tree preserves symmetry as it arranges partitions around a starting point. 
This makes the method particularly suitable for applications where distance queries 
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and searches on planes that intersect this point are concerned. Until now, we have 
used as this point, the leftmost point of the data space. This is not a restrictive con-
straint. A starting point may be any point of special interest. For example, in geo-
graphic and astronomy applications where the earth is considered the center of the 
universe, and distance queries as well as queries based on longitude, latitude and 
altitude are of special interest, the starting point could be the center of the data space.  

Figures 5a and 5b show partitions and the Arc curve, respectively in a two-
dimensional space with uniform distribution. The starting point of the organization is 
the center of the data space. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 5. Partitions and their Arc curve in a two-dimensional space with uniform distribution 

3 Update Operations 

The Arc-tree adapts its shape to large dynamic volumes of data, no matter what their 
distribution and does not need reorganization. Its partitioning scheme for a given data 
space is identical regardless of the order of insertions and deletions. Following, we 
will describe the procedures for inserting and deleting multidimensional points from 
the Arc-tree.  

3.1 Insertion 

To insert a point p in the file, we first compute its initial partition Pinit and then the 
actual partition Pact where p should be inserted. The length of the bit string of Pinit is 
equal to b, where b is the maximum number of bits of the partitions that exist in the 
Arc- tree. We traverse from the top, down the Arc-tree to reach the leaf level searc h-
ing for Pinit. If it exists, we set Pact = Pinit. Otherwise, we search for the first ancestor of 
Pinit moving from right to left at leaf level. 

If such an ancestor exists, then Pact is set to be equal to it. The data block of Pact is 
transferred into main memory and if there is space, we insert p and write the block 
back on disk. If the block is full, we have a case of overflow and we split the block, as 
described in the previous section. There is no need to store any meta-information 
regarding splitting. 

10100 10110 10111 10101

10001                                                                    00101 

10011           11100          11101            00111 

11001 11110 11111 01101
11011 01111
11010 01110

10010           01000         01001            00110 

10000                                                                    00100 

00000                  00010     00011                 00001 

11000 01010 01011 01100

(a)                                                                        (b) 
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If an ancestor of Pinit does not exist, we will find either a partition that is not a su-
per-partition of Pinit or we will reach the first partition of the index. Then, Pact is set to 
be the largest ancestor of Pinit that does not overlap with an existing partition in the 
index. Afterwards, we insert Pact into the Arc-tree and place the point p into a new 
data block that is aligned to Pact. 

If the attributes of two points are integers or real numbers, then the calculation of 
their distance is obvious. For strings we use an algorithm that transforms them to 
unsigned long integers. Thus, distance calculations are arithmetic for all data types. 
There is a slight possibility of two different strings to be transformed into the same 
long integer. The likelihood of an impossible partition split due to the mapping of all 
data points to the same point is remote. The greater the number of dimensions, the 
smaller the possibility. The case of an impossible split is handled by overflow data 
blocks. 

3.2 Deletion 

For the deletion of a point p, we first compute Pinit and then check if Pact exists in the 
index. If so, we delete the point and rewrite the data block on disk. In order to have 
blocks filled over a threshold, we try to merge a partition P with comp(P) if after a 
deletion from P it is left with less than half points. Thus, if the sum of the number of 
points of P and comp(P) does not exceed the block capacity, we merge the underflow 
data block of P with the block of comp(P) by moving all data to one block. Conse-
quently, parent(P) replaces P and comp(P) in the index. If comp(P) does not exist in 
the index, parent(P) replaces P, and the merging procedure continues in order to ob-
tain larger and more full partitions. 

4 Search 

In this section we examine how several types of queries are processed using the 
Arc-tree.  

The Arc-tree efficiently handles distance queries of the type ‘ find all points p:   
distl � d(p,lc) � disth’, where the distances distl and disth are real numbers. Other ex-
pressions based on the operands �, -, �, �, and �, are sub-cases of the above general 
query form. The Arc-tree takes advantage of the splits imposed by spheres and r e-
stricts the number of partitions to be examined. First, we evaluate two mask bit strings 
msl and msh through distl and disth, respectively. As far as splits imposed by spheres 
are concerned, these strings declare the lower and higher position that the searched 
points could have in the data space, respectively. The above strings are composed of 
3b/alt4 bits. This means that the number of bits in the above mask strings is equal to 
the number of splits that have been imposed by spheres in a partition with length 
equal to b. That is, the number of this partition has maximum length among existing 
partitions. The algorithm in pseudo code for the creation of these mask strings is listed 
below. 
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ms_spheres(dist,b) 
{ 
  r=d(lc,hc)/2;               // sphere radius  
  ms=””;                     // null string  
  for (i=1;i<=3b/alt4;i++) 
    if (dist>r) { 
      concatenate “1” to ms; 
      r=3*r/2; 
    } 
    else { 
      concatenate “0” to ms; 
      r=r/2; 
    } 
  return ms; 
} 

The Arc-tree is searched in the range [ Lact,Hact], where Lact and Hact are the actual 
partitions of the points that belong to the initial partitions Linit and Hinit with numbers 
l1l2…lb  and  h1h2…hb, respectively. The creation of Linit is based on msl, whereas Hinit is 
based on msh. Lact has the smallest partition number that may qualify the query, 
whereas Hact has the biggest. It is 
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A partition P �  [Lact,Hact] is a candidate to qualify the query. Let b(P) be the number 
of bits of P. If pj, 1 � j, is the jth bit of the partition number of P, then we create a new 
partition P’ whose number of bits is not greater than the number of bits of msl and 
msh. Its jth bit p’

j  is 
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Only the data blocks of the partitions P with P’ such that 

��      ' mshPmsl     'Pmsl  (14) 

are examined for qualified points. The operation  stands for sub-partition. We refer 
to the above qualification as MSQ (mask string qualification). If it is  b(P) - alt  then 
MSQ is not an issue. 

Figure 6 is an example of the distance query ‘find all points p: 11 � d(p,lc) � 18’ 
applied to the partitions of Fig. 2f. We suppose that  d(lc,hc) = 20. The query region is 
the shadow roll that is included between the dash arcs. It is b = 4, msl = 10, msh = 11, 
Linit = 0100, Hinit = 1111, Lact = 01 and Hact = 111. The partition numbers that belong to 
[Lact,Hact] are 01, 10, 1100, 1101 and 111. Although the partition 10 is crossed by the 
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Arc curve that connects the partitions 01 and 111, it is not examined any more as it 
does not satisfy the MSQ. The data blocks of 01, 1100, 1101 and 111 are examined 
for qualified points. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 6. A distance query for the partitions of Fig. 2f 

We will now examine the query ‘find all points p, which belong in a level included 
between two lines that cross lc’. Sub-cases of the above query are ‘find the points, 
which are between and not on the lines’ and ‘find the points on a line’. 

A line in a k-dimensional space is described by the set of the following (k-1) equa-
tions. 

11  ,    ,* 111 ����� ��� kjRadad jjjj  (15) 

The real number aj-1, 1 � j � k-1 expresses the tangent of the corner that forms the 
dimension dj, with the projection of the line at the level of the dimensions dj and dj+1. 

In order to answer the above query efficiently, the Arc-tree takes advantage of the 
splits that have been imposed by the planes. First, we evaluate the mask bit strings msl 
and msh which, in the current type of query, declare the lower and higher position of 
possible qualified points, as far as splits imposed by planes are concerned. These 
strings are composed of  (b - 3b/alt4)  bits. That is, the length of their partition number 
is equal to the number of splits imposed by planes in a partition with its length equal 
to b. msl and msh are created through the set of equations of the two lines that stand 
for the lower and higher limit of the query, respectively. The algorithm is listed be-
low.  

ms_planes(a[k-1],b) 
{ 
  n=0; 
  for (i=1;i<k;i++) 
    for (j=i+1;j<=k;j++) 
      t[n++]=(hcj-lcj)/(hci-lci);      // tangent by first 

         // splitting plane projection in level of di,dj 
  ms=””;                                 // null string 
  m=0; 
  while (m<b-3b/alt4) { 
    n=fmod(m++,alt-1); 
    if (n==0) {      // new cycle of splits is examined 
      i=1;                             // dimensions of 

lc 

hc 
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      j=i+1; }                       // splitting plane 
    else  
      if (j==k) 
        j=++i+1; 
      else  
        j++; 

    f=
�
�
1j
iq a[q-1];  // coefficient of the line for di,dj 

    if (f>t[n]) {        // find the sector of the line 
      concatenate “1” to ms; 
      t[n]=3*t[n]/2; } 
    else { 
      concatenate “0” to ms; 
      t[n]=t[n]/2; } 
  } 
  return ms; 
} 

For this type of query we have 

� �
 

 0) mod (   if   ,

  0) mod (   if                    ,0  

 div �
�

�
� altjmsl

altj
l

altjj
j   , 1 � j � b 

(16) 
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�
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h

altjj
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(17) 

The function div stands for quotient. We define the bits of the partition P’ as 

� � � � 0 mod       1    ,'
 div ������ altjbjpp jaltjj  (18) 

As happens in the previous type of query, only the data blocks of the partitions P 
with P’ satisfying the condition MSQ are examined for qualified points. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 7. A query region included between lines for the partitions of Fig. 2f 

Figure 7 is an example of the query ‘find all points p, which are between the lines 
d2 = tan(4o)*d1 and d2 = tan(18o)*d1’ applied to the partitions of Fig. 2f. The query 
region is restricted by the dash lines and forms the shadow triangle. We suppose that 
the three partition lines in this figure have coefficients tan(22o), tan(40o) and tan(58o), 

lc 

hc 
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respectively. As it is, tan(4o) = 0.07, tan(18o) = 0.32, tan(22o) = 0.4, tan(40o) = 0.84, 
tan(58o) = 1.6 and b = 4, we have msl = 00, msh = 00, Linit = 0000, Hinit = 0101, Lact = 000 
and Hact = 01. The partition numbers that belong to [Lact,Hact] are 000, 001 and 01. Only 
the data blocks of the partitions 000 and 01 that satisfy the condition MSQ are exam-
ined for qualified points. 

A range query is equivalent to a rectangle RQ in Sk. The number of corners of RQ 
is at most 2k. In order to answer a range query, we first estimate the initial partitions of 
the corners of RQ. Let Linit and Hinit be the lower and higher partition among these 
initial partitions. Afterwards, we estimate the actual partitions Lact and Hact that repre-
sent the lower and higher existing partition among all the corners. Partitions in the 
range [Lact,Hact] are candidates to qualify. The previously shown algorithms that take 
advantage of splits imposed by spheres and planes, prune candidate partitions. 

First, we create the mask strings msl and msh through the call of 
ms_spheres(d(lc,lc(RQ)),b) and ms_spheres(d(lc,hc(RQ)),b), 
respectively. lc(RQ) and hc(RQ) are the leftmost and rightmost corners of RQ. For each 
partition P in [Lact,Hact] we create the partition P’, as shown in distance queries, and we 
check if it satisfies the condition MSQ. If not, the partition is excluded from further 
consideration. 

Second, for each corner of RQ we estimate the line that connects it with the starting 
point lc. Afterwards, we use the function ms_planes(a[k-1],b) to compute the 
mask strings of all corners. We are reminded that aj-1, 1 � j � k-1 is the tangent of the 
corner that forms the dimension dj with the projection of the line at the level of the 
dimensions dj and dj+1. We set msl and msh to be the minimum and the maximum 
mask bit string, respectively. Candidate partitions are pruned in a second filter step 
with the condition MSQ. Only regarding the remaining partitions do we access their 
data block to examine for qualified data. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 8. A range query for the partitions of Fig. 2f 

Figure 8 is an example of a range query RQ, shown by the shadow rectangle formed 
by dash lines, for the partitions of our running example. The initial partitions resulting 
from the examination of the corners of RQ are Linit = 1011 and Hinit = 1110. Thus, we 
have Lact = 10 and Hact = 111. As a result, the partitions in the range [10,111] are candi-
date to qualify. These partitions are 10, 1100, 1101 and 111.  

The use of ms_spheres for the leftmost and rightmost point of RQ gives           
msl = 01 and msh = 10, respectively. Thus, MSQ excludes 1101 from further consid-
eration. The use of ms_planes for the lines that connect the corners of RQ with lc 
results to msl = 11 and msh = 11. This means that MSQ excludes 1100 from the set of 

hc 

lc 
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candidate partitions. Therefore, only the data blocks of the partitions 10 and 111 are 
examined for qualified data. 

The procedures to answer a partial match and an exact match query are similar to 
that of a range query, as the sets of partial match and exact match queries are subsets of 
range queries.  If j, 1 � j � k, is a dimension that participates in a partial match query 
with free value, then the upper and lower corners of RQ, as regards this dimension, 
possess the upper and lower value of di, respectively. In an exact match query, RQ 
degenerates to a point p. We first compute Pinit and then examine if Pact exists in the 
index. If so, we access the data block of Pact and examine if p belongs there. 

5 Summary 

In this paper, we presented the Arc-tree, a novel balanced and dynamic access 
method for the manipulation of multidimensional data. The proposed structure is 
based on the Arc curve. This is a new space-filling curve that, unlike others, does not 
use a grid to partition a data space.  

The Arc-tree divides the data space into non-overlapping arc partitions through 
splits imposed by meeting planes and co-centric spheres that alternate in a fixed order. 
It employs bit interleaving and combines the features of metric spaces and B-trees. It 
excludes the storage of empty partitions and is independent of data distribution. 
Moreover, for a given data space, the partitions are identical regardless of the order of 
insertions and deletions. As far as its splitting policy is concerned, it is k-d-cut, fixed 
and brickwall.  

The Arc-tree preserves symmetry as it arranges partitions around a starting point. 
This makes the method especially suitable for applications where distance queries and 
searches on planes that intersect this point are concerned. The set of possible qualified 
partitions is restricted with the use of mask strings that take advantage of the manner 
by which splits have been imposed by planes and spheres.  

We presented algorithms for inserting, deleting and searching data from the 
Arc-tree. We believe that the Arc-tree is a promising access method capable at 
achieving its design motivation, which is to handle large quantities of multidimensional 
data efficiently. 

Work in the pipeline includes the confirmation of the efficiency of the Arc-tree via 
experimental results and its extension in order to handle complex spatial objects. 
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Abstract. Three join algorithms are evaluated in an environment with
distributed main-memory based mediators and data sources. A streamed
ship-out join ships bulks of tuples to a mediator near a data source,
followed by post-processing in the client. An extended streamed semi-join
in addition builds a main-memory hash index in the client mediator. A
ship-in algorithm materializes and joins the data in the client mediator.
The first two algorithms are suitable for sources that require parameters
to execute a query, as web search engines and computational software,
and the last is suitable otherwise. We compare the execution times for
obtaining all and the first N tuples, and analyze the percentage time
spent in subsystems, varying the network communication speed, bulk
size, and data duplicates. The join algorithm leads to orders of magnitude
performance difference in different mediation environments.

1 Introduction

Integration of data from sources with varying capabilities has been intensively
studied by the database community in the recent decade. The Amos II system [8,
9,17] uses the wrapper-mediator paradigm to integrate data from several sources.
One of the salient features of Amos II is a distributed architecture where a num-
ber of interconnected mediator servers cooperate in providing the users and the
applications with the required view of the data in the sources. We believe that
a distributed mediator architecture is needed because it is unrealistic to assume
that a single mediator server can be deployed in an enterprise composed of mul-
tiple organizational units. When many mediator servers become available on the
network, composability will be required for designing new distributed media-
tor servers in terms of the existing ones, thus reusing mediation specifications.
Multiple mediators will also alleviate the performance bottleneck problems that
appear when all the queries are handled by a single mediator.

Having some of the basic assumptions different from the classical database
systems, query processing in a distributed mediator system requires some novel
strategies and solutions. One of the major reason for this is the different cost
model in this environment. The I/O and CPU costs used in the traditional query
optimization [14] are largely insignificant here compared to the cost of accessing
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data in external sources. While new cost models have been developed for use in
mediator frameworks with centralized architecture [18], no experimental results
are reported using a distributed mediator framework. In this work we quan-
tify empirically the relations among the different costs in a wrapper-mediator
environment, as for example, the network cost and the data source access costs.

Traditional data integration systems [11,16] send all data to the mediator
for joining. Such ’ship-in’ methods do not allow for integration of ’non-database’
data sources that require some input, since it is not possible to ship the pro-
gramming logic from these systems into the mediator. Also they are not good
for top-N queries where only a first few tuples are retrieved.

Three join algorithms for a distributed mediation environment are presented
and analyzed. An outer collection, generated as an intermediate result of a previ-
ous computation, is joined with an inner collection produced from a data source.
Two ship-out algorithms ship data toward the sources. In these algorithms, in-
termediate result tuples are shipped to the sources where they are used as pa-
rameters to precompiled query fragments (subqueries or function calls) of the
original query. The first algorithm is an order-preserving semi-join which is suit-
able when there are no duplicates in the outer collection. The second algorithm
uses a temporary hash index of possibly limited size to reduce the number of
accesses to the data sources. It is suitable when there are duplicates in the outer
collection. Both ship-out algorithms are streamed [6] and the data is shipped
between the mediator servers in bulks that contain several tuples to avoid the
message set-up overhead. Finally, for comparison, a ship-in algorithm is ana-
lyzed, which is suitable when the sources cannot accept parameterized queries
and when the data retrieved from the sources is small enough to be stored in a
temporary main-memory index in the mediator.

The algorithms are evaluated in an environment with an ODBC data source
and a mediator server running on Windows NT platforms, connected by ISDN
and LAN. Substantial performance gains were measured (up to factor 100) when
using our framework over an ISDN connection to access a relational database
server, as compared to accessing the relational database with ODBC directly
from the client, since bulk oriented join processing between the mediators mini-
mizes ISDN message traffic and eliminates all expensive remote ODBC calls.

2 Background

As a platform for the work in this paper we use the Amos II mediator database
system [8,9,17]. The core of Amos II is an open light-weight and extensible
DBMS. It is a distributed mediator system where both the mediators and wrap-
pers are fully functional Amos II servers, communicating over the Internet. For
good performance, and since most the data reside in the data sources, each
Amos II server is designed as a main-memory DBMS.

Some of the Amos II servers can be configured to wrap different kinds of
data sources, e.g. ODBC compliant relational databases [4] or XML files [12].
Other servers reconcile conflicts and overlaps between similar real-world entities
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modeled differently in different data sources, using the mediation primitives [8,
9,17] of the query language AmosQL .

Users and applications can pose OO queries to any Amos II server. We call
the server(s) to which application queries are posed client mediator(s) for those
queries. The other Amos II servers involved in answering a query are called
mediator servers. The mediator servers may run on separate workstations and
provide data integration, wrapping, and abstraction services through which dif-
ferent views are presented in different mediators. For example, in a mobile envi-
ronment a portable computer could have a client mediator that integrates data
represented by several mediator servers on a company LAN. A mediator server
can have different types of data sources attached and access a number of other
mediator servers.

The AmosQL query below contains a join and selection over the table A at
the source DB1, and B at DB2, based on values of functions fa and fb:

select res(b)
from A@DB1 a, B@DB2 b
where fa(a) = fb(b);

The query is issued in a client mediator over data that can be either directly
stored in DB1 and DB2 or, if these are Amos II servers, retrieved from wrapped
data sources. Strategies to execute this equi-join will be the focus of this paper.

The queries are rewritten by the optimizer to eliminate redundant com-
putations. After the rewrites, queries operating over data outside the medi-
ator are decomposed into distributed query fragments, executed in different
Amos II servers and data sources. The decomposition uses heuristic and dy-
namic programming strategies in three stages [10]: query fragment generation,
fragment placement and fragment scheduling. Each Amos II server uses a single-
site cost-based optimizer to generate optimized execution plans for the query
fragments. The fragments for other types of data sources are handled by the
mediator if the source has no query processing capabilities, or by the source
otherwise.

3 Algorithm Descriptions

While a naive data source interface provides only execute functionality for queries,
Amos II also provides bulked ship-out and execute functionality where a remote
Amos II server accepts and store tuples locally in main-memory, and then ex-
ecutes a query fragment using them as an input. When joining directly to a
data source, the communication is directly with it and the processing is one
tuple at the time for the ship-out algorithms, assuming that storing bulks of
the intermediate results is not possible in data sources because of their auton-
omy.
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3.1 Ship-Out Join Algorithms

In general, the ship-out algorithms can be described with the following steps:

1. preprocess and prepare the input collection for shipping
2. ship the input collection to a remote site
3. execute the query fragment over the collection at the remote site
4. return result of query fragment execution to the coordinating mediator
5. assemble the result collection to be emitted from the join

Steps 1, 4 and 5 are executed locally, while 2 and 3 are performed at another
Amos II server by its join request handler.

The input collection is a table where some columns are used as parameters
to the remote query fragment; other columns are passed through to the later
post-processing in the mediator, or are assembled as parts of the query result.

A straight-forward implementation of a ship-out equi-join operator would
ship the whole input bulk to the remote site, execute the remote query fragment
on the bulk appending its result to the input, and then ship this result back.
The first improvement of the naive strategy we propose is the project-concat
algorithm (PCA) in Fig. 11. It improves the naive strategy by the following two
data transformations based on the semi-join algorithm [2]:

– The input bulk is projected over the data columns that are actually used in
the remote query fragment, before shipping them there.

– After the query fragment is executed the result shipped back to the mediator
contains only the relevant columns from the query fragment result.

. . . . 

. .
 . 

. 

Pr oject Deproxify
 OI Ds

Project Concat
Proxify 

OIDs

Destr ingify
OIDs

Str ingify
 OIDs

Join  Operator Join  r equest handler  

Materialized bulk from the input

output

1 2 3

8 7 6 5

Execute
 SF

4

Fig. 1. Project-concat ship-out algorithm

1 Amos II is object-oriented and steps 2, 3, 5, and 6 handle object identifier (OID)
conversions, which are not further elaborated here.
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Table 1. Example execution of equi-join using the project-concat algorithm

r va
“T” 5

b1 “V” 4
“K” 5
“M” 3
“L” 5

b2 “M” 2
“G” 4
“Y” 4

πKS−→

va
5

b1 4
5
3
5

b2 2
4
4

to DB1−→ . . .

r
b1 “M”
b2 “M”

πRS←−
r va

b1 “M” 3
b2 “M” 2

concat←−

tmp
false

b1 false
false
true
false

b2 true
false
false

from DB1←− . . .

The difference between PCA and the classical semi-join is in the use of order for
matching the tuples from the joined collections.

The result of the join is assembled by a simple concatenation of the input
and the result shipped back from the remote Amos II mediator or data source.
Since the operations are order preserving, concatenation can be used instead of
a more expensive join.

Table 1 illustrates an execution of PCA between the results of query frag-
ments QF1 executed at DB1 and QF2 executed at DB2. The input is a collec-
tion of tuples with columns va and r produced by the execution of the fragment
QF2, and a collection of tuples produced by the execution of QF1 containing
va values and keys of table tB. The fragments are joined over va and the result
is represented by column r. Since there are no result columns that are shipped
back from DB1 to DB2, a boolean value is used to identify if the tuples produced
by QF1 have a matching va value in the tuples produced by QF2. We assume
that the fragment at DB1 produces the following table:

va

tB va
ib1 4
ib2 5
ib1 6

where ibk denotes a key of tB. The example illustrates the execution over 2
bulks of size 4, named in the example as b1 and b2. In the example, first the
projection strips the r values from the input bulks since they are not used in
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the join. Next, the bulks are shipped to DB1 where the query fragment QF1 is
executed. The resulting set of boolean values is shipped back to the mediator.
The concatenation shown in the example is a special case where the executed
function does not return any data used later in the query processing. In this case,
the concatenation of the returned boolean values and the input tuples actually
filters the tuples for which the result is true. The final projection removes the
va values to form the requested result.

The PCA has the advantage of improving the naive implementation, while
preserving the simplicity of the processing. All operations have constant complex-
ity per data item and therefore cheap to perform. Nevertheless, it is inefficient
when there is a large percentage of duplicates in the input bulk(s), an expensive
query fragment, and/or expensive communication between the servers involved.

The traditional semi-join algorithm (SJA) [2] improves the performance of
the PCA when duplicates are involved. After projecting the input bulk over the
columns used as input to the remote query fragment, SJA performs duplicate
removal before shipping the data. When there is a large percentage of duplicates
within the bulks, this reduces both the size of the shipped data and the number
of executions of the remote query fragment. The result of the query fragment
execution is shipped back to the calling server where, as in the previous algo-
rithm, the shipped tuples are concatenated to the result of the query fragment
invocation. Next, an equi-join is performed over the input bulk and the result of
the concatenation. Here, because of the duplicate removal it is not possible to
match the tuples by their rank in the bulk.

The SJA benefits from avoiding shipping duplicate entries over the network
and executing the query fragment for them, but only for duplicates within a
single bulk and with the added costs of the two additional phases of duplicate
removal and equi-join.

To avoid duplicates over different bulks, the algorithm in Fig. 2, SJMA (semi-
join with materialized index algorithm) extends SJA by saving the index built
up for the bulks of the outer collection between executions for different bulks.
The shipped data is passed through an additional anti-join over the set already
pruned from duplicates and the temporary index. If a tuple is in the index, it
has already been processed in some of the previous bulks. The remaining tuples
are shipped to the remote site for query fragment execution as before. Next, new
entries are added to the index from the returned result. Finally, a join between
the input bulk and the index is performed as in the SJA. A comparative execution
of SJMA in the same scenario as for the PCA example is presented in Table 2.
Here, the second bulk is reduced to one tuple before shipping to DB1, since the
anti-join eliminates the two tuples present in the first bulk.

The size of the index in SJMA is proportional to the number of distinct
tuples in the outer collection. The algorithm can be used as a filter even in the
case when the whole index is too big to fit in the memory. When the memory
limit is reached, new entries replace old entries using some replacement criteria.
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Table 2. Example execution of the semi-join with materialized index algorithm

r va
“T” 5

b1 “V” 4
“K” 5
“M” 3
“L” 5

b2 “M” 2
“G” 4
“Y” 4

πKS−→

va
5

b1 4
5
3
5

b2 2
4
4

dup.
rem.−→

va
5

b1 4
3
5

b2 2
4

anti
semi
join−→

va
5

b1 4
3

b2 2

to DB1−→ . . .

r
b1 “M”
b2 “M”

πRS←−
r va

b1 “M” 3
b2 “M” 2

equi-
join←− �

index
update←−

tmp
false

b1 false
true

b2 true

from DB1←− . . .

SJMA does not add substantially to the cost of the SJA, while it offers the
possibility for performance improvements. In fact, it reduces to the SJA in the
case when the whole input is contained in only one bulk.

3.2 Ship-In Join Method

Unlike the previous two algorithms where the remote query fragment is executed
using parameters from the tuples of the intermediate result, with the ship-in join
method no intermediate result is shipped to the remote site. Consequently, the
query fragment is executed without parameters. This has two effects:

– Since the remote query fragment is executed once only, it may reduce the
number of accesses to the data source.
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– The result size may increase since instead of a semi-join of the query fragment
result and the intermediate result, the whole query fragment result is sent
to the client to be joined there.

While the reduction of the data source accesses may improve the performance,
the increased volume of the data shipped and stored in the mediator are the
possible performance disadvantages of this algorithm. The algorithm is inappli-
cable when the query fragment result is too big for the mediator resources. This
is also the case when the query fragment contains predicates representing meth-
ods/programs in the data source that require parameters to be supplied from
the mediator. With the ship-out method, when there are sufficient resources, the
materialized index can persist between the execution of the algorithm for differ-
ent bulks, reducing further the query processing time. This case corresponds to
hash join algorithms where an index is built for the inner relation.

4 Performance Measurements

In the two scenarios used in the experiments the data source was an ODBC
data source. We performed experiments using both Microsoft Access ODBC and
IBM DB2 ODBC drivers with no significant differences in conclusions. Where
not specifically indicated, the measurements use the Access ODBC driver.

In the first scenario, we deployed an Amos II server at the same workstation
as the source. This server wrapped the source and exported it to the client medi-
ator running on another Windows NT workstation. We present test results using
this scenario and two different network connection speeds between the worksta-
tions: a 115Kb ISDN connection over the public telephone network in Sweden;
and a 100Mb departmental LAN. We also varied the speed of the workstation
that hosted the client mediator. In one experiment we used a 233 MHz, 32Mb
RAM PC, and in the other a 600 MHz, 256Mb RAM PC. In the second sce-
nario the data source was accessed directly from the client mediator through the
ISDN network connection using DB2’s ODBC interface. In this case the joins
are executed one tuple at a time. We also compared the effects of different bulks
sizes on the query execution time.

The inner collection is obtained from a table stored in the ODBC data source.
The table consisted of three columns: an integer primary key ID, and two tex-
tual columns A and B of fixed length strings with sizes 10 and 250. The outer
collection was stored in the client mediator, where it simulated an intermediate
result. During the execution, the outer collection is bulked and streamed into
the join algorithm one bulk at the time. Both the outer and inner collection had
the same attributes.

Figure 3 shows the results of the execution of the three join algorithms from
the previous section using a 233 MHz Windows NT workstation as a client and an
ISDN connection to the server computer. The X axes in the graphs show the sizes
of the outer collection in percentage of the size of the inner that always contains
30000 tuples; the Y axes marks query execution times in seconds. The outer
collection is scaled from 17% to same the size as the inner. In these experiments
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Fig. 3. Execution times when varying the outer collection size, ISDN, 233 MHz PC

the outer collection contained 20% duplicates. Each tuple of the outer matches
exactly one tuple of the inner. The graph on the left compares the execution
times for a complete evaluation of the join operation. The graph in the middle
compares the times to emit the first 1024 tuples. This coincides with he bulk
size used to execute the query. The graph on the right compares the SJMA with
PC for different percentages of duplicates in join columns of the collections.

We first analyze the execution times for the complete join operation. Since
the inner collection has constant size, the time spend in the Amos II server of
the inner and the network time are constant for the execution of the ship-in algo-
rithm. The only increase of execution time is noted in the client: from 8 seconds
for a 5000 tuple outer collection, to 16 seconds for a 30000 tuple outer collection.
This is due to the increase of the number of index searches. Nevertheless, this
increase in negligible in comparison to the total query execution time.
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Table 3. Query execution time distribution, ISDN, 233 MHz PC

Time distribution
Client Server Source Access Net.

Ship-in 10% 1% 4% 85%
Ship-out, PC 5% 3% 43% 49%
Ship-out, SJMA 7% 3% 42% 48%

The ship-out algorithms show performance that is linear to the size of the
inner collection, outperforming the ship-in algorithm until the outer is about
50% of the inner. SJMA performs better than the PC algorithm. Figure 3c com-
pares the algorithms for different percentages of duplicates. The PC algorithm
performs exactly the same, regardless of the data distribution. SJMA improves
as the number of duplicates of the join columns increases. Note that even with-
out duplicates, the performance difference of these two algorithms is small. This
shows that in main-memory based mediator systems, the penalty of the addi-
tional steps of the SJMA is low.

Table 3 shows the portions of the time spent in the individual system compo-
nents. The data source access time includes the time spent in the ODBC interface
and the data source. The main portion of the execution of the ship-in algorithm
executed over ISDN is spent on shipping the inner to the client side, which was
consistently around 85% of the query execution time. We can also note that,
due to the main-memory architecture of Amos II, the index build time in the
client is relatively small, around 5% of the whole execution time. The first tuple
is not emitted until the index for the inner is finished, which is after 95% of the
processing time. This makes this algorithm unsuitable for top-N queries.

The ship-out algorithms spend less time on the network, but more in access-
ing the data source. They also emit the first tuple much faster than the ship-in
algorithm (Fig. 3b). The experiments show here the time to emit the first 1024
tuples. When the bulking factor is less than 10, the first tuple is emitted af-
ter less than a millisecond. Furthermore, the bulking factor also determines the
smoothness of the flow of the results. Smaller bulking factor will allow smoother
flow of the results to the application.

Table 4 compares the effect of the distributed Amos II architecture for the
ship-out algorithms. First we used SJMA to access a remote IBM DB2 data

Table 4. Direct access to an ODBC source and through Amos II servers

outer/inner
Inner size/outer size 17% 33% 66% 100%
through Amos II, all tuples 58 115 245 358
ODBC direct, all tuples 2769 5059 8552 12799
through Amos II, B=1024, first tuple 14 15 15 15
through Amos II, B=1, first tuple 0.7 0.72 0.68 0.71
ODBC direct, first tuple 1.1 0.9 1.2 1.04
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Table 5. Query execution time distribution, 100Mb LAN, 233MHz PC

Time distribution
Client Server Data source acc. Net.

Ship-in 67% 7% 22% 4%
Ship-out, PC 8% 5% 86% 1%
Ship-out, SJMA 12% 5% 82% 1%

source using DB2’s ODBC interface over an ISDN connection. Due to the au-
tonomy of the data sources we assume that it is not feasible to materialize
intermediate results in the sources. Even if this was possible, due to the disk
based nature of the DBMS, we could not expect a comparable execution time as
with the main-memory storage used in Amos II. Therefore the join must be per-
formed one tuple at a time over the remote ODBC. However, when the source is
accessed through an Amos II server located on the same computer as the source,
the join between the client and server mediators is executed in a bulked man-
ner, using only the local ODBC connection between the server mediator and the
source, leading to performance improvements of orders of magnitude.

The time to emit the first tuple when the bulking factor is 1024 is notably
greater when the processing is done through an Amos II server. This actually
represents how long it takes to emit the first 1024 tuples. If fewer tuples are
required, a smaller bulking factor leads to better performance for the top-N
queries when an intermediate Amos II server is used. Even when the bulking
factor is 1 we can note that the use of an intermediate Amos II yields better
performance than accessing the source directly, due to communication protocol
differences. To achieve the best performance, the bulking factor should match
the number of tuples required immediately.

Figure 4 and Table 5 illustrates join execution time on the same client com-
puter connected with a 100Mb fast LAN to the data source. We can note that
the curves have similar shapes, while the scale is different. The network cost is
eliminated for almost all of the algorithms. In this executions most of the time
is spend in the data source (parameterized and unparameterized query execu-
tion) and in the client for the ship-in algorithm (index build-up and join). We
can also note that when the whole join result is required the ship-in algorithm
outperforms the ship-out in almost all the cases. When the first-N tuples are
required, however, the ship-out algorithms are more efficient. For the first 1024
result tuples the difference is about 50%. If the number of requested result tuples
is smaller, the difference can be a couple of orders of magnitude. We have also
varied the client computer from a workstation to a notebook. We noted that
the return time for the first tuple is almost constant for the ship-out algorithms
regardless of the power of the client computer. This can be explained by the fact
that in the case of ship-out algorithms, the server uses the larger share of the
workload than with the ship-in algorithms.
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5 Related Work

The System R* project [14] is one of the first distributed database prototypes.
In System R*, both ship-in and ship-out strategies are examined. In [15] a disk-
based ship-in strategy (named ship-whole) is implemented with a disk based
b-tree index. This type of implementation leads to considerably different results
where the ship-out method always outperforms ship-in.

Disk-based semi-join algorithms are described in [1,2,5,14]. A sort-merge join,
bloom filter semi-join, and sort-based semi-join are evaluated in [15] for a dis-
tributed database environment. A bloom filter phase can be added to the ship-
out algorithms described in this paper. Nevertheless, this would incur additional
query processing overhead and possibly shipping of some extra tuples of the in-
ner collection. Bloom filter strategies cannot be used with sources that cannot
enumerate the extent of the inner collection.

Most of the mediator frameworks reported in the literature (e.g. [7,16,19])
propose centralized query compilation and execution coordination. In [3] it is in-
dicated that a distributed mediation framework is a promising research direction,
but to the extent of our knowledge the results in this area are sketchy without
experimental support. The protocols for execution of joins between data in dif-
ferent sources are in most cases based on retrieving the data from the sources
and assembling the results in the mediator [16,19]. In the DIOM project [13],
a distributed mediator system is presented where the query execution is per-
formed in two phases: subquery execution and result assembly. The dataflow is
only from the sources to the mediator.

The Garlic mediator system [7] is the only mediator system known to us
that supports ship-out join strategies. The bind join in Garlic sends parameters
to the sources as single tuples of values. In Amos II the data sources are also
accessed one tuple at the time, but the distributed architecture allows for using
bulked protocols over high latency lines between Amos II servers to avoid most
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of the processing cost. A Garlic wrapper that has two components, one local and
one remote, could achieve the benefits of the approach described in the paper.
Finally, join methods where bulk shipping is combined with hashing are not
applied in Garlic.

6 Summary and Conclusions

An efficient data integration system needs to be able to adapt to different envi-
ronments by using different algorithms. The algorithms presented in this paper
allow for balancing the workload between the client and the server, and for differ-
ent network use patterns that give wide range of options over different hardware
platforms.

The experimental results showed that for a complete query answer the ship-
in algorithms generally outperform the ship-out algorithms over fast networks.
Over slow networks and with very slow sources, the ship-out algorithms can give
orders of magnitude better performance than ship-in since ODBC over TCP/IP
calls are executed one tuple at a time while bulks of tuples are shipped between
the distributed mediators. For top-N queries where N is considerably smaller
than the result size, the ship-out algorithms with bulking factor N give the best
performance over all the range of hardware and network connections used in
the experiments. These outperform the ship-in algorithms by a few orders of
magnitude. Although the bulking factor greater than 1 provides benefits, too
large bulk sizes lead to reduced query execution efficiency.

In our environment, where the index operations are main-memory based and
relatively cheap, the penalty of SJMA (the Semi-Join with Materialized index
Algorithm) is small and it always performs nearly as well, or better than PCA
(the Project-Concat Algorithm). Nevertheless, PCA uses less memory and could
be much more efficient in memory-limited mediators. A compromise between
these two algorithm is the SJMA with a limited size temporary index that de-
generates to a SJA when the temporary index size is 0. Finally, if simplicity of
implementation is considered the PCA is the algorithm of choice.

Placing an mediator server close to the source allows for bulked execution of
the protocols that might change the query execution time by orders of magni-
tude, especially in networks with high latency. In cases when the sources lack
filtering capability, the mediator server can also locally filter the query fragment
result and reduce the communication cost even more.

A topic of our current work is a strategy to dynamically select between the
proposed algorithms during run-time. Statistics collected during the execution
can be used to determine if the default choice was the best one. Another open
issue is a method to determine the optimal bulking factor in a multi join query,
by taking in account the tuple sizes, join selectivities and the buffer pool size.
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Abstract. Due to the rapid growth of the Web, there is an increasing
need for methodologies that support the design of Web-based Informa-
tion Systems (WIS). After investigating the application of existing hy-
permedia design methodologies in the context of automated hypermedia
presentation design we propose a specification framework for this con-
text. The framework considers the possibility of dynamically gathering
information from a collection of structured, but also possibly heteroge-
neous sources (relational or object-oriented databases, XML repositories
etc.). The methodology associated with the framework shows two levels
of abstraction: the logical level, and the presentation level. At the logical
level the application diagram captures the design of slices, thus specifying
the content related grouping of data elements and their relationships. At
the presentation level, the presentation diagram bridges the logical level
and the actual implementation by specifying how the design of slices is
translated into hypermedia mechanisms, e.g. hyperlinks.

1 Introduction

From its introduction in the early 90’s the World Wide Web (WWW) is in a
continuous development. Its rapid expansion results in an increasing number
of Web-based Information Systems (WIS) [3] being developed, especially with
sources that contain frequently changing information such as databases (rela-
tional or object-oriented databases, XML repositories etc.). This leads to the fact
that there is a higher need to automate, at least partially, the design process of
hypermedia presentations as used in a WIS. Although there are methodologies
like Relationship Management Methodology (RMM) [1] and Object Oriented
Hypermedia Design Methodology (OOHDM) [2], these methodologies have been
originally developed for a manual hypermedia design process, they are not par-
ticularly well-suited in the context of automated hypermedia design.

RMM focuses on highly structured applications with high information volatil-
ity. Moreover, it provides guidelines that can facilitate the automated design
process of hypermedia applications. RMM is based on the popular Entity Rela-
tionship (E-R) model.

These characteristics are significant for our target application area where
sources contain dynamical information. RMM has a specification at the logical
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level, which groups presentation issues (e.g. navigational links) with semantical
issues (e.g. slice attributes). Besides, it lacks a proper specification at the pre-
sentation level. In this paper we argue that the separation in two distinct levels
is useful and we address them both in the context of the proposed framework.

The results of this research will be exploited in the HERA [12] project that
investigates software architectures for the generation of presentations for (semi-
structured) data retrieved from heterogeneous data sources. In order to exper-
iment with the proposed methodology a prototype has been built. The proto-
type uses XML to store the data and XSL to specify transformations between
consequent steps. Similar model-driven Web systems inspired by Hypermedia
Design Methodology (HDM) [7] were developed in Autoweb [6] (uses relational
databases for data storage) and WebML [5] (uses XML for data storage) projects.

Part of this work is also embedded in the Dynamo project, in which Eind-
hoven University of Technology collaborates with Philips and CWI, both in the
Netherlands. The Dynamo project targets the (semi-)automatic generation or
design of multimedia presentations. Characteristic for the generation process is
the support for adaptation.

As results from [4], [10] show, adaptation can be specified by distinguishing
the domain model, the user model, and the adaptation model. The last model
describes the actual adaptation being performed (based on the assumed knowl-
edge of the user inferred from the user model). In terms of this project it means
that conditions are specified on the existence of objects that are part of the
presentation.

2 RMM

RMM [1], [11], [13], [14], [15] proposes a sequence of steps that have to be followed
in the design process. For each step there are design guidelines for the designer
or builder of the application. Figure 1 depicts the RMM steps that are reused
in the proposed framework.

Requirements
    Analysis

        E-R
      Design

  Application

     Design

. . .

Fig. 1. RMM design methodology

The first design step is to represent the application domain using traditional
E-R modeling techniques.

In the second step, the E-R model is enriched with the concepts of m-slices
and relationships to build a diagram that describes the application. M-slices
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[13] are created by grouping together attributes from the E-R diagram; this
can be done hierarchically using previously defined m-slices: the ‘m’ comes from
‘Matreyshka’, the nested Russian doll, suggesting the possibility to nest slices in
one another. In the rest of the paper we will use the term slice instead of m-slice.
The most simple type of m-slice is an attribute ensuring thus the uniformity of
the hierarchical slice model.

3 Methodology

We developed a specification framework based on RMM to support the automa-
tion of a hypermedia presentation design. Figure 2 illustrates the methodology
related to this framework.

Although requirements analysis, E-R diagram (domain analysis), and imple-
mentation are important phases in the software engineering life cycle they are
beyond the scope of this paper.

The arrows in Fig. 2 show the sequence of steps in the process1. Our method-
ology focuses on the design steps shown in the shaded area of Fig. 2: platform
independent application design, platform dependent application design, and pre-
sentation design.

The artifacts of each design step in the order in which they appear in the
methodology are:

– E-R diagram
– platform independent application diagram
– (platform dependent) application diagram
– presentation diagram

A platform independent application diagram presents common information
of application diagrams that is going to be displayed regardless of the platform.
A platform dependent application (also referred as application diagram) takes
into consideration a particular hypermedia platform.

Requirements
    Analysis

        E-R
      Design      Design

   Plat. indep.
Application

Design
  Application

Plat. dep.
Presentation 

Design
Implementation

Logical level Presentation level

Fig. 2. Design methodology

In the methodology we distinguish two levels, the logical level and the pre-
sentation level, based on the ‘separation of concerns’ principle.
1 It is possible to have feedback loops in the process.
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3.1 Logical Level

At the logical level the methodology is concerned with providing data and re-
lationships/access structures of the information to be presented. Related in-
formation is grouped together into meaningful presentation units (slices). Slice
relationships provide a means to access information belonging to different units.
The logical level is based on the E-R model, in the sense that it exploits the
entity structure (attributes) and the relationships among them.

Relationships derived (based on relation’s transitivity) from the E-R model
are taken into account to minimize the number of slice relationships that need
to be traversed in order to reach a meaningful item related to a presentation
unit.

The logical level bridges the data source level and the presentation level. The
designer is concerned with mapping elements from the data sources (at abstract
level entities from E-R model) to slices.

Besides structuring information the notion of slice facilitates reuse. A slice
can be reused at application level or even among applications if the applications
share the same data model. At application level a previously designed slice can
be nested in another slice so that the design effort involved in a new slice creation
is considerably reduced.

The logical level is expressed in the application diagram which will be de-
scribed in Sect. 4.

3.2 Presentation Level

The design choices made at the logical level yield a presentation specification
in terms of slices. Such a specification however, stays at the logical level and
does not describe the presentation in detail. It does not say anything about
how presentation elements should be organized with respect to each other or
with respect to the screen; it says neither when, nor in which order presentation
elements should appear. These kinds of design decisions were usually made ad
hoc during the implementation phase, though they clearly do not belong there.

The presentation level bridges the logical level and the actual implementa-
tion. Complementary to the logical level, where the designer is concerned with
organizing the overall presentation structure and identifying what attributes
from entities are to be included in slices, at the presentation level the designer
specifies how and when the identified slices should be displayed.

The presentation level should not be considered only as a detailed logical level
but rather as a view from a slightly different angle. During this process, slices
from the logical level are mapped into regions and design decisions are made
to specify a concrete way (navigational, spatial, and temporal) [9] how rather
abstract slice relationships will appear in the presentation. In other words the
designer specifies in a conceptual way the navigation, layout, and timing of the
presentation.

The presentation level is expressed by means of the presentation diagram
which will be described in Sect. 5.
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4 Application Diagram (AD)

The application diagram is used to model at the logical level the hypermedia
application [15]. An application diagram consists of slices and the relationships
among them.

In order to illustrate the framework specification an example of a virtual Web
site that presents information about a set of real-estate agencies is used.

Figure 3 describes the underlying E-R diagram without attributes. The appli-
cation domain is simplified in order not to burden the reader with too many ap-
plication details. In the example we introduce four entities, house agency, house,
neighbourhood, and room, and three relationships, expressing that a house is
owned by a house agency, it is placed in a certain neighbourhood, and contains
several rooms. All relationships are of type one-to-many.

contains

in_neighbourhood

is_owned

house

room

neighbourhood

agency

Fig. 3. E-R diagram

4.1 Slices

The application diagram is based on the concept of slice, which groups together
attributes and possibly other slices. Each slice belongs to an entity and it can also
contain attributes or slices from other entities. Slices provide flexible aggregation
and contextual navigation, useful features for intelligent Web navigation.

Slices are linked together with slice relationships. Access structures (e.g. in-
dex, tour, indexed guided tour) are used to build complex internal slice struc-
tures. Relationships/access structures have associated conditions2 that show
what slice instances are to be connected.
2 A user adaptation module can use these conditions in order to inhibit or to allow

certain links based on the knowledge a user has regarding a certain concept.
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The application diagram consists of all the designed slices and provides a
global view of the application.

Figure 4 presents a slice (as it is in RMM) which is an element of the larger
application diagram.

full_address

plan

house

neighbourhood

infoinfo
Index

room

name

overview

in_neighbourhood is_owned contains

address

neighbourhood room

name

agency

Fig. 4. Slice

4.2 Slice Relationships

Slices are linked together by relationships. A slice relationship associates slices
(belonging possibly to different entities) some being sources and others targets.
A simple slice relationship connects just two slices while a complex slice relation-
ship connects multiple slices. Each slice relationship can be have conditions (logic
predicates) that determine which instances of an entity are to be accessed. Con-
ditions support user and platform adaptation. Figure 5 (left) presents a simple
slice relationship.

Source

AND

OR

Target

OR

AND

Source

AND

OR

Target

OR

AND

Source

AND

OR

Target

OR

AND

Slice relationship

condtion

Fig. 5. Slice relationship. Sources and targets for slice relationship
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Figure 5 (right) depicts the possible types of sources and targets of a slice
relationship. We distinguish the following cases:

– simple source/target
– multi-and source/target, all sources/targets must be triggered/invoked
– multi-or source/target, at least one of the sources/targets is triggered/invoked

One can observe that the proposed notation has as consequence that an ‘OR’
for sources has the same graphical representation as an ‘AND’ for targets (and
the other way around).

The RMM slice relationship is a navigational relationship (hyperlink) be-
tween two slices. In our application diagram a slice relationship represents nav-
igational, spatial, or temporal relationships at a higher level of abstraction. In
RMM, slice relationships are always crossing the physical boundaries of a slice.
In the proposed framework we allow slice relationships to be embedded in one
slice (we call them internal slice relationships). In the case of internal slice rela-
tionships the source slice can vanish or can be preserved. Figure 6 presents the
associated graphical notation for the two cases.

Vanishing source relationship Preserving source relationship

Fig. 6. Vanishing source and preserving source slice relationship

Figure 7 presents a slice diagram that uses the newly introduced concepts of
internal relationships and preserving source relationship. The empty slice called
‘h n’ is an anchor for two internal relationships (both the anchor and the target
belong to the more general ‘description’ slice). This is an example of relationships
that are preserving their source (the bullet anchored on the empty slice). That
means that when such a relationship is traversed, the description slice context
is kept and the ‘h n’ anchor is still present.
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Index

h_n

Index

name

neighbourhood

name

address

agency

description

ownshouse_in_neigh.

info

house

address

neighbourhood

overview

house

h_n = houses and neighbourhoods

∀

Fig. 7. Slice

5 Presentation Diagram (PD)

Similarly as the logical level is described by means of an application diagram,
the presentation level is described by a presentation diagram. A presentation
diagram consists of presentation elements called regions and the relationships
among them. The presentation diagram specifies how the regions are organized
from the navigational, spatial, and temporal point of view. Figure 8 shows an
example of a presentation diagram composed from several regions.

agent.name agent.address
contact

Neghbourdoods"
"Houses and

description

ndx_neighb ndx_house

h_n

Fig. 8. Presentation diagram

During the process of creating the presentation diagram, the slices introduced
at the logical level are mapped to regions and possibly new regions are introduced
(it is not always a one-to-one mapping, some slices can be split to more regions
and vice versa).

Subsequently, slice relationships from the logical level are materialized with
navigational, spatial, or temporal relationships.
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5.1 Regions

Regions, together with the relationships that interconnect them, are the main
building blocks of a presentation diagram. A region is defined as a collection of
attributes and possibly other regions. This recursive definition facilitates nested
regions thus providing a means to reuse regions in a component-like manner.
Every region is associated with an area where it is displayed. An area is of a
rectangular shape having as properties its dimensions and location. When we
refer to a region we mean both the region and its associated area.

As mentioned before, a region contains attributes. Attributes are properties
that relate concrete values (from a given domain) to the region. Attributes come
in two flavors: entity attributes and constant attributes. An entity attribute ac-
quires its value from the entity to which it is mapped and thus it changes its
value throughout the presentation. A constant attribute, as its name suggests,
does not change its value; the value is determined beforehand and stays con-
stant. Different syntax is used to differentiate the two types. Graphically, entity
attributes are depicted as solid line ovals and constant attributes as dashed line
ovals as shown in Fig. 8.

Note that though the concept of region is similar to the slice concept, there
are some differences:

– A slice is always associated with an entity that owns it, while a region, as
a presentation element, is not owned by an entity; it is sufficient that each
entity attribute includes the information from which entity it comes from.

– A region has an associated area where it is displayed.

5.2 Region Relationships

All aspects of the abstract concept of slice relationships introduced at the logical
level are used also at the presentation level with the difference that the sources
and the targets are regions, not slices. Moreover, three instances of this concept
are introduced: navigational, temporal, and spatial relationship. Each of them is
having a different syntax and different semantics associated with its realization.

Graphically, relationships are depicted as arcs with arrows. Similar to the
logical level, an arc starting with a solid circle indicates a persistent (not van-
ishing) source region. The graphical style of the arc indicates the type of the
relationship: navigational, temporal, or spatial as depicted in Fig. 9.

Spatial

Navigational

Temporal

Fig. 9. Types of relationships
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Navigational. The navigational relationships were introduced to represent the
classical hyperlinks (so called ‘click-able’ links). After the user clicks on the
source region the target region is invoked and the source region either vanishes
or stays, depending on its type.

There is a possibility to guard the execution of the link with a condition
(the link is followed only if the condition is satisfied) and the possibility to
specify an event when the link should be followed. The default event for nav-
igational links is the mouse-click event, but the designer can choose different
events (e.g. mouse-over). Navigational links are graphically depicted with solid
arcs.

Temporal. Temporal relationships were introduced in order to express the no-
tion of time in the specification of multimedia presentations, while the original
RMM was focused on hypermedia presentations (no notion of time). Tempo-
ral links can be used to describe both intrinsic delay (a duration of a video
or audio clip [8]) and presentation time (temporal links introduced by the de-
signer). There is a time-out event associated with every temporal relationship;
after the time elapses the relationship is realized (the destination region is in-
voked)3.

Although from semantic point of view the temporal relationships can be
considered similar to the navigational links we suggest to make a distinction
mainly because of the different nature of the two (navigational links require
some user interaction while temporal links do not).

Temporal links can be organized in parallel or sequential compositions. The
graphical syntax is rather intuitive; temporal links are graphically described with
dashed arcs.

A sequential composition is depicted as a chain of links with one starting
node (starting source region) and a chain where the destination region of one
link is the source region for the next link.

Two temporal relationships are considered to be in parallel composition if
they are not included in the same sequential composition. In other words what
is not sequential is parallel.

Figure 10 shows an example of three sequential chains (A*, B*, C*) which
are organized into a parallel composition and synchronized before they enter the
region D. Note that normally the starting region from a sequence is shown at
once (A1, B1) but it is also possible to specify a delay with respect to the top
region (C1).

3 The synchronization can sometimes introduce an additional delay (the time-out of
one ‘track’ elapses but it still has to wait for the other with which it is synchronized).
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A1 A2

B1 B2

C1

D
E1 E2

F1

Top

Fig. 10. Sequential and parallel composition with synchronization

Spatial. There are two reasons for introducing spatial links: the first is to pro-
vide a means of specifying the layout characteristics of a presentation. The second
reason is to facilitate the description of more complex presentation elements like
indices, guided tours etc. A spatial link describes a spatial relationship between
two regions. The meaning of the link orientation is that the link describes a
relative position of the target with respect to the source, the point of reference
always being the left upper corner. The semantics of spatial links is slightly dif-
ferent compared to the one of navigational and temporal links. The notion of
following a link is missing here, e.g. both the source and the target of a spatial
link are displayed at once provided the condition and the event associated with
the link permit so.

Spatial links are graphically depicted with dotted arcs.

5.3 Multi-dimensional Synchronization

Except of the synchronization of temporal relationships our framework offers also
multidimensional relationship synchronization where relationships of different
kinds are synchronized. This gives the designer the opportunity to specify new
types of dependencies among relationships. For example in Fig. 11 a navigational
link from the region ‘Text’ is synchronized with a temporal relationship coming
from the region ‘Audio’. The target region is invoked only after both events from
the involved relationships (mouse-click, time-out) occur.

Audio

Text

Fig. 11. Multidimensional relationship synchronization

5.4 Ordering of Relationships

A region with an entity attribute is instantiated during the presentation to sev-
eral regions with concrete values of the attribute.
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In order to be able to specify relationships among these instances we intro-
duce the so-called self-relationships at the type level. Since there might be more
of such relationships needed to describe the desired presentation structure, there
must be a unique order in which they are applied. To facilitate this, the ordering
of relationships was introduced. In Fig. 12 we provide two examples to illustrate
this approach. Presentation diagrams are depicted on the left and the respective
screen renderings on the right.

Figure 12 (top) describes a bulleted index region. It consists of a region with
a constant attribute depicting the bullet (‘·’) right to which is positioned the
region ‘item’ containing the ‘N.name’ attribute. From this region there is a link
to the region called ‘info’ containing the ‘N.description’ attribute. The ‘bullet’
and the ‘item’ region are grouped together in the region called ‘enum’, which has
a spatial relationship (with the lower priority 1) to itself saying that the next
pair bullet-item will be placed below. In other words the constraint introduced
by this relationship is taken into account after applying the constraints from the
relationships that have the higher priority (0).

Figure 12 (bottom) describes a bookcase region. It consists of the ‘shelf’
region, which contains the ‘thumb’ region that has a navigational link to the
‘picture’ region and also a link to itself saying that the next thumb will be
placed to its right. This rule is applied until there is no room left in the shelf
(the horizontal dimension of the ‘shelf’ region). When the shelf is full we proceed
with the next one by applying the self spatial relationship of the ‘shelf’ region
which has the lowest priority (2).

info

N.description
Description1

Description1

Bookcase region

0

below

ndx_neighb

xy

item ...
Neighbourhood1
Neighbourhood2
Neighbourhood3

T2

H.picture

below

picture

right

xy

ndx_neighb

shelf

0

T1

2

T3

T4 T5 T6

T7 ...
1

enum

0

bullet

1

0

0

Bulleted index region

N.name

H.thumb

Screen rendering

Screen rendering

right

’   ’

Description1

Picture1

Fig. 12. Bulleted index region. Bookcase region
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6 User Adaptation

In our framework we try to address the (semi-) automatic generation and design
of multimedia presentations. Characteristic for the generation process is the
support of adaptation.

The system can adapt to the user by considering the user’s browsing behav-
ior. By observing the navigation behavior the system can infer (based on intelli-
gence specified by the application’s author) the user’s knowledge and adapt the
presentation on the basis of this assumed knowledge.

There is also adaptation to the platform the user is using (platform depen-
dence): if for example the system detects that the user is using a PC with a large
screen or a small hand-held device, then the system could adapt the presentation
to this platform.

Slices or slice relationships are available or accessible only after the conditions
hold. While the specification of the actual adaptation process is beyond the scope
of this paper (AHAM model from [10]), the concepts (in terms of AHAM) are
specified in this framework as slices and slice relationships. Hence, these slices
and slice relationships carry (in the conditions) part of the knowledge on which
the adaptation is based. In order to specify hypermedia presentations, especially
in the context of automatic design, it is necessary to describe which concepts
are part of the design. Our framework allows to specify exactly that.

7 Conclusions

The research described in this paper targets the support of automated hyper-
media presentation design (in the context of Web-based Information Systems).
Specifically, for applications involving data that change frequently, the design of
hypermedia presentations requires a structured approach. This paper discusses a
methodology that guides through the process of specifying the presentation gen-
eration process. The methodology is inspired by RMM and overcomes some of
RMM’s shortcomings for the application to automated presentation generation.
It also shows the specification techniques used in the steps of the methodology.

Our methodology distinguishes three steps in the design process. First, a
logical application design is made to organize the data elements at a logical
level, even independent of the platforms used for the presentation. Secondly,
at the logical level some of the specific details related to the platform that is
used are taken into consideration: this leads to a platform-dependent logical
application diagram. The third step in the process realizes the logical decisions
made in the first two steps, by carefully choosing representations for the different
constructs. At this level, the dimensions of hyperlink navigation, space and time
are included in the specification. This paper concentrates on the specification of
the different design decisions and illustrates them using the diagrams.

In further work we will extend these specification techniques with other con-
structs that allow for the specification of some of the other relevant details. In
the Dynamo project we are experimenting with different kinds of applications
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such as the Electronic TV-Program Guide. In these experiments we learn how
different aspects play a role in the automated hypermedia presentation design
process. We aim at including more of these aspects in this specification frame-
work. One example relates to the use of constraints (rules) in the specification
of spatial relationships. Such constraints might not (easily) lead to a solution,
or even influence other design decisions (made earlier in the design process).
Other aspects relate to the combination of different kinds of relationships, or
the construction of ‘virtual’ slices or regions.

In the Dynamo project the adaptation is an important feature. The con-
ditions associated with slices and regions allow for implementing different as-
pects of adaptation, such as user adaptation (navigation) and platform adap-
tation. The Hera prototype is developed incrementally, adding new features to
the methodology enables further verifying whether this mechanism suffices in
concrete applications.
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Abstract. XML is rapidly emerging as the dominant standard for exchanging 
data on the WWW. Most of application data are stored in relational databases 
due to its popularity and rich development experiences over it. Therefore, how 
to provide a proper mapping approach from relational data to XML documents 
becomes an important topic. Integrity constraints are useful for semantic speci-
fication that plays the important roles in relation schema definition. The exist-
ing XML schema language does not define general constraints and maintaining 
method for integrity constraints. So how to use XML to express and maintain 
integrity constraints especially the advanced integrity constraints, e.g., general 
constraints of relational data is one of challenge research issues. In this paper, a 
novel mapping approach is proposed to map relation data to XML document 
with active nodes, XMLA, and extended DTD with constraints, DTDC. The abil-
ity to maintain integrity constraints makes our approach more effective than 
other approaches.  

1 Introduction 

With the explosive growth of the WWW, the requirement for sharing information 
becomes one of key problems. As a standard for exchanging business data on the 
WWW [1], XML should provide the ability of expressing data and semantics among 
heterogeneous data sources on the WWW. Therefore, transformation from relational 
data to XML data becomes the major research problem in the field of current informa-
tion exchanging, sharing and integration. 

Observe that the ID /IDREF(s) mechanism of DTD is too simple to express integ-
rity constraints [2]. If the integrity semantics are implicitly expressed only by 
ID/IDREF(s) attribute values, the complete semantics of relational data can not be 
captured in the mapped XML data. However how to express integrity constraints in 
XML is a very important research issue because they play the key roles in specifying 
semantics [3], maintaining data consistency [4,5], optimizing queries [6,7], and inte-
grating information [8-10]. Although XML Schema [11] identifies some commonly 
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recurring schema constraints and incorporates them into the language specification, it 
does not provide a suitable method to maintain the integrity constraints. An integrity 
constraint is a condition specified on a database schema to restrict the data that can be 
stored in an instance of the database. In the relational database, SQL is used to define 
integrity constraints including domain constraints, referential integrity constraints, 
and general constraints. 

A number of recent proposals aimed at transformation from popular databases to 
XML documents. The YAT system [10] developed by INRIA is a semistructured data 
conversion and integration system that adopts XML as a middleware model for wrap-
pers, mediators communicate data, structures and operations. IBM Almaden Research 
Center in the literature [12] characterized the solution space based on the main differ-
ences between XML documents and relational tables, studied on the mapping prob-
lem at data level and provided a significant performance benefit. Pennsylvania Uni-
versity in the papers [13,14] studied constraint implication problems, concerning path 
and type constraints, object identifier, and inverse reference. However, as we known, 
the existing researches have the following problems to be studied further. 
1. Literatures [12,13,14,15] only provided mapping approaches for referential integ-

rity constraints for object-oriented and relational database. While literature [14] 
mainly considered the issue of data level mapping rather than schema level or 
higher semantic level. 

2. Mapping Composite Keys and Composite Foreign Keys. The approaches [12-14] 
have another common problem that they provided mapping approaches only for 
simple keys and simple foreign keys, not for composite keys and composite foreign 
keys. 

3. How to provide a maintenance mechanism for integrity constraints in the mapped 
XML document is still an problem, e.g., mapping options for enforcing referential 
integrity constraints. In a relational database, if a referential integrity constraint is 
defined, any command executing on the relational database should be evaluated 
first. If the evaluation is false, the command will be rejected. However, all above 
approaches did not consider the enforcement of referential integrity constraints in 
the mapped XML document. 

4. Mapping General Constraints. General constraints are advanced constraints that 
they provide more flexibility to user to decide which operations should be executed 
to maintain consistency of relational data. By far, how to map general constraints is 
an still open problem and there is no suitable approach to solve it as the best of our 
knowledge. 

Relational database adopts DDL, subset of SQL, to define relation schemas, while 
XML uses DTD and XML Schema to describe structures of documents. DTD does 
not provide any more semantic constraints besides unary ID and IDREF(s) attributes 
to represent referential mechanism, so it is not sufficient to express and maintain 
integrity constraints in relational database. XML Schema does not define general 
constraints and maintaining method for integrity constraints. 

In order to provide an effective mechanism to solve the above problems, this paper 
considers the richness and complexity of integrity constraints, presents a Document 
Type Definition with Constraints(DTDC) and corresponding XML document with 
Active Nodes(XMLA), and designs a DTDC based mapping approach, named ICMAP 
to map relational data and its integrity constraints into XMLA document. DTDC is an 
extended DTD that is used to define the syntax and integrity constraints. XMLA is an 
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XML document with active nodes. It conforms to DTDC definition whose instance 
still conforms to XML grammar. ICMAP only extends DTD, without changing the 
primary XML document instance. As for composite keys/foreign keys, in ICMAP we 
only change the constructing method for attribute values, reduce the scope and type of 
an ID/IDREF attribute by specifying key attributes. Based on XMLA, we provide a 
mechanism to transform different options to maintain referential integrity constraints, 
and map advanced integrity constraints such as table constraints and assertion. 

The main contributions of this paper are listed as follows. (1) ICMAP supports 
mapping for composite keys and composite foreign keys. (2) ICMAP provides docu-
ment with active nodes to maintain integrity constraints. (3) ICMAP provides indices 
for multiple keys in XML data. (4) ICMAP proposes an approach to maintain integ-
rity constraints on XML instances. (5) ICMAP presents mechanism to map general 
constraints. All the above characteristics make it remarkable than the other existing 
schema definition language [16]. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 overviews the representa-
tion ability of relational databases and XML for integrity constraints. Section 3 pro-
poses DTDC and XMLA, and gives the architecture for mapping integrity constraints 
from relational data into XML data. Section 4 presents the ICMAP approach involv-
ing different rules to map basic table, keys, foreign keys and options for enforcing 
referential integrity constraints. Section 5 proposes mapping rules for general con-
straints and Sect. 6 gives the constraints reducing rules to optimize structure of docu-
ment. Finally, Sect. 7 concludes the whole paper. 

2  Overview Integrity Constraints in RDB and XML 

In relational databases, entities and relationships among entities are defined as flat 
table, and integrity constraints among data are established implicitly through SQL. In 
SQL-92 specification, integrity constraints include referential integrity constraints and 
foreign key constraints. Key constraints and foreign key constraints are classified as 
referential integrity constraints. General constraints is regarded as advanced con-
straints that they provide more flexibility to user to decide which operations should be 
executed to maintain consistency of relational data. Current relational database 
systems support such general constraints in the form of table constraints and 
assertion [17]. Table constraints are associated with a single table and are checked 
whenever that table is modified. In contrast, assertions involve several tables and are 
checked whenever any of associated tables is modified. 

Here is a simple example of teaching database. Char and integer distinguish the 
domain constraints of each attribute, primary key defines keys of each table, foreign 
key defines foreign keys referring to other tables. In the example, attribute ano is the 
primary key of table advisor, while ano field of table student is a foreign key and 
refers to table advisor. As we known, the insertions of student tuples that violate 
referential integrity will be rejected. And SQL-92 provides several alternative ways to 
handle the deletion/update of advisor tuples that violate referential integrity by 
choosing the four options including no action, cascade, set default, and set null. 
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Example 1. 

Create table advisor (ano char(10) NOT NULL, 
 aname char(20) NOT NULL, primary key(ano));  

Create table student (sno char(10) NOT NULL, 
 age integer, ano char(10), primary key(sno), 
 foreign key(ano) references advisor, 
 on delete cascade, on update no action); 

Different from relational databases, XML adopts a hierarchical format having arbi-
trary nested structures with a singleton root element, and uses XML Schema as the 
schema definition language, provides type definition, ID/IDREF(s), keys/foreign keys 
to support referential mechanism. Each element has a tag associated with it. An ele-
ment can have attributes and values or nested sub-elements. ID annotation indicates 
that the associated elements should be uniquely identified by it. IDREF(s) is/are (a) 
logic pointer(s) referring to the associated elements with same ID attribute value. ID 
and IDREF(s) are both based on unary attributes.  

Although ID/IDREF(s) are similar to keys/foreign keys in relational databases, 
they are insufficient to express some implicit semantics. XML Schema only supports 
key/foreign key constraints by using unique tag. It can not define general constraints 
and maintenance mechanism so far. And XML Schema is too rigid in the definition 
and language specification [16]. 

3  XML Documents with Active Nodes 

Definition 1 Active Node. An Active Node is an element node with the ability to 
evaluate the value of elements in an XML. Let the active node be eA, the expression of 
eA is: 

eA = <tag attribute-dcl> value </tag> 

The BNF statements of attribute-dcl are listed as follows: 

attribute-dcl := general-attr* active-attr* 
general-attr := ID-dcl* IDREF-dcl* IDREFs-dcl* 
active-attr := event-dcl {condition-dcl* action-dcl}+ 
event-dcl := “event =” <identifier>  
condition-dcl := “condition =” <identifier> 
action-dcl := “action =”<identifer>{“,”<identifer>}+ 

The keyword event, condition and action are used to describe the active nodes. 
They constitute an ECA rule, i.e., on event if condition then action. The values of 
event are basic operations on an XML, such as insert, delete and update. The keyword 
condition records the element types that will be checked. The values of action are 
Java functions that will be dynamically loaded and interpreted at the runtime. 

Definition 2 DTD with Constraints (DTDC). A DTDC is an extended DTD with 
constraints. A DTDC is denoted by (T, r, A, K, V, 7), where: 
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� T records type definitions, including in-line and user defined data types. For 
each type 8�  T, let Ext(8) be a set of instances labeled by 8 in an XML 
document; 

� r is the element type of the root element in the XML document, r�  T; 
� A(8) records all attributes of type 8; 
� K is a partial function identifying attribute types in the XML document: 

� ��
�
�

T

A
8

8 {ID,IDREF, IDREFs, OP}. OP represents an active node; 

� V is a value constraint function Ext(8)�A(8), denotes that the values of A(8) are 
originated from Ext(8); 

� 7 is a set of basic XML constraints recording all kinds of constraints that can be 
mapped into XML document instances. 

Definition 3 ID Constraint. Suppose l� A(8), if�x,y� Ext(8)(x.l = y.l � x = y), then 
attribute l is an ID attribute of type 8. An ID constraint can be expressed as Formula 
(1). 

8.l �ID 8 (1) 

In XML documents, references are based on unary attributes, hence l� A(8). For-
mula (1) denotes that if 8.l�8, then for any l’9 l, we have 8.l’�: 8, i.e., l represents 
primary key of type 8. 

Definition 4 IDREF Constraint. Suppose l� A(8), l’� A(8’), 8’.l’�8’, if �x� Ext(8) 
�y� Ext(8’)(x.l=y.l’), the attribute l of type 8 is the IDREF attribute referring to type 
8’. An IDREF constraint can be defined as Formula (2). Clearly, if there is an IDREF 
constraint 8.l �R 8’.l’ in 7, constraint 8’.l’�ID 8’ must be true. 

8.l �R 8’.l’ (2) 

Definition 5 IDREFs Constraint. Suppose l� A(8), l’� A(8’), 8’.l’�8’, if �x� Ext(8) 
�Y9 Ext(8’)(x.l� Y.l’), the attribute l of type 8 is the IDREFs attribute referring to type 
8’. An IDREFs constraint can be defined as Formula (3). Similarly, if there is a 
IDREFs constraint 8.l �RS 8’.l’ in 7, constraint 8’.l’�ID 8’ must be true. 

8.l �RS 8’.l’ (3) 

Definition 6 Key Constraint. Suppose 8, sub8� T, sub8 is the subtype of 8, Formula 
(4) defines a key constraint that assert sub8 is a key of 8. 

8.sub8 �K 8 (4) 

Definition 7 Foreign Key Constraint. Suppose 8, sub8,81,sub81� T, sub8 is the sub-
type of 8, sub81 is the subtype of 81. If sub8 and sub81 have the same type, Formula (5) 
defines a foreign key constraint that assert 8.sub8 is a foreign key referring to 81.sub81. 

8.sub8 �FK 81.sub81 (5) 

The DTDC definition of Example 1 is listed as follows. 
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DTDC = T(r)={advisor*, student*} 
 T(advisors)={ano,aname) 
 T(students)={sno,age,ano} 
 T(advisors.ano)=string 
 T(advisors.aname)=string 
 T(students.sno)=string 
 T(students.age)=integer 
 T(students.ano)=string 
 A(advisor)=(no) 
 A(student)=(no,ref) 
 K(advisor.no)=ID 
 K(student.no)=ID 
 K(student.ref)=IDREF 
 7={advisor.ano�K advisor, student.sno�K student, 
 student.ano�FK advisor, student.no�ID student, 
 advisor.no�ID advisor, student.ref�R advisor} 

Definition 8 Document with Active Nodes (XMLA). An XMLA is an XML document 
having active nodes besides data nodes. An XMLA document (E, Av, value, entry) can 
be said as a document conforming to DTDC, if and only if there is a mapping f : 
E!Av!{V}�T! � ��

T

A
�8

8 , such that: 

� E is a set of instances of all elements conforming to T. For each regular expres-
sion %� E, %::= %* | %+ | %? | %+% | %,% | ; | atom value, ; denotes the empty 
value, “*” stands for the Kleene closure, “+” for at least one %, “?” for zero or 
one %, and “,” stands for the concatenation; 

� Av is a set of all attribute values of A(8); 
� V is the set of value of all atomic values, �value� V, f (value)� T; 
� Entry is the root of the XMLA document, f (r)=entry; 
� XMLA logically implicates the constraint set 7. 

Figure 1 illustrates an architecture of automatically mapping from relational data 
into XML data. Schema-Extractor and Data-Extractor are charging with extracting 
schema and data from relational database respectively. By using mapping rules given 
in the following sections, Schema-Translator maps relation schema into DTDC auto-
matically. Based on the mapped DTDC and mapping rules, Data-Translator translates 
the result form Data-Extractor and produces XMLA document. 

The XMLA is a mapped XML document that is defined to maintain data con-
sistency required by integrity constrains. IC package is a Java based XML service 
library package that can be loaded into Data-Translator at runtime. The package 
provides core XML capabilities including a fast XML parser with optional validation 
and an inmemory object model graph conforming to XMLA. By using this way, we 
can filter query commands in an XMLA element. Any opertions violating integrity 
constraints over XMLA should be checked out and rejected. Java is chosen as the 
function description language because of Java’s support for portability, its flexibility 
as a high level language, and its support of dynamic linking/loading, multi-threading 
and standard libraries. In an XMLA, when the basic operation described by the active 
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node of the attached elements is invoked, the corresponding conditions will be 
evaluated to decide whether the actions of checking integrity constraints are executed. 

4  Referential Integrity Constraints Mapping 

The mapping approach for keys and foreign keys has been fully discussed in [15]. In 
this paper we focus on maintaining foreign keys and mapping advanced constraints of 
SQL. In order to give a completely mapping rules, thebasic mapping rules are simply 
introduced here.  

4.1  Basic Mapping 

Rule 1 Basic Table Mapping. Given a table R(A) in a relational database. 
�a1,a2,…,an� A, the mapping rule for the basic table is listed as follows. 
� The table name and attribute name are mapped into the types of the associated 

elements of XMLA: T(R)= {a1, a2,…, an}; 
� All tuples of table R are mapped into sub-element types of root element type: 

Tnew(r) = Told(r) !{R*}; 
� All attribute values of table R are mapped into sub-element types of type R: 

Tnew(R)={ a1, a2,…, an }; 
� 7new = 7old; 
� According to the DTDC, construct XMLA. Each tuple in table R is translated into a 

sub-tree with three levels. The top level of the sub-tree is an element labeled by 
tag R, the middle level are elements labeled by ai, and the bottom level are atom 
value originated from attributed values from a R tuple. All sub-trees have the same 
root node entry. 

Rule 2 Key Mapping. Given a table R(A, B) in a relational database. Let X denote 
the key of R. �a1,a2,…,an� A, �b1,b2,…,bm� B, the mapping rule for key A is given as 
follows. 
� Add constraints into the constraint set: 7new= 7old !{R.A �K R}; 
� If A is the primary key of R 

�� Let l be ID attribute of R to express primary key: A(R)={l}, K(R.l)=ID; 

Fig. 1. Transform data from RDB to XMLA with the ability to maintain data consistency 
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�� The value of l is constructed by the value of A: V(R.l)= �
�

n

i
ia

1

; 

�� Add constraints into the constraint set: 7new= 7old !{R.l �ID R}; 
� Constructing indices for keys {ai}, the algorithm is given as follows. 

Algorithm con_index(cur:current node,ind:index of keys) 
Begin 
 for each keys of cur 
 node:=find(ind,cur.key); 
 if(node=NULL)  
 insert_value(ind,cur.key,node);  
 endif 
 endfor 
end 

Useful relational techniques is expected to exploited in XMLA. While processing a 
key, an index is built to facilitate query in XMLA. maps the values of keys to the ID 
attribute of the element. 

In relational databases, a table with foreign keys referring to other tables can be an 
entity as well as a relationship between entities. For convenience, we will use three 
tables R(A, B), S(C, D, E) and Q(F, G) to represent multiple tables Ri, Sj and Qk(1� i 
� n,1� j �m,1� k � p) respectively. 

Rule 3 Foreign Key Mapping. Given tables R(A, B), S(C, D, E) and Q(F, G) in a 
relational database, and suppose attributes A and F are keys of tables R and Q respec-
tively, attributes D and E are foreign keys referring to tables R and Q respectively. A, 
B,…, and G can represent an attribute or a set of attributes: A={a1,a2,…,an}, 
D={d1,d2,…,dl}, E={e1,e2,…,en}, F={f1,f2,…,fl}, then the mapping rule for foreign key 
is given as follows. 
� Add foreign key constraints: 7new=7old !{S.D�FK R.A, S.E �FK Q.F}; 
� If A and F are primary keys of R and Q respectively 

�� Let ld, le be IDREF attributes of S to express foreign keys referring to R, Q in 
table S respectively: A(S)= A(S)!{ld, le}, K(S.ld) = IDREF, K(S.le) = IDREF; 

�� Let lR, lQ be IDREFs attributes of R, Q respectively to express inverse refer-
ence to S: A(R)=A(R) !{lR}, A(Q)= A(Q) !{lQ}, K(R.lR) = IDREFs, K(Q.lQ) = 
IDREFs; 

�� Construct IDREF attributes ld, le in table S: V(S.ld)= �
�

l

i
id

1

, V(S.le)= �
�

n

i
ie

1

; 

�� Add foreign key constraints into the constraint set: 7new=7old !{S.ld�R R.l’, S.le 
�R Q.l’’, R.lR�RSS.l’, Q.lQ �RS S.l’}; 

�� Constructs IDREFs attribute values from K and 7new of the mapped DTDC, the 
algorithm is referred to [15]. 
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4.2  Options Mapping for Enforcing Foreign Key Constraints 

The four options described in Example 1 are specified as part of the foreign key 
declaration. The default option is no action, which means that the action (delete or 
update) violating constraints is to be rejected. 

Rule 4 Options Mapping. Given tables R(A, B), S(C, D, E) in a relational database. 
Let A be the key of table R, let D be the foreign key referring to table R, let 
M={delete, update} be the operation set of R tuples, and let O={o1,o2,…,on} be the set 
of options on M. The mapping rule for options is given as follows. 
� If delete� M, let lRe, lRa be event and action attributes of R respectively, the value 

of R.lRe be delete: A(R)new= A(R)old ! {lRe, lRa}, K(R.lRe) = K(R.lRa) = OP, 
V(R.lRe)=delete; 

� If update� M, let lAe, lAa be event and action attributes of A respectively, the value 
of A.lup be update: A(A)new=A(A)old!{lAe,lAa}, K(A.lAe)=OP, V(A.lAa)=update; 

� The values of action attribute R.lRa and A.lAe are assigned according to the differ-
ent operations belongs to M and different options on M. The comparison table is 
listed in Table 1. 

Table 1. Options and function pair 

Operation option function option function 
cascade delete_c set default delete_d Deletion operation 

no action delele_n set null delete_u 
cascade update_c set default update_d Update operation 

no action update_n set null update_u 

The eight functions listed in Table 1 are implementations of active nodes. The 
mapped XMLA of Example 1 and the algorithm of delete_c are listed in Example 2.  

Example 2. 

<root> 
 <advisor ID=“001” IDREF=“s001” IDREF=“s002”  
 event=“delete” action=“delete_c”> 
 <ano event=“update” action=“update_n”>001</ano> 
 <aname> … </aname> 
 </advisor> 
 <student ID=“s001” IDREF=“001”> 
 <sno> … </sno> 
 </student> 
 … 
</root> 

Algorithm delete_c(cur:current node,ind:index of keys) 
Begin 
 for each fkeys of cur 
 refNodes := GetRefNodes(ind,cur.fkey);  
 num := 0; 
 for each refNodes rn of cur 
 DeleteRefNodes(rn); num := num+1; 
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 endfor //search over 
 DeleteAllNodes(cur); 
 endfor 
end 

5  General Constraints Mapping 

5.1  Table Constraints Mapping 

General constraints are specified over a single table using table constraints, which 
have the form CHECK conditional-expression. Look at Example 3: 

Example 3. 

Create table student (sno char(10) NOT NULL, 
 age integer, primary key(sno),CHECK (age >= 16); 

Rule 5 Table Constraints Mapping. Given a table R(A, B, C) in a relational data-
base, and suppose B={b1,b2,…,bn} are defined in CHECK conditional-expression. The 
mapping rule for table constraints is given as follows. 
� Let lRe, lRa be event and action attribute of element R respectively, the value of 

R.lRe be update: A(R) = A(R) ! {lRe}, K(R.lRe) = OP, V(R.lRe)=delete; 
� Let lBe, lBa be event and action attribute of element B respectively, the value of 

B.lBe be update: A(B) = A(B) ! {lBe}, K(B.lBe) = OP, V(B.lBe)=update; 
� Let the values of R.lRa and B.lBa be the same function name performing check 

operation: V(R.lRa)= V(B.lBa)=check. 

The mapped XMLA is: 

<root> 
 <student ID=“…” event=“delete” action=“check”> 
 <sno > …</sno> 
 <age event=“update” action=“check”> 23 </age> 
 </student> 
</root> 

In Example 3, the deletions of student tuples will not violate the CHECK 
condition-expression. However, the system can not get this semantic automatically 
through the CHECK condition expression. In order to provide a general mapping 
approach for table constraints, delete command on student and update command on 
student.age should be evaluated. If the evaluation result is false, the command will be 
rejected. Here, check is a function performing data domain validation. 

5.2  Assertion Mapping 

The best solution of maitaining a general constraints over several tables is to create an 
assertion. Rule 6 gives the mapping rules for assertion. 
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Rule 6 Assertion Mapping. Given tables R(A, B, C) and S(D, E, F) in a relational 
database, and suppose an assertion is defined over tables R and S. Let B={b1,b2,…,bn} 
and E={e1,e2,…,em} be attributes defined in CHECK conditional-expression, the 
mapping rule for the assertion is given as follows. 
� Let lRe, lRa be event and action attribute of element R respectively, the value of 

R.lRe be delete: A(R) = A(R) ! {lRe}, K(R.lRe) = OP, V(R.lRe)= delete; 
� Let lSe, lSa be event and action attribute of element S respectively, the value of S.lSe 

be delete: A(S) = A(S) ! {lSe}, K(S.lSe) = OP, V(S.lSe)=delete; 
� Let lBe, lBa be event and action attribute of element B respectively, the value of 

B.lBe be update: A(B) = A(B) ! {lBe}, K(B.lBe) = OP, V(B.lBe)=update; 
� Let lEe, lEa be event and action attribute of element E respectively, the value of 

E.lBe be update: A(E) = A(E) ! {lEe}, K(E.lEe) = OP, V(E.lEe)=update; 
� Let the values of R.lRa, S.lSa, B.lBa and E.lEe be the same function name performing 

check operation: V(B.lBa)= V(E.lEa)= check. 

Fox example, the assertion definition and the mapped XMLA are listed as Example4. 
Example4. 

Create ASSERTION smallDepartment 
CHECK ((select count(A.ano) from advisor A)+  
 (select count(S.sno) form student S)<500); 

<root> 
 <advisor ID=“…” event=“delete” action=“check”> 
 <ano event=“update” action=“check”> … </ano> 
 <aname> …</aname> 
 </advisor> 
 <student ID=“…”event=“delete” action=“check”> 
 <sno event=“update” action=“check”> … </sno> 
 <age> …</age> 
 </student> 
 … 
</root> 

5.3  Insertion Checking 

Any insertion that violate general constraints should be rejected. In Example 1, the 
insertion of student tuple should be evaluated before commit the command.  

Rule 7 Adding Insertion Checking. Given an XMLA document, the insertion check-
ing should be added if and only if any of the following three conditions hold: 

1. If relation R is a subordinate relation with a foreign key constraint; 
2. If a table constraint is defined on relation S; 
3. If an assertion is defined over relations Qi. 

The mapping rule for insertion is given as follows. 
� Let lope, lopc, lopa be attributes of root element r: A(r) = {lope, lopc, lopa}, K(r.lope) 

=K(r.lopc) =K(r.lopa) =OP; 
� Let the value of event attribute r.lope be insert: V(r.lope)=insert; 
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� Let the values of condition attribute r.lopc be R, S, Qi for the above three condi-
tions respectively: (1) V(r.lopc)=R, (2) V(r.lopc)=S, (3) V(r.lopc)={Qi}; 

� Let the values of action attribute r.lopa be function names: (1) V(r.lopa)=insert, (2) 
V(r.lopa)=insert_check, (3) V(r.lopa_i)= insert_assertion; 

For example, the root element in Example 4 is changed follows: 

<root event=“insert” condition=“advisor”,“student” 
 action=“assertion_check”> … 
</root> 

6  Structure Optimization 

Rules 1~7 propose general mapping rules based on integrity constraints. Intuitively, 
the hierarchy is more suitable for XML specification as well as the relationships in 
real world. Thus, some constraints can be replaced by hierarchy. By using constraints 
reducing rule, the size of constraint set 7 can be reduced, and the query ability can be 
optimaized further. 

Rule 8 Constraints Reducing. Given element types R, S in an XMLA document. 
Assume that S is the sub-element of the root element r, eR is a sub-elements of R, lR is 
an IDREFs attribute of R, e’ is the primary key of elements S, and l’ is an ID attribute 
of S. If {R.lR �RS S.l’, R.eR �FK S.e}�7 , let attributes lRa, lSa are action attributes of R, 
S respectively. The constraints reducing rule for elements R is given as follows. 
� Tnew = Told; 
� If V(R.lRa)=delete_u or V(R.lSa)= update_u, do not change XMLA 
� Else 

Let S be sub-element of R, remove the attribute lR and the edge between the 
root type r and S: T(r)= T(r)�{S*}, T(R)= T(R) !{S*}, A(R)= A(R)�{lR}; 

� Change the values of action attribute lRa and lSa to corresponding functions name 
listed in Table 2; 

� Reduce constraints in 7: 7new = 7old�{ R.lR �RS S.l’, R.eR �FK S.e }. 

Table 2. Function pair 

functions based on 
constraints 

functions based on 
hierarchy 

functions based on 
constraints 

functions based on 
hierarchy 

delete_c deletec update_c updatec 

delele_n deleten update_n updaten 

delete_d deleted update_d updated 

delete_u — update_u — 

The hierarchical format in XML implies that element S can not be the sub-element 
of elements R and Q simultaneity. When S is associated with R and Q simultaneity, 
we only change one pair of constraints, e.g., constraints between R and S into hierar-
chy, and keep the other pairs of constraints. In fact, the hierarchy like R and S can 
solve most of the instances in the real world, e.g., the relationships among university, 
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department, faculty, student can be substituted for hierarchy. With multiple IDREFs 
in an XMLA, the order in which they are pruned may affect the final structure. We 
adopts a depth first ordering approach in loading and processing elements within an 
XMLA. The optimization mapping of Example 2 is listed as follows. 

<root event=“insert”condition=“student”action=“…”> 
 <advisor ID=“001”event=“delete”action=“deletec”> 
 <ano event=“update” action=“update_n”>001</ano> 
 <aname> … </aname> 
 <student ID=“s001”IDREF=“001”> <sno> … </sno> 
 </student> 
 … 
 </advisor> 
</root> 

7  Conclusion 

This paper proposed an XML document with active nodes, XMLA, and extended 
DTD, DTDC, to solve the integrity constraints mapping problem from relational data-
bases to XML document. More specifically, the characteristics of ICMAP are listed as 
follows. (1) In XMLA, the basic mappings of referential integrity constraints are pre-
served. (2) In order to provide an effective and convenience approach to maintain 
integrity constraints, the active nodes is defined to check commands on XML in-
stance. (3) In order to enforce integrity constraints, four options mapping over basic 
command delete, update and insert were presented. (4) The times of searching nodes 
within a document can be reduced by building indices based on keys. (5) The map-
ping rules for general constraints such as table constraints and assertion were pro-
posed. (6) The hierarchy based constructing method was adopted to express the flat 
relational data in XMLA that provided a good foundation for structure optimization.  

The study of mapping integrity constraint provides stable foundation for informa-
tion integration and query optimization. General constraints provide rich definitions 
for semantic constraints. So far, how to map trigger is still an open problem that is 
also our future work. We believe that ICMAP approach proposed here is promising 
and provides a good idea for our further research. The distinguished property of 
ICMAP is that the active node can be defined on instance level as well as schema 
level. The property are also useful for integrating information by customize the Java 
function of active nodes. 
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Abstract. In this paper we address an issue common in the frame of
WWW, namely information entities that present different facets under
different contexts (or worlds). Handling such multifacet or multidimen-
sional entities requires a multidimensional paradigm for Web data, which
consists of representation, manipulation and presentation issues. For rep-
resenting multidimensional data we employ Multidimensional XML, a
markup language that incorporates dimensions in XML. We discuss the
presentation of multidimensional data through multidimensional XSL
stylesheets. We describe the design of a system that implements the ba-
sic functionality of the multidimensional paradigm, and demonstrates
how a user can interact with a multidimensional document and view dif-
ferent variants of the document under different worlds.

Keywords: Multidimensional XML/XSL, Web Databases, Multidimen-
sional Languages

1 Introduction

The wide acceptance of WWW was due, to a great extend, to the simplicity
of its protocol (HTTP) and language (HTML). However, the need for more
sophisticated functionality led to secure protocols (HTTPS), flexible languages
(XML) [5,7] and ambitious visions for the future of the Web (Semantic Web [4]).

Viewing the Web as a large database, a number of query languages and data
models, such as semistructured data [1,15], have been proposed. However, those
models fall short when it comes to representing multidimensional information;
that is, information that presents different facets under different contexts. Ac-
tually, there are many cases where variants of the same entity do exist. As a
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simple example imagine a report that needs to be represented at various degrees
of detail and in various languages. A solution would be to create a different
document for every possible combination. Such an approach is certainly not
practical, since it involves excessive duplication of information. What is more,
the different variants are not associated as being parts of the same entity. The
problem of varying entities is very common in the frame of the WWW, where
information providers cannot assume too much about the background context of
the information consumers. For those reasons, models and languages suitable to
represent and exchange multidimensional data over the Web are needed.

Ideas on how this problem can be tackled are given in [14,13], where a formal-
ism called Multidimensional XML (MXML) is presented. MXML was influenced
by Intensional HTML (IHTML) [17,6,16]. IHTML is a Web authoring language,
based on and extending ideas proposed for a software versioning system in [12],
that allows a single Web page to have different variants and to dynamically adapt
itself to a given context. The main difference between IHTML and MXML is a
projection of the difference between HTML and XML, that is, focusing on en-
coding structure rather than on presentation.

In this paper, we propose a multidimensional paradigm for representing and
viewing context-dependent Web data. We present a comprehensive example that
demonstrates the syntax and relationships of the various multidimensional com-
ponents in the paradigm. We describe the architecture and design of a system
that implements the basic functionality of the proposed paradigm, and discuss
some implementation issues. Finally, we conclude the paper with directions for
future work.

2 A Multidimensional Paradigm

The problem of Web information entities that may assume different facets under
different contexts (or worlds) leads to a new paradigm for representing and view-
ing such entities. We refer to the new paradigm as multidimensional paradigm,
and in this section we examine its various aspects.

2.1 The Multidimensional Approach

A widely adopted way to encode, represent, and exchange information in the
frame of WWW is through eXtensible Markup Language (XML in short) [5,7].
XML is flexible enough to adapt to different domains, and capable of handling
the irregularities often exhibited by Web data. XML does not address the issue of
how to present information; a solution to this is offered by eXtensible Stylesheet
Language (XSL in short) [2,8].

XSL can be seen as a document containing instructions on how to present
information in XML documents. It is important to note that XSL stylesheets
are also XML documents. An XSL stylesheet can be applied to a specific XML
document, and the result can be displayed by a Web browser. Actually, a number
of XSL documents can be applied to the same XML document, resulting in
different ways to view that XML document, or parts of it.
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Fig. 1. Multidimensional XML, multidimensional XSL, and possible worlds

A multidimensional approach would allow a single document to have a num-
ber of variants, each holding under a specific world. A world is defined by giving
values to a number of parameters called dimensions. We assume that infor-
mation in such a document is encoded in a suitable markup language called
multidimensional XML (MXML in short). Once a world is specified, such an
MXML document can be reduced to a conventional XML document that consti-
tutes the holding facet under that world. This world-associated decomposition
of an MXML document to a number of conventional XML variants is depicted
in Fig. 1, where the possible worlds for the MXML document are denoted as
w1, w2. . .wn.

Since XSL stylesheets are XML documents, the same principles hold for XSL
stylesheets as well. A multidimensional XSL stylesheet (MXSL in short) encodes
a set of conventional XSL stylesheet, each being the facet of the MXSL under
a specific world. Like conventional XSLs, an MXSL must be associated with
an XML or an MXML document. For each possible world, the holding XSL
is applied to the holding XML to give the view of the document under that
world. The relation between MXML and MXSL is given pictorially in Fig. 1.
Note that the possible worlds for an MXSL may not be identical with those of
the corresponding MXML. A number of dimensions in an MXSL may relate to
the definition of alternative presentations for the same XML document. Besides,
some dimensions of an MXML may also be used in the corresponding MXSL to
establish a correspondence between the holding variants of MXML and MXSL.
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2.2 Multidimensional XML

For supporting the multidimensional approach described above, we propose Mul-
tidimensional XML (MXML for short) [14,13,10], a markup language that incor-
porates in an elegant way multidimensional capabilities in XML. The notion of
world is fundamental in MXML. A world represents an environment under which
data in a multidimensional document obtain a substance. A world is determined
by assigning values to a set S of dimensions. For each dimension d there exists
a domain Dd over which d ranges. A world W is defined to be a set which, for
each dimension d ∈ S, contains a pair (d, u), where u ∈ Dd.

In an MXML document, dimensions may be applied to elements and at-
tributes. An element whose content depends on one or more dimensions is called
multidimensional element, while an attribute whose value depends on one or
more dimensions is called multidimensional attribute.

An MXML document uses context specifiers which are syntactic constructs
that specify sets of worlds. Context specifiers qualify the variants of multidimen-
sional elements or attributes, relating each variant to the set of worlds under
which the variant becomes the holding one for the corresponding multidimen-
sional entity.

In MXML syntax, a multidimensional element has the form:

<@element_name attribute_specification>
[context_specifier_1]

<element_name attribute_specification_1>
element_content_1

</element_name>
[/]

. . .
[context_specifier_N]

<element_name attribute_specification_N>
element_content_N

</element_name>
[/]

</@element_name>

A multidimensional element is denoted by preceding the element name with
the special symbol “@”. A multidimensional element encloses one or more con-
text elements that constitute facets of that multidimensional element, holding
under specific worlds specified by the corresponding context specifier. Context
elements have the same form as conventional XML elements. All context ele-
ments belonging to a multidimensional element have the same name which is
the name of the multidimensional element. In MXML, context elements of the
same multidimensional element may have different value or structure.

To declare a multidimensional attribute we use the following syntax:

attribute_name = [context_specifier_1] attribute_value_1 [/]
. . .

[context_specifier_n] attribute_value_n [/]
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A multidimensional attribute is expressed as an attribute whose value is a
set of context - value pairs. Each one of those context-associated values becomes
the holding value of the attribute under the corresponding context. Therefore,
under different worlds, an attribute may evaluate to different values depending
on its context specifiers.

A context specifier is of the form:
dimension 1 specifier, ..., dimension m specifier

where dimension i specifier, for i = 1 to m is a dimension specifier of the
form:

dimension name specifier operator dimension value expression

A specifier operator is one of =, ! =, in, not in. If the specifier operator is
either = or ! =, the dimension value expression consists of a single dimension
value. Otherwise, if the specifier operator is either in or not in, the dimension
value expression is a set of values of the form {value1, . . . , valuek}, with k ≥ 1.

In both multidimensional attributes and elements, a context specifier may
also be the reserved word “default”. The default context specifier represents
all worlds not covered by other context specifiers of the same multidimensional
entity. The empty context specifier [ ] is called universal context specifier, and
represents the set of all possible worlds.

A multidimensional DTD (MDTD in short) has been proposed in [10] for
defining constraints on the structure of MXML documents. An MDTD allows
to specify dimensions and their respective domains. Moreover, it is possible to
impose different constraints under different contexts to an element structure. In
this way, an MDTD can specify that an element has different structure under
different sets of worlds. A graph data model for MXML has also been proposed
in [10] that takes into acount contexts when representing MXML data.

2.3 Reducing MXML to XML

An important point concerning the context specifiers of a multidimensional en-
tity is that they must be mutually exclusive, in other words, they must specify
disjoint sets of worlds. This property of multidimensional entities makes it pos-
sible, given a specific world, to safely reduce an MXML document to an XML
document holding under that world.

Informally, the reduction of an MXML document D to an XML document
Dw holding under the world w proceeds as follows:

Beginning from the document root to the leaf elements, each multidimen-
sional element E is replaced by its context element Ew, which is the holding
facet of E under the world w. If there is no such context element, then E along
with its subelements is removed entirely.

A multidimensional attribute A is transformed into a conventional attribute
Aw whose name is the same as A and whose value is the holding one under w.
If no such value exists then the attribute is removed entirely.
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Notice that the above process can be generalized for producing a facet that
holds under a set of more than one worlds. In the general case, that facet is an
MXML document which is a pruned version of the original MXML document.

2.4 A Comprehensive Example

As an example of the multidimensional paradigm, consider information about
a book which exists in two different editions, an English and a Greek one. In
Example 1, the element book has six subelements. The isbn and publisher are
multidimensional elements and depend on the dimension edition. The elements
title and authors remain the same under every possible world. The element
price is a multidimensional element whose value depends on the dimensions
edition and customer type. Note that the element translator has substance
only under the worlds where edition has the value greek.

Example 1. Multidimensional Information about a book encoded in MXML.

<book>
<@isbn>

[edition = greek] <isbn>0-13-110370-9</isbn> [/]
[edition = english] <isbn>0-13-110362-8</isbn> [/]

</@isbn>
<title>The C programming language</title>
<authors>

<author>Brian W. Kernighan</author>
<author>Dennis M. Ritchie</author>

</authors>
<@publisher>

[edition = english] <publisher>Prentice Hall</publisher> [/]
[edition = greek] <publisher>Klidarithmos</publisher> [/]

</@publisher>
<@translator>

[edition = greek] <translator>Thomas Moraitis</translator> [/]
</@translator>
<@price>

[edition=english,customer_type=individual]<price>13.000</price>[/]
[edition=english,customer_type=library]<price>10.000</price>[/]
[edition=english,customer_type=student]<price>11.700</price>[/]
[edition=greek,customer_type=individual]<price>5.000</price>[/]
[edition=greek,customer_type=library]<price>3.000</price>[/]
[edition=greek,customer_type=student]<price>4.500</price>[/]

</@price>
</book>

The MXML in Example 2 is an MXSL stylesheet for the MXML document
in Example 1. This MXSL specifies how the various facets of the corresponding
MXML in Example 1 are to be presented.

The ISBN is shown only if the request has been made by a library, while title
and authors are shown if the potential client is an individual or a student. Note
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how the wrapper element, which is defined in XSL, can also be used elegantly
in MXSL to exclude the translator in case the request concerns the original
language edition of the book. Finally, publisher and price are displayed in any
case.

Notice that an MXSL may contain multidimensional versions of the elements
and attributes defined within the frame of conventional XSL. There is no con-
straint on which dimensions participate in the MXSL context specifiers; they
may also occur in the corresponding MXML document, as is the case of dimen-
sions customer type and edition in Example 2, or they can be different, as is
the case of dimension size in the same example.

Example 2. An MXSL multidimensional stylesheet for Example 1.

<xsl:template match="/">
<DIV STYLE=[size=large]"font-size:22pt"[/][size=normal]

"font-size:18pt"[/]>Book
</DIV>
<@SPAN>

[customer_type = library]
<SPAN STYLE="font-size:15pt">

ISBN: <xsl:value-of select = "book/isbn"/>,
</SPAN>

[/]
[customer_type in {individual, student}]

<SPAN STYLE="font-size:15pt">
Title: <xsl:value-of select="book/title"/>,
Authors: <xsl:value-of select="book/authors"/>,
<@wrapper>

[edition=greek]
<wrapper>

Translator: <xsl:value-of select="book/translator"/>,
</wrapper>

[/]
</@wrapper>

</SPAN>
[/]

</@SPAN>
<SPAN STYLE="font-size:15pt">

Publisher: <xsl:value-of select="book/publisher"/>,
</SPAN>
<SPAN STYLE="font-size:15pt">

Price: <xsl:value-of select="book/price"/>
</SPAN>

</xsl:template>

For the world w = {(edition, greek), (customer type, student)}, the
MXML document in Example 1 is reduced to the conventional XML document
in Example 3.
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Example 3.

<book>
<isbn>0-13-110370-9</isbn>
<title>The C programming language</title>
<authors>

<author>Brian W. Kernighan</author>
<author>Dennis M. Ritchie</author>

</authors>
<publisher>Klidarithmos</publisher>
<translator>Thomas Moraitis</translator>
<price>4.500</price>

</book>

For the world w′ = {(edition, greek), (customer type, student),
(size, large)}, the MXSL stylesheet in Example 2 is reduced to the XSL
stylesheet in Example 4.

Example 4.

<xsl:template match="/">
<DIV STYLE="font-size:22pt"> Book </DIV>
<SPAN STYLE="font-size:15pt">

Title: <xsl:value-of select="book/title"/>,
Authors: <xsl:value-of select="book/authors"/>,
<wrapper>

Translator: <xsl:value-of select="book/translator"/>,
</wrapper>

</SPAN>
<SPAN STYLE="font-size:15pt">

Publisher: <xsl:value-of select="book/publisher"/>,
</SPAN>
<SPAN STYLE="font-size:15pt">

Price: <xsl:value-of select="book/price"/>
</SPAN>

</xsl:template>

The result of applying the XSL stylesheet of Example 4 to the XML document
of Example 3 looks like the following:

Book
Title: The C programming language, Authors: Brian W. Kernighan, Den-
nis M. Ritchie, Translator: Thomas Moraitis, Publisher: Klidarithmos,
Price: 4.500

Finally, the analogous result for the world w′ = {(edition, english),
(customer type, library), (size, normal)} would look like this:

Book
ISBN: 0-13-110362-8, Publisher: Prentice Hall, Price: 10.000
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3 System Architecture

In this section we describe a prototype system that demonstrates the basic prin-
ciples of the multidimensional paradigm we introduced in the previous sections.
The implemented system is called MXML Web Server and is a Web server ca-
pable of handling multidimensional data encoded in MXML/MXSL.

In a typical scenario, the user requests an MXML document through a con-
ventional Web browser, and is prompted to select values for each of the dimen-
sions associated with a requested document. After a world has been specified
by the user, the server sends the corresponding XML/XSL facet to be displayed
by the browser. The user can change the values of dimensions and observe how
different worlds are associated to different variants of the same multidimensional
document.

An important point is that, in the multidimensional paradigm, the man-
agement of dimensions and the reduction of MXML/MXSL can take place at
the server, the client, or both. Our system implements this functionality at the
server side mainly for reasons of compatibility with existing Web browsers. In
the general case, however, some of the dimensions can be considered at server
side, to eliminate irrelevant data and reduce the size of the response, while the
rest of the dimensions could be handled at client side, for reasons of privacy
or for minimizing the number of subsequent requests. This flexibility could be
useful and further explored in the frame of applying MXML to domains such as
electronic commerce and user modeling.

3.1 Extending URLs

URL (Uniform Resource Locator) [3] is the standard way to specify a resource
available on the Internet. We extend the syntax of URL in order to enable it to
handle multidimensional information. The extended URL has the form:

http://<host>:<port>/<path><context>?<search>

The only difference from conventional URL is that the token <context>
has been added, in order to incorporate dimensions. In the following example we
show an extended URL that represents a request for the variant of the document
named books.mxml, where edition is english and customer type is student.

http://myserver/books.mxml[edition=english,customer_type=student]

3.2 Design and Operation

The system comprises the software modules illustrated in Fig. 2. These modules
are: Request Analyzer, MXML Request Decomposer, View Extractor, MXML
Response Composer, and Conventional Web Server. In the following paragraphs
we shall briefly describe the functionality of each of those modules, as well as
their submodules, and discuss their role in the system operation.
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Fig. 2. MXML Web Server architecture

Request Analyzer: The Request Analyzer is responsible for determining the
type of client requests. There are two types of requests; normal requests, which
refer to HTML, XML, text files etc., and MXML-requests, which refer to MXML
files. If the request is of normal type, then the Conventional Web Server handles
it. Otherwise, if the request involves an MXML document, then the MXML
Request Decomposer is invoked to serve the request.

MXML Request Decomposer: This module decomposes the MXML re-
quest into sections. The three sections that comprise the MXML request are:
the MXML File Identifier, the User Context and the Request Type. The first
two sections are sent to the View Extractor module, while the third is sent
directly to the MXML Response Composer.

View Extractor: This module combines the information provided by the
MXML Request Decomposer with the corresponding MXML or MXSL files in
order to serve the request. The View Extractor consists of two sub-modules
called MXML Parser and MXML Specializer, as it is depicted in Fig. 3(a).

– MXML Parser: The MXML Parser uses the requested MXML File Iden-
tifier, which is provided by the MXML Request Decomposer, to access the
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Fig. 3. (a) View Extractor’s sub-modules, (b) Conventional Web Server’s sub-modules

corresponding MXML or MXSL file from the File Repository. Its role is to
parse the file and generate the corresponding MXML or MXSL parse tree.

– MXML Specializer: The MXML Specializer uses the parse tree that is
generated by the MXML Parser, and the User Context, which is provided
by the MXML Request Decomposer, to generate a context specific (M)XML
or (M)XSL file. This is done by reducing the original MXML/MXSL file to
an (M)XML/(M)XSL file that holds under the specified context. The type
of the produced file is passed to MXML Response Composer through the
status information.

MXML Response Composer: The MXML Response Composer constructs
the response and sends it to the Response Sender, which is responsible for dis-
patching the response to the client.

Conventional Web Server: The Conventional Web Server implements some
of the essential features of a conventional Web server. It consists of two sub-
modules, shown in Fig. 3(b). In case the type of request is normal, the response
is constructed by the Response Composer submodule that is part of the Con-
ventional Web Server, whereas in case the type of request is MXML-request the
response is produced in MXML Response Composer module and is passed to
the Response Sender submodule of the Conventional Web Server.
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– Response Composer: The Response Composer analyzes the normal re-
quest, and constructs the response that is sent to the client. As it is depicted
in Fig. 3(b), this module is engaged in a client request service procedure only
if this request is of type normal.

– Response Sender: The Response Sender is responsible for sending the
response to the client. As stated above, the response originates either from
the Response Composer, or from the MXML Response Composer.

4 Implementation

The system components described in the previous section are in fact implemented
as two separate programs. The MXML Web Server (except View Extractor)
was developed in Java in order to take advantage of the powerful features that
this language offers for network programming. The View Extractor has been
implemented in ANSI C.

Fig. 4. A screenshot showing a reply from MXML Web Server
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Figure 4 is a screenshot of the reply of MXML Web Server to the request:

http://143.233.3.195:1111/menu.mxml[season=spring,
detail=high,language=English].

The context specifier in this extended URL is composed dynamically by
JavaScript code, based on the values selected by the user for the dimension
drop-down lists, in the upper left dimension frame. Note that for every dimension
there exists a value “ANY” in the corresponding drop-down list. The meaning of
“ANY” is that no value is specified for that dimension. Consequently, if a context
specifier contains one or more “ANY”, it specifies more than one worlds. If it
does not contain “ANY” at all, it specifies exactly one world.

The upper-right action frame allows the user to view the MXML source
code, and the MXSL source code. If the selected context specifies exactly one
world (does not contain “ANY”) then the user may also see the XML and XSL
sources of the corresponding facets under that world, plus the final output docu-
ment. The source code and the final document are displayed in the lower output
frame, which in the case of Fig. 4 shows a variant of a multidimensional menu
of a restaurant corresponding to the world w = {(season, spring), (detail,
high), (language, English)}.

The implemented system can be reached at the URL:

http://www.iit.demokritos.gr/∼mxml

5 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we proposed a paradigm for handling multidimensional data in
the frame of the Web. We proposed the use of MXML to represent multidi-
mensional information, and showed how multidimensional stylesheets can be
expressed in MXSL. Through a comprehensive example we demonstrated the
reduction of MXML/MXSL to conventional XML/XSL under a specific world.
Finally, we presented a system that implements the basic functionality of the
proposed paradigm, and discussed some implementation issues.

Our future plans include the investigation on possible applications of MXML
in diverse fields, such as electronic commerce and digital libraries. We also con-
sider the representation of time dependent data through MXML [11], the rep-
resentation of cartographic and GIS information where a possible dimension is
scale, and applications where user profiling information plays an important role
for delivering the right data.

Since MXML is primarily considered as a data model and data exchange for-
mat, an interesting direction is how to efficiently store and retrieve MXML data.
Approaches used for XML, that employs RDBMS for storing XML fragments [9],
seem promising for adaptation to MXML.
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Abstract The process of designing an object-oriented database schema
consists of several phases. During the phase of abstract logical formali-
sation one of many possible abstract object-oriented database schemas
must be chosen. This choice can be driven by the costs of the ulti-
mately implemented schema: How much space is needed? How long does
it take to compute queries and updates including enforcement of seman-
tic constraints? Because abstract logical formalisation is done indepen-
dently of an actual database management system, we need an abstract
database machine. Queries and updates are formulated as programs for
this database machine. Such programs are composed of steps which are
connected by channels for typed streams of value lists. In each step, a
basic or compound operation is executed, accepting input streams and
further parameters, delivering output streams for subsequent steps, and
accessing the persistent database state. The abstract database machine
is designed to meet two goals: to be expressive enough to implement
queries and updates, as considered for schema design, and to be simple
enough to allow cost estimations.

1 Introduction

A database schema should have at least the following two properties. It should
enable the user to represent all aspects (of the world) that are semantically
relevant for the application, and it should be a syntactically valid schema for the
given database system. A good database schema has additional properties. Many
of these are given as heuristics, which are indications for a conceptually good
schema [3]. Our main concern is the investigation of costs that a schema entails.

What do we mean when we say costs? First there is the space needed for
storing the application data. Additionally there is space overhead for access
structures added to the conceptual schema. These are the space costs that we
want to directly exploit for schema design. Second there are time costs. The
choice of the schema influences how long it takes the database system to answer
queries or execute updates. The cost analysis should also include the costs for
maintenance of the aforementioned access structures. There are two aspects
to semantic constraints. On the one hand they can cause additional costs for
checking them. On the other hand they can be employed to optimise queries
or updates, and algorithms for database operations can utilise them to gain
efficiency.

A. Caplinskas and J. Eder (Eds.): ADBIS 2001, LNCS 2151, pp. 366–380, 2001.
c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2001
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Fig. 1. Outline of cost driven database schema design

For the design of an object-oriented database schema we advocate a three-
step methodology [5]. First, ‘semantic modelling’ analyses the requirements of
the application. Its result can be represented by an entity-relationship schema or
a uml class diagram. Semantic modelling is done to ensure that all semantically
relevant aspects are captured. Second, ‘abstract logical formalisation’ transforms
the initial schema into an abstract object-oriented schema. Then this abstract
schema can be transformed in order to improve it. Third, ‘concrete class decla-
rations’ gives the schema for the underlying object-oriented database system.

One way to measure costs would be by running some tests after we have ar-
rived at a concrete object-oriented database system. If we deemed the measured
costs too high, we probably would have to go back to our abstract object-oriented
database schema and try to improve it. This could be a tedious process. In this
paper we lay the foundations for a cost driven design which refines the second
step of the full design methodology and includes a general cost model. The over-
all structure of this refinement is visualised in Fig. 1 and can be roughly outlined
as follows: The conceptual part of an abstract object-oriented schema is given
by describing types, classes and their hierarchy and semantic constraints. For
our cost model we complement this conceptual schema with an internal schema,
that lists the utilised access structures. There is a choice of different internal
schemas for every conceptual schema. In part this reflects the different underly-
ing database systems and the choices they give for implementing the conceptual
schema.
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The different space costs of an abstract schema can be estimated given the
conceptual schema and a corresponding internal schema, and additionally, a
collection of queries and updates which represent the anticipated user activities.
For the analysis of time costs we describe an abstract object-oriented database
machine and cost functions for its operations. Queries and updates are expressed
as programs for the database machine. And the cost functions are steered by cost
parameters. Most of the cost parameters are estimates for a probable database
instance. Some of the parameters describe the underlying database system. Then,
by a step by step analysis of the machine programs, we can estimate the time
costs of the respective queries and updates.

There are several investigations considering costs while designing databases
[13,16,17,19,20]. Of particular interest are the following. Bertino and Foscoli [2]
present a model to characterise topologies of object references in object-oriented
databases. They present a set of parameters that are similar to the cost param-
eters that we use to steer our cost functions. Vance [21] presents a preliminary
design for an abstract query execution language. This is similar to our abstract
database machine. Both approaches focus on queries and don’t pay much atten-
tion to updates, constraint maintenance and access structures. Yao [23] compares
different query evaluation algorithms for relational databases by breaking them
into simple access operations. We seize this approach for our abstract object-
oriented database machine. In a sense our abstract database machine describes
an object algebra, where the operations are close to typical operations of a real
database system. An object algebra is given by Osborn [14]. Velez, Bernard and
Darnis [22] and Shekita [15] discuss implementation details of object-oriented
database systems. Updates change the state of the persistent database. We use
programs for an abstract database machine to represent updates, that must re-
spect the semantic constraints. We outline a language for such programs, but we
do not discuss how to actually write such programs. The latter task has been
investigated by others [10,11,12]. Jagadish and Qian [8] present a constraint
compilation scheme, that can be used to transform declarative semantic con-
straints into an efficient representation that permits localised processing. Gupta
and Widom [7] show how to locally verify global integrity constraints.

This introduction is completed by introducing our running example and some
formal notation. In Sect. 2 we sketch our object model, which is the basis for
conceptual and internal schemas. Our main contribution, an abstract database
machine, is presented in Sect. 3, where we select a representative collection of
database operations that basically work on streams of value lists. Section 4
outlines the cost evaluation, which is based on the abstract database machine,
and which can be exploited for the cost driven schema design.

We use a simple running example for illustration. It pictures a company with
several departments. Every department has a number, a name and a location.
In the departments work employees. Each employee has a name and a salary.
Among the employees are some that manage others. These managers are given
a budget to administer.
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N is the set of natural numbers (without 0). We write f : X
p→ Y to express

that f is a partial function. A list l can be given by enumerating its elements,
〈x1, . . . , xn〉, and its length, n, is denoted by ‖l‖. Sometimes it is useful to be
able to apply an operation f to every element of a list l. This is denoted by
forall(l, f).

2 The Object Model

There is no such thing as the object-oriented model. One popular approach
is ‘The Object Data Standard: odmg’ [6]. Another related development is the
emergence of object-relational databases as advocated by Stonebraker [18] and
adopted in part by the latest sql standard [1]. We will now describe the object-
oriented model that we are going to use. It contains mainly the essential features
commonly found in object-oriented data models like odmg or F-Logic [9]. If you
know F-Logic you will see that our model has explicit types and specifically
special literal types. If you know odmg, you can see that we have left out many
of its possible data structures and just use sets and tuples. Figure 2 shows one
possible abstract formalisation of our example database.

First, there is a literal domain declaration. It contains the literal types, TLit,
the literals, L, and a literal domain assignment, ιLit : TLit → PL, that yields
an extension for every literal type. Over a literal domain declaration a database
schema can be given. A schema declares a set of object types, TObj, classes, C,
attributes, A, a class hierarchy, � ⊆ C × C, that is a partial order of the classes,
a class type assignment, γ : C → TObj, that gives an object type for every class,
an attribute type assignment, σ : TObj × A → TVal, that gives a value type for
every pair of object type and attribute, and semantic constraints, SC .

Further components of a schema can be derived from the given ones. From
every object type, t, an object identifier type, t OID, is constructed, giving the set
of object identifier types, TOID. The union of literal types and object identifier
types is called scalar types, TScalar. For every scalar type, t, a set type, t Set,
is constructed, giving the set of set types, TSet, that inherently consists of the
literal set types, TLitSet, and the object identifier set types, TOIDSet. The special
type � can be used, when no specific type is required. The union of all scalar
types, set types plus the special type � is called value types, TVal. Then, the set
of all types, T , is the union of the set of value types and the set of object types.

Finally, a specialisation hierarchy, ≤ ⊆ T × T , is defined as a partial order
of the types: Any type is more special then the type �, an object type is more
special than another object type, if all attribute types of the first are more special
than the attribute types of the second. This is canonically extended from object
types to object identifier types, and then from scalar types to set types. An
object identifier type is more special than another object identifier type, if the
first corresponds with an object type that is more special than the object type
that the second object identifier type corresponds with. Similarly, a set type is
more special than another set type, if the first corresponds with a scalar type
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that is more special than the scalar type that the second set type corresponds
with.

Based on a database schema, a database instance can be given. A database
instance contains object identifiers, I, an attribute value assignment, α : I ×A p→
V , that gives a value for some pairs consisting of an object identifier and an
attribute, a direct class extension assignment, χ0 : C → PI, that yields a set
of object identifiers for every class, and an object type extension assignment,
ω : TObj → PI, that yields a set of object identifiers for every object type.

Again, we can derive further components of an instance from the given ones.
The set of all values, V , contains all object identifiers, all literals, all sets of object
identifiers and all sets of literals. The class extension assignment, χ : C → PI,
yields a set of object identifiers that is the union of all direct extensions of the
respective class and its subclasses. Finally, there is the type extension assignment,
ι : TVal → PV , that yields a set of values for every value type. It is defined
as a canonical extension of the literal domain assignment and the object type
extension assignment.

An internal schema consists of a set of access structure declarations, X ⊆
C × A, that lists all access structures by giving a class and an attribute of the
class, (c, A), for each access structure. An access structure characterised by (c, A)
can be used to retrieve objects of class c that have some given index value for
attribute A. If the type for A is a scalar type the access structure returns all
objects that have the index value as attribute value for the attribute A. If the
type for A is a set type the access structure returns all objects that contain the
index value in their attribute value for attribute A.

3 Abstract Database Machine

The rough structure of the abstract database machine is shown in Fig. 3. The
machine works by evaluating programs. A machine program is composed of steps
which are connected by channels. Each of these steps contains an operator with
the specification of its input and output. Data transfer from and to secondary
memory is encapsulated by the operators ‘scan’, ‘activate’, ‘write’, ‘delete’ and
‘access’. The data flow within the main memory is represented as input and
output arguments. Among the different types for arguments there is one pivotal
type, that is used for data passed from one operation to another using a channel.
This data transfer within the database machine is represented by streams.

3.1 Streams

A stream is a sequence of value lists. The values in the value lists are numbered
starting with 1. The number for a value is called its position.

All value lists that are part of the same stream must have the same type.
This stream type, (t1, . . . , tn), gives the number of values in the value lists, n,
and the types for every position, tk ∈ TVal \ {�}.

The attribute value assignment of our object model is a partial function. It
can be use to assign null values to attributes. We must therefore provide means
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Fig. 2. A formalisation of the example database

to represent null values in our value lists. For that purpose we employ the special
value ⊥ that is different from any value already in V . This value is added to
the set of all values, V , and to all type extensions ι(t). The attribute value
assignment returns ⊥ for any attribute of ⊥, that is, α(⊥, A) = ⊥ for all A ∈ A.

A value list is a tuple of values, (v1, . . . , vn), vk ∈ V . A value list (v1, . . . , vn)
is of stream type (t1, . . . , tn′), if n = n′ and ∀k : vk ∈ ι(tk).

A stream is a sequence of value lists, 〈(v1,1, . . . , v1,n), . . . , (vm,1, . . . , vm,n)〉.
A stream is of a stream type, if all its value lists are of the stream type.

Some operations require that their input streams are sorted. For that we
use sortings of streams. A sorting of a stream is given as a list of positions,
(k1, . . . , kl). This list describes a lexicographic order: For every pair of value lists
(v1, . . . , vn) and (v′

1, . . . , v
′
n), where (v1, . . . , vn) comes before (v′

1, . . . , v
′
n) in the

stream s and there is a position given by the sorting where they differ, {x | vkx
�=

v′
kx

} �= ∅, for the most significant differing position, a = min{x | vkx
�= v′

kx
}, the

value of the first value list must be smaller than the value of the second value list,
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Fig. 3. The abstract database machine

vka
≤ v′

ka
. We often write ‘The stream s is sorted on (k1, . . . , kl)’ instead of ‘The

sorting of s is (k1, . . . , kl)’. Note, that the sorting can be done for all value types.
A stream s of type (t1, . . . , tn) is completely sorted, iff it is sorted on some

(k1, . . . , kn). That is {k1, . . . , kn} = {1, . . . , n}.

3.2 Operations

Now, that we have defined streams, we can go on to describe the individual oper-
ations of the abstract database machine. First we define a set of basic operations.
After that we define some compound operations that use the basic operations as
building blocks. The unabridged description of each operation begins with the
name and a synopsis of the operation. Here we mention important aspects of an
operation: if it accesses the persistent database state, if it might generate dupli-
cates in its output, or if it needs its entire input stream to properly operate. Af-
ter that we first list the parameters, all the arguments that aren’t input streams
coming from other operations. Second, come input streams together with any
precondition that must be fulfilled. Note, that all the operations that require a
sorted input, have a name with a zero as index. After the description of the in-
put arguments is the description of possible output streams. If there are output
streams, we give their types, any postconditions they fulfil and define how they
can be calculated. Finally, for operations that modify the persistent database
state, we describe this database instance update.

You can find the unabridged descriptions of all operations in a technical
report [4], that we’ve written. In this paper we only give a complete description
for some of the operations. Often we restrict the description to the synopsis of
the operation. Table 1 summarises some interesting properties of the operations.
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Table 1. Operations of the database machine

name number of
input
streams

number of
output
streams

access to
persistent
db state

may generate
duplicates

sorted input
required

needs entire
input stream
for operation

const — 1 — yes n/a n/a
duplicate 1 2 — — — —
scan — 1 read — n/a n/a
activate 1 1 read — — —
unnest 1 1 — yes — —
nest0 1 1 — — yes —
project 1 1 — yes — —
unique0 1 1 — — yes —
select 1 1 — — — —
sort 1 1 — yes — yes
product 2 1 — — — yes
unionall 2 1 — yes — —
create 1 1 — — — —
write 1 — write n/a — —
delete 1 — write n/a — —
union0 2 1 — — yes —
join0 2 1 — — yes —
access 1 1 read — — —

Basic Operations. The first two basic operations, ‘const’ and ‘duplicate’, are
there for technical reasons. With them it is possible to write machine programs
where every input stream is the output of another operation and where every
output stream is only used once.

The ‘const’ operation gives a constant stream. It can be used for queries and
updates that use constant values.

‘duplicate’ takes it input stream and returns it twice. It is used whenever the
output of an operation must be processed in two different ways.

‘scan’ takes a class and generates the stream of object identifiers of the class.
It is typically one of the first operations in a program, because it is the only
operation that reads data from the persistent database state and requires no
input stream to do this.

‘activate’ loads the objects for all object identifiers at a given position. This
operation is most often employed to navigate references from one class to an-
other. Besides ‘scan’ it is the only other basic operation that reads data from
the persistent database state.

– parameter: a position k.
– input stream: a stream s of type (. . . , tk, . . .), where tk is an object identifier

type, i.e., tk ∈ TOID.
– output stream: a stream of type (. . . , tk, . . . , t′1, . . . , t

′
n), where t′1, . . . , t′n are

the types of the defined attributes of tk, i.e., t′l = σ(tk, Al) with {A1, . . . ,
An} = attr(tk) and l < l′ ⇒ Al <A Al′ for a globally given total order <A.
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The output stream is sorted like the input stream.
activate(s, k) = forall(s, fk), where fk((. . . , vk, . . .)) = 〈(. . . , vk, . . . , v′

1, . . . ,
v′

n)〉 with v′
l = α(vk, Al).

‘unnest’ is used to inspect the elements of a set. Every value list of the input
stream generates a sequence of value lists in the output stream by replacing the
set at the specified position by the values in the set, one after another. ‘unnest’
is one of the operations the might generate duplicate value lists in its output.

– parameters: a position k.
– input stream: a stream s of type (. . . , tk, . . .), where tk is a set type, i.e.,

tk ∈ TSet.
– output stream: a stream of type (. . . , t′k, . . .), where tk is the set type of t′k,

i.e., tk = t′k Set.
The output stream is sorted like the input stream.
unnest(s, k) = forall(s, fk), where fk((. . . , vk, . . .)) = 〈(. . . , v′

k,1, . . .), . . . ,
(. . . , v′

k,l, . . .)〉 with {v′
k,1, . . . , v

′
k,l} = vk and l = ‖vk‖.

‘nest0’ replaces each sub-sequence of elements of a sorted input stream that
are identical except for one given position with one value list in the output
stream. For the specified position the resulting value list has a set of all values
that the value lists of the input stream have at that position.

– parameter: a position k.
– input stream: a stream s of type (t1, . . . , tk, . . . , tn), where tk is a scalar type,

i.e., tk ∈ TScalar.
The stream s must sorted on some (k1, . . . , km), with {k1, . . . , kn−1} =
{1, . . . , k − 1, k + 1, . . . , n}.

– output stream: a stream of type (t1, . . . , t′k, . . . , tn), where t′k is the set type
of tk, i.e., t′k = tk Set.
The output stream is sorted like the input stream.

nest0(s, k) =

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

〈〉 if s = 〈〉
〈(v1, . . . , {vk}, . . . , vn)〉 if s = 〈(v1, . . . , vk, . . . , vn)〉
〈x1〉 + nest0(〈x2, . . .〉) if s = 〈x1, x2, . . .〉 ∧ ¬(x1 =k̄ x2)
addk(x1, nest0(〈x2, . . .〉)) if s = 〈x1, x2, . . .〉 ∧ x1 =k̄ x2

with (v1, . . . , vn) =k̄ (v′
1, . . . , v

′
n) ⇐⇒ ∀l �= k : vl = v′

l and where
addk((v1, . . . , vk, . . . , vn), 〈(v′

1, . . . , v
′
k, . . . , v′

n), x′
3, . . .〉) = 〈(v′

1, . . . , v
′
k−1, v

′
k ∪

{vk}, v′
k+1, . . . , v

′
n), x′

3, . . .〉.

‘project’ disposes of parts of the value lists that are no longer needed. There
is no removal of duplicates. It is typically used at the end of a program to select
only the required values, or before one of the operations that operate on the
entire stream, like ‘sort’ or ‘product’, to reduce the amount of main memory
these operations might need.

‘unique0’ removes duplicates in a sorted stream. There are several operation
that might generate duplicates in their output streams even though their input
streams didn’t contain duplicates. Because only adjacent value lists in the input
stream are inspected by ‘unique0’ the input stream must be completely sorted.
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‘select’ removes all value lists that do not satisfy a given predicate. It is typ-
ically used in the midst of a program to select data that satisfies some require-
ments. We refrain from further specifying different types of selection predicates.
But comparing a value in a value list with a constant value or another value in
the value list are probably the most common cases.

‘sort’ generates as output a sorted version of its input. The sorting of the
output is the one specified as parameter of the operation. The sort operation
is particularly important, because several other operations can only be used on
sorted input. It should be evident that ‘sort’ needs the entire input stream for
operation.

– parameters: a non-empty list of distinct positions (k1, . . . , kl), with km =
km′ ⇒ m = m′.

– input stream: a stream s of type (t1, . . . , tn), where {k1, . . . , kl} ⊆ {1, . . . , n}.
– output stream: a stream of type (t1, . . . , tn).

The output stream is sorted on (k1, . . . , kl).

‘product’ takes two input streams and yields their Cartesian product. Most
programs probably will not contain a product operation. We provide it for com-
pleteness and as a means to define the rather important join operation. ‘product’
needs the entire input stream for operation.

‘unionall’ takes two input streams and appends the second to the first. It
might generate duplicates in its output. When we assume that we normally
are not interested in duplicates, we will probably try to use ‘union0’ instead of
‘unionall’.

‘create’ generates new object identifiers. When we want to create objects we
need the values for their attributes and new object identifiers. The attribute
values can be created by ‘const’ or read from the persistent database state. But
for the new object identifier we need ‘create’. To finally write the objects to the
persistent database state the write operation must be used.

– parameter: an object identifier type t, i.e. t ∈ TOID.
– input stream: a stream s of type (t1, . . . , tn).
– output stream: a stream of type (t1, . . . , tn, t).

The output stream is sorted like the input stream.

‘write’ can be used to insert and update objects. The objects that are writ-
ten are extracted from the input stream, that contains in each value list the
attributes and object identifier for one object. When inserting new objects the
object identifiers must have been created by ‘create’. When updating objects the
object identifiers have been read from the persistent database state. The written
objects are placed in the direct extension of the specified class. Next to ‘delete’
this is the only operation that changes the persistent database state.

– parameters: a class name c, a position l and a function f : attr(γ(c)) → N,
– input stream: a stream s of type (t1, . . . , tn), where

⋃
A∈attr(γ(c)) f(A) ⊆

{1, . . . , n} and tl ≤ γ(c) and tf(A) ≤ σ(c, A).
– output stream: none.
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– database instance update:
– I := I ∪ J ∪ Ī
– α(vl, A) := vf(A), for (v1, . . . , vn) ∈ s and A ∈ attr(γ(c))
– χ0(c) := χ0(c) ∪ J
– ω(t) := ω(t) ∪ J for all t ≥ tl

where J = {vl | (v1, . . . , vn) ∈ s} and Ī = {vf(A) | (v1, . . . , vn) ∈ s ∧ tf(A) ∈
TOID ∧ A ∈ attr(γ(c))}.

‘delete’ removes objects from class extensions. All the objects that are given
by the object identifiers in the input stream at the specified position are removed
from the direct extension of the specified class and its subclasses. Besides ‘write’
this is the only other operation that updates the persistent database state.

Compound Operations. The following operations can be expressed by means
of the basic operations. That means that they do not extend the expressiveness.
They are provided, because they typically entail smaller costs than the costs
that are caused by the equivalent composition of basic operations.

‘union0’ takes two equally sorted input streams and unites them. Duplicates
are removed. In contrast to its counterpart, the basic operation ‘unionall’, the
result of ‘union0’ is sorted.

‘join0’ takes two sorted input streams and joins them. This is a standard
equi-join for one join value. It is not only useful to compute a join for literal
values but also for object identifiers.

– parameters: a position k and a position l.
– input streams: a stream s1 of type (t1, . . . , tk, . . . , tn) sorted on (k, k1, . . . , kp)

and a stream s2 of type (t′1, . . . , t
′
l, . . . , t

′
m) sorted on (l, . . .).

– output stream: a stream of type (t1, . . . , tk, . . . , tn, t′1, . . . , t
′
l, . . . , t

′
m) sorted

on (k, k1, . . . , kp).
join0(s1, s2, k, l) = select(product(s1, s2), pk,n+l) where pk,n+l(v1, . . . , vn+m)
⇐⇒ vk = vn+l.

‘access’ uses an access structure to retrieve the objects for the given key
values. For the values at the specified position in the input stream all objects of
the specified class that have these values for the specified attribute are loaded
and combined with the respective value lists. Only value lists of the input stream
where matching objects can be found reappear in the output stream. Next to
the basic operations ‘scan’ and ‘activate’, it is the third operation the reads data
from the persistent database state.

– parameters: an access structure declaration (c, A) ∈ X and a position k.
– input stream: a stream s of type (t1, . . . , tk, . . . , tn), where tk is the type of

the keys of the access structure, i.e. tk = keytype((c, A)).
– output stream: a stream of type (t1, . . . , tn, t OID, t′1, . . . , t

′
m), where t = γ(c)

and the t′l are the types of the defined attributes of t as describe for ‘activate’.
The output stream is sorted like the input stream.
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x1 := const(〈(‘Jones’)〉, (string))
x2 := access(x1, (Manager, name), 1)
x3 := access(x2, (Employee, boss), 2)
x4 := project(x3, f) with f(1) = 8

x1: (string)
x2: (string, manager OID, string, integer, manager OID, integer)
x3: (string, manager OID, string, integer, manager OID, integer,

employee OID, string, integer, manager OID)
x4; (string) x1: 〈(‘Jones’)〉
x2: 〈(‘Jones’, i7, ‘Jones’, 18 000, i15, 180 000)〉
x3: 〈(‘Jones’, i7, ‘Jones’, 18 000, i15, 180 000, i4, ‘Smith’, 12 000, i7),

(‘Jones’, i7, ‘Jones’, 18 000, i15, 180 000, i5, ‘Kline’, 14 500, i7),
(‘Jones’, i7, ‘Jones’, 18 000, i15, 180 000, i6, ‘Adams’, 16 000, i7)〉

x4: 〈(‘Smith’), (‘Kline’), (‘Adams’)〉

Fig. 4. A machine program for computing the names of all employees managed by
Jones, its respective stream types, and the actual streams for the example database.

3.3 Machine Program

A program for the database machine consists of one or more steps. Each step
designates one operation and describes the input and output of the operation.
For this purpose, streams are represented by program variables of the form xk,
called channels. Every input stream for an operation is given as a channel that
stands for the output stream of an earlier step.

A machine program step is denoted as op(args), for operations without an
output stream, as xk := op(args), for operations with one output stream, or as
(xk, xl) := op(args), for operations with two output streams. Here xk denotes a
channel, op is an operator and args is a comma separated list of suitable argu-
ments. All the parameters of an operation must be provided as concrete values.
If the operation requires an input stream, the stream is given as a channel xl.

A machine program is a sequence of machine program steps that satisfies
the following requirements: The preconditions of the operators in all steps are
satisfied. All arguments are of valid types in particular. Each channel is used as
output by exactly one step. (The two outputs of ‘duplicate’ must be two different
channels.) Each channel is used as input by at most one step. Each channel that
is used as input by a machine program step is used as output by an earlier step.

Note, that every program can be represented by an ordered directed acyclic
graph, where the nodes stand for program steps and the vertices for channels.

4 Cost Evaluation

The space costs can be determined without using the abstract database machine.
So, for the sake of brevity, we only consider time costs. The time costs are
evaluated by looking at the steps of the machine program one after the other.
In this process all program steps and all channels in the program are adorned
with cost statements. When we have a program step it contains an operation.
For the purpose of cost evaluation we must provide cost functions for every
operation. These cost functions are applied to the parameters of the current step,
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Application dependent parameters:

– Nc: number of objects in the extension of class c.
– N0,c: number of objects in the direct extension of class c.
– nt: average number of blocks for an object of type t.
– n(t1,...,tn): average number of blocks for a value list of type (t1, . . . , tn).
– nu:t: average number of elements in a set of type t.
– nA:c,A: average number of values for attribute A of class c.
– θs:c: average filling level of the object identifier access structure for class c.
– θa:c: portion of objects of class c that have be moved from their original second memory location.
– θp: selectivity of predicate p.
– θd:c: fraction of objects in class c that are only members of c or any subclasses of c.
– θD:c: correction factor for deletion of objects of class c.
– fq:(t1,...,tn)(l): average number of unique elements in a stream of type (t1, . . . , tn) of length l.

System dependent parameters:

– na: fraction of a block that is needed for the non-data part of an access structure per element
of the stored set.

– nOID: number of object identifiers that fit into one block.
– nmem: size of memory that is reserved for sorting and similar operations.
– nfiles: maximum number of open files for sorting.
– η(n): number of block accesses required to locate an element using an access structure for a set

with n elements.

Fig. 5. Some cost parameters used by the cost evaluation

to the types, sortings and the cost statements of the input channels. The results
of this application are used as the cost statement of the step and as the cost
statement for any output channels, respectively. After every step is adorned with
a cost statement, the total cost of the machine program results by combining
the cost statements of all program steps with an aggregation function. We call
the result of the aggregation total cost statement. We use simple cost functions,
that distinguish between access to blocks of secondary memory and accesses to
values that reside in main memory. More elaborated cost functions are possible,
but beyond the scope of this exposition.

Now we could look at the cost functions for each operation in detail. But for
space limitation we refrain from doing so. Instead, in order to give an impression
of the flavour of the cost functions, we only list the main cost parameters in Fig 5.

5 Conclusion

We presented an abstract database machine for object-oriented databases, and
we outlined how to exploit this machine for refining a general database schema
design methodology in order to take cost optimisation into account. The detailed
cost model has been beyond the scope of this presentation. Current research is
devoted to thoroughly study the impact of costs for the full process of schema
design. We mainly have to investigate the impact of semantic constraints, how
they suggest to declare access structure, how they influence the need for sorting,
and how they can be enforced with low costs.
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